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FOREWORD

1. This handbook on Japanese Military Forces

( TM-E 30-480) has been prepared by the United

States War Department, with the assistance and

cooperation of representatives from the following

headquarters:

British War Office.

General Headquarters, Southwest Pacific

Area.

Southeast Asia Command, and General

Headquarters, India.

Headquarters, United States Army Forces in

South Pacific Area.

Headquarters, United States Army Forces in

Central Pacific Area.

Allied Land Headquarters, Australia.

In general, it represents the agreed views of these

headquarters at the time this hand book was written.

For the most part, the material contained in this

handbook is based on information obtained in op-

erations to 30 June 1944. This has been supple-

mented by study of Japanese Army manuals and

other official and unofficial documents published by

the Japanese before and after the beginning of hos-

tilities, and by reports and observations of Amer-

ican and British military attaches and observers.

2. PURPOSE AND SCOPE. The purpose of

this handbook, which constitutes a revision of TM
30-480. 21 September 1942, is to give in a single

publication the broad outlines as well as pertinent

details of the organization, equipment, and train-

ing of the Japanese Army. In addition, Japanese

tactical doctrines and techniques, as set forth in

their manuals and observed in action, are discussed.

'I’he handbook is not intended to be complete or

final; detailed information on particular subjects

may be found in the special publications already

available or in preparation by the various agencies

and commands concerned.

3. LANGUAGE DIFFICULTIES. In cases

where confusion might result. Romaji or the roman-

ized form of the Japanese terms is given, together

with the translation. A Japanese-English and Eng-

lish-Japanese glossary of the more important items

is also included.

Because of differences in American, British, and
Japanese terminology for certain army units, a

translation of the Japanese terms has been used

throughout. Thus units of all arms and services

are called regiments, battalions, companies, pla-

toons, and squads (sections). For American read-
ers the change in terminology should cause no par-
ticular confusion except that some Japanese regi-

mental organizations, especially in the Cavalry and
the Engineers, correspond more closely to battalions
in that they contain only three or four companies.

Since the handbook is intended for use by both
American and British forces, commonly accepted or
understood military terms of both nations have been
used. Where no common term exists, both British

and American terms appear, the British in paren-
theses.

4. REVISIONS. It is intended to keep the hand-
book up to date with necessary revisions and correc-
tions as further information becomes available. In
order that this may be facilitated, it is requested that
all suggestions for changes or additions be communi-
cated to the Military Intelligence Division, War De-
partment, Washington 25, D. C.
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This manual supersedes TM SO—^SO, 21 September 19J/2.

CHAPTER i

RECRUITMENT AND TRAINING

Section I. GENERAL

1. ARMS AND SERVICES. The personnel of

the Japanese Army is classified as follows:

a. Line branch (Heika). The various arms

—

Infantry, Cavalry, Artillery, Engineers, Air Service,

and Transport—since 1940 have been grouped un-

der the generic term of Line Branch. This change

permits the easy shifting of personnel from one

arm to another, but it has not changed the basic

functions of the component arms. The personnel

is listed without specific designation—that is, Army
captain instead of Army Infantry captain.

b. Services (Kakubu). These include the Med-

ical, Veterinary, Intendance, Technical, Judicial,

and Military Band departments. Personnel is

listed by service—for example, Army veterinary

captain or Army technician corporal.

c. Military police branch (Kempei). For-

merly listed with the arms, the Military Police

branch continues to use a specific designation for

personnel—for example, Army Military Police

major.

d. Categories for assignment. The following

table shows the official categories (Heishu) used

for assignments in the Japanese Army. It will be

noted that the categories differ slightly for officers

and enlisted men—for example, privates are not

assigned to chemical warfare, meteorological, and

special motor transport, but are detached from

other units for such service.

Officers Warrant and noncommissioned officers Privates

Arms
Infantry
Chemical warfare
Mechanized (including cavalry)—
Field and mountain (light) artillery

In the Line Branch they are classified

according to the type of unit in

which they serve.

Medium artillery

Heavy artillery _ .

Antiaircraft defense
Balloon
Engineers
Air (Koku)
Meteorological.
Railway
Signal (Denshin)
Transport.
Special motor transport.
Infantry mortar

Infantry.
Tank.
Cavalry.
Field (light.) artillery.

Mountain (light) artillery.

Horse (light) artillery.

Intelligence.

Medium artillery.

Heavy artillery.

Antiaircraft defense.
Balloon.
Engineers.
Air (Hiko).

Railway.
Signal (Tsushin).
Transport.

Infantry mortar.

Services

Technical department:
Technician __
Air technician

Intendance department:
Finance

Medical department:
Surgeon.
Pharmacy.
Sanitary
Dental

Veterinary department:
Veterinary.
Veterinary duties. .

Judicial department.
Military Band.

Technical department:
Technician.
Air technician—

Intendance department:
Finance.
Construction technician.

Intendance technician.

Medical Department:

Sanitar.v
Ward master.

Veterinary department:

Veterinary' duties.

Military Band.

Technical department:
Technician.
Air technician

Medical department:

Sanitary.
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2. RANKS. Below is a tabulation of the various

grades in the Japanese Army, their Japanese names,

and their normal command. It should be noted

that the Japanese have no brigadier-general rank.

It also will be noted that one new grade has been
added for enlisted men, a rank corresponding to

lance corporal but listed among privates (Hei)

rather than among noncommissioned officers

(Kashikan)

.

The rank of field marshal
(
Gensui

)

is not included in the list, since it is an honorary
rank granted by the Emperor to generals.

Grade Name Normal command

General
Lieutenant general

Major general

Colonel

Lieutenant colonel

Major

Captain

First lieutenant...

Second lieutenant.

Warrant officer...

Sergeant major
Sergeant

Corporal

Lance corporal (lead-
ing private).

Superior private
First-class private
Second-class private. _

Taisho
Chujo

Shosho

Taisa

Chusa

Shosa

Tai-i

Chu-i

Sho-i

Jun-i

Socho
Gunso

Gocho

Heicho

Jotohei
Ittohei
Nitohei

Army commander.
Division com-
mander.

Infantry group or
brigade com-
mander.

Regimental com-
mander.

Second-in-com-
mand of regi-
ment.

Battalion com-
mander.

Company com-
mander.

Platoon com-
mander.

Platoon com-
mander.

Command and ad-
ministrative
duties.

First sergeant.
Squad (section)

leader.

Squad (section)
leader.

Section II. CONSCRIPTION SYSTEM
1. GENERAL, a. In peacetime all male Jap-
anese subjects between the ages of 17 and 40 are
subject to service in the Armed Forces. Some may
postpone their service, but only those seriously dis-

abled and certain criminals are exempted by law.
Since all Japanese are obliged by law to attend
primary school for 6 years, this is the minimum edu-
cational standard for the Army. The 20-year-olds
were examined yearly and classified according to fit-

ness for service. From those fit for active service,
the desired number was inducted into the Army and
given 2 years’ training, All others were put into a
reserve designed for furnishing replacements and

given a small amount of training. Those classified

as fit for limited service were given no training but

were put into the 2d National Army, where they, as

well as the boys between 17 and 20 years of age,

were liable to call in case of emergency.

b. Under the stress of war, many modifications

have occurred. The term of enlistment has been

prolonged to 3 years and more, depending upon the

circumstances. Reservists of various categories have

been called up as needed to form new units or to

furnish replacements for units in the field. The ex-

tent to which men assigned to the 2d National Army
have been used is not clear. The recruits continue

to be called up, but the training given them usually

takes the form of 3 months in Japan proper and as

much more in Japan or occupied areas as circum-

stances require. (See fig. 2.)

2. CONSCRIPTION SYSTEM AS OF 1941.

a. Conscription classes. Every Japanese male is

subject to military service. If a youth’s twentieth

birthday occurs before 2 December, he reports and

is examined for service in the 16 April-31 July

period preceding his birthday. If his twentieth

birthday occurs after 2 December, he reports and

is examined in the 16 April-31 July period following

his birthday. He is given physical and mental exam-

inations and classified according to his fitness for

military service in the following manner:

Class A—Not less than 1.52 meters (5 ft.) in height, and
in good physical condition. Available for active service.

Class B-l. Taller than 1.5 meters (4 ft. 11 in.) but under
the standard of Class A. Available for active service.

Class B-2—Same as B-l, but with poorer hearing and eye-

sight. Available for 1st Conscript Reserve.

Class B-3—Same as B-2, but with poorer eyesight and
general physical condition. Available for 2d Conscript

Reserve.

Class C— (a) Same height as B-3, but in poorer physical

condition, (b) Of 1.45 meters (4 ft. 9 in.) to 1.5 meters
(4 ft. 11 in.) in height, and not suffering from a dis-

abling ailment. Available for service in the National
Army; assigned to 2d National Army.

Class D— (a) Less than 1.45 meters in height, (b) Suffer-
ing from certain specific ailments which are not readily
improved by treatment. Rejected as unfit for service.

Class F—Suffering from a temporary ailment. Reexamined
yearly.

Enough men from Classes A and B-l are chosen to
fill the requirements of the Armed Forces, and the
others are put in the Conscript Reserve, along with
men from Classes B-2 and B-3. All men of Class C
automatically go into the 2d National Army, along
with those between 17 and 20 who are not in the
Armed Forces.

b. Active service conscripts (Genekihei).
Those men who are assigned to active service in
a given year are called to the colors for a period

2
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of 2 years as of 1 December of that year. They

have already been classified according to physical

condition, aptitude, and training, and allotted ac-

cordingly to the various arms and services, while

certain promising individuals have been earmarked

as officer material. Training begins on various

dates from 1 December and lasts until November
of the second year. Upon completion of 2 years

of active service, trainees are assigned to the First

Reserve (Yobieki) for 15 years 4 months. During
that time they may be called for training for five

periods up to 35 days each, or for fewer periods

are subject to an annual inspection muster, they,

too, enter the 1st National Army until they reach

the age of 40. The Conscript Reserve is divided

into the 1st Conscript Reserve and the 2d Conscript

Reserve, the distinction between the two being based

purely on the physical qualifications of the men.

d. National Army conscripts (Kokumin-
hei). The 1st National Army is composed of men
between the ages of 37 and 40 years who have

served in the First Reserve and the Conscript Re-

serve and who are therefore either fully or partly

trained. The 2d National Army is composed

CLASS A CLASS B CLASS C

if any tour of duty is prolonged as much as 50 days.

While in reserve they are also subject to the an-

nual inspection muster. After this service in the

First Reserve, they go into the 1st National Army
until they reach the age of 40.

c. Conscript, or replacement, reservists

(Ilojuhei). These are made up of men from
Classes B-2 and R 3, and from those in Classes A
and B—1 who are not needed to fill the yearly quota

of the standing army. They may be summoned for

a period of training not to exceed 180 days, and
after 17 years 4 months, during which time they

mainly of men who have been classified as fit only
for limited service (Class C). They are given no
training but are subject to call in emergency. Men
between 17 and 20 years of age who are not in

the Armed Forces are, automatically, also a part

of the 2d National Army.
e. Exemption and deferment. No exemption

is allowed by law except for criminals and the per-

manently disabled. Japanese living abroad, except

those in Manchuria and China, mav request post-

ponement of examination annualh for a period of

1 year, and unless they return to Japan for more

RESTRICTED 3
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than 90 days at a time they will be excused from
military service upon reaching the age of 37 years.

When a man’s enlistment will work a hardship on
his family, his service may be deferred for 2 years,

and if the distress lasts until he is 37 years of age,

he is excused from service. Students who have
not finished their education may postpone their

service up to various ages, depending upon the

school they attend, but in no instance beyond 26
years of age.

f. Reduction and extension. Graduates of
normal schools may have their terms of service

shortened by not more than 60 days, and graduates
of youth schools (sec. IV. par. la) by an indefinite

period. The terms of all conscripts may be length-

ened in cases of necessity.

g. Volunteers. Two kinds of volunteers are

recognized by law: males between the ages of 17
and 20 years, over 1.60 meters (5 feet 2.8 inches)

in height, and in Class A or B-l as to physical

condition; and conscripts who volunteer for imme-
diate service without waiting to be selected. A spe-

cial Army volunteer system was established for

Koreans in 1938 and for Formosans in 1942. There
is also an extensive apprentice system which trains
youthful volunteers for technical work in both Army
and Navy.

3. RECENT CHANGES IN THE CON-
SCRIPTION SYSTEM, a. Age limits. The
military age has been lowered to 19, and the liability

for service extended to 31 March of the year in which
the subject becomes 45.

b. Deferment. Deferment has been cancelled

for all students except those in specified types of

study, mainly technical or scientific; and for Jap-

anese in the southern regions occupied by the Jap-
anese Army, where, as formerly for Japanese in

Manchuria and China, examinations are conducted
at nearby military headquarters or consulates.

c. Conscription of Koreans. Military con-
scription of Koreans has been decreed, to begin in

1944', and of Formosans, to begin in 1945. Koreans
and Formosans have been recruited in increasing
numbers during the past few years as civilian labor-
ers under the direct supervision of the Army and the
Navy. These laborers, who receive no military
training, are used in construction corps.

d. Exemption of specialists and techni-
cians. It is reported that exemption from military

service now is granted to specialist and skilled tech-

nicians, especially in airplane industries, arsenals,

and munition factories.

e. Term of service. The nominal term of serv-

ice is now 3 years.

Section III. PROCUREMENT OF
OFFICERS

1. COMMISSIONED OFFICERS, a. Gen-
eral. (1) There are two general classifications of

officer personnel in the Japanese Army: Regular

Army officers and reserve officers. There are three
distinct types of officers, depending upon their back-
ground and education.

(a) Those who have graduated through the full

course at the Japanese Military Academy.
( b ) Those who have obtained commissions either

through the reserve officer candidate courses after

serving in the ranks or direct from technical insti-

tutions.

(c) Former warrant and noncommissioned offi-

cers who have risen from the ranks.

(2) All candidates for commission serve as pro-

bational officers with their assigned units for a period
of 2 to 6 months after completion of training.

b. Regular Army officers. These may be fur-

ther classified according to their training as fol-

lows:

(1) Graduates of the Military Academy and the
Air Academy as officers of the line branch.

(2) Graduates of technical and scientific insti-

tutions and of the Intendance School as officers of

the services. Most of these are selected while still

in school and are educated at government expense

in specified universities and colleges which offer

stipulated curricula. University graduates receive

their commissions as first lieutenant.

(3) Selected warrant and noncommissioned
officers in the active service under 38 years of age
who became candidates for commission (Shoi Ko-
hosha ) and received 1-year courses at the Military
Academy, the Air Academy, the Military Police
school, or other Army schools. In peacetime they
do not usually advance beyond the grade of captain
because of retirement for age.

c. Reserve officers. (1) These are made up
chiefly of Class A reserve officer candidates (Koshu
Kambu Kohosei) who have passed the necessary
course. They are drawn from regular conscripts
who have certain educational qualifications (for-

merly the equivalent of 2 years at high schoolj now
lower) . After 3 months of training in their unit,

they become candidates, and after a further 3
months they are classified by examination into “A”
candidates, those suitable for officers, and “B” can-
didates, those suitable for noncommissioned offi-

cers. The “A” candidates then are sent to one of
the regular courses for reserve officer candidates.
fSec. IV, par. 3) . Upon receiving a commission, in
lime of peace, they usually pass into the reserve
from which they may be called to active duty in
time of war. These reserve officers recalled to ac-
live duty (Shoshu Shoko) comprise a large propor-
tion of Japanese officers in the present war.

(2) There are recent announcements of a new
system for training special reserve officer candi-
dates by which boys between 15 and 20 years of
age, with educations equivalent to the third vear of
middle school, may become noncommissioned offi-

cers at the end of U/2 years’ training. Then they
become eligible for selection for training to become
reserve officers or. by special examination. Regular
Army officers. The branches open to the candi-
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dates are air, shipping troops, signal troops, tech-

nicians, and air technicians.

d. Special volunteer officers (Tokubetsu
Shigan Shoko). Until recently these were taken

from field and company officers in the reserve who
were allowed to volunteer for active service for a

period of 2 years, and for additional periods of

1 year until they attained specified age limits. Ac-

cording to recent information, this designation

appears now to be given regularly to young reserve

officer candidates after they have served a proba-

tionary period with troops. Special volunteer offi-

cers may qualify by examination for a 1-year course

at the Military Academy, after which they become

special volunteer regular officers and may rise to

he majors.

2. WARRANT AND NONCOMMISSIONED
OFFICERS. Warrant officers (Junshikan) are

usually selected by the promotion of noncommis-
sioned officers and are treated as officers. There are

only three ranks of noncommissioned officer (Kashi-

kan) : sergeant major; sergeant; and corporal. In

addition to those obtained by regular promotion and

those who are recalled to duty from the reserve,

noncommissioned officers are recruited mainly from

the following sources:

a. Noncommissioned officer schools. Con-

scripts who after about 3 months’ active service in

the Army volunteer to become noncommissioned

officers and after 9 additional months in special

training with troops are selected to become non-

commissioned officer candidates (Kashikan k.5-

hosha). They are then given a period of training,

formerly 1 year but now shortened, at one of the

noncommissioned officer schools (Kyodo Gakk5)

or at one of the Army branch schools or service

schools.

b. Class “B” reserve officer candidates.

c. Apprentices. Apprentices in the various

units open to Army Youth Soldiers (Rikugun

Shonenhei)—see section IV, par. 1.

Section IV. TRAINING

1. PRECONSCRIPTIONAL TRAINING, a.

In schools. In Japan military indoctrination be-

gins from infancy. Formal regimentation and train-

ing begin at about the age of 8 years, when, begin-

ning with the third year of primary school, all boys

are given semimilitary training by their teachers.

Those going on to middle school, higher school, col-

lege, or university receive military training under

Regular Army officers. In peacetime this amounts

to 2 or more hours per week with 4 to 6 days of an-

nual maneuvers, but recently the amount of time de-

voted to military subjects has been greatly increased.

Those who take up employment after finishing

primary school receive considerable military train-

ing at youth schools (Seinen Gakkol set up for their

particular benefit by the Government. Aviation

training in schools, particularly in the use of gliders,

has recently received much emphasis. Numerous
courses of purely military nature are being added to

tlie curriculum in order to turn the middle schools

into a training camp for cadets, and the universities

and higher schools into military academies for re-

serves.

b. In Army apprentice units. An Army ap-

prentice system to procure trained noncommissioned

officers in technical fields at ages below the conscrip-

tion minimum has grown rapidly in recent years,

especially in aviation. The Japanese Navy and

Merchant Marine have also developed extensive

training of a similar nature. The Army apprentices,

called Army Youth Soldiers (Rikugun Shonenhei)

,

are primary school graduates who begin their ap-

prentice training at the age of 14 or 15 years (low-

ered from 15 or 16 years in 1943). At some point

in their training they are inducted into the Army as

youth soldiers with the rank of superior private,

serve as lance corporals (leading private) for a

probationary period of 6 months after graduation,

and then become corporals. These apprentices take

one of the foliowing courses:

(1) Aviation (Shonen Hilcohei)

.

The usual

course lasts 3 years. After a first year at a general

aviation school at Tokyo or Otsu, all students are

divided into three groups. Pilots go to Utsunomiva
or Kumagai, signalmen to Air Signal School, and
mechanics to Tokorozawa or Gifu. They spend 2

years at one of these special schools, the last year as

youth soldiers in the Army. Those with special

qualifications may omit the first year and go directly

to flying school at Tachiarai or maintenance school

at Gifu.

(2) Signal (Shonen Tsusliinhei), Two years at

the Army Youth Signal School.

(3) Tank (Shonen Senshahei) . Two years at

Army Youth Tank School near Mt. Fuji.

(4) Artillery (Shonen Hohei)

.

Two years at

the Army Field Artillery School, the Army Heavy
Artillery School, or the Army Air Defense School.

(5) Ordnance. There is a 2-year course at the

Army Ordnance School similar to tlie apprentice

courses described above.

2. CONSCRIPT TRAINING (see sec. II).

a. In peacetime the training of men assigned to

active service (Classes A and B—1) covers a period

of 2 years. The first year for the infantry is usually

divided into four periods as follows:

January Recruit training. This includes

to May. general instruction, squad (sec-

tion) training, bayonet training,

and target practice. In February
a march of 5 days, with bivouack-
ing at night, is held to train men
in endurance of cold.

June and Target practice, field works, pla-

July. toon and company training, and
bayonet training. Marching 20
miles a day.
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August. Company and battalion training,

field work, combat firing, swim-
ming, and bayonet fighting.

October

Marching 25 miles a day.

Battalion and regimental training.

and Combat firing. Autumn maneu-
November. vers.

b. It will be noted from the above program how
the infantry training progresses from the smallest
unit, the squad (section), to platoon, company, bat-

talion, and regimental training, and culminates in

combined maneuvers at the end of the year. In
the second year, the periods of training are similar,

but more time is allotted to specialist training in the

respective branches.

C. Throughout the course of training, special at-

tention is given to the inculcation of “morale” or
spiritual instruction. The “Imperial Rescript to

Soldiers,” issued by the Emperor Meiji on 4 Janu-
ary 1882, is frequently read to the men, and the
live principles of military ethics contained therein

—

loyalty, courtesy, courage, truthfulness, and fru-

gality—are much emphasized.
d. First and Second Conscript reserves have to

undergo a 6 months’ period of training. The train-
ing is not so intensive as that given to active service
men, but nevertheless endeavors to cover, in a com-
paratively shorter time, all that the active service
men have learned in their 2-year course.

e. In peacetime, men who have served the com-
pulsory 2 years of active service with the Army and
subsequently been relegated to the First Reserve
must undergo further military training from time
to time during their period of liability (see sec.
Tit. It is known that under stress of wartime con-
ditions, the minimum periods of training prescribed
in peacetime have not been continued.

f. Conscripts may often receive the bulk of their
training in operational areas. The Japanese are
known to have used the Chinese Theater for train-
ing purposes, where men perform garrison duties
and sometimes get actual combat experience during
their period of training.

g* Japanese infantry training is a gradual tough-
ening-up process that grows in intensity, until,
finally, long marches with full equipment and still

endurance tests are used to produce ability to with-
stand hunger and fatigue for long periods.

3. TRAINING OF OFFICERS AND NON-
COMMISSIONED OFFICERS, a. General.
The thorough training of Japanese troops is attribu-
table in turn to the thorough training of the officers
and noncommissioned officers, who are largely the
products of the Army schools. The school training,
though somewhat narrow, arbitrary, and inflexible

in its system of indoctrination, is progressive, thor-
ough, and modern. However, its rigidity often has
inhibited originality of thought and action.

b. General training of regular line offi-

cers. Most regular line officers who reach field

grade are graduates of the Military Academy

TAd-E 30-480
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(Rikugun Shikan Gakko) . Candidates are rigidly

selected from graduates of 3-year courses at one
of the military preparatory school (Rikugun Yo-
nen Gakk5) at Tokyo, Osaka, Nagoya, Hiroshima,
Sendai, and Kumamoto, and from other applicants

who possess the proper physical and educational

qualifications. These applicants may be enlisted

men in the active service—noncommissioned officers

under 25 years of age and privates under 22, or

applicants-at-large between 16 and 18 years of age.

In peacetime, cadet training consisted of 2 years at

the Junior Military Academy (Rikugun Yoka Shi-

kan Gakko) at Asaka in Saitama-Ken; 8 months
duty with troops in a designated branch of service;

and 1 year 8 months at the Military Academy at

Zama in Kanagawa-Ken, or, in the case of air officers,

at the Air Academy in Tokyo. After graduation

candidates spend 4 months on probation in the grade
of sergeant major before receiving a commission.

Instruction at the Military Academy is confined

almost entirely to general military subjects and prac-

tical work in the branch to which the cadet is as-

signed. There are also 1-year courses for special

volunteer officers and for enlisted candidates for

commissions (Shoi Kohosha).

c. Staff training of regular line officers.

Courses at the General Staff College (Rikugun
Daigakko) in Tokyo are open ordinarily to com-
pany officers who have had not more than 8 years

of commissioned service and at least 1 year with

troops, but in wartime they have been opened to

officers of units in fighting zones, irrespective of age
or grade. In peacetime, a regular 3-year course ill

command and staff work, a 1-year version of the

regular course, and a 4-month special course for

aviation general staff work are offered.

d. Training reserve officers (sec. Ill, par.

lc)

.

Class A reserve officer candidates, after com-
pleting at least 6 months of training with units, take
various courses specially designed for them. They
are trained in reserve officer schools at Morioka,
Toyohashi, Kurume, Maebashi, Kumamoto, Sendai,
and Mukden for infantry; at Toyohashi for artil-

lery; at Kurume for transport; and at special re-

serve officer candidate courses in schools for
cavalry, engineers, signal, medical, veterinary, in-
tendance, and certain phases of artillery.

|

The
instruction, normally lasting 11 months but reduced
in some instances to 6, covers, principally, training
regulations and tactical textbooks, accompanied by
practical training which, although somewhat
elementary, is carried out realistically and thor-
oughly. Upon graduation, the candidates serve
with units on probation for about 4 months before
receiving their commissions.

e. Training of noncommissioned officers.
Except for apprentices (sec. IV, par.lb and class B
reserve officer candidates (sec. III, par. lc)

,

noncom-
missioned officer candidates are trained at one of
the noncommissioned officer schools at Sendai. Ku-
mamoto. Toyohashi, and Kungchuling (Manchuria)
These schools are devoted almost entirely to infan-
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try, except for some artillery and cavalry training at

Toyohashi. Candidates in artillery, cavalry, engi-

neers, signal, veterinary, intendance, and ordnance

are trained at the respective Army branch and serv-

ices schools. Special courses, usually technical, for

noncommissioned officers are also given in these

schools, as well as in the Tank School, the Military

Police School, the various air schools, the Medical

School, and the Mechanized Equipment Maintenance

School.

f. Training in Army branch schools. The

following schools offer special courses for officers

and conduct research in the technical aspects of the

branch concerned:

Infantry School near Chiba City.

Field Artillery School near Chiba City.

Heavy Artillery School at Uraga, Kanagawa-
ken.

Air Defense School in Chiba City.

Cavalry School in Chiba-ken (horse and

mechanized)

.

Engineer School at Matsudo, Chiba-ken.

Tank schools at Chiba in Japan, and at

Kungchuling and Ssuping (Kai) in Man-

churia.

Signal School at Onomura. Kanagawa-ken.

Transport School 'at Tokyo.

Military Police School at Tokyo.

Air schools (See par. 10 h).

g. Training in Army services schools. The

Army obtains its officers for the services by grant-

ing commissions to graduates of higher institutions

after they have served 2 months with troops as pro-

bational officers. Most of them have been chosen

beforehand and had their technical education paid

for by the Army. The Army services schools are de-

signed to supplement the technical training obtained

in civilian institutions and to adapt that knowledge

to military purposes. The Intendance School has

also a cadet course for intendance officers similar to

that for line officers at the Military Academy. Recent
* changes point to an effort to keep pace with in-

creased mechanization and the use of highly technical

equipment in the Army. The following may be

classed as Army services schools:

Medical School at Tokyo.

Veterinary School at Tokyo.

Intendance School at Iokyo.

Science School (formerly Artillery and En-

gineer School) at Tokyo.

Ordnance School (formerly Artificer School)

at Onomura. Kanagawa-ken.

Narashino School in Chiba-ken (chemical

warfare)

.

Toyama School at Tokyo (physical training,

military music) .

Mechanized Equipment Maintenance School

at Tokyo.

h. Air training. (1) In addition to “spiritual

training’ and inculcation of the martial spirit, in-

creasing efforts have been directed toward making

Japanese youth air-minded. As far as information

is available, pilots are drawn from the following

sources:

Youth air schools.

Universities, higher, and middle schools.

Civilian training centers.

In order to encourage volunteers for the air branch

of the Army, elementary instruction in air me-

chanics is given from primary school upward.

Construction of model airplanes is taught, and some

schools have gliders for training purposes. By

means of such encouragement, more pupils are

drawn into the youth air schools, after finishing the

primary school course at the age of 14 years. (See

sec. IV, par. lb.)

(2) Prospective pilots for the Army Air Service

are sent to special training schools, where initial

army air training is given. Six such schools in Ja-

pan, and one each in Korea and Manchuria, have

been reported. The course at these schools for-

merly lasted 10 months but now has been reduced

to 3 months. More time is given to theoretical train-

ing than to actual flying. After this initial train-

ing, candidates are separated into bomber, fighter,

and reconnaissance pilots; gunners; and techni-

cians. Those found unfit for flight duties are rele-

gated to ground assignments.

(3) Those selected for advanced training are
sent to Army training schools, which are reported
as follows:

Fighter pilots—3 in Japan—1 in Formosa.
Bomber pilots—4 in J apan—1 in Manchuria.
Reconnaissance pilots—2 in Japan.

Gunners—5 in Japan.

Technicians—5 in Japan, 1 in Manchuria.

(4) Operational training is the function of the

regular establishment; 1 training division, 4 inde-

pendent training brigades, 10 training regiments
and 13 training units have been identified and ap-
pear to be charged with this responsibility.

Section V. PROMOTION, PAY, AND
AWARDS

1. PROMOTION, a. A recruit entering the
Army is given the rank of 2nd-class private and, as

a rule, is automatically promoted to lst-class private

after 6 months. According to regulations, the mini-
mum time in which promotion may be made from
lst-class private to superior private is one year,
and from superior private to lance corporal 6
months; nevertheless, qualified lst-class privates
have been promoted to the superior grade within 6
months.

b. Enlisted men can be promoted to the various
ranks of noncommissioned and warrant officers with-

out taking the course at a noncommissioned officers’

school, provided they have the necessary qualifica-

tions. Minimum time limits within which promotion
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can be made to a higher rank, after assumption of
the preceding lower rank, have been laid down, by
Imperial Ordinance as follows:

To corporal, after 1 year as lance corporal
(leading private).

To sergeant, after 1 year as corporal.

To sergeant major, after 2 years as sergeant.

To warrant officer, after 4 years as sergeant
major.

C. All noncommissioned officer promotions are
subject to recommendation and selection, and in time
of war the process of promotion is considerably ac-

celerated in accordance with the demands of the sit-

uation. Men who have taken courses at noncommis-
sioned officers’ schools may gain promotion more
rapidly than those who have not done so.

d. Minimum periods of service in any one rank
before promotion can be attained have also been
laid down for officers. However, according to an
Imperial Ordinance promulgated in March 1941,
both officers and enlisted men can be advanced by
as much as two grades at a time for particularly

meritorious service in the field, distinguished serv-

ice in military affairs, retirement from service be-
cause of wounds or illness, or, posthumously, if

killed in battle. As a rule company officers must
serve 3 years with troops before promotion to field

officers, and field officers 2 years before promotion
to general officers, but in wartime exceptions to this

rule are made. General officers are appointed by
the Emperor from lists of eligible officers sub-

mitted by the Minister of War. Other officers are

appointed by the Minister of War with the Em-
peror’s approval. Commanders of independent

units, in appropriate cases, may be especially en-

trusted with the power to determine promotion.

2. PAY. a. The basic rates of pay of Japanese of-

ficers and men would be considered low, judged by
American and European standards. Japanese
standards of living are lower, but in recognition of

rising living costs in Japan and the resultant need
to safeguard the livelihood of the soldier’s de-

pendents, additional pay is now allowed to all ranks.

These payments range from 80 percent to a little

more than 100 percent of basic pay, according to

the country or area in which the soldier is called

upon to serve. Overseas pay was also formerly
given for service in Formosa, Manchuria, and Korea,
but the rates of pay listed below are believed to

represent those now in force.

b. Extra pay is also granted to technicians and
bandsmen; warrant and noncommissioned officers

in the Military police; and personnel employed as

interpreters. Pay to both officers and enlisted per-

sonnel varies according to the length of service
within each grade. Officers are usually paid in the

last 10 days of each month, and other ranks every

10 days. Before going into the field 10 days’ pay
or more may be advanced. Japanese Army pay

books, which have thin khaki covers, are usually

carried on the person
;
in them the owner’s name and

the name or code number of his unit will normally
be found.

C. The following table shows the basic rates of
pay in the Japanese Army (figures in Japanese Yen
per month)

.

General
Lieutenant general

550.00
483. 33
4 10. G6
310. 00-370. 00 (Three pay classes.)

(Four pay classes.)

(Four pay classes.)

(Three pay classes.)

(Two pay classes.)

220. 00-310. 00
1 70. 00-220. 00

Captain 122. 00-155.00
First lieutenant.

.

85. 00- 94. 10
Second lieutenant 70. 83
Probational officer 25. 00- 40. 00
Warrant officer 80. 00-110. 00 (Four pay classes.)

(Four pay classes.)

(Three pay classes.)

Sergeant major 32.00- 75. 00
Sergeant 23. 00- 30. 00

20. 00
13.50
10. 50

Lance corporal (leading private)..
Superior private
First-class private . 9.00
Second-class private. 6.00- 9.00 (For grades B and A

respectively.)

Prior to 7 December 1041, one yen was approximately
equivalent to 23 cents (U. S.) .and l s/2d (British).

3. DECORATIONS AND AWARDS. The
granting of medals, decorations, and citations for

valor, distinguished and meritorious service, good
conduct, and long service figures prominently in the

Japanese military system. In peace, decorations

are awarded by boards assembled at the War Minis-

try or important military stations, on the recommen-
dation of divisional commanders. In the field,

Army commanders may awrnrd up to and including
the fifth class of the Order of the Golden Kite. All

aw'ards are finally approved by the War Ministry
Boards, and decorations are issued, with a certificate

from the Emperor, to the commanders of units

concerned. They are distributed to officers by the

divisional commander and to enlisted men by the

unit commander. Decorations are returned to the

War Ministry on the death of the recipient. All

soldiers who have served with good conduct in

a campaign receive a decoration or medal of
some kind. A list of the principal decorations
awarded in the Japanese Army will be found under
Chapter XI.

Section VI. MORALE, DISCIPLINE, AND
EFFICIENCY

1. MORALE, a. The individual Japanese sol-

dier’s whole outlook and attitude to life are naturally
influenced by his home life, his schooling, his par-
ticular social environment with its innumerable
repressing conventions, and his military training.

b. In the Japanese social system, individualism
has no place. Children'are taught that, as members
of the family, they must obey their parents implicitly
and, forgetting their own selfish desires, help each
and every one of the family at all times. This sys-
tem of obedience and loyalty is extended to the
community and Japanese life as a whole; it perme-
ates upward from the family unit through neighbor-
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hood associations, schools, factories, and other larger

organizations, till finally the whole Japanese nation

is imbued with the spirit of self-sacrifice, obedience,

and loyalty to the Emperor himself.

C. Superimposed on this community' structure is

the indoctrination of ancestor worship and of the

divine origin of the Emperor and the Japanese race.

Since the restoration of the Imperial rule in 1868

the Japanese Government has laid much stress on

the divine origin of the race and its titular head,

and has amplified this teaching by describing Japan’s

warlike ventures as “divine missions.” Famous
examples of heroism and military feats in Japan’s

history are extolled on stage and screen, in literature,

and on the radio; hero worship is encouraged.

Regimentation of the Japanese national life by gov-

ernment authorities, with their numerous and all-

embracing regulations, has been a feature for many
centuries.

d. Throughout his military training the Jap-

anese soldier is not allowed to forget all he has been

taught in the home, school, or factory. It is

drummed into him again and again while his mili-

tary training proceeds by repeated lectures from

unit commanders, given under the guise of spirit-

ual training” (Seishin Kyoiku). The object of all

this concentrated spiritual training is to imbue the

Japanese soldier with a spirit which can endure and

even be spurred on to further endeavors when the

hardships of warfare are encountered. But even

though his officers appear to have an ardor which

might be called fanaticism, the private soldier is

characterized more by' blind and unquestioning sub-

servience to authority'. The determination of the

Japanese soldier to fight to the last or commit sui-

cide rather than be taken prisoner, displayed in the

early stages of the war, may be prompted partly by

fear of the treatment he may' receive at the hands of

his captors. More likely it is motivated by the

disgrace which he realizes would be brought on his

family should he fall into the enemy's hands.

2. DISCIPLINE, a. Because of his training

and background the Japanese soldier is generally

well disciplined and very' amenable to law and order.

With firm leadership, the discipline to which he has

been accustomed in Japan can be, and usually is,

maintained in the field and in territories under

Japanese occupation.

b. Elated with success in war and imbued with

the idea of Japanese racial superiority, the Japa-

nese soldier is apt to adopt a superior attitude

towards conquered people and to forget the strict

instructions given him during military training.

Numerous instances of breaches of the military laws

have occurred, and evidence shows that crimes of

rape, plundering, drunkenness, and robbery have

been committed. Cases of soldiers deserting their

posts, or mutilating themselves in order to avoid

taking part in combat, are not unknown, and a

few cases of insubordination and desertion also have

been reported.

3. EFFICIENCY. It already has been shown
(par. 1) that the Japanese soldier in civilian life

is a subservient unit in the Japanese family system,

and that individualism is discouraged. In the army
his position is similar. Army training and the Jap-

anese social system place emphasis on teamwork
rather than on individual enterprise. As a member
of a squad (section), platoon, or company, the Jap-

anese soldier meticulously performs duties allotted

to him: he is an efficient cog in the machine and will

carry out instructions to the letter.
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CHAPTER II

JAPANESE MILITARY SYSTEM

Section I. THE JAPANESE HIGH
COMMAND

1. THE EMPEROR. The Japanese Constitution

provides that the Emperor is Commander-in-Chief
of the Army and Navy; that he determines their

organization; and that he declares war. makes peace,

and concludes treaties. He is advised by two mili-

tary councils: the Board of Marshals and Admirals
and the Supreme Military Council.

2. IMPERIAL HEADQUARTERS. In war-
time or in case of grave emergency an Imperial

Headquarters is established, under the supervision

of the Emperor, to assist in the exercise of supreme
command. It consists of the Chiefs of the Army and
Navy General Staffs, the Ministers of War and of
Navy, and a staff of specially selected officers (see
fig- 3).

3. ARMY HEADS (Corresponds to U. S. War
Department). Subordinate to the Emperor and
Imperial Headquarters, the direction of the Army
is in the hands of four principal agencies. These
are (see next column)—

The General Staff (Sambo Hombu).
The Ministry of War.

The Inspectorate General of Military Train-

inS-
The Inspectorate General of Aviation.

4. THE GENERAL STAFF. The General

Staff comprises five bureaus: General Affairs, Op-
erations, Intelligence, Transport, and Historical. It

is charged with the preparation of war plans; the

training and employment of combined arms; the

direction of large maneuvers; the movement of

troops; the compilation of field service regulations,

maps, and military histories; and with supervision

of the General Staff College and the Land Survey

Department. The Chief of the General Staff is ap-

pointed by the Emperor. The General Staff is or-

ganized as shown in figure 4.

5. THE MINISTRY OF WAR. a. Func-
tions. The Ministry of War is the administrative,

supply, and mobilization agency of the Army. Its

chief, the Minister of War, is a member of the Cab-

inet and provides liaison between the Army and the

Figure 3. The Japanese High Command.

*Tlie Supreme Military Council and the Board of Marshals and Admirals act in an advisory capacity.
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Diet. He must be a general or lieutenant general on Emperor. The Ministry of War is subdivided into

the active list, and he is directly responsible to the the Secretariat and eight bureaus (.see fig. 5)

.

Figure 4. Army General Staff Headquarters.

Figure 5. Ministry oj War.
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b. Other duties. In addition to the duties

shown in figure 5, the Minister of War supervises

the foliowing

:

Technical Headquarters, including Scientific

Research Institute.

Provost Marshal General.

Remount Depot.

Fortifications Department.
Transportation Department.
Fuel Depot.

Army Supply Depot (military supplies other

than ordnance).

Mechanized Headquarters, believed to in-

clude training and development of mech-
anized units.

Military Police School.

Ordnance School.

Intendance School.

Medical School.

Veterinary School.

Research Laboratories.

Medical and Veterinary Supply Depots.
Provisions and Clothing Depots.

c. Other supervisory duties. He also super-
vises the activities of the following agencies:

(1) Aviation Headquarters.
Air technical research laboratory.
Flight test department.

Air depots.

Air arsenals.

(2) Ordnance Depot.

Ordnance Administrative Headquarters.

Ordnance supply depots.

Arsenals.

6. THE INSPECTORATE GENERAL OF
MILITARY TRAINING. The Inspectorate

General of Military Training consists of a general
affairs bureau, a so-called 2nd Bureau (Dai Ni Bu)

,

and several inspectorates. It is responsible for

technical and tactical training of the separate arms,

except the Air Service and of other services not

under the War Ministry. (See fig. 6.)

7. THE INSPECTORATE GENERAL OF
AVIATION. This agency was created by an ordi-

nance issued 7 December 1938 to supervise Air
Corps training. It comprises a General Affairs

Department and a Training Department and is

headed by a general or lieutenant general. In avia-

tion training matters, only, is it directly responsible

to the Emperor; in other respects, the Inspector Gen-

eral of Aviation is subordinate to the “Big Three”
(Chief of General Staff. War Minister, and Inspector

General of Military Training) . The Inspector Gen-
eral of Aviation may be said to rank with, but after,

the “Big Three.”

Figure 6. Inspectorate General of Military Training.
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Section II. TERRITORIAL ORGANIZA-
TIONS, INCLUDING DEPOT DIVI-

SIONS

1. TERRITORIAL ORGANIZATIONS, a.

Japan Defense Army. The territorial army or-

ganizations of Japan proper, Korea, and Formosa
are under command of the General Defense Head-
quarters (Boei Soshireibu) which was created in

1 941 and is responsible, through the Imperial Gen-
eral Headquarters, to the Emperor.

2. ARMY DISTRICTS. Japan proper is di-

vided geographically into four army districts;

Eastern, Central, Western, and Northern. (See

fig. 7.)

3. DIVISIONAL AND REGIMENTAL DIS-
TRICTS (Shikan, Rentaiku). The army dis-

tricts are split into divisional districts. These, in

turn, are divided into regimental districts which
raise recruits for all arms and services. The geo-

graphical distribution of these districts is shown in

the following table. Numbers following in brackets
show the original division raised in the district and
perhaps do not represent the division now stationed
there.

Army Head-
quarters

Divisional districts

Northern District
Army.

Eastern District
Army.

Central District
Army.

Western District
Army.

Sapporo Asahigawa (7), Hirosaki (8).

Tokyo (1) (Guards)*, Sendai (2),
Kanazawa (9), Utsunomiya (14).

Nagoya (3), Osaka (4), Himeji (10),
Kyoto (10).

Hiroshima (S), Kumamoto (6),
Zentsuji (11), Kurume (12).

Fukuoka

•Guarils Divisional District. Headquarters is located in Tokyo but
recruits are drawn from all over Japan.

4. REGIMENTAL DISTRICTS. The infantry
regiment districts are located as follows:

Army Divisional
district

Regimental districts
and military affairs

district

Northern District Army Asahigawa...
(headquarters Sapporo). (7th). Hakodate.

Kushiro.
Asahigawa.

Hirosaki
Toyohara (Karafuto).
Aomori.

Eastern District Army_ .

.

(8th). Morioka.
Akita.

Tokyo (Tokyo).
(headquarters Tokyo). (1st). Kofu.

Urawa.
Yokohama.
Chiba.

Utsunomiya. ._ Mito.
(14th). Utsunomiya.

Maebashi.
Sendai.. Sendai.

(2d). Fukushima.
Niigata.

Kanazawa Kanazawa.
(9th). Toyama.

Nagano.
Central District Army.

.

Nagoya
(headquarters Osaka). (3d). Gifu.

Shizuoka.
Kyoto Kyoto.

Tsu
Otsu.
Fukui.

(16th).

Army Divisional
district

Regimental districts

and military affairs

district

(headquarters Osaka.) (4th). Nara.
Wakayama.

Himeji Kobe.
(10th). Tottori.

Okayama.
Western District Army Hiroshima Hiroshima.
(headquarters Fukuoka) (5th). Matsue.

Yamaguchi.
Zentsuji Takamatsu.

(11th). Matsuyama.
Tokushima.
Kochi.

Kumamoto Kumamoto.
(6th). Oita.

Miyazaki.
Okinawa.
Kagoshima.

Kurume Fukuoka.
(12th). Saga.

Nagasaki.
Korea (Chosen) _ Ranan Ranan.
(headquarters Keijo). (19th). Kanko.

Keijo Keijo.
(20th). Heijo.

Taikyu.
Koshu.

Formosa (Taiwan) Taihoku.
(headquarters Taihoku). Tainan.

Karenko.

5. DEPOT DIVISIONS, a. Functions. A de-

pot division (Rusu Shidan) is primarily a training

division. In peacetime, the depot division was en-

gaged mainly in the training of the usual yearly

class of conscripts, called up as described in para-

graphs b and c, section II, chapter I. Its functions

now include also:

—

(1) Equipping and providing refresher training

for recalled reservists. Small detachments of the

'depot division are assigned these duties.

(2) Organizing and equipping new divisional

units.

(3) Providing loss replacements for divisions and
other active units, furnished by the divisional district

in which the depot division is stationed.

(4) (a) Other functions are: recruiting and
training nondivisional units located in the divisional

district; supervising men transferred to the reserve
and military training in the district’s schools; and
arranging for the return to Japan of casualties and
the ashes of the dead.

( b) In some cases, a field division, which origi-
nally was raised in one of the divisional districts,
will return to that district to rest and refit, and may
absorb or take over the functions of the depot
division.

b. Strength. The strength of depot divisions
probably varies from 10,000 to 20,000, depending
upon the number of conscripts and reservists beine
trained. Since depot divisions generally are or
ganized to engage in field exercise and other forms
of combined training, it is believed that after a brief
period of field preparation, the units should be
capable of engaging in combat, especially in defense
of their homes areas.

c. Recruiting districts. Japan proper has 14
divisional recruiting districts (Shikan) divided into
regimental districts (Rentaiku). Korea has two
divisional recruiting districts, Ranan and Keijo,
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divided into military affairs districts (Heijiku).

Formosa possibly has one divisional recruiting dis-

trict. likewise divided into military affairs districts.

While the exact functions of these military affairs

districts are not established, it is believed that their

principal duty is the recruitment of resident Japanese
and natives.

d. Dispatch of troops to field. In war each

divisional district dispatches to theaters of opera-

tions, or other assignments, several divisions and
other units, including, for example, independent
mixed brigades. This is accomplished by one or

two methods.

(1) The method used in an emergency is to send

to the field the bulk of the depot division, raising

it to full strength with first reservists (Yobiheil and
conscript reservists (Hojuhei), and retaining in the
divisional district a small cadre for each unit of the

depot division. The division sent to the field retains

the number of the depot division. The depot di-

vision then is rebuilt by calling other conscripts

and reservists to the colors.

(2) A second method is to form the new division

from a small nucleus of each unit of the depot di-

vision by adding to this cadre a large number of

reservists. Under this method the new division

usually is mobilized in billets or camps in the vicinity

of depot divisions, but it does not actually occupy
peacetime barracks. Such a division is given a new
numerical designation. It is likely that both
methods, as well as variations of these methods, have
been employed.

e. Names of depot divisions. Depot divisions

are designated by the names of their home stations,

as well as numerically, such as Nagoya or 3rd
Depot Division. All depot divisions have been
triangularized to accord with the general triangu-

larization of field divisions. The Infantry Regi-

ments left over when the depot divisions were tri-

angularized are under the control of the District

Army under whose jurisdiction they fall. They
probably are used for the activation of new infantry

units and possibly for furnishing replacements. A
depot division at present, therefore, will probably
be organized as follows:

Depot Division Headquarters.
Division Staff.

Military Affairs Department (Heimubul.
3 Infantry Regiments (Replacement Units

(Hojutai) )

.

1 Artillery Regiment (Replacement Unit).

1 Cavalry or Reconnaissance Regiment (Re-

placement Unit)

.

1 Engineer Regiment (Replacement Unit)

.

1 Transport Regiment (Replacement Unit).

1 Medical Unit (Replacement Unit)

.

1 Signal Unit (Replacement Unit).

1 Hospital.

1 Supply and Repair Depot.

1 Horse Training Center.

Section III. FIELD REPLACEMENT
SYSTEM

1. GENERAL. The complements of Japanese
field units are usually sufficiently high to provide
for what are ordinarily considered first replace-

ments. When these supernumeraries have been ex-

hausted, two methods of reinforcement are normally
employed.

2. METHODS OF REPLACEMENT, a. Di-
rect call on depot division. The first is for the
unit to call directly upon the depot division, or the
active division occupying its divisional district.

1 he replacements consist of officers and enlisted
men of such rank and degree of training as speci-
fied by the field commander. This method is the
one preferred by the Japanese, for it preserves their
system of having all men in a unit come from a par-
ticular divisional district. It has the obvious dis-
advantage of being time-consuming.

b. Field replacement units. In order that a
unit in the field, which has suffered heavy casualties
may receive replacements quickly, the Japanese have
devised a second replacement system. Under this,
they have placed in the theater of operations a unit
known as a f ield Replacement Unit which normally
consists of two infantry battalions plus auxiliary
troops. Men in a Field Replacement Unit do not
come necessarily from the same divisional district
as the combat units it serves. They may be in vari-
ous stages of training, ranging from veterans to
those who just have finished basic training. Re-
placements are provided over a wide area, probably
a particular theater of operations.

c. Divisions as replacement. There is also
evidence that after a campaign a division, which has
been assigned a station in a relatively quiet area
oveiseas (such as the rear areas in China), may
perform the functions of replacement for other units
not necessarily from the same divisional district.
I his is done by sending newly' raised troops from
Japan to the division for a final period of intensive
training with experienced troops. After the new
recruits have completed this training they are for-
warded as replacements for other units.

RESTRICTED
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FIELD ORGANIZATION

Section I. MAJOR ORGANIZATIONS
Note. In some cases in this chapter, sufficiently- definite

and comprehensive information has not been available to

enable representatives of the participating headquarters to

reach fully agreed figures. Therefore, although the main
structure of the Japanese organization is considered to be

well established, some of the details are likely to need
amendment in the light of future experience.

1. FIELD COMMAND. The Japanese Army in

the field is organized into groups of armies, area

armies, armies, and forces with special missions

which initially do not come under command of any

army. The Chief of Staff of the Japanese Army is

responsible for the general direction of the army
forces in the field.

2. GROUPS OF ARMIES. A group of armies,

such as the Kwantung Army, might be considered

the equivalent of the command of a theater of

operations.

3. AREA ARMIES. An area army, such as the

8th Area Army, may be considered the equivalent of

an American or British Army.

4. ARMIES. A Japanese Army should be consid-

ered the equivalent of an American or British Corps.

It is composed of a headquarters, a variable number

of infantry divisions, and army troops. Such a

force normally comprises from 50,000 to 150,000

officers and enlisted men. The 18th Army in the

Figure 8. Field command.
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Figure 9. Staff administration.

Southwest Pacific area during April 1943 had a

nominal strength of about 130,000, but its actual

strength was always greatly below this figure be-

cause of attrition en route, casualties, and detach-

ments. It included the following units:

3 Divisions—plus small elements of a fourth.

1 Independent mixed brigade.

2 Infantry mortar battalions.

4 Independent field antiaircraft artillery

companies.
6 Independent field searchlight companies.

6 Field antiaircraft artillery battalions.

2 Field machine cannon companies.

1

Independent antitank gun battalion.

1

Engineer group.

7 Independent engineer regiments.

1 Independent engineer company.

2 Field road construction units.

1 Field airfield construction unit.

3 Field duty units.

3 Shipping engineer regiments.

1 Field motor transport depot.

2 Field transport commands.
1 Independent transport regiment.

3 Independent motor transport battalions.

6 Independent motor transport companies.

1 Signal unit.

2 Fixed radio units.

5 Line of communication hospitals.

1 Water purifying unit.

2 Debarkation units.

2 Anchorages.
2 Construction duty companies.

3 Land duty companies.
5 Sea duty companies..
1 Water transport unit.

5 Airfield battalions.

3 Airfield companies.
2 Base forces (Naval troops)

.

1 Field freight depot.

1 Field ordnance depot.

4 Line-of-communication garrison (sector)

units.

5. ARMY CORPS. Japanese military terminol-
ogy does not include the term arm\ corps (see

par. 4)

.

6. INFANTRY DIVISION, a. General. In
its basic form the Japanese infantry division is

composed as follows:

Division headquarters.
Division signal unit.

Infantry group headquarters and 3 infantry

regiments.
Artillery regiment.
Cavalry regiment or reconnaissance regi-

ment.
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Engineer regiment.

Medical unit.

Field hospitals.

Water-purification unit.

Transport regiment.

Ordnance unit.

Veterinary unit.

b. Classification and strength. Organic
units of the Japanese division exhibit various dif-

ferences in organization and strength, because they

are organized for different roles and varying types

of terrain. The Japanese themselves classify these

organic units into three general categories: A, or

the strongest; B, representing the standard; and C,

the special. Consequently, the strength and classi-

fication of their divisions are largely dependent upon
organization of their organic units. However, this

does not constitute a hard-and-fast rule whereby all

Japanese divisions are composed exclusively of any
one type of units. For example, a basically stand-

ard, or “B” type, division often may have “A” type

artillery. In addition, there are also strength dif-

ferences within the division units themselves. In

an “A” type infantry regiment, the regimental in-

fantry gun unit could be either one company of four
guns or two companies of four guns under a small
battalion headquarters. In general, however, all

Japanese divisions come within the following clas-

sifications:

(1) The standard division. This type of division
has been encountered most frequently in present
operational areas. It is composed of organic ele-

ments listed in paragraph a above.

(2 1 The strengthened division. This division is

composed of “A” type units ( augmented personnel
and firepower) and may include an artillery group,

consisting of a group headquarters, a field or moun-
tain artillery regiment, and other artillery units; an

organic tank unit; and a chemical or decontami-.

nation unit for gas control. This type of division

so far has not been encountered in its entirety in

the field.

(3) The strengthened division (modified). Ele-

ments of this type of division were known to exist

during the early stages of the war, and the division

may have been a fore-runner of the strengthened

type described above. It includes an artillery group,

but has no organic tank element or gas decontami-

nation unit. The infantry rifle companies are found

without the heavy weapons platoons of the strength-

ened type division, decreasing the rifle company
strength from 262 to 205. In such case the heavy

machine guns and antitank rifles are found in the

machine gun and antitank companies.

(4) The special division. This is a lighter type

of division composed of two brigades, each of four

independent infantry battalions supported by small

units of auxiliary troops (mainly “C ’ type units).

The future operational role of this type of division

is difficult to forecast, but to date it has been found

employed in garrison and antiguerilla activities in

China.

c. Charts and tables. The following charts

and tables depict the organization of the four types

of infantry divisions listed above. However, in

view of the many possible combinations of types of

units within a division, these charts and tables can-

not be taken as exact models for all divisions.

Following the charts and tables are presented de-

tailed analyses of organization and strength. Where
known, variants are included. Emphasis has been

placed, however, upon the standard division.
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Figure 13. Japanese “Special” Division. This type of division
has been identified in China engaged in garrison and anti-
guerilla activities.

Units

Division headquarters.
2 Infantry brigades

Each
Signal unit..
Engineer unit
Transport unit
Medical unit

Total

Personnel

Horses

Rifles

<= 2
2 Ex

'bX.2
.x:

h- a

II

?.2

^ 73

Grenade
discharger

Light
mortars

70-mm

bat-

talion

gun

250 160 180 4

9, 500 1.000 5,600 100 32 100 16 8
4, 750 500 2. 800 50 16 50 8 4

200 30 70
600 100 500 6 12

1,800 1.290 500
050 80 100

1 13, 000 2, 660 6, 950 110 32 112 16 8

Figure 14. Strength and
figures

weapons of special division

are estmates )

.

( all

Units

Personnel

O 33

H g

O

Horses

cno
5
5

a
p
tt

a

c3
CO

3c
tl

3

§1

§
73n

o
a
a
o

c
Heavy

machine

gun

M

achine

cannon

or

20-mm

antitank

rifle 37-mm

or

47-mm

antitank

gun

70-mm

battalion

gun

75-mm

regimental

gun

75-mm

field

or

mountain

gun

Tankette

or

ar-

mored

car

Division headquarters 300 300 (160) (180) (4) ( )
Division signal unit 250 220 40 (100) . ( )

:

Infantry group headquarters 71 70 18 ( ) ( )

—
3 infantry regiments, each 3,843 11,529 9. 000 2, 130 6, 393 (336) 324 108(72) 18 18
Division field artillery regiment 2, 300 2, 000 2, 000 (450) in 30Division reconnaissance regimen! 730 650 (188) (260) 28 16 4 4
Division engineer regiment. .. 900 750 (150) (700) (9)
1 )i vision medical unit. 900 750 (110) ( ) ( )

4 Field hospitals (Operational 3) 1,000 690 ( ) ( ) ( )
Division water purification unit 120 90 ( ( )
Division transport regiment.. . ... 1,800 1,400 (1300) ( ) ( j

——
Divisiun ui dnai ice 1

1

n

i

i — _ 40 ( ) ( )
Division veterinary unit. 50 40 c ) ( )

. —

.

Total 20, 000 16, 000 (7, 500) (9, 000) (382) (340) 112(76) 22 18 12 36 7

Alternatives:
Division mountain artillery regiment 3, 400 (1,400) (450) (1) 36Division cavalry regiment 950 900 (1, 100) (500) 28 18 10 4 2
Infantry group tankette unit . 100 ( ) ( > ( > 1 > ...... 10-17

NOTES
1. Figures in parentheses arc interpolations.
2. Parentheses only indicate presence but insufficient evidence is available to estimate a figure.
3. The figure of 72 heavy machine guns shown in brackets for the three infantry regiments assumes the presence of the 8-gun company

Figure 15. Strength and weapons of standard division.
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Units

|
Personnel

11
Horses Motor

Vehicles

Rifles Light

machine

gun

Grenade

discharger

Heavy

machine

gun

Machino

cannon

or

20-mm

antitank

riflo 37-mm

or

47-mm

antitank

gun

70-min

battalion

gun

75-in

m

regimental

gun

75

-m

m

field

or

mountain

gun

105-mm

Howitzer

©

0

6
s

1
Light

tanks

Medium

tanks

Tankette

or

ar-

mored

car

Division headquarters. 465
287
69
114

17. 061
159

2, 379
951
730
717

1,012
1.083
1,009

1G3

2, 729
185
105
190

66
48
18
24

3. 249
99

2, 463
769
188

23

( )

3

( >

(120)

( )

( )

7, 110

( )

( )

( )

260

( )

(800)

( )

( )

( )

( )

* s

( )

( )
Division signal unit _

Infantry group headquarters

U
Si
28

( )

(9)

( )

( )

Infantry group signal unit.

3 Infantry regiments, each 5,GS7 441 108 72 36 36 24
Artillery group headquarters.. 6

49

( )

61

81
12

Field artillery regiment 12 24
Medium artillery battalion 12
Division reconnaissance regiment 16

( )

4 4 7
Division tank unit 20 48
Division engineer regiment 116

1, 468
145

Division medical unit
5 field hospitals... 22

19
176
14

6
30

Division water purification unit
Division .transport regiment .. 1,222 (21) 6
Division ordnance unit ..

Division veterinary unit 32
Chemical (decontamination) unit.. ...

Total

Alternatives:
Division mountain artillery regi-

ment
Division cavalry regiment ... . ..

Infantry group tankette unit

( )

1329, 408 9,906 502 (10000) (405) (157) 112 72 40 36 24 12 24 12 20 48

3, 420
950
100

1,835
1, 100 (500)

( )

( )

28

( )

24 12
18

( )

10

( )

4 2
10-17

™ • , . , _ . NOTES
1. Figures in parentheses are interpolations.
2. Parentheses only indicate presence but insufficient evidence is available to estimate a figure.
3. This division is described as from Japanese sources.

Figure 16. Strength and weapons of “strengthened” division .

Units ©
G
G
O
to

©
P-h

Horses Motor

Vehicles

8
S
Oh

Light

machine

guns

Grenade

dis-

chargers

Heavy

machine

guns

Machine

cannon

or

20-mm

anti-

tank

rifle

37-mm

or

47-mm

antitank

gun

70-mm

battalion

guns

75-mm

regimental

gun

75-mm

field

or

mountain

gun

105-mm

howitzer

Tankette

or

ar-

mored

car

Division headquarters... 415
220
48
52

14.493
160

2,315
783
899
995
948
163

2,819
185
105

217
38

11

12

2, 268
94

1,834
831
150
117
304

(20)

(20)

(5)

(id)

(30)

(is)

(15)

( )

(19)

(135)

n

( )

(100)

( )

( )

(7, 110)

( )

(400)
(300)

(700)

( )

( )

( )

(930)

(‘ i

( )

(4)

(3)

Division signal unit
Infantry group headquarters.
Infantry group signal unit..
3 infantry regiments
Artillery group headquarters

(345)

( )

( )

25
(9)

( )

441 108 72 18 36 12

Field artillery regiment
Division cavalry regiment
Division engineer regiment
Division medical unit
4 Field hospitals...
Division water purification unit.

12 6 6
24 12 ...

Division transport regiment
Division ordnance unit _

Division veterinary unit .

Total

Alternatives:
Mountain Artillery Regiment

2, 025

30

(24)
(6)

24,600
|

7.930 (284) (10. 000) (411) 453 114 78 18 36 12 24 12 (6)

3,441
j

1,822 36

NOTES
1. Figures in parentheses are interpolations.
2. Parentheses only indicate presence but insufficient evidence is available to estimate a figure;
3. This division is described as from Japanese sources.

Figure 17. Strength and weapons of
l^
strengthened,,

( modified ) division.

d. Identified Japanese divisions and their
principal components. (1) The following chart

shows the identified divisions of the Japanese Army,
their component units, the districts from which they

are conscripted, and the location of the depots from
which they are supplied. Division signal and
medical units, although included in the divisions,

are not shown on the chart.

(2) The area from which an identified regiment

is conscripted is the regimental conscription district.

When the location of its depot differs from the head-
quarters of the conscription district, the depot lo-

cation is shown in parentheses. The supporting
units are conscripted from the whole divisional dis-

trict. When the location of the depot differs from
the headquarters of the divisional district, the depot
location also is shown in parentheses.
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[As of May 1944]

Divisions
Regimental conscrip-

f

tion district and/or
t

location of depot

1 Gds..

f
(Tokyo)

2 Gds Tokyo /(Tokyo)
'I (Tokyo)

!

(Tokyo
1 Tokyo <Kofu

I Chiba (Sakura)

.

2 Sendai..

3 Nagoya..

4 Osaka,.

{

Sendai
Niigata (Shibata)
Fukushima (Waka-
matsu).

(Nagoya
.
-(Shizuoka
IGifu
(Osaka

. /Osaka (Sakai)
(Wakayama

{

Hiroshima. _ .

Matsuo (Hamada)
Yamaguchi...

{

Kumamoto -

Miyazaki (Miyakono-

Kagoshima

7 Asahigawa /Kushiro (Asahigawa).
(Asahigawa
Aomori..

8 Hirosaki
]
Akita

|

(Aomori (Hirosaki)

{

Kanazawa
Nagano ? (Matsumo-

to).

Toyama
) Kanazawa

.

10 Himeji

11 Zentsuji..

12 Kurume.

13 Sendai...

14 Utsunomiya

15 Nagoya?, Kyoto

10 Kyoto

—

17 Himeji...

18 Kurume.

19 Ranan- ..

20 ICeijo

/Okayama
(Kobe (Himeji)

1

Takamat.su (Maruga-
me).

Tokushima
Kochi
(Fukuoka .

/Nagasaki (Omura)
iFukuoka (Kururne)...
(Niigata (Shibata)

] Fukushima (Waka-
matsu).

(Sendai
[Mito . . . .

/Maebashi (Takasaki)
I Utsunomiya. _

Tsu

21 Kanazawa .

(Kyoto
> Kyoto (Fukuchiyama)
Tsu.

(

Tottori .

Okayama . .

Kobe (Himeji) .....

{

Nagasaki (Omura). _.

Fukuoka (Kurume) ...

Fukuoka (Kokura) .

.

[(Eanan) .....
/(Kainei)
((Ranan). ...

((Ryuzan) ...

/ (Ryuzan)
[(Taikyu)..

(Mito
22 Utsunomiya K,laebashi (Takasaki)

(Nagano (MatsumoLo).Kanazawa?

24 Zentsuji, Hiro-
suki.

/Matsuyama .

I
Y'amagata

5 Osakn, Himeji, il^ukuoka (Kokura)

.

Kurume. H^kayama?

26 Nagoya?

.

1

1

Nagoya

|
Gifu?

(Shizuoka?..

1 Gds
2 Gds

6 or
,7 Gds
3 Gds
4 Gds
5 Gds

1

49
57
4

1G
29

6
34

68

8
37
61
11

21
42
13

23

45
26

27
28
5

17

31

7

19

35
10

39

[ 63
12

43
44
24
46
48
116
65

104
2

15
59
51

60
67
9
20
33
53
54

81
55
56
114
73
75
76
78
79
80
62
82
83
84
85
86
64
71

72
22
32
89
14
40
70
11

Ind
12

Ind
13

Ind

Div cav or recn
unit

Div
tank
unit

Div arty regt

Div
arty
grp

Div engr regt

1 Gds FA 1 Gds...

|

kyo).

Gds 2 Gds (Tokyo)
kyo). grp (Tokyo).

M Recn Tokyo 1 1 FA of the Arty grp
Tokyo.

1 1 Tokyo

2

Sendai.

3 FA of the Arty grp 3 3 Nagoya (Toyo-
hnshi).Nagoya.

4 FA Osaka (Shinoda-
yama)

.

4 Osaka (Taka-
tsuki)

.

7 Recn Asahigawa

.

8 Recn Hirosaki 8
(Co)

8 FA of the Arty Grp
Hirosaki.

8 8 Hirosaki (Mori-
oka).

9 Cav Kanazawa 9 9 Kanazawa
Grp Kanazawa

10 Recn Himeji ._ 10 FA of the Arty Grp
Himeji.

10 10 Himeji (Oka-
yama).

11 Mtn of the Arty Grp 11 11 Zentsuji...
Zentsuji.

fl2 Recn Kurume.. 12 24 FA of the Arty
Grp Kurume.

12 18 Kurume

.13 Div Cav unit
(Sendai) (Takata).

14 Utsu (Mito) ...

15 21 FA 15

[l 7 Inf Grp Tkette
Co.

23 FA Himeji

mi).

17 Iliireji (Oka-
yama).

18 Mtn Kurume. 12 Kurume

25 Mtn of the Arty
Grp (Ranan).

19

j‘20 Recn (Ryuzan). 26 FA of the Arty Grp
(Ryuzan).

20 20 (Ryuzan)

|21 Div Tkette Co.

1,22 Inf Grp Tkette.

(

Co Utsu.

51 Mtn 21

23 13 FA of the Arty Grp,

^ 42 FA of the Arty Grp

23 23.

jl-24 Recn 24 24

15 Mtn of the Arty
Grp.

25 25..

26 Recn-- 11 Ind FA Nagoya? 26

1

Div tnpt regt

1 Gds.

2 Gds (Tokyo).

1 Tokyo.

2 Sendai.

3 Nagoya.

4 Osaka.

5 Hiroshima.

6 Kumamoto.

7 Asahigawa.

8 Hirosaki.

9 Kanazawa. *

10 Himeji

11 Zentsuji.

18 Kurume.

13 Sendai.

14 Utsu.

|
15.

16 Kyoto.

17 Himeji.

12 Kurume.

19 (Ranan).

20 (Ryuzan;.

21 .

22 UtSU?

23.

24.

25.

26.
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Divisions
Regimental conscrip-
tion district and/or
location of depot

Div inf

regt
Div cav or recn

unit

Div
tank
unit

Div arty regt
Div
arty
grp

Div engr regt Div tnpt regt

27 All Japan?.

2S Tokyo, Sendai,
Kyoto.

29 Nagoya, Kana-
zawa, Osaka.

30 Ranan, Heijo. .

31 Sendai, Osaka,
Kurume.

(Tokyo)

(Tokyo)

Tokyo
Niigata (Takata)
Fukui (Sabae)
Nagoya (Toyohashi)
Nara
Nagano (Matsumoto)
f(Kanko) . . - .

UHeijo).
[Niigata (Shibata)
^Fukuoka
(Nara.

Tokyo ?._

[Niigata (Shibata) ?

jFukushima (Waka-
I

inatsu) ?.

Osaka -------

< Osaka (Sakai) _

(Wakayama

(Aomori (Hirosaki)
<Akita
[Yamagata..

Matsue (Hamada)___
(Yamaguchi
(Takamatsu (Maru-
I

game)?
(Tokushima
(Kochi -----

Mito?
Maebashi (Takasaki)
lutsunomiya -

[Fukushima (Waka-
I

matsu).

|

Sendai . -

(Niigata (Shibata)
Shizuoka
Nagoya. ..

(Gifu
Kumamoto

I
Kagoshima
(Miyazaki (Miyako-
l nojo).
|Yamagata -

Akita
I Aomori (Hirosaki)

(Taihoku). _

48 Formosa
(Tainan)

(

Utsunomiya
Mito
Maebashi (Takasaki!
[Toyama
I

Kanazawa
I Nagano (Matsumoto)
[Fukui (Tsuruga)

\ Kyoto
ITsu

{

Kobe (Uimeji)
Tottori --

Okayama

(

Takamatsu (Maru-
game).

Tokushima
Kochi
Fukuoka -----

Nagasaki (Omura)
Fukuoka
(Aomori (Hirosaki)
[Akita
l Yamagata -

58 Kurnamoto?.

L
China

2

.China
3

China
3

30
30
18

38
50
74
77
58
124

138

210
211

212
213
214
215
21G
217
218
219
220
221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
990

230
231

232
233
234

235
236
237
238
239
129

130
158
118

135

136
123

145
147

91

105
131

/
1

1 Form.
2

Form.
47
66

102
115
69
107 ,

150 i

119
i

128
;

151

111
|

121

154

112

143

144

113
146
148
52

117
132
» 92
i 93
i 94
‘ 95
i 96

' 106
> 107
» 1G8

27 Recn

28 Cav.

29 Cav...

30 Recn.

32 Inf Grp Tkette
Co.

34 Recn Osaka

.

35 Inf Grp Tkette
Co.

36 Inf Grp Tkette
Co.

37 Inf Grp Tkette
Co.

3S Inf Grp Tkette
Co. Nagoya.

39 Recn Hiroshi-
ma?

40 Cav Zentsuji-. -

42 Recn Sendai -

43 Recn Nagoya

46 Recn Kuma-
moto.

•47 Cav. Hirosaki..

48 Recn

51 Recn Utsuno-
mij a.

52 Cav Kanazawa

53 Recn Kyoto

54 Recn Ilimeji

55 Cav Zentsuji

56 Recn and 56
Inf Grp Tkette Co
Kurume.

57 Recn Hirosaki

‘ 1. 1. Bn.
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27 Mtn (Tokyo)?

28 Mtn of the Arty
Grp.

29 Mtn..

30 FA...

31 Mtn.

32 FA...

33 Mtn..

34 FA Osaka (Shino-
dayarna).

35 FA

36 Mtn Hirosaki?

37 Mtn ..

38 Mtn Nagoya

39 FA Hiroshima?

28..

29.

34 Osaka (Takat-
suki).

35...

36 Hirosaki (Mo-
rioka).

;

38 Nagoya (Toyo-
hashi).

39 Hiroshima?

40 Mtn Zentsuji

41 Mtn Utsunomiya

12 FA Sendai

43 FA Nagoya

46 FA Kumamoto

40 Zentsuji

41 Utsu (Mito)

42 Sendai

47 Mtn Hirosaki.

48 Mtn.

14 FA of the arty grp
Utsunomiya.

16 Mtn Kanazawa ...

53 FA Kyoto....

54 FA HImeji

43 Nagoya (Toyo-
hashi).

46 Kumamoto

27 (Tokyo)?

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34 Osaka.

35.

36 Hirosaki.

37.

38 Nagoya.

39 Hiroshima?.

40 Zentsuji.

41 Utsu.

42 Sendai.

43 Nagoya.

46 Kumamoto.

47 Hirosaki (Mor- 47 Hirosaki.
ioka).

48 . .48

51 51 Utsunomiya 51 Utsunomiya.
(Mito).

55 Mtn Zentsuji

56 FA Kurume

57 FA of the Arty Grp
Hirosaki.

52 Kanazawa

.

I

53 Kyoto (Fushi-
mi).

.! 54 Himeji (Oka-
yama) .

55 Zentsuji

56 Kurume

57 Hirosaki (Mor-
ioka).

58 Div Engr Unit
Kumamoto.

52 Kanazawa.

53 Kyoto.

54 Himeji.

55 Zeutsuji.

56 Kurume.

57 Hirosaki.

58 Div Tnpt
Unit Kuma-
moto.
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Divisions

59.

60 Japan?..

61 Tokyo.

62.

63.

64 Ind Inf Group,
Osaka.

65.

65 Brigade, Zent-
suji, Hiroshima.

Regimental conscrip-
tion district and/or
location of depot

Div inf

regt

(Tokyo)
(Tokyo)....
(Tokyo)
Tokyo?
Kofu?
Chiba (Sakura)..
Fukui (Tsuruga)?

Kyoto?.
Tsu?

Matsuo (Hamada)?.

Yamaguchi?

Nara
Kobe (Sasayama)

Shizuoka.

Hiroshima (Fukuya-
ma).

) Hirosaki.

70 Hiroshima

—

71

104 Osaka ...

110 Himeji

116 Kyoto..

Akita?.

Yamagata? ...

Yamagata?
Aomori (Hirosaki).
Akita

i'Yamagata
Hiroshima
Matsue (Hamada)

.

Matsue (Hamada)

.

Yamaguchi
Hiroshima

Yamaguchi .

Tottori

(Osaka
/Osaka (Sakai)

I
Wakayama
(Okayama
/ Kobe (Himeji)

.

(Kyoto
/Kyoto (Fukuchiyama)
iTsu

i 41
i 42
i 43
i 44
> 45

> 109
i 110
' 111

> 46
» 47
• 48
i 49
i 50

> 112
i 113
i 114

101

149
157

* 11
i 12
i 13
l 14
i 15
» 80
» 81

1 137
1 21
• 22
J 23
* 24
• 25
» 77
1 78
» 79
1 51

2 52
53

54
55

131
132
133
106
153
168
i 56
57
58
59
60
134

135
136

141

i 61

62
63
64

65
115
116
117

» 82
i 83
• 84
» 85
i 86

i 118
i 119
i 120
i 102
i 103
i 104
» 105
1 121
> 122
i 123
i 124

87
88
140
108

137
161

110
139
163

109
120

133

Div cav or recn
unit

Div
tank
unit

Div arty regt

Div
arty
grp

Div engr regt Div tnpt regt

59 Div Engr Unit. 59 Div Tnpt
Unit.

60 Div Engr Unit. 60 Div Tnpt
Unit.

61 Div Engr Unit. 61 Div Tnpt
Unit.

62 Div Engr Unit? 62 Div Tnpt
Unit?

63 Div Engr Unit? 63 Div Tnpt
Unit?

64 Div Engr Unit? 64 Div Tnpt
Unit?

65 Div Engr Unit?

.

65 Div Tnpt
Unit?

65 Brig Engr Unit.

68 Div Engr Unit. 68 Div Tnpt
Unit.

1

69 Div Engr Unit . 69DivTnpt Unit

L
Hirosaki (Mor-
ioka).

70 Div Engr Unit. 70 Div Tnpt
Unit.

71 Mtn 71 71.

104 Osaka.104 Osaka (Taka-
dayama). tsuki).

110 FA Himeji... 110 Himeji (Oka-
yama.)

110 Himeji.

,-120 Cav Bn? 122 FA Kyoto 116 Kyoto (Fushi-
mi).

116 Kyoto.

' I. 1. Bn.
3 Bn.
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7. DIVISION HEADQUARTERS, a. Gen-
eral. A division is commanded by a lieutenant

general, with a colonel of the General Staff as Chief
of Staff. The staff is in two sections—the General
Staff section and the administrative section. To the
staff are attached five departmental sections (see d
below) and an ordnance, a signal, and a veterinary
detachment. In all, there are about 300 officers and
enlisted men.

Figure 18.

b.. General Staff section. (1) The General
Staff section is composed of about 75 officers and
enlisted men. The Chief of Staff supervises and
coordinates the work of the General and Adminis-

trative Staffs. He acts as the link between the di-

vision commander and the unit commanders, heads

of departments, and the civil authorities. All

questions are referred to the Chief of Staff before

submission to the division commander either by
heads of departments or by the group or regimental

commanders.

(2) G—1 is a lieutenant colonel who deals with
operations, communications, and training. He has

a signal officer, a code officer, a gas officer, and an
ordnance officer as assistants.

(3) G-2 is a major who deals primarily with

intelligence, maps, censorship, and mobilization.

(4 1 G—3 is a captain who deals with rear services,

supplies, and line-of-communications matters.

(5) The adjutant is a lieutenant colonel who is

assisted by a captain and a lieutenant.

c. Administrative staff section. This sec-

tion, together with the departmental sections, is

composed of about 175 officers and enlisted men.
The head of the section is a lieutenant colonel who
deals with all reports, except those relating to opera-
tions, and exercises general supervision of admin-
istrative work. The section includes a captain or
lieutenant in charge of promotions, appointments,

RESTRICTED
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personal records of officers and noncommissioned
officers, personnel, and administrative details of mo-
bilization; a captain or lieutenant in charge of all

affairs connected with the departmental services, and
who is responsible for administrative orders: and a
captain or lieutenant in charge of documents and
the secretarial work of the division.

d. Departmental sections. The number of
officers employed in each special staff section varies
with divisions. The services represented are as
follows

:

( 1 1 Intendance. A colonel, three field officers, and
seven or more captains or lieutenants.

(2) Medical. A colonel and two or three other
medical officers.

(3) Veterinary. A lieutenant colonel and one or
two other veterinary officers.

(4) Ordnance. One field officer and two or more
captains or lieutenants from the technical service.

(5 1 Judicial (legal). Several officers.

e. Detachments. The ordnance, signal, vet-
erinary, and guard detachments, together with the
drivers of vehicles used to transport the division
staff and part of its equipment, make up the rest of
the headquarters.

8. DIVISION SIGNAL UNIT. a. General.
The division signal unit, commanded by a captain,
is composed of a headquarters, two wire (line or
L/T) platoons, one radio (wireless or W/T) pla-
toon, and a material (equipment) platoon. Its
strength is about 250 officers and enlisted men.

b. Organization.

Figure 19.

(1) Variations in the strengths of this unit as
shown in the different divisions may be explained
by the varying number of radio sections. In all

signal units it is common practice to add or de-
crease the number of radios as required.

(2) The company headquarters consists of a

command section composed of the captain in com-
mand and about 20 noncommissioned officers and
enlisted men. A runner or liaison section may be
included.

(3) Each wire (line or L/T) platoon is divided
into four sections. Total strength of the platoon
is about 50 officers and enlisted men. A first or
second lieutenant is in command. The radio (wire-
less or W/T) platoon is divided into sections each
with one set. The number of sections varies from
about 8 to 12. Total strength is about 100 to 125
men. A first or second lieutenant is in command.
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The material (equipment! platoon is divided into

two equipment sections. Total strength is about

35.

c. Equipment. The approximate total of signal

equipment in the unit is 32 telephones, 30 miles of

insulated wire, 2 radio sets (ground to air), and

8 to 10 other radios. The unit also utilizes pigeons,

dogs, helio lamps, semaphores, and ground panels,

as well as plane pickups. Some personnel are

armed with rifles.

9. THE INFANTRY GROUP, a. General.

The infantry group is commanded by a major gen-

eral and consists of a headquarters, an infantry-

group signal unit (only in the strengthened divi-

sion ) , and three infantry regiments. In some in-

stances, tankette companies, of 80 to 120 men with

10 to 17 tankettes, have been assigned to the in-

fantry group.

b. Infantry group headquarters. The head-

quarters, composed of 70 to 100 officers and men, is

divided into an administrative staff, a headquarters

guard ( equipped with automatic weapons I . and a

small field (baggage) section. In the standard di-

vision a small signal unit may be furnished from the

division signal unit.

c. Infantry group signal unit. Found only
in the strengthened divisions, this unit usually is

commanded by a captain and is divided into a com-
pany headquarters, a wire (line or L/T) platoon,

and a radio ( wireless or W/T) platoon. The
strength is about 115 officers and enlisted men.

Strength analysis.

Unit Commander—Captain 1

Unit Headquarters 17

Line (L/T I Platoon 57

Radio (or W/T) Platoon 40

Infantry group signal unit—Total 115

Equipment includes an estimated 12 tele-

phones, 5 light radio sets, 2 switchboards,

11 miles of insulated wire and 24 horses.

d. Infantry group tankette company. These

units have been identified in a few divisions. They

are believed to be organized into three or four pla-

toons and a company train, with a total of from

80 to 120 personnel. They are believed to have 10

to 17 tankettes and trailers. They probably are

used for reconnaissance purposes, since divisions in

which they are found normally do not have cavalry

or reconnaissance regiments. They also may be

used for front-line transport.

10. THE INFANTRY REGIMENT, a. Gen-

eral. The regiment is commanded by a colonel and

its components are, in general:

Regimental headquarters (including regi-

mental train )

.

Regimental signal company.
Regimental infantry gun unit.

Regimental antitank gun company.

3 infantry battalions.

A pioneer or labor unit may be added.

b. Tabular strength and equipment tables.

Units Person-
nel

Horses Rifles
Light
machine
gun

Ore- 1

nade
dis-

charger

Heavy
machine
gun

37-mm
or

47-inm
anti-

tank
gun

70-mm
bat-
talion
gun

75-mm
regi-

mental
gun

Regimental headquarters (with train) 17(i 107 (30) i

Regimental Signal Co - _ 132 23 (30)
Regimental Infantry Gun Co 122 37 (20

)

4
lit) 23 (20) 6

3 Infantrv Battalions __ _ _ 3 297 483 (2, 031) in 108 36 6
1 . 099 161 (677) 37 36 12 2

Battalion Headquarters and train_ 147 96 (50) 1

4 rifle Cos (each! 181 139 9 9
1 machine gun Co _ 174 45 (50

)

12
1 Battalion gun platoon.. _ 55 20 (20) 2

—
Total, Regimental

|3, 843 (710 (2, 130) 112 108

|

36 6 6 4

1

Usually repiment.s operate in the field with only 24 heavy machine (runs.

Figures in parentheses are estimates.

Figure 20. Standard regiment.

The following tables illustrate the two types of the

strengthened regiment, as described by the Japa-
nese. The first table illustrates a substantially

stronger infantry regiment in which a heavy weapons
platoon has been added to the rifle companies and
more infantry guns have been added to the regiment.
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Units Person-
nel

Horses Rifles
Light
machine
gun

Grenade
dis-

charger

Heavy
machine
gun

20-mm
anti-

tank
rifle

37- or
47-mra
anti-
tank
gun

70-mm
battalion

gun

75-mm
infantry
gun

Regt, Hq (with train)
Regt Sig Co
Regt Inf Gun Bn__
Regt Pioneer Unit
3 Inf Bus

Each
Bn Hcj and Train.
4 Rifle Cos (each) _

1 MG Co (4 guns)
1 AT Co
1 Bn Gun Co

Total, Regimental.

(195)
(150)
(364)
(100)

4, 878
1, 626
(282)
262
(73)

(100)
(122)

(140)
(25)
(55)
(15)

(846)
(282)
(159)
(17)
(12)

(18)
(24)

(50)
(35)
(45)
(50)

2, 190
730
50
150

( )

( )

( )

4
( )

( )

( )

111
37
1

9

( )

( )

( )

( )

147
49
1

12

36
12

2
4

24
8

2

12
4

12
4

8

4
4

5, 687 1, 083 (2, 370) (115) (147) 36 24 12 12 8

Figure 21. Strengthened regiment.

Units Person-
nel

Horses Rifles
Light

machine
.gun

Grenade
dis-

charger

Heavy
machine
gun

20-mm
anti-

tank
rifle

37- or
47-inm
anti-

tank
gun

70-mm
battalion

gun

75-mm
infantry
gun

Regt Hq (with train) ,. (198) (125) (50) (4) ( )
Regt Sig co_- . . _ (130) (23) (30) ( ) ( )
R.egt Inf Gun eo (170) (42) (20) ( ) ( )
Regt AT eo . - (130) (23) (201 ( ) ( ) 6
3 Inf 11ns and Train 4, 203 543 (2, 250) 111 147 36 24

Each - 1, 401 181 (750) 37 49 12 8Bn Hq and Train (177) 96 (50 j (1) (1)
4 Itiflo cos (each) 205 150 9 12
1 MG co (12 guns)__ (174) (45) ( ) 12
1 Bn Gun co. (230) (40) ( ) 8 4

Total. Regimental 756 2, 370 (115) (147) 36 24 6 12
j 4

Figures in parentheses are interpolations.

( ) indicates presence believed.

Figure 22. Strengthened- modified regiment.

c. Infantry regimental headquarters. (1)
General. The infantry regimental headquarters nor-
mally is composed of about 55 officers and enlisted
men. It consists of a staff, made up of administra-
tion, code and intelligence, ordnance, and intendance
sections. In addition there is an antiaircraft sec-
tion, or headquarters guard, and a color guard.
Total strength of headquarters with train is about
176 officers and enlisted men.

(2) Strength analysis, (a I Officer personnel.

Regimental commander—colonel 1

Operations and training officer— -major 1

Adjutant—major or captain 1

Colcir bearer—lieutenant 1

Code and intelligence officer 1

Gas I or smoke ) officer 1

Ordnance officer 1

Intendance officer I

Medical officers 2
Veterinary officer 1

Total 11

(Additional officers may be attached.)

( b ) Administration section.

Sergeant major in charge of personnel
records j

Sergeant major in charge of supply 1

Sergeant major in charge of arms and
equipment j

Seigeant major in charge of orders I liai-

son
) i

Runners and orderlies 6
Medical orderlies 2
Veterinary orderlies 2

Total 14

(cl Code and Intelligence section. Two noncom-
missioned officers and eight men.

. .

Ordnance section. One ordnance noncom-
missioned officer and six technical noncommissioned
officers.

I cl Intendance section. Three men. including
pa> noncommissioned officer.

l/l Antiaircraft section or headquarters guard
I light machine gun). One noncommissioned offi-
cer and four men.
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(g) Color guard. Five men.

(3) Regimental train, (a) General. The regi-

mental train is divided into a field (baggage) sec-

tion and an ammunition section. The baggage sec-

tion usually includes about 30 one-horse, two-

wheeled transportation carts, or about 40 pack
horses. It carries the regimental baggage as well

as one day’s rations for regimental units not included

in battalions. Kitchen equipment normally is car-

ried in the division train, but it may be attached

to regiments. Frequently all trains of all regimental

units are grouped in one body. The ammunition
train, equipped with horses and two-wheeled trans-

port carts, carries a day’s unit of fire for the

regiment.

(6) Strength analysis.

1. Field (baggage) section. One noncom-
missioned officer and 39 men.

2. Ammunition section. One noncommis-
sioned officer and 80 men.

3. Regimental train. 121 men.

(c) Size of the regimental train will vary. If

motorized, the train will be reduced in most cases.

d. Regimental pioneer (labor) unit. The

type “A” organization definitely includes in its estab-

lishment a regimental pioneer unit of set composi-

tion. This consists of a commander, 6 sections, and

a material section. It numbers from 100 to 200

men, and its duties consist of general construction

work. When “B” class divisions are moved into

areas where personnel are required for demolition

work, road construction, etc., a labor unit, consisting

of four or five sections, can be drawn from the in-

fantry companies and augmented by a few engineers.

While a regimental labor company, with a strength

as high as 250, may be found in any division, this

does not necessarily involve any increase in the

strength of the regiments.

e. Regimental signal company. (1) General.

The signal company consists of a headquarters, one

wire (line or L/T) platoon, and one radio (wireless

or W/T) platoon, with a total of about 132 officers

and men.

(2) Organization.

|
COMPANY HEADQUARTERS (30)

|

No. 1 PI. (L/T) (29) I I No. 2 PI. (W/T) (73) I

I-

^
I

J
4 to 6 L/T Sections

| |
5 to 8 Radio Sections

[

Figure 24.

The number of radio sets used in comparison with

the number L/T sets will depend on the type of

operations involved.

(3) Strength analysis, (a) Company comman-
der—captain or first lieutenant.

(b) Company headquarters (command section)

.

Twenty-nine men.

1. Administration section.

Sergeant major in charge of per-

sonnel records 1

Noncommissioned officer in

charge of supply 1

Noncommissioned officer in

charge of arms and equipment- 1

Orderlies 5

Medical orderlies 2

2. Runner (liaison) section. Warrant officer

in charge and 18 men.

(c) No. 1 Platoon (Wire or L/T). Twenty-nine

men.
Platoon commander—lieutenant.

4 wire sections (noncommissioned officer and

6 men per section)

.

(d) No. 2 Platoon (radio or W/T). Seventy-

three officers and men.

Platoon commander—lieutenant.

8 Radio sections (noncommissioned officer

and 8 men per section)

.

(4) Equipment. The approximate signal equip-

ment in the company is 12 to 20 telephone sets, 11
to 30 miles of insulated wire, 3 to 5 light radio sets,

2 to 3 ground to air sets, ground to air panels, dog
sections, pigeons sections, heliograph, and other
usual signal equipment.

f. Regimental infantry gun company. (1)
General. The company consists of a headquarters, a
firing unit of 2 platoons (total of 4 guns), and an
ammunition platoon. The total strength is 122
officers and enlisted men.

(2) Organization.

COMPANY HEADQUARTERS (25)

Firing Unit (66) Ammunition PI. (31)

Gun PI.

Figure 25.

(3) Strength analysis, (a) Company comman-
der. Captain.

(b) Ordnance officer. Captain.
(c) Company headquarters (command section).

Twenty-three men.

1. Administration section.

Sergeant major in charge of per-

sonnel records 1

Noncommissioned officer in

charge of supply 1

Noncommissioned officer in

charge of weapons and equip-

ment 1

Runners and orderlies 6
Medical orderlies 2

2. Signal section. Noncommissioned officer

and six men.
3. Observation section. Noncommissioned

officer and four men.
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(d I Firing unit ( two gun platoons, each thirty-

three) . Nos. 1 and 2 gun platoons.

Platoon commander—lieutenant.

2 gun sections ( noncommissioned officer and

15 men per section).

(e) Ammunition platoon. 31 men.

(f) Regimental infantry gun company. Total

—

122 men.

(5 I The armament of the regimental gun com-

pany often has been found to consist of two regi-

mental guns and two antitank guns, instead of the

standard four 75-mm regimental infantry guns. At
times mortars (probably the short barreled 81-rnm)

may be substituted or included.

g. Regimental infantry gun battalion. (1)

General. The battalion consists of a small head-

quarters group of 24 officers and enlisted men and 2

“A” type gun companies. The company comprises

a firing unit of 2 platoons (total of four guns ) and
an ammunition platoon. The strength of the com-
pany is 170, and the total strength of the battalion is

364 officers and enlisted men.

(2 1 Organization.

BATTALION HEADQUARTERS (24)

|

Gun Co. (1 70)
) |

Gun Co. (1 70)
|

|

Company Hq. (29)
| |

Filing Unit (110)
| |

Ammunition PI. (31)
|

Figure 26.

(3 ) Strength analysis of “A” type gun company,

(a) Company commander. Major or captain.

( b ) Ordnance officer. Captain.

(c) Company Headquarters {command section)

.

Twenty-seven men.

1. Administration section.

Warrant officer in charge of per-

sonnel 1

Sergeant major in charge of per-

sonnel records 1

Noncommissioned officer in

charge of supply 1

Noncommissioned officer in

charge of weapons and equip-

ment 1

Runners and orderlies (1
Mounted) 3

Medical orderlies 2

2. Signal section. Noncommissioned officer

and six men.
3. Observation section. Noncommissioned

officer and 10 men.

[d] Firing unit {two gun platoons, each fifty-

five ) . Nos. 1 and 2 gun platoons.

Platoon commander—lieutenant 1

2 gun sections (noncommissioned officer

and 26 men ) 54

(e) Ammunition platoon. 31 men.

(4 1 Equipment. Four 75-mm regimental infan-

try guns.

h. Regimental antitank company. (1) Gen-

eral. The regimental antitank company consists of a

headquarters, a firing unit of three platoons, and an
ammunition platoon. The total strength is about

115 officers and enlisted men equipped with six

antitank guns.

(2) Organization.

COMPANY HEADQUARTERS (20)

Firing Unit (75) I Ammunition Platoon (21)

|

Gun PI
| |

Gun PI
| |

Gun PI
|

Figure 27.

(3) Strength analysis. {a) Company com-

mander—Captain.

(b) Company headquarters {command section )

.

Nineteen men.

1. Administration section.

Sergeant major in charge of per-

sonnel 1

Noncommissioned officer in

charge of supply 1

Noncommissioned officer in

charge of arms and equipment- 1

Runners and orderlies 7

Medical orderlies 2

2. Observation section. Noncommissioned
officer and six men.

(c) Firing unit ( three gun platoons, each 25).

No. 1 gun platoon (Nos. 2 and 3 platoons the same )

.

Platoon commander—lieutenant 1

2 gun sections (noncommissioned officer

and 1 1 men
) 24

(d) Ammunition platoon. 21 men.

(4) Equipment. Six 37-mm antitank guns.

(5) A common variant is for this unit to be
merged with the regimental infantry gun unit, the

armament of which then consists of 2 regimental
guns and 2 antitank guns.

(6) The “A” type antitank gun company has in-

creased strength of about 130 officers and enlisted
men and is equipped with six 37-mm antitank guns.
In the strengthened type division the antitank com-
pany is not a regimental unit, but there are 3 anti-
tank companies, one in each infantry battalion, and
each company usually is equipped with 4 antitank
guns. The strength of this 4-gun company is ap-
proximately 100 officers and enlisted men.

i. Infantry battalion (standard). (1) Gen-
eral. The infantry battalion normally is commanded
by a major and consists of a headquarters and train.
4 rifle companies, and machine gun company, and
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a battalion gun platoon. Its total strength is 1.100

officers and enlisted men.

(2) Organization.

Figure 28.

(3) Equipment. There are approximately 677
rifles, 36 grenade dischargers, 37 light machine guns,

12 (8) heavy machine guns (7.7-mm), 2 battalion

70-mm guns.

j. Infantry battalion (strengthened). (11

General. This infantry battalion normally is com-
manded by a major and consists of a headquarters
and train, 4 rifle companies, a machine gun com-
pany, a battalion gun company, and a battalion anti-

tank company. Its total strength is 1,626 officers

and enlisted men.

(2) Organization.

Figure 29.

(3) Equipment. There are approximately 730
rifles, 37 light machine guns, 49 grenade discharg-

ers, 4 heavy machine guns (7.7-mm), eight 20-mm
antitank rifles, four 37-mm antitank guns, 4 battalion

70-mm guns.

k. Infantry battalion (strengthened, modi-
fied). (1) General. This infantry battalion nor-

mally is commanded by a major and consists of a

headquarters and train, 4 rifle companies, a ma-
chine-gun company, and a battalion-gun company.
Its total strength is 1,401 officers and enlisted men.

(2) Organization.

Figure 30.

(3) Equipment. There are approximately 750
rifles, 37 light machine guns, 49 grenade dischargers,

12 heavy machine guns (7.7-mm)
,
eight 20-mm anti-

tank rifles, and four 70-mm battalion guns.

1. Battalion headquarters. (1) General. The
battalion headquarters normally consists of about

37 officers and enlisted men. divided into adminis-

tration. ordnance and intendance, liaison, code and

intelligence, and an antiaircraft, or headquarters

guard, sections. In addition there is a battalion

train. Total strength of battalion headquarters and

train is 147 officers and enlisted men.

I 2 I Strength analysis.

(a I Officer personnel. 8 men.

Battalion commander—major 1

Adjutant—captain or lieutenant 1

Ordnance officer 1

Intendance officer 1

Medical officers 3

Veterinary officer 1

(Additional officers may be attached.)

(6) Administration section. 14 men.
Sergeant major in charge of personnel— 1

Sergeant major in charge of supplies— _ 1

Sergeant major in charge of arms and
equipment 1

Sergeant major in charge of orders (liai-

son) 1

Runners and orderlies 5

Medical orderlies 4
Veterinary orderly 1

(cl Ordnance and intendance section. Two
noncommissioned officers and one technician.

(d) Liaison section. 4 men.
(e) Code and intelligence section. One noncom-

missioned officer and two men.
(/I AA section or headquarters guard (I LMG )

.

5 men.

1 3 1 Battalion train. The battalion train is gen-
erally similar in equipment and function to the
regimental train.

(a) Field
( baggage )

section. Noncommissioned
officer and 49 men.
. ( b ) Ammunition section. Noncommissioned of-

ficer and 59 men.
(c) Battalion train. 110 men.

Note. Strength of the battalion train may vary. If motor
transport is used it will normally be reduced.

m. Infantry rifle company (“B”) type. (It
General. The company consists of a company com-
mander, usually a captain, a company headquar-
ters. and three rifle platoons. Total strength is 181
officers and enlisted men.

(2,1 Organization.

Figure 31.
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(3) Strength analysis, [a] Company com-

mander. Captain.

( b )
Company headquarters [command section )

.

Warrant officer in charge of personnel 1

Sergeant major in charge of personnel

records 1

Noncommissioned officer in charge of sup-

ply ______ 1

Noncommissioned officer in charge of

arms and equipment 1

Runners and orderlies (including

buglers) 10

Medical orderlies 4

Total 13

(c) 3 Rifle platoons (each 54). 162 officers and

men.

1. No. 1 platoon.

Platoon commander—lieutenant. 1

Liaison noncommissioned officer. 1

3 rifle-Light machine gun sections

(noncommissioned officer and

12 men I 39

1 grenade discharger section 13

2. No. 2 and No. 3 platoons. Same as No. 1.

(4) Equipment. There are in the company 139
rifles, nine light machine guns, and nine grenade

dischargers.

n. Infantry rifle company (“A” type with-

out heavy weapons platoon). (1) General. The
company consists of a company commander, usually

a captain, a company headquarters, and 3 rifle pla-

toons. Total strength is 205 officers and enlisted

men.

(2) Organization.

Figure 32.

(3) Strength analysis, (a) Company com-
mander. Captain or First Lieutenant.

(b) Company headquarters (command section )

.

18 men.

Warrant officer in charge of personnel 1
Sergeant major in charge of personnel

records 1

Noncommissioned officer in charge of
supply 1

Noncommissioned officer in charge of
arms and equipment 1

Runners and orderlies (including bu-

glers) 10

Medical orderlies 4

(c) 3 Rifle platoons ( each 62). 186 officers and
men.

1. No. ] Rifle platoon.

Platoon commander 1

Liaison noncommissioned offi-

cer 1

3 rifle-light machine gun sections

(noncommissioned officer and
14 men ) 45

1 grenade discharge section

(noncommissioned officer and
14 men) 15

2. No. 2 arid No. 3 rifle platoons. Same as

No. 1.

(4) Equipment. There are in the company 150

rifles, 9 light machine guns, and 12 grenade dis-

chargers.

o. Infantry rifle company (“A” type with
heavy weapons platoon). (1) General. The
company consists of a company commander, usually

a captain, a company headquarters, 3 rifle platoons,

a heavy weapons platoon, and an ammunition pla-

toon. Total strength is 262.

(2) Organization.

Figure 33.

(3) Strength analysis, (a) Company headquar-
ters and 3 rifle platoons. 205 officers and men.

( b ) IIeavy weapons platoon. 46 officers and
men.

Platoon commander 1

Liaison noncommissioned officer 1

2 heavy machine gun sections ( noncom-
missioned officer and 10 men) 22
(2 7.7-mm heavy machine guns)

2 antitank rifle sections ( noncommis-
sioned officer and 10 men) 22
(2 20-mm antitank rifles)

(c) Ammunition platoon. Eleven men.
(4) Equipment. There are in the company 150

rifles, 9 light machine guns, 12 grenade dischargers,
2 heavy machine guns, two 20-mm antitank rifles.

p. Battalion machine-gun company (12-
gun company). (1) General, This machine-gun
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company consists of a headquarters, a firing unit of

3 platoons (each having 4 heavy machine guns),

and an ammunition platoon. The total strength is

174 officers and enlisted men.

(2)

Organization.

Figure 34.

(3)

Strength analysis, (a) Company commander.
Captain or First Lieutenant.

( b ) Company headquarters {command section)

.

13 men.

Warrant officer in charge of personnel.- 1

Sergeant major in charge of personnel

records 1

Noncommissioned officer in charge of

supply 1

Noncommissioned officer in charge of

arms and equipment 1

Runners and orderlies (including bu-

glers) 6

Medical orderlies 3

(c) Firing unit (3 platoons, each 46)

.

1. No. 1 machine gun platoon.

Platoon commander, first or sec-

ond lieutenant 1

Liaison noncommissioned officer. 1

4 gun sections I noncommissioned
officer and 10 men) 44

2. No. 2 and No. 3 machine gun platoons.

Same as No. 1.

(
d

) Ammunition platoon. 22 men.

Noncommissioned officer in charge.

3 sections of 7.

(4)

Equipment. The company has twelve 7.7

heavy machine guns.

q. Battalion machine-gun company (8-gun
company). ( 1 ) General. The eight machine-gun
company consists of a headquarters, a firing unit

of 4 platoons (each having 2 heavy machine guns),
and an ammunition platoon. The total strength is

144. It is this company which has been met most
commonly in recent operations.

(2) Organization.

Figure 35.

r. Battalion machine-gun company (4-gun
company). (1) General. This company has only 4
machine guns; the other 8 of the normal battalion

complement of 12 guns usually have been allocated

to the rifle companies and are shown in the rifle

companies’ strengths. The company consists of a

headquarters, 2 gun platoons, and a small ammu-
nition platoon. The total strength is 73.

(2) Organization.

s. Battalion gun platoon. (1) General. The
battalion gun platoon consists of a headquarters, a

firing unit of 2 gun sections, and an ammunition
section. Its total strength is 55 officers and en-

listed men. It is equipped with two 70-mm bat-
talion guns.

(2) Organization.

Figure 37.

(3) Strength analysis, (a I Platoon commander.
First or Second Lieutenant.

(b\ Platoon headquarters (command section).

Nine men.

Sergeant major in charge of personnel
records 1

Noncommissioned officer in charge of
arms and equipment 1
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Noncommissioned officer in charge of

the observers 1

Runners and orderlies 5

Medical orderly 1

(c) Firing unit. 30 men.

1. No. 1 gun section. Noncommissioned

officer, two observers, 12 gunners.

2. No. 2 gun section. Same as No. 1.

(d )
Ammunition section. 15 men.

(4) Equipment. The platoon has two 70-mm bat-

talion guns.

t. Battalion gun company (without anti-

tank rifles). ( 1 ) General. The battalion gun com-

pany consists of a headquarters, a firing unit of 2

gun platoons, and an ammunition platoon. Its total

strength is 122.

(2)

Organization.

Figure 38.

(31 Strength analysis, [a) Company commander.

First Lieutenant.

( b ) Company headquarters {command section)

.

Thirty-two men.

Warrant officer in charge of personnel__ 1

Sergeant major in charge of personnel

records 1

Noncommissioned officer in charge of

supply 1

Noncommissioned officer in charge of

arms and equipment 1

Noncommissioned officer in charge of

liaison 1

Signal section (noncommissioned officer

and 8 men ) 9
Runners and orderlies 5
Medical orderlies 2
Observation section (noncommissioned

officer and 10 men ) 11

( c) Firing unit (two gun platoons, each 31 ) _ 62

Platoon commander—First or Second
Lieutenant 1

2 gun sections (noncommissioned officer

and 14 men I 30

(41 Equipment. The company has four 70-mm
battalion guns.

u. Battalion gun company (with antitank
rifle). (1) General. The battalion gun company
consists of a headquarters, a firing unit of 2 gun

platoons armed with 70-mm battalion howitzers, 4

platoons of 20-mm antitank rifles, and an ammuni-

tion platoon. Its total strength is about 230.

36

(21 Organization.

Figure 39.

(3) Strength analysis, (a) Company commander.

Captain or First Lieutenant.

( b )
Company headquarters. 32 men.

(c) Firing unit. 158 men.

2 70-mm gun platoons (each 31) 62

4 20-mm rifle platoons (each 24) 96

(d) Ammunition platoon. 39 men.

(4) Equipment. The company has four 70-mm

battalion guns and eight 20-mm antitank rifles.

11. DIVISION ARTILLERY, a. General.

The normal artillery component of a standard divi-

sion is a 36-gun regiment of 75-mm field or moun-

tain artillery which may be motorized, hoise-drawn,

or pack.

b. Field artillery regiment (horse-drawn).

(1) General. The regular field artillery regiment

consists of a regimental headquarters, three battal-

ions of 75-mm guns (each battalion having a bat-

talion headquarters, three gun companies, and a

train), and a regimental train. Total strength is

about 2,300 officers and enlisted men. Normal ar-

mament is thirty-six 75-mm guns.

(2) Organization.

Figure 40.
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(3) The regimental headquarters. The regimen-
tal headquarters consists of a colonel or lieutenant

colonel in command, an adjutant, and a staff of

about 14 noncommissioned officers and enlisted

men. There is a headquarters operational group
composed of an observation platoon, and a signal

platoon consisting of one wire (line or L/T) sec-

tion and one radio section. The total strength of
the headquarters, including the headquarters opera-
tional group, is about 120 officers and enlisted men.

(4) The regimental train is commanded by a
captain or a lieutenant and is divided into the 3
ammunition platoons and a field (baggage) pla-

toon. The total strength is about 140 officers and
enlisted men.

(5) A battalion consists of a headquarters, 3
companies, and a train. The strength is about 680
to 700 officers and enlisted men.

(6) Battalion headquarters, commanded by a
major, is composed of a battalion staff and a head-
quarters operational group. The latter is divided
into an observation platoon and a signal platoon.

A machine-gun section for defense also is reported.

The total strength of the headquarters, including the

headquarters operational group, is about 80 officers

and enlisted men.

(7) The battalion train is commanded by a cap-

tain or lieutenant and consists of 3 ammunition sec-

tions and a field (or baggage) section. The total

strength is about 60 officers and enlisted men.

(8) Companies, commanded by captains, are
composed of a company staff, a headquarters opera-

tional group, 2 gun platoons (each of 2 sections of

about 20 men each I , and a company train. The
total strength is about 180 officers and enlisted men,
with four 75-mm field guns.

(9) Regimental equipment. There is a total of

thirty-six 75-mm field guns. It is estimated that

there are 450 rifles (138 per battalion and 34 per

company) and approximately 2,000 horses to the

regiment.

(10) Should the artillery regiment be fully mo-
torized the following estimates are likely:

Regimental headquarters 124 personnel
Regimental train 107 personnel
Three battalions (each 563) _ 1689 personnel

Total regimental strength-- 1920 personnel

c. Mountain artillery (pack). (1) General.

Mountain artillery regiments are similar to field

artillery regiments, except that all equipment is car-

ried on pack animals, and the companies are armed
with 75-mm mountain guns instead of 75-nun field

pieces. Strengths are increased so that the regi-

mental totals are about 3000 to 3400 officers and
men with thirty-six 75-mm mountain guns. Some
mountain artillery regiments may include a batta-

lion of 105-mm pack (mountain) howitzers. Exist-

ence of such a weapon has been reported but not

confirmed.

(2) Organization.

Figure 41.

(3 1 Strength analysis (estimate only).

(a.) Regimental Headquarters. 150 men.
1. Administrative Section. 15 men.
2. Headquarters operational group. 135 men.

Observation platoon 60
Wire (L/T) section 50
Radio (W/T) section 25

(6) Regimental train. 310 men.
(c) Three battalions (each 980)

.

2,940 men.
1. Battalion headquarters. 100 men.

Administrative section 10
Headquarters operational group_ 90

2. Battalion train. 234 men.
3. Three gun companies (each 218)

.

Company headquarters 60
Company train 42
2 gun platoons (each 55) TlO

(4) Regimental equipment. There is a total of
thirty-six 75-mm mountain guns,
d. Mixed field artillery regiment. (1) Gen-

eral. The field artillery regiment normally consists
of a headquarters and train and 3 battalions of 75-
mm field guns or 105-mm howitzers. When horse-
drawn, the regiment numbers approximately 2,380
officers and enlisted men. This figure will decrease
with the degree of motorization.

(2 ) Organization.

Figure 42.
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(3) Equipment. There is a total of twelve 75-

mm field guns and twenty-four 105-mm howitzers.

e. The" medium artillery battalion. This

battalion consists of a headquarters (divided into an

administrative stall and a headquarters operational

group) and 3 companies of four 150-mm howitzers.

Its total personnel strength is about 950, and there

are 769 horses.

f. Artillery in the strengthened divisions.

(1) The artillery element in strengthened divisions

consists of an artillery group, composed of the artil-

lery group headquarters, a regiment of field artil-

lery containing 75-mm and 105-mm weapons, and a

medium artillery battalion of 150-mm howitzers.

Other independent artillery and antiaircraft units

may be assigned or attached. The artillery group is

under command of either a major general or a

colonel.

(2) Artillery group headquarters. An artillery

group headquarters consists of approximately 160

officers and enlisted men. It includes a staff, a small

guard, and a train, and an observation-balloon pla-

toon also may be included. The functions of the

group headquarters are to command the organic

artillery of the division and unify control of attached

artillery.

12. DIVISION CAVALRY, a. General. Each
infantry division normally contains either one cav-

alry or one reconnaissance regiment or unit. Within
both the standard and the strengthened divisions, the

regimental cavalry is organized basically along the

same lines. However, within the modified strength-

ened division there is a marked difference of or-

ganization; accordingly, a separate detailed organi-

zation has been shown for the modified cavalry

regiment. Also within this division, unlike the other

two, there does not appear to be a reconnaissance
regiment as an alternative for the cavalry regiment.

b. The cavalry regiment. (1) General. The
division cavalry regiment consists of a headquar-
ters and train, 3 rifle and saber companies, and a

machine gun company. The total strength is 950
officers and enlisted men.

(2) Organization.

Figure 43.

(3) Equipment ( estimate only).

Regi-
mental
Head-
quarters

Rifle

and
Saber
Com-
pany

Machine
Gun
Com-
pany

Regi-
mental
totals

200 too 500
LMGs 1 9 28

GDs 6 18

HMGs (7.7-mm) 2 4 10

20-mm AT Rifle 4 4

2 2

Horses, _ 380 180 180 1, 100

Figure 44.

(4) Strength analysis, (a) Regimental headquar-

ters. Eighty-two men.

Command section 20

Signal section (mainly radio) 50

Equipment section 12

( b )
Regimental train. Two hundred men.

(c) Three rifle and saber companies (each 170 )

.

Total 510.

Company commander 1

Company headquarters 16

(d) Three rifle and saber platoons ( each 43).

Total 129.

Platoon commander.
Liaison noncommissioned officer.

3 light machine gun sections (noncommis-

sioned officer and 10 men)

.

1 grenade discharger section (noncommis-

sioned officer and 7 men).

2 grenade dischargers.

(e) One machine gun platoon. Twenty-four men.

Platoon commander.
Liaison noncommissioned officer.

Two machine gun sections (noncommissioned

officer and 10 men).

(/) Machine gun company. One hundred fifty-

eight men.

Company commander 1

Company headquarters 13

1. Tivo machine gun platoons (each 46).

Platoon commander.
Liaison noncommissioned officer.

2 machine gun sections (noncommis-
sioned officer and 10 men).

Two 20-mm antitank rifle sections

(noncommissioned officer and 10
men)

.

2. One antitank gun platoon (37-mm).
Twenty-seven men.

Platoon commander.
Observer section.

Two gun sections (noncommissioned
officers and 10 men)

.
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3. Ammunition platoon. Twenty-five men.

Platoon commander.
3 sections of 8 men.

c. Cavalry regiment (modified organiza-
tion). (1) General. The cavalry regiment consists

of a headquarters, 2 rifle and saher companies, and
a machine-gun company. Total strength is about
785 officers and men.

(2) Organization.

(2) Organization.

REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS AND
TRAIN (130)

COMMAND SECTION

SIGNAL SECTION

TRAIN

REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS AND
TRAIN (247)

COMMAND SECTION 20
SIGNAL SECTION 50

EQUIPMENT SECTION 12

TRAIN 165

PI PI PI

(30) (30) (30)

LMG LMG LMG LMG
Sec Sec Sec Sec

1 LMG 1 LMG 1 LMG 1 LMG
(D (D (D (2)

Machine Gun PI

2 HMGs
2 20mm AT R

(46)

I
Machine Gun PI

2 HMGs
2 20mm AT R

(46)

Cavalry Motor-borne Motor-borne Armored Car Motor Truck

Company Company Company (lankette) Co Company

(Mounted) (160) (160) 7 Ll AC or T Ucltc (100)

(130) (50' Vch)

pi PI Train

_T
Sec
a

Sec

IX,
Sec

rz— 1 HMG PI

2 HMGs
(24)

AT Gun PI

2 37-mm

(24)

4 Rifle Platoons

each (35) 3 LMGs
Grenade discharger PI

(26) 6 GDs

PI

(50)

PI

(50)

Machine Gun PI

2 HMGs
2 20mm AT R

(46)

LMG LMG
Sec Sec

1 LMG 1 LMG

LMG GD
Sec Sec

1 LMG 4 GDS

Figure 45.
Figure 47.

(3) Equipment ( estimates only).

Regi-
mental
Head-
quarters

Rifle
and
Saber
Com-
pany

Machine
Gun
Com-
pany

Regi-
mental
totals

Rifles and carbines ion 100 300
LMGs l 12 25
GDs 6 12
HMGs (7.7-mm) 6 6
20-mm AT Rifles 6 6
Horses 349 191 200 831

Figure 46.

d. Reconnaissance regiment. (1) General.
Reconnaissance units are divisional cavalry troops
and may be used as an alternative to a cavalry regi-

ment. The reconnaissance regiment consists of a

headquarters, 1 cavalry company, 2 motorborne
companies, 1 armored car (or tankette) company,
and 1 motor-truck company. The total strength
is about 730 officers and enlisted men.

(3) Equipment ( estimates only). Totals

Rifles or carbines 260
Light machine guns 28
Heavy machine guns 4
37-mm or 47-mm antitank guns 4
Grenade dischargers 16
Light armored cars or tankettes 7
Other vehicles 61
Horses 188

13. DIVISION TANK UNIT. a. General.
Only the strengthened divisions contain an organic
tank unit equipped with light and medium tanks.

The majority of Japanese divisions, however, will

be found to have tankettes, either in the infantry
group tankette company or in the reconnaissance
regiment. Division tank units are believed to have
about 20 light tanks and 48 medium tanks, with
some of these held in reserve within the combat
tram. The unit consists of a headquarters, one
light-tank company, two medium-tank companies,
and a combat train. There are about 80 trucks in-

cluded in the train.
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b. Organization.

Figure 48.

c. Strength analysis. Totals

Headquarters 100

Light tank company 36

2 medium tank companies ( each 141 ) 282
Combat train 250
Tank unit—total 718

d. Equipment.

Light tanks 20
Medium tanks 48
Trucks 80

14. ENGINEERS, a. The three-c ompany
regiment. (1) General. The engineer regiment of

a division is normally composed of a headquarters,

three companies, and a regimental material platoon.

The total strength is 900 to 1,000 men. Division

engineers include among their personnel men
trained in tank trap construction, demolition work,

and small river crossing operations. The 3 com-

panies of the regiment do not specialize in one par-

ticular aspect of engineering, but are designed for

sub-allotment, one to each infantry regiment, to ful-

fill their ordinary engineer requirement. If ex-

tensive engineer tasks, such as large scale bridging

operations, have to be carried out, specialized engi-

neer units are attached for the purpose.

(2)

Organization.

Figure 49.

(3) Regimental headquarters consists of a colo-

nel or lieutenant colonel in command and 4 to 6

other officers; it has a total of approximately 100

officers and enlisted men. It is divided into various

sections charged with signal, medical, intendance,

ordnance, and supply duties. The men are armed
with rifles, and it is estimated that the armament
of the regiment includes 6 each of light machine

guns, grenade dischargers, mortars, and flame

throwers.

(4) Companies are commanded by captains or

first lieutenants and are composed of company head-

quarters, 4 platoons, and a material section. The
headquarters is believed to total about 25 men.

Platoons usually are commanded by second lieuten-

ants and are divided into 4 sections each. A platoon

consists of about 50 men. The material section

carries tools and other equipment, with pack and

draft sections; its strength is about 25 men. The

total company strength is about 250 men.

(5) The regimental material platoon comprises a

headquarters and 2 sections, with a total of 50 to

100 men. Equipment may include 15 motor trucks

and various construction implements.

b. Two-company regiments. Some divisions

may have two-company engineer regiments. The

company consists of a headquarters, 4 platoons, and

a material section; its total strength is about 240
men with 20 horses. Included as well, is a regi-

mental headquarters and a material platoon,

bringing the strength of the regiment to about

600 men.

c. Engineer units. These are few in number;

they sometimes appear as components of the small-

sized, special type divisions. The commanding of-

ficer is a captain. Little information has been re-

ceived to indicate the numerical strength and com-
position of such units, but it has been reported to

consist of a headquarters and 3 platoons of 4 sections

each.

15. MEDICAL, a. General. The Japanese divi-

sion medical service is an extensive one and includes

a medical unit, 3 to 5 field hospitals, and a water

purification unit. In addition, other components
of the division include a number of medically trained

personnel. A reason for this extensive organization

is probably the Japanese principle of keeping their

casualties as far forward as possible in order to

facilitate their quick return to fighting units. An-
other factor which the Japanese may consider a
compensation for the size of their medical organi-
zation is that a large proportion of the personnel in
medical units are reported to be armed, and in-
stances of their employment as fighting troops
are known.
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b. Organization.

Figure 50.

C. Medical unit. The medical unit consists of

a headquarters and train and 3 collecting companies
of 3 stretcher platoons and 1 ambulance platoon
each. The medical unit, with a personnel strength

of 700 to 1,000, is equipped with about 180 litters

and 45 ambulances. The collecting companies each
have about 20 litters and 15 ambulances. Head-
quarters train has additional carts for loading medi-
cal supplies and patients’ clothing, as well as for

chemical warfare decontamination material.

d. Field hospitals. (1) General. Each field

hospital, with its required train, has a personnel

of about 250 and is organized to accommodate 500
patients. It may be motorized, pack, or draft. The
medical personnel of the field hospitals is under
direction of the chief medical officer of the division.

Although divisions are known to have 4, and some-
times 5, field hospitals in their organization, only

3 are usually identified as active in combat zones.

The fourth, sometimes called the field reserve hos-

pital, has been identified functioning as a convales-

cent and evacuation station on the line of communi-
cations.

(2)

Organization.

Figure 51.

e. Water purification unit. These units nor-

mally have a personnel strength of 50 to 150. They
are equipped with material for supply and purifica-

tion of water for the division, and are charged with
prevention of infectious diseases.

f. Medical personnel in division units.
Medical officers are attached to units of all arms on
the approximate scale of three per battalion or

equivalent unit. In addition, the battalion medical

officer usually is assisted by two medical service

noncommissioned officers, while medical service or-

derlies are attached to subunits on an average of one

to a platoon.

16. TRANSPORT, a. General. The transport

regiment has two battalions which may be draft,

pack, or motorized. Regimental strength varies be-

tween 1,800 and 2,800. About one-third of the

personnel may be equipped with rifles.

b. Organization. ( 1 ) A standard division

transport regiment is believed to be composed of a

headquarters, one motor battalion, and one draft

battalion. The draft battalion will be made up of

three or four companies, with each company divided
into three transport platoons, each of which in turn
is divided into three sections. The motor battalion

is believed to be made up of a headquarters and two
or three truck companies, each of three platoons,
with each platoon divided into three sections.

(2) Each truck company is estimated at 150 men.
Some motor battalions may include a road main-
tenance company of 125, and an armored car trans-
port company of 50 men. These units are in addi-
tion to the truck companies. The truck company
has about 50 vehicles. Truck capacity is about
1% tons. The draft company has 250 single-horse,

2-wheeled, transportation carts, each with a capacity
of 400 to 500 pounds.

(3) Evidence is available that a division trans-
port regiment also could be composed of a head-
quarters, 8 draft companies, and a veterinary de-
tachment. Each of the draft companies approxi-
mates 350 officers and enlisted men and is divided
into 3 transport platoons and a combat platoon.
Two pack-horse companies may be substituted for

°.ne
.

company. A pack horse company, con-
sisting of approximately 450 officers and men, is

similar in organization to the draft company. It

has about 300 pack-horses, each with an average
loading capacity of 200 pounds.

(4) In an eight-company draft regiment, typi-

cal supply columns are loaded as follows:

I

II

III

IV

Small arms ammunition.
1 company and 1 platoon

Artillery ammunition.
2 companies and 1 platoon

Chemical warfare 1 platoon
Rations and forage 4 companies

17. A E 1 ERINAR1 UNIT. Each division has
as part of its organization a veterinary unit of from
50 to 100 officers and enlisted men. It probably
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consists of a veterinary hospital staff with individual

sections assigned during combat to the various

divisional units.

18. ORDNANCE UNIT. Divisions also have

ordnance personnel assigned from the technical serv-

ice. The unit consists of 50 to 200 officers and en-

listed men depending on the size of the division.

19. CHEMICAL WARFARE UNIT. a. Avail

able evidence indicates that only the strongest

divisions have an organic decontamination unit.

Such a unit is divided into three platoons, each of

three sections, and a unit train. The first two pla-

toons, which are apparently similar in organization,

have a number of armored transport vehicles and
trailers for decontaminated roads and other areas.

The third platoon has decontamination cars for

handling contaminated clothing and equipment,
while the three-section wagon train carries the

necessary equipment and reserve clothing.

b. The decontamination unit may be either mo-
torized or pack; basic organizations of each type are

similar. If motorized, the unit’s total strength ap-

proximates 150; a pack unit will have a personnel
of about 250.

c. No gas or decontamination units are known
to exist in other type divisions. However, picked
personnel in all units have been designated as “gas
personnel’ and are responsible for decontamination
in addition to their regular duties. This personnel
also can be formed into special “smoke” companies
for the laying of smoke screens, and it is probable
that in some cases they are capable of handling
chemical warfare agents as well.

20. TANK GROUPS (ARMORED DIVI-
SIONS). a. General. A number of reports have
been received of the existence of tank groups (Sen-
shadan I . These are believed to consist of 3 or 4
tank regiments plus a signal and engineer unit.
(For the organization of a tank regiment, see sec.
II, par. 3a ( 1 >

. ) Other evidence indicates that
the Japanese may have formed armored divisions,
of which the tank groups may be the nucleus.

b. Organization. Organization of such an
armored division has been described as follows:

Strengths

Personnel Vehicles

Headquarters .. _ _ . 200 30
Infantry unit, motorized . _ _ 3, 800 475
3 tank regiments (about 250 tanks) _ _ 2, 550 040
Artillery unit .. - 650 100

Eight 105-mm guns.
Pour 155-mm howitzers.

Antitank unit (eighteen 47-mm A/T) 500 70
Antiaircraft unit (four 75-mm) 175 25
A/A Machine-gun unit (sixteen
20-mm) _ 300 50

Engineer unit. _ 500 60
Transport unit

1, 500 350
Medical unit. . 285 50

Total . 10, 500 1, 850

21.

GROUPS, BRIGADES, AND OTHER
ORGANIZATIONS, a. General. The Japanese

have several varieties of organizations, all of which

have been designed to fit particular operational

conditions and requirements.

b. Cavalry groups and cavalry brigades.

(1)

General. Japanese cavalry groups consist of

two cavalry brigades, signal units, and trains.

(2)

Organization oj cavalry brigade.

Figure 52.

(3)

Antiaircraft and antitank units have also

been reported as forming part of these brigades.

The total strength of the cavalry brigade has been

reported to he about 5,000 to 6,000.

c. Independent infantry groups. The nor-

mal infantry group is sometimes found to be inde-

pendent—that is, it has three infantry regiments

without supporting arms and services.

d. Independent infantry brigades. In addi-

tion to the infantry brigades assigned to the “special”

division (see fig. 14) the Japanese have a number of

independent infantry brigades. These brigades

consist of four independent infantry battalions and a

signal unit. Their estimated strength is 4,900.

e. Independent mixed brigades. (1) Gen-

eral. The Japanese independent mixed brigades, as

they were formed in China in 1937-38 for garrison

and antiguerrilla duties, are believed to be organized

as follows:

HEADQUARTERS
I CG—Major general

Ind Ind Ind Ind Ind Arty Engr Sig

Inf Inf Inf Inf Inf Unit Unit Unit

Bn Bn Bn Bn Bn

Figure 53.

The battalions consist of 3 or 4 companies, and
their strength has been reported to be about 700
to 900 men. Other units are thought to be compara-
tively small. The total strength of these brigades
has been variously reported at between 6,000 to

10,000 men. Several of these independent mixed
brigades recently have been converted into infantry
divisions, and it is believed that this process of
conversion still may be in operation.

(2) Independent mixed brigades {motorized ).

At about the time of the outbreak of the present
war the Japanese began to form independent mixed
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brigades for a different purpose from those which

existed in China. These brigades were shock troops

and included tanks, antiaircraft guns, and medium
artillery. The infantry element was an infantry

regiment of three battalions each of four companies.

At least one of these brigades is known to have

been motorized. Its organization follows:

HEADQUARTERS (175)

55 VEHICLES

CG—Major General

Ind MB Ind MB
Inf Arty

Rcgt Unit

(3,800) (640)

(475 v) (12 Fid

Gun« ; 75-

mm or 105-

mm, or both)

(100 v)

Ind MB
Engr

Unit

(490)

(60 v)

Ind MB
Tl< Unit

(970)

(22 Med
Tl<t, 63 It

Tl<», 15 It

Tit*, a <0

(230 v)

Ind MB
AA
Unit

(290)

(16 20-

mm Mach
Cannon)

(50 v)

Ind Med MB
Unit (180)

(30 v)

Total strength approximately 7,300.

Figure 54.

f. Amphibious brigades. (1) General. A
new type of unit has recently made its appearance.

It is composed of a headquarters and 3 battalions

and its strength is about 3,200. A battalion de-

scribed by the Japanese follows:

(2) Organization.

(195) (195) (195) (155 ) (120) (65)

Figure 55.

The rifle companies were composed of three rifle

platoons, of five sections each, a trench mortar pla-

toon, and a heavy weapons platoon. The trench

mortar company consisted of three platoons of four

sections each, while the gun company had three

mountain and two antitank guns. The 1st Amphibi-

ous Brigade had supporting artillery tank, engineer,

machine cannon, and signal units directly under

brigade headquarters, bringing total personnel

strength to about 4,000. The brigade was com-

manded by a major general.

22. BORDER AND INDEPENDENT GAR-
RISON UNITS, a. Border garrisons. Border

garrisons are commanded either by major generals

or colonels and vary in size. No. 1 Border Garri-

son, for example, is divided into four sectors, each

under the command of a colonel. Each sector con-

tains an infantry unit, an artillery unit, and an en-

gineer unit. Most of the other border garrisons are

not subdivided into sectors and contain only the

three units, the infantry and artillery units being

commanded by lieutenant colonels, and the engi-

neer units by captains. It may be assumed that

these infantry units are roughly equivalent to bat-

talions. At present all the border garrisons are

located in Manchuria.

b. Independent garrisons. Independent gar-

rison units usually are commanded by major gen-

erals, although one or two are commanded by

colonels. They contain three or four infantry

battalions, but apparently no supporting arms or

services. They are employed in rear areas.

23. FORTRESSES, a. General. The coastal

defense fortresses in the Japanese Empire are to be

found in Japan Proper. Korea, Formosa, the Bonin
Islands, the Ryukyu Islands, the Pescadores, and
Manchuria. These fortresses are commanded by
officers ranging from lieutenant general to colonel,

according to importance of the fortress. The fort-

ress commander is responsible either to the com-
mander of the army district or to the army
commander in the area concerned. Fortification

construction comes under the Fortifications Direc-
torate which is responsible to the Chief of Staff.

b. Organization. The normal organization of
fortresses is believed to be

—

Headquarters

:

One heavy artillery regiment or battalion.

One or more infantry battalions.

Construction and port engineers.

Signal units.

AA units.

Armament includes coastal guns ranging from 4.7-

inch to 12-inch caliber. It is probable that there

are also 14- and 16-inch guns in some units
C. The following are Japanese fortified zones:

Name of fortress Area Rank of commanding officer Division or army command

Amami Oshima Oolonel Western Dist. Army.
Bonins. - - Major general

Major general Korean Armv.
Colonel Western Dist. Armv.

Funauke _ Rvukvus Colonel Western Dist. Armv.
Western Dist. Armv

Iki Major general
Major general

Western Dist. Army.
Formosan Armv.Keeking

Maizuru _ Colonel.. Central Dist. Armv
Nagasaki _ _ Japan.. . Major general

.

Western Dist. Armv.
Nakagusuku Bar Ryukviis _ Colonel Western Dist. Armv.
North Kuriles
Pescadores

Japan
Off Formosa . . ...

Colonel
Major general

Northern Area Army.

Port Arthur.. Manchuria Lt. general Kwantung Army.
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Name of fortress Area Rank of commanding officer Division or army command

Rashin Korea __ . _ Korean Army.
Korean Army.
Western Dist. Army.
Northern Area Army.
Formosan Army.
Eastern Dist. Army.
Northern Area Army.
Western Dist. Army.
Central Dist. Army.

Reisui _ Korea
Shimonoseki . _ .Japan _ __
Sova _ _ Hokkaido. _ _

Takao Formosa.
Tokvo Bay _ _ Japan
Tsugaru-Hakodate . __ Japan _ _

Tsushima .. Japan.
Yura _ _ _ Japan _ __

Section II. ARMS (NONDIYISIONAL)

1. INFANTRY, a. Independent infantry
regiments and battalions. (1) The independ-
ent infantry regiment or battalion basically will be
the same unit as that shown under divisional in-

fantry, modified to perform such special duties

as may be required.

(2) Independent mixed regiments. A few units

known as independent mixed regiments exist. It is

believed that they are independent infantry regi-

ments into which small elements of artillery, engi-

neers. etc., have been incorporated.

b. Independent infantry mortar units,
(ll There are two types of mortar units, the in-

fantry mortar units (Hakugeki tail, and the artil-

lery mortar unit (Kyuho tai). The former, com-
manded by infantry officers, are mobile units; the
latter, commanded by artillery officers, are prob-
ably siege, or heavy, semifixed, defense units. It

is possible that the independent infantry mortar
regiment is largely an administrative or training

unit, for only independent battalions so far have
been encountered in the field.

(2) Organization. The independent infantry

mortar battalion is organized as follows:

Obs Seel

HEADQUARTERS
Comd—Col or Lt Col

n_
Sig Sect

Co Co Co

Hq

I

Obs Sect

:—

i

..

Sig Sect

(each sect one mortar, five men)

Figure 56.

T Hg total sticngtli of the battalion is approximately
900 men, and its armament 36 mortars.

2. CAVALRY, a. The cavalry regiment. The
nondivisional cavalry regiment is believed to consist

44

of a headquarters with a signal section, ammunition
train and transport, four rifle and saber companies,
and a machine-gun company. The organization of
rifle and saber companies is identical with that of
the division cavalry regiment. The machine-gun
company has four platoons, of two machine guns
each, and a fifth platoon with eight antitank guns.
This type of regiment is found in the independent
cavalry brigades,

b. Organization.

REGIMENTAL HEADQUARTERS
SIGNAL SECT

AMMUNITION SECT

REQUIRED TRAIN
300

r a s

Troop

180

R & S

Troop

180

R a S

Troop

180

R a S

Troop

180

Machine-Gun

Troop

180

Rifle Rifle Rifle Machine-Gun
PI PI PI PI

50 50 50 30

3 LMG 3 LMG 3 LMG 2 HMG
2 GD 2 GD 2 GD

1

1

Platoon

2 MG
Platoon

2 MG
Platoon

2 MG
Platoon

2 MG
Platoon

8 AT Guns

Figure 57.

3. TANKS, a. Tank regiment. These units
have been reported to have a headquarters, 3 or 4
companies, a regimental ammunition train, and a
total strength of 800 to 850 men equipped with 85
to 95 light and medium tanks.

( I ) Organization.

HEADQUARTERS
1 MEDIUM TANK
3 LIGHT TANKS

Company

r
Platoon

5 Medium
Tank*

Company
6 Light Tanks

16 Medium Tanks

I
Company Hq
2 Light Tanks

1 Medium Tank

t:
Platoon

5 Medium
Tanks

X
Platoon

5 Medium
Tanks

! i

Company Combat

Rcglmenlal Totals:

Train

21 Light Tanks

49 Medium Tanks

6 Reserve Light Tanks
15 Reserve Medium Tanks

Sometimes the light tanks in the above organization arc aaaemhl^i •

company making a fourth, or light tank, company^
U °De

Figure 58.
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(2)

Variant. There are indications that a differ-

ent organization for the regiment exists, consisting

of a headquarters, 1 light-tank company (10 light

tanks)
,
2 medium-tank companies (each with 10

medium tanks and 2 light tanks
) ,

and a regimental

train. The total strength is estimated at 700 officers

and enlisted men with approximately 60 tanks.

b. Cavalry-brigade tank unit. Cavalry-bri-

gade tank units are reported to consist of a head-

quarters, 2 companies of light tanks, and a unit

train. The companies are of 3 platoons each and

include 10 light tanks and a company ammunition
train. The unit ammunition train carries chemical

warfare material and has 6 reserve light tanks. The
total personnel strength of the unit is about 350

officers and enlisted men equipped with 30 tanks.

There are about 80 trucks included in the trains.

c. Independent mixed-brigade tank unit.

The organization of this type unit is believed to in-

clude a headquarters, 3 light-tank companies, 1

medium-tank company, 1 light-armored-car com-

pany, and a combat train. It is reported to have a

total of about 20 medium and 65 light tanks, 25

armored cars, and a personnel strength of about

970 men.
d. Independent tank companies. Reports

have been received of independent tank companies.

These may be tank companies, either light or me-

dium, detached from a tank regiment for temporarily

independent operations.

e. Independent light-armored-car (tank-

ette) companies. These independent companies

are divided into two categories by the Japanese, one

type being listed as Sokosha (armored vehicle)

companies and the second as Keisokosha (light

armored vehicle! companies. It is possible that

both types are equipped with armored cars, but it is

believed that tankettes have been substituted for

those vehicles. In either case the company is believed

to number approximately 130 officers and enlisted

men, divided into a headquarters, four platoons, and

a company train, with 17 tankettes or armored cars.

I. ARTILLERY, a. Field artillery. A few

independent field artillery regiments and battalions

have been identified. Their organization is be-

lieved to be similar to that of the field artillery

regiment or battalion in the standard divisions, ex-

cept that the regiment may have only two battalions.

b. Mountain artillery. These units are or-

ganized into independent regiments and battalions.

(1) The regiment. The regiment is commanded
by a colonel or lieutenant colonel. It consists of a

headquarters, a regimental train, 2 battalions (each

with three companies), and a battalion train. The
regimental strength is approximately 2,500 officers

and enlisted men. A regiment seen in action op-

erated approximately 1,500 strong, although it had
left most of its horses and large parts of its train in

rear areas. Units were as follows:

(a) Regimental headquarters and field train

originally consisted of about 750 officers and en-

listed men : battalion headquarters, of approximately

230 officers and enlisted men.

( b ) Each company had approximately 185 offi-

cers and enlisted men, divided into 2 gun platoons

and an ammunition platoon. The first gun platoon

had 2 guns while the second had only 1 gun and a

pioneer squad. (Normal armament is believed to

be four guns to a company.)

(c) The battalion field train had about 140 offi-

cers and enlisted men. (Overstrength in headquar-

ters was presumably attributable to the necessity of

manhandling the equipment.)

(2) The battalion. The independent mountain

artillery battalion is believed to be identical with

the battalion of the independent regiment. It has a

total strength of some 925 officers and enlisted men.

In operations the strength has fallen as low as 500.

c. Medium artillery. (1) The regiment. There

are several types of medium artillery regiments in

the Japanese Army. One type of unit encountered

was organized into a regimental headquarters; a

regimental train; and 2 battalions, each of 3 firing

companies and a train. The regiment was equipped
with 24 tractor-drawn Type “96” 150-mm howitzers
and numbered approximately 1,500 officers and en-

listed men.

(2) Organization.

(Each Co 4— 1 50-mm howitzers)

Figure 59.

(3) Variants. It is likely that other regiments
are equipped throughout with 105-mm guns, or are
mixed and have one battalion of guns and one of
howitzers. The 105-mm gun battalion has been
reported to have only two companies of four guns
each.

(4) Figures of strength for medium artillery reg-
iments equipped with the older horse-drawn 150-
mm how itzer would necessarily be higher than those
quoted above and might be expected to approxi-
mate 2,300 officers and enlisted men.

(5) The battalion. Medium artillery also is or-

ganized into independent battalions. I he organiza-
tion and armament of such units probably approxi-
mates that of the battalion of the regiment.

d. Heavy artillery. (1) General. Japanese
heavy artillery units fall into two categories, mo-
bile and fixed. Some fixed heavy artillery units

were designed originally to fulfill a coast defense

role for the Japanese Empire. Some, however, also

are located to protect strategic centers farther afield.
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(2)

Organization. The following four types of

heavy artillery regiment organization have been re-

ported. but the details are not confirmed.

(a ) Headquarters and train.

2 battalions.

2 companies, four 240-mm howitzers.

Total regiment 1.533 men. sixteen 240-mm
howitzers, 95 motor vehicles.

( b ) Headquarters.

2 companies, four 240-mm howitzers, tractor-

drawn.

Regimental ammunition train.

Total regiment 789 men, eight 240-mm how-

itzers, tractor-drawn, 167 motor vehicles

(includes 52 tractors).

(c) Headquarters.

2 companies, two 300-mm mortars.

Total regiment 623 men, four 300-mm mor-
tars, 40 vehicles.

(d) Headquarters.

Regimental train.

2 companies, four 150-mm guns.

Total regiment, 637 men, eight 150-mm guns,
tractor-drawn, 115 vehicles.

e. Antiaircraft artillery. (1) General. Jap-
anese antiaircraft artillery is organized into bri-

gades, regiments, battalions, and companies. In ad-
dition there are searchlight and other miscellaneous
units.

(2) The brigade. These are apparently assigned
one to each district army. They are commanded
by general officers and composed of two or more
antiaircraft regiments.

( 3 )
The regiment. The regiment is believed to

consist of two battalions, a company of light anti-
aircraft and a searchlight battalion.

(4) The battalion. The antiaircraft battalion has
alternative organizations; one giving it a main ar-
mament of eighteen 75-mm guns, and the other
twelve 75-mm guns. (It is believed that some units
may be equipped with larger caliber antiaircraft
guns.)

(a) The 18-gun battalion.

1. T his battalion consists of a headquarters,
3 firing companies and a battalion
train. Tabular strength of the unit
is approximately 575 officers and en-
listed men. with eighteen 75-mm anti-
aircraft guns and 6 to 9 machine
guns.

2. Organization.

Figure 60.

3. The battalion is commanded by a lieuten-

ant colonel; headquarters and train

number some 155 officers and en-

listed men. It has been found, how-
ever, that these units may enter op-

erations overstrength, the reason for

this addition being apparently the in-

clusion of an extra number of anti-

aircraft machine guns. Thus one bat-

talion headquarters and train oper-

ated with 210 officers and enlisted

men equipped with 16 machine guns.

4. Strength for the company is approxi-

mately 140 with an armament of six

75-mm antiaircraft guns and 2 ma-
chine guns. These units also have
been seen in operations well over-

strength and with additional machine
guns.

( b ) The 12-gun battalion. The organization of

this unit is similar to that outlined above, except

that each platoon has only two 75-mm guns, thereby
reducing the battalion armament to 12 guns. Its

total strength is estimated at 400 officers and men.
(5) The independent [heavy) antiaircraft com-

pany. These companies are similar in organization
to those of the battalions. They may have either
four or six 75-mm guns and include a train.

(6) The machine cannon company, (a) Gen-
eral. The machine cannon company normally con-
sists of a headquarters, 3 platoons, and a train.
Its strength, when motorized, is 160 men, and it

has six 20-mm machine cannon and six 13-mrn ma-
chine guns. The unit also may be horse-drawn or
pack, in which cases the strength would be appro-
priately increased.
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( b )
Organization.

(Nos 1 and 2 sections, each one 20-mm (Nos 3 and 4 sections, each one 1 3-mm
machine cannon) machine gun)

Figure 61.

(c) Variants. There are variants of the above

organization. The company may consist of 4 pla-

toons with 2 machine cannons in each of the first

3 platoons, and 6 machine guns in the fourth pla-

toon. Alternatively, the armament of the unit may

be increased from 12 to 16 weapons and the strength

to 200.

(7) Field searchlight battalion. The battalion is

composed of a headquarters and 2 searchlight com-

panies each of which is divided into a company

headquarters and 2 platoons. The platoons are

divided into 3 sections each equipped with a search-

light and a sound locator. All equipment is car-

ried on trucks. The total strength is about 450 men,

12 searchlights, 12 sound locators, 50 motor vehicles.

(8) Independent searchlight companies. These

units are organized similarly to the company of the

battalion.

(9) Other antiaircraft units. Antiaircraft obser-

vation units and barrage balloon units are known

to exist, hut details of their organization are not

available. Certain units are listed as field air

defense units. They appear to he in the nature

of group or higher organization headquarters, con-

trolling all antiaircraft defense in a selected area,

and have under their command antiaircraft batta-

lions or companies, machine cannon units, search-

light units, and possibly barrage balloon or anti-

aircraft observation units. Their size will depend

entirely upon the situation and the guns and equip-

ment available. The larger units are commanded

by major generals or colonels.

(10) Independent mortar regiments and battal-

ions ( artillery ). In addition to the independent

“infantry” mortar regiments and battalions de-

scribed in paragraph 1 b, there are other independ-

ent mortar regiments and battalions which are

commanded by artillerymen and probably are artil-

lery units. The regiments may be composed of a

headquarters and 2 or more battalions. The bat-

talions are commanded by majors or captains and

probably are divided into 3 companies.

(11) Shipping artillery. Japanese shipping ar-

tillery regiments are designed to afford transports

and other shipping protection from attack by air-

craft or submarines. The regiment normally is

composed of a headquarters and 12 companies, but

the 2 regiments encountered have included 6 or more

additional companies. Tabular organization calls

for about 2,300 men to the regiment and about 190

men per company; operating strengths have been

about 150 men per company. Companies include

antiaircraft gun companies (six 75-mm AA guns

each), 75-mm field artillery companies (four 75-

mm field guns each), and machine cannon com-

panies (six 20-mm machine cannons). They are

organized into headquarters, including observation

and signal squads, gun platoons, and gun squads.

Units usually are broken up to operate in small de-

tachments. Two field artillery gun sections and

two machine cannon sections frequently are as-

signed as the complement of small army transports.

(12 1 Artillery intelligence units ( sound and

flash), (a)' Artillery intelligence regiments.

1. General. The regiment is commanded by

a lieutenant colonel and is divided

into a headquarters group, a survey

unit, a plotting unit, and a sound de-

tector unit. When horse-drawn, it is

believed to number approximately

675 officers and men.

2. Organization.

j

Survey
| |

Survey
| |

Survey
J J

Computing
J

Figure 62.

(b) Observation balloon regiments and com-

panies. The Japanese are known to have balloon

regiments and companies, and such units were em-

ployed to give artillery observation during the final

assault on Singapore. A motorized balloon com-

pany is reported to have a strength of approximately

145 personnel, 23 motor vehicles, and 1 observation

balloon.

5. ANTITANK UNITS, a. General. Apart

from the antitank gun units included in infantry or-

ganizations, there are a number of independent

antitank gun battalions and companies as well as

cavalry brigade antitank units. Antiaircraft units,

especially machine cannon companies, are designed

to fulfill a dual-purpose role.

b. Independent antitank battalion. (1)

General. The battalion is an 18-gun unit, with a
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strength of about 500 officers and men. It has been

seen to operate with as few as 350. It may be

motorized, horse-drawn, or pack.

(2) Organization
(
motorized )

.

Battalion

Commanding officer

Headquarters 55 officers—45

men.
Headquarters section- 4 officers— 21

men.
Transport section 24 men.

3 Independent anti- 5 officers—121
tank companies. men, six 37-

or 47-mm AT
guns, 15 ve-

hicles.

Headquarters section- 1 officer— 20
men.

3 gun platoons 1 officer — 24
men, two 37-

or 47-mm AT
guns.

2 gun squads 11 men. one 37-

or 47-mm AT
gun.

1 ammunition pla- 10 officers—29
toon. men.

1 Battalion ammuni- 1 officer— 61
tion train. men.

(31 Its total strength is 490 men and it has
eighteen 37- or 47-mm AT guns, and 67 motor ve-

hicles. The above personnel figure should be in-

creased for horse-drawn or pack units.

c. Independent antitank company. The in-

dependent company is 6- or 8-gun unit, and, as in

the case of the battalion, it may be motorized, horse-
drawn, or pack. The organization of the 8-gun
unit is shown below.

COMPANY HEADQUARTERS

1

,
1

1

|

No 1 PI
|

No 2 PI
|

.
No 3 PI

| j
No 4 PI

|

f Ammn PI

Sect
[ |

See*

(Each section 1 gun)

Figure 63.

(1) As a pack unit, the company has 250 men,
eight 37-mm guns, 2 light machine guns, 5 riding
horses and 76 pack horses. As a horse-drawn unit,
the armament would be similar, but the exact
strength figure is unknown.

(2) Asa motorized unit, the company might num-
ber 180 to 200 and be armed with eight 37-mm or
47-mm guns.

(3) Six-gun units are generally similar, with
strength decreased proportionately.

d. Cavalry brigade antitank unit. The anti-

tank unit of the cavalry brigade consists of three fir-

ing platoons, each of two 37-mm or 47-mm guns, and
an ammunition platoon. The total strength is about
140 officers and men with six 37-mm or 47-mm guns.

6. ENGINEERS, a. Engineer groups. These
are administrative units commanded by a general
officer. They supervise engineer activity and con-
trol independent engineer units in a theater of op-
erations.

b. Independent engineer regiments. These
units are often attached to divisions in the field.

They are divided into the following six different

types according to the principal function they ful-

fill:

Type Function

‘A KO Open warfare.

‘B OTSU Position warfare.

‘C’ HEI Heavy bridge building.

‘D
? BO Shipping-landing operations.

‘E’TEI River crossing.

‘F KI Attacking pillboxes and special

firing positions.

They are similar in general organization, consisting

of a regimental headquarters, 3 companies, and a

material platoon. The tabular strength of each is

approximately 1,000 men. The commanding offi-

cer is a colonel or lieutenant colonel. Companies
are composed of 4 platoons of 4 or more squads
each and average 250 to 300 men. The number of
motor trucks varies. Personnel carry rifles and
probably some light machine guns. It has been
noted that regiments are prepared to undertake spe-
cial duties other than those for which they are
designated.

c. Independent engineer battalions. These
are known to exist. They are commanded by lieu-
tenant colonels or majors.

d. Independent engineer companies. These
units consist of a headquarters and 2 platoons of 3
or 4 sections each. One unit had an operational
strength of approximately 165 officers and men.

e. Field road construction units. These are
engineer troops organized into a unit of a head-
quarters and 2 or 3 companies. Duties are general
construction, particularly of roads and airfields.
Units are commanded by lieutenant colonels and
majors; companies are estimated to have about 125
officers and enlisted men.

f. Bridge-building and river-crossing ma-
terial companies. These units consist of person-
nel and equipment for bridge building and river
crossings. Strengths vary from 250 to 600. depend-
ing upon whether they are draft or motorized

g. Construction-duty companies. (See ship
ping units, anchorages, sec. Ill, par 2 c., p. 50 j

' \™M1CAL WARFARE, a. The Japanese
aie known to have a chemical warfare service and
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organized chemical warfare units. The division

units previously have been discussed (see p. 1/m)

.

Besides these, gas battalions and independent gas

companies are known to exist. The Japanese have

used sternutatory or suffocating gas in China. They

have established factories for poison gas manufac-

ture, developed antigas measures, and issued an

efficient gas mask to their services. They, there-

fore, should be considered capable of gas warfare.

b. Picked personnel from all Japanese units are

trained in decontamination and antigas work. Al-

though normally acting as regular troops, such per-

sonnel are specially equipped to carry out chemical

warfare duties; upon occasion they may be formed

into temporary smoke (gas) units for the conduct

of offensive chemical warfare. It is estimated that

there are about 250 such men in an infantry regi-

ment or its equivalent.

8. AIRBORNE UNITS, a. General. The Jap

anese Army raid-training department has experi-

mented with airborne units, and it is probable that

in addition to known parachute units some air-

borne troops are available for service. The Japa-

nese have referred to an airborne force composed

of a glider force and parachute force but give no

details.

b. Parachute force. The parachute force has

been described as composed of a headquarters, two

parachute battalions, and an artillery unit. I otal

strength is estimated to be about 1,750.

c. Parachute battalion. The battalion is com-

posed of a headquarters and 3 companies with a

small nonflying supply section. Companies are of

3 platoons, each of 2 rifle sections and 1 heavy-

weapons section. A rifle section has 6 riflemen

and an antitank group. The heavy-weapons section

has a heavy machine gun section of 9 men, and a

cannon section of 5 men. The total strength is esti-

mated to be about 600 to 700.

Figure 64. Organization.
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Section III. SERVICES (NON-
DIVISIONAL)

1. GENERAL. The services of the Japanese

Army are:

Intendance.

Technical, including ordnance.

Medical.

Veterinary.

Judicial (legal).

Military band.

All services listed above are under control of the

Ministry of War with lieutenant generals in com-

mand. Although the Japanese consider transport

and signal communications as line branches, they

are grouped here with the services for convenience

of discussion.

2. TRANSPORT. Transport is divided into road

(animal and mountain), railway, and water units.

a. Road transport units. (1) General. Trans-

port regiments of depot divisions form the source

of personnel for division and independent transport

regiments as well as for other units requiring trans-

port personnel.

(2) Field transport commands. (Yasen Yusobu I

.

These are usually commanded by major generals.

They are administrative organizations probably
controlling all independent transport units under
an army command.

(3) Field motor transport depots (Yasen Jido-

shasho). These are usually under command of a

colonel or lieutenant colonel, except in the larger

theaters of operations (Asiatic Mainland) where a

major general commands. They are believed to be

administrative units responsible for storage, main-

tenance, and control of motor transport in a given

operational area.

( 4 ) Independent transport regiments (horse)

.

These are estimated to number about 3,000 officers

and men. Commanded by a colonel or lieutenant

colonel, they are composed of a headquarters and
from 4 to 8 draft or pack transport companies.

(5) Motor transport regiments. These consist of
about 1,500 officers and men with 300 vehicles.

They are commanded by a colonel or lieutenant
colonel.

(6) Independent transport battalions (horse).
These are estimated at about 1,700 officers and
enlisted men and usually are commanded by ma-
jors. They are composed of a headquarters and 3
to 4 draft or pack transport companies.

(7) Independent motor transport battalions.

These are estimated at about 800 officers and en-
listed men divided into a headquarters and three
companies. Usually commanded by majors, they
are believed to be equipped with about 150 one and
one-half ton trucks.

1

8

) Independent transport companies (horse).

These are estimated at about 350 officers and en-

listed men, and commanded by captains or first lieu-
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tenants. They usually are equipped with about 200
to 250 single-horse. 2-wheel, transportation carts

(14-ton).

(9) Independent motor transport companies.
Estimated at about 175 officers and men and about
50 trucks, these units are commanded by a captain
or first lieutenant. They are divided into 3 platoons
and a maintenance section, with the platoons con-
sisting of 4 or 5 sections each.

(10) Provisional transport units. Such units,
formed by assigning combat or service elements
other than transport to provisionally formed trans-

port units, will be found operating behind the lines.

Their size, organization, and equipment will vary
depending upon their mission: after its completion
they return to normal duties.

(11) Line of communication transport super-
vision detachments. These consist of military and
civilian personnel, whose duties are to supervise and
control locally commandeered transport.

b. Railway units. (1) Railway commands
( Tetsudo Bu ) ,

field railways (Yasen Tetsudo), spe-
cial lailways (Tokusetsu Tetsudo ), and railway
transport

( Tetsudo Yuso I . These units are believed
to maintain, control, and coordinate rail traffic in
the larger theaters. They are composed of a head-
quarters, one or more railway regiments, supply
depots, and construction and operation units. They
are commanded by general officers.

(2) Railway regiments. The railway regiment
consists of a headquarters, 4 battalions (2 compa-
nies of 4 platoons), and a supply depot. Strength
is approximately 2,500 officers and enlisted men,
commanded by a colonel or lieutenant colonel.

Such regiments are designed to operate and guard
railways.

(3) Armored train units. These are reported to

consist of about 500 officers and enlisted men (in-

fantry, artillery, and engineers) and to operate
armored trains.

c. Water (shipping) units. Water (shipping)
units are headed by a sea transport headquarters
in Japan.

( 1 ) Branch offices, termed shipping groups, are
situated at the principal base ports in theaters of op-
erations. They control a variable number of ship-
ping engineer regiments and debarkation units.

12) Shipping engineer regiments. These units
are the barge operators in the Japanese Army.
They are equipped with the necessary landing craft
and equipment for amphibious operations and move-
ment of supplies and men. Organizational strength
approximates 1,200 officers and enlisted men, di-
vided into a headquarters and 3 companies of sev-
eral sections each. A lieutenant colonel normally
commands. The regiment is equipped with 150 to
200 landing craft of all types.

(3) Debarkation units. These include necessary
personnel and equipment for the loading and un-
loading of transports at the more forward bases
or during landing operations. Strength is estimated
at 1,000 officers and enlisted men.

(4) Shipping transport commands {headquar-
ters) . These, like shipping groups, are situated at
the principal base ports, where they are responsible
for the shipping installations at these bases. They
also fuel vessels, store cargoes and, in conjunction
with the Navy, plan and route sea transport in a
given area. Size of the unit depends on the volume
of shipping in the theater.

(5) Shipping transport area units. These are
variable sized units responsible for the armament
and defense of vessels operating in a particular
area. They control shipping ordnance, shipping
antiaircraft artillery, and shipping signal units, de-
tachments of which are assigned for the defense of
intercommunication between vessels and convoys.

(6) Anchorage units. These are believed com-
posed of a headquarters and variable number of land
duty, water duty, and construction duty companies.
Respectively, these companies are probably a steve-

dore company of approximately 350 officers and en-

listed men, a barge and lighter operations company
of the same strength, and a general construction engi-

neer company probably also of the same strength.

(7) Shipping transport battalions. The exist-

ence of these units is known, hut details of their or-

ganization are lacking. They are believed to oper-
ate small sailing and motor craft.

3. INTENDANCE, a. General. Intendance
service is responsible for clothing, rations, forage,
contracts, pay, and the upkeep of army buildings.
It is a separate organization combining functions of
the U. S. Army Quartermaster Corps and Finance
Department. It is under the control of the Intendance
Bureau of the War Ministry. Intendance personnel
are assigned to armies, divisions, and lower units,
they also are found at various depots, factories, and
other places requiring accounting and quarter-
master services.

b. Field freight depots. They are to be found
functioning as units or split into branches along the
lines of communication of armies. Each depot is

responsible for the supply of several divisions. They
store and supply rations, clothing, and other sup-
plies.

4. ORDNANCE (TECHNICAL SERVICE).
a. General. Prior to organization of the technical
service (Gijutsu Bui in 1941, ordnance duties in
the Japanese Army were performed by personnel de-
tailed from various branches, usually artillery and
engineers, who functioned under general supervision
of the ordnance bureau of the War Ministry. At
present, however, ordnance personnel belong to the
technical service. As the name implies, this service
includes the various types of technicians in the army
such as gunsmiths, mechanics, electricians, saddlers'
etc., all of whom may be attached or assigned to units
as required.

b. Functions. Ordnance personnel are responsi-
ble for providing arms, ammunition, engineer stores
and supplies not furnished by the intendance service!
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Ordnance functions are discharged in the field by
field ordnance depots, stationed at principal rear

bases. Size of these depots will vary according to

the theater of operations, and branches will be

found along the lines of communications.

5. MEDICAL, a. General. The medical service

is a separate service functioning under the medical

bureau of the War Ministry. In addition to divi-

sional medical service, the following units are known
to exist:

b. Casualty clearing stations. These are un-

assigned medical units with a strength of approxi-

mately 100 officers and enlisted men. They evacu-

ate casualties from the division field hospitals to

line of communication hospitals.

c. Line of communication hospitals. These,

with a strength of about 250 officers and enlisted

men, can accommodate 500 to 1,000 patients. They
consist of 2 sections and are usually found at rear

bases or along the lines of communication.

d. Army hospitals. These are larger hospitals

of varying size generally situated well behind for-

ward base areas.

e. Base hospitals. In each home divisional dis-

trict, there are hospitals to meet the requirements

of the various units in peacetime. These, as well as

private and other Government hospitals, are utilized

as base hospitals during wartime.

6. VETERINARY. This is a separate service

which functions under the horse administration sec-

tion, military administration bureau, of the War
Ministry. A veterinary department or section is

attached to the staff of armies, area armies, divisions,

and other oversea commands, while detachments

operate with all units containing animals. Veter-

inary hospitals, with a staff of about 150 capable of

handling 700 sick horses, and veterinary quarantine

hospitals are found along the lines of communica-

tion or at bases.

7. SIGNAL, a. General. Before the war the

functions of the signal corps were performed by
communication units of the corps of engineers. In

1941, however, an Inspectorate of Communications
was set up directly subordinate to the War Depart-

ment General Staff. This was tantamount to the

establishment of a separate signal corps. Troops

are classified as signal communication men.

b. The signal regiment (army signal unit).

(1)

The regiment is composed of a headquarters,

several wire companies (motor, draft, or pack) ,
sev-

eral radio platoons (motor, draft, or pack), a fixed

radio unit, a radio intercept unit, and a field pigeon

unit.

(2) The headquarters consists of about 120 offi-

cers and enlisted men, and includes a transport sec-

tion. a repair section, and an air-ground radio

section.

(3) The wire companies’ approximate strengths

are 260 men draft, 320 pack, and 300 motor. They

are believed to be equipped with 36 telephones and

8 telegraph instruments. The draft and pack com-

panies carry about 35 miles of wire, while the mo-

tor companies carry 70 miles. Companies include

a signal platoon, 3 maintenance platoons, and a

transport platoon.

(4) Radio platoons operate 1 radio station. They

include draft, pack, or motor transportation, and

are of 35 to 45 men in strength.

(5) The fixed radio unit has a strength of about

25 officers and enlisted men and operates a long

distance radio station.

(6) The radio intercept unit is divided into a

headquarters with train, an intercept unit equipped

with 6 receivers, and a direction-finder unit equipped

with 4 direction finders. Its strength is approxi-

mately 290 officers and enlisted men.

(7) The pigeon unit has a headquarters of some

20 officers and men, including a train, as well as

several pigeon platoons. A platoon has about 50

men and is divided into 3 sections, each equipped

with 40 carrier pigeons.

(8) Although complete signal regiments as out-

lined above are likely to be found operating with

the larger headquarters, it will be more usual to

find their individual components operating as inde-

pendent units on the line of communication or with
smaller organizations in the field to supplement
their signal networks.

C. Shipping signal units are composed of a head-
quarters and 2 companies. Personnel is assigned to

maintain radio liaison between transports and ship-

ping establishments. Companies have a strength of
about 300, while the regiment totals 635 officers and
men.

d. The air signal unit is a company of about 320
officers and enlisted men. It is divided into 3 pla-

toons and is employed chiefly in maintaining com-
munciations within an air brigade. The unit prob-

ably also operates direction-finder apparatus.

8. ARMY POSTAL SERVICE. The Japanese
Army’s postal system operates through networks of

central, field, and branch post offices set up in for-

ward and rear areas. APO numbers evidently are

assigned to localities, rather than to units, and re-

main fixed. In certain instances field post offices

may act as paying agencies for the army, in addi-

tion to accepting and delivering military mail and
handling postal money orders and military postal

savings. A free air-mail service for army personnel

is reported in operation.

9. JUDICIAL. The judicial (legal) service of
the Japanese Army formerly was entirely in the
hands of civilians attached to various units. In 1941
these civilians were commissioned in the Army,
where they continue to perform their usual legal

duties.

10. MILITARY BAND. This service furnishes

the personnel for the Japanese army bands. These
bands do not appear to have any secondary duties.
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Section IV. MILITARY INTELLIGENCE

1. GENERAL. Military intelligence is a function

of the 2nd Bureau, Army General Staff, headed by a

major general. Intelligence of a more general nature

flows to the High Command through a complex or-

ganization, at the top of which is the Intelligence

Department of the Imperial General Headquarters.

In a subordinate position, there is also the Central

Commission for Intelligence, a coordinating body
which maintains contact with all government de-

partments and disseminates information. Intelli-

gence received from armed forces in the field is

routed through the usual military channels to the

2nd bureau of the General Staff. This purely mili-

tary function resembles the system employed by other

armies.

2. COMBAT INTELLIGENCE. Intelligence

officers are assigned to army, division, and regi-

mental stalls. While they appear to have no perma-
nently organized units for collecting combat intelli-

gence, geographic areas are assigned to various

regular units which are made responsible for the

usual items of information sought in combat in-

telligence. It is noteworthy that the Japanese re-

cently have been stressing the amount of military
information that can be gathered from prisoners of

war and from captured documents.

3. THE TOKUMU KIKAN (SPECIAL
SERVICE AGENCY). This agency is believed

to be directly under orders of the Imperial General
Headquarters and organized into units which are as-

signed only to armies or geographic areas. Espio-

nage, counterespionage, propaganda, and fifth col-

umn activities, together with a measure of under-
cover supervision over occupied territories, appear
to be principal duties of personnel of this agency. A
major general was declared to be in command of the

Tokumu Kikan organization at Canton in 1942.
Close cooperation between the Tokumu Kikan and
military police apparently can be effected when re-

quired. inasmuch as counterespionage is included

among the duties of the latter. (For details of the

Japanese military police service, see chapter 6.)

Section V. REORGANIZATION

GENERAL.—Many indications show that the

Japanese Army is in the process of reorganizing and
modernizing various units. Some of this moderni-

zation program has been accomplished and it must

be expected that there will be continued progress.

On the other hand there are definite limitations to

the speed with which equipment can be obtained

and distributed, and personnel indoctrinated and

trained. It is believed, therefore, that while there

will be a gradual increase in the number of the

stronger and more modern units the bulk of the

army will continue to be composed, as it is at present,

largely of average organizations such as have been
described.
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JAPANESE AIR SERVICE

Section I. GENERAL

GENERAL. Japan does nol have an independent

Air Service. The Japanese Army Air Service is an

integral part of the Army, while the Japanese Naval

Air Service is organized independently as an integral

part of the Navy. The Emperor, through Imperial

Headquarters, controls the Japanese Army Air

Service. Such control involves three agencies: The
Army General Staff, The War Ministry, and the

Inspector General of Aviation. The Japanese Navy
Air Service also is controlled by the Emperor through
Imperial Headquarters and involves three agencies:

The Navy General Staff, The Navy Ministry, and
Naval Aviation Headquarters. This chapter will

cover the Japanese Army Air Service organization

only.

Section II. ORGANIZATION OF THE
JAPANESE ARMY AIR SERVICE

1. ORGANIZATION OF THE JAPANESE
HIGH COMMAND, a. Inspector General
of Aviation (Rikugun Koku Sokambu). The

Inspector General of Aviation is directly responsi-

ble to the Emperor for matters pertaining to air

training, while in other respects he is subordinate

to the “Big Three” (Chief of General Staff, Minister

of War, and Inspector General of Military Train-

ing). (See chart in fig. 65.) The War Minister

holds the Inspector General of Aviation responsible

in matters pertaining to personnel and military ad-

ministration, and the Inspector General of Aviation

is responsible for operations to the Chief of the

General Staff.

b. Aviation headquarters (Koku Hombu).
The office of Chief of Aviation Headquarters ante-

dates the Inspector General of Aviation by 3 years.

This post is a subordinate agency under the Minister

of War. The principal functions of the Aviation

Headquarters agency would appear to be largely

procurement and supply.

2. LOWER ECHELON ORGANIZATION
OF THE JAPANESE ARMY AIR SERV-
ICE. Air Army (Kokug'im.) The Japanese
Army Air Service is organized into five known Air
Armies, each having clearly defined areas, and func-

Figitre 65. Intel -relation oj Japan's Air and Ground Armies.
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tioning as an administrative headquarters for its

tactical units. The tactical organization in an Air

Army is explained in paragraph 3. Coordination
between air and ground forces is obtained by placing

the Air Army under the command of the theater

commander. This enables him to control opera-
tionally both air and ground forces.

3. TACTICAL ORGANIZATION, a. Air di-

vision (Hikoshidan). The largest tactical organ-
ization in the chain of command in the Japanese
Army Air Service is known as an air division. Such
a division exercises both operational and adminis-
trative control over lower air units in its command.

b. Air brigade (Hikodan). Subordinate to

the air division is a tactical force known as the air

brigade. There are normally two or more air bri-

gades under the command of an air division. The
air brigade is a very mobile operational organiza-
tion and is flexible in its composition. It has a small
headquarters, the officers of which are concerned
principally with tactical operations. The usual
combat strength consists of 3 or 4 air regiments with
each regiment almost invariably equipped with one
type of aircraft, such as fighters, light bombers, or
medium bombers.

c. Air regiments (Hikosentai). The next
lower unit of an air brigade is called an air regi-
ment. three or four of which compose the strength
of a brigade. The air regiment is the basic opera-
tional unit in the organization of the Japanese Army
Air Service. It is composed of three or more squad-
rons. A squadron is called a Chutai. The actual
strength or striking force in an air regiment depends
upon the type of aircraft in the unit.

d. Air company (Hiko Chutai). Operational
combat units in an air regiment are called air com-
panies. The normal strength of an air company is

9 aircraft, divided into 3 sections (Hentai) of 3
aircraft each.

g. Independent air units or air companies
(Bokuritsu Hikotai or Hikochutai). There is
some evidence to indicate that independent air units
are attached either to air armies or to the head-
quarters of an air division. Although several of
these units have been identified, their function is not
clear. It is believed that they are detailed for non-
operational duty and may prepare special studies on
long distance reconnaissance, meteorological flights,
army cooperation, and perhaps antisubmarine patrol!
Although these units have been considered nonopera-
tional, recent information would tend to indicate
that such units actually may be participating in or
controlling operations and may possibly be equipped
with aircraft. There is also a possibility that an
independent air squadron may be attached to either
an air division or to air brigade headquarters. To
date the evidence fails to clarify the functions of
these units, but it is assumed that they are engaged
m tactical reconnaissance. There is some evidence,
howevei

,
that such a unit may function as ground

support in cooperation with the Army, indicating a
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possibility that in some cases it may be an Army
cooperation unit. It is assumed that the normal
strength of an independent air squadron is 9 air-

craft, with the possibility that these may be fighter,

light bomber, medium bomber, or reconnaissance
types.

f. Direct-cooperation air units (Chokkyo
Hikotai). Information so far obtained fails to dis-

close the function of a direct-cooperation air unit,

but it is assumed that these units operate either in

support of ground forces or as liaison. Some of

these units have been named for the district army to

which they are attached.

g. Air intelligence regiment or unit (Koku
Joho Rentai or Tai). Intelligence organizations
have been identified: namely, the air intelligence

regiment, and air intelligence units, but little is

known of their functions. It is assumed that the
air intelligence regiment is attached to an air divi-

sion, witlr detachments of air intelligence units in

the forward areas, and that all these units are en-

gaged in collecting, evaluating, and disseminating

intelligence as well as reporting on weather.

Figure 66. Lower Echelon Organization.

4. SERVICE UNITS IN JAPANESE
ARMY AIR FORCES, a. Air sector head-
quarters (Koku Chiku Shireibu). Presumably
this organization is the highest level in the com-
mand of the service units in the Japanese Army Air
Forces. It is assumed that each air brigade has an
air sector headquarters responsible for all admin-
istration, fuel supplies, ground stores, and aircraft
maintenance. This organization is comparable with

Air Signal Regiment

(Koku Tsushin

Renfai)
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the Air Service Command in the United States Army
Air Forces.

b. Airfield battalion (Hikojo Daitai).

This unit is a component and subsidiary unit of

the air sector headquarters. Its function is to per-

form ground duties for an air regiment. The or-

ganization is three-fold; an aircraft maintenance

unit, a guards section, and a supply section. The

maintenance section’s chief function is aircraft main-

tenance, while the supply section is responsible for

maintaining supplies and transporting them from

dumps to the airfields. The purpose of the guard

section is to relieve the infantry troops from the

duty of protecting airfields.

c. Airfield companies (Hikojo Chutai).

These units are subordinate to the air sector head-

quarters and perform the same function as an air-

field battalion, but on a smaller scale.

d. Field airfield construction units (Yasen
Hikojo Setteitai). It is known that these units do

exist, but little is known of their function or or-

ganization. It is assumed that as the name implies,

their principal function would be airfield construc-

tion.

e. Field air repair depots (Yasen Koku
Shurisho). It is assumed that these units are or-

ganized to do third or fourth echelon aircraft repaii

work. Information indicates that this organization

has several units or branches which make minor air-

craft repairs in the forward areas.

f. Air signal regiments or units (Koku
Tsushin Rentai or Tai). Signal requirements of

the operational units are handled presumably by air

signal regiments, air signal units, or air signal com-

panies. Although these units exist, little informa-

tion relative to their organization is known.

g. Navigational aid regiments (Kosuku

Rentai). These are believed to operate control bea-

cons, direction-finding stations, etc., and are believed

to be attached to the air sector headquarters.

h. Mobile air repair section (Ido Koku
Shurihan). Some of these units are known to

exist, and it is assumed that they are equipped with

mobile machine shops to make repairs to damaged

aircraft.

5. SUPPLY. Some separate units appear to be

charged with the delivery of aircraft, bombs, am-

munition, etc., in bulk to operational theaters and

with the repair of damaged aircraft. Practically

no organizational data concerning them have been

found. They are listed below in the approximate

order of their importance:

Air main depot (Koku Honsho)

.

Air branch de-

pot (Koku Shisho ).

Air subdepot 1 K5ku Bunsho )

.

Field air depot (Yasen Kokusho).
Field air supply

depot (Yasen Koku Hokyusho I

.

Field air replace-

ment unit (Yasen Hoju Hikotai)

.

Field airfield con-

struction unit. (Yasen Hikojo Setteitai).

Mobile air repair

section (Ido Koku Shurihan) .

Shipping air de-

pot (Sempaku Kokusho).

6. UNIT DESIGATIONS, AND EQUIVA-
LENTS.

Romanized
form

Translation
Ab-

brevi-
ation

Closest United States equiv-
alent (by function)

Flight.
Squadron.
Group.
Wing or division.

Numbered air force.

Theater or allied air force

(strategic and tactical).

Hiko Chutai. _ -

Hiko Sentai
Hikodan
Hiko Shidan.

.

Kokugun

Air Company.
Air Regiment.—
Air Brigade
Air Division. . _

A ir Army

FR
FB
FD
FA

Section III. STRATEGIC DOCTRINE

1. GENERAL. Strategic doctrines are based

upon the national policy. The strategic function

of all arms is to implement the national mission by
maintenance of control of all territory within the

Japanese sphere of conquest. The Japanese Air

Forces have been assigned a role of greatest im-

portance in attaining these objectives.

a. Naval Air Service. The Japanese Naval Air

Service was organized originally as a highly effective

striking weapon, with light maneuverable aircraft

of high performance characteristics that were well

adapted to support swift thrusts by amphibious

forces. The function of the air force in these opera-

tions was to provide cover for the task forces in-

volved, and, by swift surprise attacks, to destroy the

opposing enemy air force on the ground or in the

air, thereby clearing the way for landing operations.

The Naval Air Service was equipped to operate

either from carriers or from land bases and fre-

quently has undertaken the permanent defense of

land areas.

b. Army Air Force. The Army Air Force has

been assigned the function of providing support for

the ground troops and conducting counter-air-force

operations.

C. Disposition. With the completion of Japan’s

planned conquests in mid-1942, the Army and Naval

Air Services were disposed for the strategic defense

of the vast areas under her control. As the threat

of war with the Soviet Union diminished, strength

was reduced in Manchuria and in Japan, and dis-

tributed along the perimeter of the newly acquired
Empire, apparently in accord with relatively fixed

predetermined commitments. These commitments
were maintained fairly consistently until early 1944,
when heavy Allied pressure, brought to bear simul-

taneously on several fronts, forced a realignment.

d. Mobility. The Japanese have achieved great

mobility for their Air Forces by the construction of
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many new airfields throughout their sphere of con-
quest. Strength can be shifted quickly from one area
to another on interior lines and. because of the

availability of facilities in depth, can readily be
withdrawn from sustained combat as occasion de-

mands.
e. Strategy. It may be assumed that the ulti-

mate strategic objective of the Japanese Air Force
will be to defend Japan itself and the inner zone.
Meanwhile, until the vital parts of the Empire are
threatened, both Army and Navy Air Services will

give support to troops and naval forces only in de-

fensive or offensive-defensive operations up to the
point where their overall strength is not seriously
impaired.

f. Abandonment of perimeter defense. Con-
sistent with this doctrine of strategic defense, the
Japanese Air Forces have curtailed or abandoned
the air support of ground troops at outlying points
along the perimeter whenever the cost of such sup-
port has become excessive.

Section IV. JAPANESE AIR TACTICS

1. BOMBING TACTICS, a. Formations.
Japanese bombing tactics exemplify certain of their
natural traits; courage, indifference to losses, and
adherence to preconceived plans. Bombers usually
have flown in multiples of 9 in a V of V’s, although
occasionally attacks have been made in line abreast,
with fighters weaving about in loose escort forma-
tions. The formations encountered until the close

of 1943 were 6 separate flat V’s, occasionally with
one or two vacancies and often with 1 plane at the

rear of the apex of the V
; a V of three 9-plane

V’s, with the leading V 50 or 100 feet above the

others, changing to a slightly staggered formation of

1 V when 7 or 10 miles from the bomb release

point; 3 flights of 9 bombers, successively stepped
up 250 feet from port to starboard, and in line with
fighters weaving about the formation; two 9-plane
V of V’s, with the leading echelon highest and the
left echelon next highest.

b. Characteristics. Attacks were character-
ized by a long approach in close formation, held per-
sistently regardless of antiaircraft fire and/or fighter
opposition. Bombs usually were dropped on a signal
from the leader at altitudes ranging from 7,000 to
26,000 feet, depending upon the nature of the tar-

get and the opposition. Generally, the formation
was well maintained until bombs were dropped, when
it was loosened up somewhat. The flights then en-
gaged in a series of surges up and down, losing and
gaining about 500 feet in altitude.

c. Reconnaissance. The Japanese usually pre-
cede long-distance bombing missions by ample air
reconnaissance. Scouting aircraft communicate
with the home base by radio. Before the main
bombing force leaves its base, alternative objectives
are designated. Airfields are given high target
priority.

d. Evasion. Evasive tactics against antiaircraft

fire are taken by maintaining altitude above the ef-

fective range of such fire, by occasional changes
in altitude, and by weaving in formation.

e. Escort. Fighter escort on bomber missions
varies according to the opposition expected and
the number of fighters available. The position and
escort technique of fighters protecting bomber for-

mations constantly change. Frequently bombers
are escorted by fighters above and behind the
bomber formation.

f. Follow-up. Bomber operations against im-
portant targets have been characterized by repeated
attacks and “follow-up” missions. Many of these

attacks appear to have been made along the same
route and at the same time each day, although not
necessarily by the same type of formation.

g. Tactical changes. By the close of 1943 the
Japanese, finding themselves on the defensive in

many theaters, were obliged to change their bomb-
ing tactics. This resulted in:

(1) Virtual abandonment of daylight horizontal

bombing attacks on Allied land bases or convoy with

air cover.

(2) Adoption of dawn and dusk bombing by
fighters, and night bombing by medium, torpedo,

and dive bombers.

(3) Improved efficiency and coordination in

night torpedo and bombing attacks against Allied

shipping en route and at anchor in advanced liases.

2. DIVE BOMBING, a. General. Japanese
dive-bombing attacks, most frequent and effective in
the early months of the war, are largely directed
against shipping and equipment on beachheads.
The accuracy of Japanese dive bombing is not out-
standing and has been affected by Allied antiair-
craft fire and fighter interception. Numerous re-
ports make it clear that damaged planes, particu-
larly dive bombers, attempt to crash on their targets
as a last resort.

b. Formations. (1) The usual Japanese dive-
bombing formations are in multiples of 3 as fol-
lows: 3-plane Vs in line astern; in 6- or 9-plane Vs; in
Vs of Vs. The number of dive bombers employed
varies with the nature of the target; for example,
larger formations are employed against naval ves-
sels than against merchant ships. Efforts are made
to saturate enemy defenses by increasing the density
of attacking planes. Of late, because of Allied fighter
opposition, the approach to the target has been

&
<mn-

erally at altitudes of from 12,000 to 18,000 feet.
Immediately before the initial dive, which is ap-
proximately one of from 35° to almost vertical
(more often dives approximating 45°)

, the Japanese
change their formations to one of loose echelon or
string. Upon this change-over, the individual dives
commence in rapid succession, usually from up-sun
from areas of restricted visibility, or from coordi-
nates exposing them to minimum antiaircraft fire.
I he bomb release point varies from 500 feet to as
high as 3,000 feet. This release point, it is believed
is governed by the pull-out point of the lead plane
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or the intensity of antiaircraft fire. It also has

been noted that the bomb-release point is generally

higher during dives approaching the vertical where

greater speeds have been attained.

(2) When larger formations have been em-

ployed. Japanese dive bombers frequently divide

their strength into smaller forces and attack a given

target simultaneously from different directions.

3. GLIDE BOMBING, a. While occasional re-

ports of dive-bombing attacks at angles of 70 to 80°

have been received, the majority of attacks have

been made by a powered glide at an angle of 45

to 50°.

b. Bombers begin the dive at a height of 3,000

to 5,000 feet and follow each other down until near

the target before releasing their bombs. Subse-

quently, the planes employ their machine guns

against ground installations. Retirements are ef-

fected at high speed, with evasive action usually

limited to short climbs and dips. Attacks are well

coordinated and usually are made out of the sun.

4. TORPEDO BOMBING, a. Daylight.

Daylight torpedo bombing approaches are usually

made in close formation at medium altitude. At-

tacks may be made in a wedge or loose diamond for-

mation, or in small groups which separate to attack

individual objectives from different directions.

Glides are made at an angle of 40 to 45°, and tor-

pedoes are dropped from an altitude of 200 to 300

feet at a range from 500 to 1,200 yards from the

target. Approaches are planned from the direc-

tion where the least concentration of antiaircraft fire

may be expected. Full advantage is taken of the

position of the sun and cloud formations.

b. Night. Night torpedo attacks (including

dawn and dusk) were greatly developed by the

Japanese in 1943 and followed a nearly uniform pat-

tern. Reconnaissance planes drop variously colored

flares to reveal the course of the convoy and to

identify targets by types. Torpedo planes then at-

tack singly, with the bulk of the force coming

from one direction, while a few attempt to ap-

proach from another course. The attackers skim the

surface of the water; drop their torpedoes at less

than 1.000 yards; and perform S curves, dips, and

rises for evasion on the way out.

5. FIGHTER TACTICS, a. General. Japa-

nese fighter tactics against Allied fighters and bomb-

ers necessarily vary both with the number and type

of aircraft encountered, the conditions under which

attacks are executed, and the skill and ability of the

Japanese pilots.

b. Formations. (1) The Japanese fighter tac-

tical unit is normally a squadron of nine planes,

subdivided into three flights in either V or echelon

formation. Formerly, a V of three fighter* aircraft

was employed, flanked by echelons of two fighters.

Fighter formations usually fly at altitudes of 15,000

to 20,000 feet, hut are believed to operate effectively

at altitudes of 27,000 feet or higher.

(21 The last months of 1943 showed a trend to-

wards Japanese adoption of the standard United

States Air Force basic fighter formations, consist-

ing of two-plane sections and four-plane flights.

Considerable coordination between planes and sec-

tions is evident, with sections fighting in pairs and

alternating in attack.

c. Characteristics of fighter tactics. (11

The Japanese fighter pilots usually work with, and

believe in, high cover. Their flights frequently take

off about % hour apart, so that when one flight

has exhausted its fuel a second flight can take over.

(2) Individual Japanese pilots seldom engage

Allied formations or even single aircraft; usually

they require numerical superiority before they will

attack.

d. Deception. Deceptive tactics of various kinds

have been extensively employed by Japanese fighters

in efforts to lure Allied aircraft out of formations.

Fake “dogfights” have been staged, and decoy tac-

tics have been employed with one plane at a low

altitude protected by others flying as high cover.

e. Avoidance of head-on attacks. Head-on

attacks against Allied fighters generally were avoided

until after increased armor was installed in Japa-

nese fighters. Frequently attacks against Allied

fighters have been made from above and the side,

and, if possible, out of the sun. Evasive tactics

were characterized by abrupt and violent skids, turns,

and rolls. Japanese fighter pilots attempted to draw
their opponent up into a steep climb and into stalling

position, after which they would do a quick wing-
over or snap-loop back on their opponent’s tail. By
late 1943, the favorite evasive maneuver of Japa-

nese fighters was a Split “S.” This is a downward
half snap-roll followed by a pull-out to normal flight,

thus obtaining a 180° change in direction with

loss of altitude.

f. Attack on bombers. According to reports

Japanese fighter attacks against Allied heavv bomb-
ers come from all directions, with a decreasing trend

in frontal attacks. They have attacked Allied

bombers from 10 to 2 o’clock and at both 9 and 3

o'clock positions. Frequently these attacks have
been coordinated by two fighters on each side; one
comes in above the wing and one passes below, each
peeling off to rake the fuselage of Allied aircraft.

g. Characteristics of attacks on bombers.
(1) The degree of coordination achieved by Japa-
nese fighters varies greatly. In many cases attacks

are not coordinated, and at other times a high degree

of coordination has been attained. Reports from the

Southwest Pacific Area indicate a trend towards
greater coordination in frontal and waist attacks.

(2 1 The Japanese rely to a great extent on the

maneuverability of their planes, and while their

tendency tow ards acrobatics has steadily diminished,
the variety of the types of attacks employed has com-
mensurately increased.

(3) Japanese fighters are particularly observant

of any damage inflicted on Allied bombers and are

quick to take all possible advantage of it. Stragglers
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are a favorite target for concentrated attacks, and,

when a tight formation is maintained by Allied

bombers, attacks are usually concentrated on the

leader. However, Japanese fighter pilots are not
consistent in the degree to which their attacks are

pressed home.

6. JAPANESE NIGHT FIGHTERS, a. Dur-
ing 1943 Allied heavy bombers, operating at night

over enemy bases in New Britain and the Upper
Solomons, encountered increased fighter opposition

as the Japanese concentrated greated efforts on night

interceptions in order to oppose these bombardment
missions. Generally, Japanese night fighters have
been sighted at 10,000 feet or above that level.

b. The trend of employment of Japanese night
fighters suggests a continued interest in this phase
of interception and may indicate an increasing de-

velopment of techique.

7. AIR ATTACKS ON AIRFIELDS, a. An
analysis of Japanese attacks on Allied airfields shows
distinct changes in the methods employed. It is

believed that these changes do not result from the
development of improved tactics but were forced
on the enemy by the increased strength of Allied air
interception and ground defenses.

b. During the early period of Japanese occupa-
tion and expansion, full advantage was taken of the
weakness of Allied air and ground defenses. Japa
nese carrier-borne aircraft operated in conjunction
with land-based medium bombers. Dive bombers
attacked antiaircraft positions and ground installa-
tions, with fighters strafing grounded aircraft from
low level.

C. Later, as ground and fighter defenses became
more formidable, the Japanese were forced to con-
duct their bombing operations from higher alti-
tudes. By 1943, their characteristic attack was by
night, with single aircraft or small to medium forma-
tions of medium bombers. There have been occa-
sions when the Japanese have reverted to daylight
attacks, as in their attacks on aircraft based on for-
ward strips in support of Allied ground forces in
New Guinea.

8. AIR-TO-AIR BOMBING, a. The use of
small air-to-air bombs against Allied bomber planes
was first reported in May 1942 in the Southwest
Pacific Area. Since that time there have been an
increasing number of reports of the use of air-to-air
bombs against Allied heavy-bombing formations.

b. Air-to-air bombs dropped by the Japanese are
reported to be accurately-timed high explosives com-
bined with some incendiaries. They have been re-
leased both singly and in pattern arrangement. The
majority of these bombs appear to weigh about 50
pounds each, and the explosion, based upon its blast
effect on Allied planes, is estimated to be about the
same as that of a heavy antiaircraft shell.

C. The presence of a Japanese “spotter” plane
flying at the level of the formation to be attacked is

a frequently observed characteristic of Japanese air-

to-air bombing.

Section V. EQUIPMENT
1. GENERAL, a. Aircraft. (1) Basic design
principles. Japanese aircraft have been built largely
for the purpose of attaining great maneuverability,
thereby sacrificing protection, firepower, and
sturdiness. However, armorplate now is found on
an increasing number of aircraft, as is also light
leak-proofing for the fuel tanks. These belated at-

tempts to provide more protection for their aircraft
may mean that the Japanese are becoming aware of
the importance of crew protection.

(2) New developments. A few recent improve-
ments have been noted in Japanese aircraft, and
further innovations may be expected. Greater at-

tention to streamlining, and the use of larger, more
powerful, and differently designed engines appear to
be the two outstanding lines of development. The
streamlining of the cockpit of type 99 Dive Bomber
VAL Mk 2, and the use for the first time in a mod-
ern Japanese fighter of a liquid-cooled, inline en-
gine in type 3 Fighter TONY are examples of these
trends. The standard fighter armament is two
7.7-mm and two 20-mm guns; however, a 37-mm gun
has been found on the twin-engine fighter NICK.

“• ARMAMENT, a. General. The Japanese show
very little originality in their aircraft armament, ex-
cept in modifying foreign designs, such as those of
Great Britain, United States, Switzerland, and Ger-
many. The only weapon that might be called truly
Japanese is the Model 89, Nambu type, magazine-
fed, aircraft machine gun which was converted from
the Nambu ground machine gun. However, even
this is a modified Hotchkiss design. It appears that
a great variety of noninterchangeable types of am-
munition exist for aircraft guns of the same caliber.

b. Guns. The Japanese employ aircraft guns
with calibers ranging from 7.7-mm to 37-mm. De-
tails of each type are shown in figure 67.

3. OTHER EQUIPMENT, a. Radio. See
chapter 10.

b. Oxygen apparatus, fl) The designs of
Japanese oxygen systems and their parts are o-0od.
although the basic principles used are not considered
the best. The high pressure system has been gen-
erally disregarded in favor of a low pressure one,m view of the vulnerability of the former. The
Japanese system usually consists of the following
parts; high pressure oxygen bottle, pressure reduc-
ing regulator, pressure gauges, automatic regulator
and masks or tubes.

(2) There are two types of bottles. The first is
a forged cylinder

; the second a drawn and welded
bottle. Neither of these containers has been found
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Ammunition

Model Weight,
pounds

Length,
inches

Type of

operation
fire

rounds/
minute

(mm.) Type of feed

Quantity
rounds' Type

Remarks

89 Mk. II 7.7 27 40. 75 Recoil 700-900 Belt Ball, A. P.. T.. I.. \ ickers type—fixed. Muzzle

89 Mk. II (70

H. E. Velocity (with British
.303" MK VII ball) 2,450
ft/sec. Used on ZEKE.

7.7 20 39 Drum or clips... Jltall. A. P., T„ I.._, Flexible.
89....

190.
7. 7 35.5 600 Drum... Ball, T., A. P., I.. .. Lewis type, flexible, single

89 7.7 21.25 42 Gas Magazine.
Magazine.

or twin.
Flexible. Used on SALLY.Twin 89 (Spec.)..

92.
7.7 50 45 Gas
7.7 39 Gas Flexible, Lewis type. Used

on JAKE.
Flexible, automatic only.
Used on SALLY.

Used on SALLY.

96 7.7 2 24 40-42 Recoil i 700-800 73

(Twin) I Gas
Recoil

A. P.. T., H. E98 7. 92 15.5 42.5 Saddle drum
75”’””""

1100
1 400-600

-V. 1’.. I Flexible. Copy of German
Twin 00 7. 92 36 37.5 Saddle drum

Disintegrating

100
MG 15. Used on LILY.

Range 820-1150 ft. Flexible.
Used on LILY.89 12.7 52 48 Recoil 983 A. P., T., H. E., I__ H. E. range good. M. V.—

link. 2515 ft/sec. Operations
assisted by muzzle-recoil

99 20 57.5 55 Recoil 450 Drum 60 Ball. I.. A. P., H. E
booster.

Oerlikon type used on
High velocity 20 Saddle Drum. .

.

60
ZEKE.

Aircraft version of Model 97
anti-tank gun used on

98 (tank gun) 37 HELEN.

1 Estimated.
2 Approximately.

Figure 67. Japanese aircraft guns.

with protective measures, such as armor or wire
wrappings, to prevent shattering.

(3) There is an automatic regulator of good de-
sign. The flow of oxygen is shut off until 10.000
feet is reached, at which altitude an aneroid lifts the
metering needle allowing oxygen to pass through
the outlet.

(4) On a few Japanese operational aircraft, an
emergency chemical oxygen generator has been
found.

c. Navigation equipment. (1) The Japanese
seem to have good navigation equipment, for the

few navigational instruments that have been captured
in good condition have been of simple but effective

design, indicating much copying from other coun-
tries. An octant taken from a Japanese reconnais-
sance airplane was found to be fairly accurate, easy
to use, and painstakingly manufactured. A naviga-
tion calculator, consisting of a simple, but neatly
made, celluloid disc is used.

(2) A Japanese drift sight operating on a bubble
gimbal system was found easy to use, for it reduces
the effect of roll and pitch. The optical system is

arranged so that the apparent motion of the image of
the bubble is in the same direction as the motion of
the sight. The treatment of various parts of the
sight to prevent corrosion is of good quality. The
compasses that have been examined are of conven-
tional design, and their workmanship is good as a
general rule. An automatic pilot that w as examined
was found to be so similar to a type manufactured
in the United States that parts in some instances
weie interchangeable. The case and some of the
internal parts were heavier than that used by United

RESTRICTED

States manufacturers, hut the wrorkmanship wras
good.

d. Instruments. Japanese instruments on the
whole are more or less copies of instruments used in
this country several years ago. Mass production
methods were used on some of them, while on others,
much hand finishing was in evidence. A more or less
conventional design was followed in the case of
engine instruments, about the onl\ deviation being
in the manifold pressure gauge which had new type
of mai kings on its face. Boost pressure was shown
m led on the right-hand side of the dial, and negative
pressure in black on the left-hand side: zero mark,
or atmospheric pressure, w'as the dividing line be-
tween the twm colors.

e. Night-fighting equipment. Night-flying
equipment on the aircraft examined to date shows
very little improvement over that used in the United
States An- Force several years ago. No individually

,

1 e instruments, except the pilot s compass, have
een found. Cockpits are lighted by small dash-

i

oa
\ ^ *am

Pf ; some of the lamps are controlled

}
i eostats, while others have no control at all, but

simply are turned on by a toggle type switch. Re-
cent night fighter activities of the Japanese in the

.

”
ac ific area have shown an improvement in

effectiveness which may indicate an advancement in
technical aspects of their equipment as well as im-
proved tactics.

f. Parachutes.
( 1 ) Thejapanese use a quickly

attachable seat type parachute for their bomber and
transport crews Another seat type parachute is

used by pilots of fighters and other smaller aircraft.
There have been reports that the Japanese use a
chest type chute, but to date no information is avail-
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able in regard to the type of aircraft with which it

is used. The construction is of circular type. Four

red-colored lines, attached to four of the main risers

extending inside the canopy to the apex (top vent)

,

are used for “spilling’' the chute.

(2) The material in the canopy and shrouds is a

good quality silk, and harness and pack are made of

an equally good quality cotton. Although the har-

ness is finely woven, it is not as strong as those manu-

factured in the United States. In general, except

for the advantageous four red shrouds mentioned

above, this type parachute is inferior to those made
in the United States. As for the chest type para-

chute. there is not an adequate amount of data avail-

able to date, except that the Japanese silk webbing

of the harness is much less bulky than American

cotton but not as strong.

g. Photographic equipment. To date very

little is known about the advanced designs of Jap-

anese photographic equipment. All of it in good

enough condition to test has been copied from

equipment manufactured in the United States sev-

eral years ago. Only a few minor changes had been

made, namely, the handle grip sight and in the film

magazine. Workmanship on the camera was excel-

lent and indicated adherence to conventional prac-

tice. On a later-model camera that was recovered,

the cone and part of the body were made of heavy
cardboard. This specimen may have been an ex-

perimental camera, for no other models have been

found. The film used had a nitrate base, and the

emulsion was a little slower than that used by United

States forces.

h. Flotation gear. Flotation gear has been

found in some of the Zekes and Hamps; in both

types of planes it was placed in the rear of the fuse-

lage. This equipment consists of a rubberized cloth

bag which is held in place by 8 pieces of woven
cotton reinforcing tape attached to each corner. The
gear is inflated by a CCE cylinder which is located

behind the pilot’s seat. Evidence of flotation gear

in dive and torpedo bombers shows that it is in-

stalled in the top of the wings near the fuselage.

'Phis type air equipment is used mostly in training

and on routine flights.

i. Fuel tank protection. There are three main
types of Japanese fuel tank protection. The first, and
least effective, is called “leak absorbing;” it consists

of four layers of natural rubber joined together and
totaling 3.1-mm (% in.) in thickness. This is cov-

ered by a kapok matting which in turn is covered

by a silvered fabric resembling balloon silk. The
second type, termed “leak-proofing, ’ is 12-mm (0.47

in.) thick. It is composed mostly of heavy crude

rubber in 2 layers. The third type, referred to as

“self-sealing,” is 28.6-mm (1% in.) thick; it is

made up of 6 rubber layers reinforced by an inner

silken mesh and an outer galvanized iron mesh. I lie

self-sealing properties of this type appear to be good,

at least on the outer surface. A jettisonable fuel

tank made of wood has been examined, the length of

which is 5 feet 2 inches, the diameter 15(4 inches,

and the capacity approximately 35 United States

gallons. The construction is of plywood panels 7/64

inch thick.

j. Fuels and lubricants. From the samples of

fuels and lubricants that have been obtained, it has

been found that the Japanese fuels are good, although

some contain a rather high amount of aromatics.

The lubricants tested, although similar to those used

in the United States, do not have some of the cold

properties of the latter. Samples of greases in

wheels and propellers also were found to be similar

to American products.

k. Bombsights. Examination of a damaged

bombsight revealed that it operated on the same

principle as the French bombsights manufactured

at the beginning of the present war. Stabilization

of this sight is obtained by means of a level bubble

in the optical field which is maintained in a stabil-

ized position by hand. This sight worked on a tim-

ing principle and did not have electric bomb release.

Another bombsight used by the Japanese was essen-

tially a 3J4-foot telescope with no stabilizing or

levelling aids. The eyepiece had no adjustment, but

the sight incorporated range rate correction, de-

flection rate correction, and focusing.

l. Bombs and. torpedoes. (1) Japanese

bombs in general are made of steel and usually' are

not streamlined. Except for the armor-piercing and

semiarmor-piercing bombs, they are of three-piece

construction, consisting of nose, body, and tail. I be

nose and tail units are screwed in, welded, spot

welded (the point of welding is the weakest part of

the bomb)
,
or riveted to the body of the bomb. The

tail cones of some general-purpose bombs are filled

with explosives; in these bombs, the body' and tail

units are filled in separate operations and subse-

quently attached. Either nose and/or tail fuses are

used which are all mechanically operated. Uong

delay fuses, operated by a solvent dissolving a cellu-

loid screw, also have been employed, while others

are operated by a slight pyrotechnic delay.

(2) Some of the more common type bombs are

the antipersonnel bombs ranging from 1 to 15

kilograms (2.2 to 33 pounds) ; incendiaries from

1 to 250 kilograms (2.2 to 550 pounds)
; and high

explosives from 50 to 800 kilograms (110 to 1760

pounds) . A gas bomb of 50 kilograms (110 pounds)

also has been employed. For night tactics there is

a 33 kilogram (72.6 pounds) illuminating flare.

(3) The Japanese make use of 5 types of tor-

pedoes which differ in weight, length, diameter,

speed, and explosive charge. Most standard models

measure 17 feet long with a diameter of 17.7 inches.

These torpedoes weigh 1,800 pounds and have an

approximate speed of 42 knots. There exists one

model which weighs 3,245 pounds, and is 22 feet

long, with a diameter of 21 inches and a speed of

45 knots.

m. Sea rescue equipment. A limited amount
of Japanese sea rescue equipment has been made
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available for examination. A 5-man, pneumatic,
rubber life raft, measuring 12 feet long by 3 feet 10
inches wide, was found to be below current stand-

ards. The principal fault was the fact that the floor

consists of meshed tarred cord which does not pro-
tect the occupants from the effects of salt water. As
to sea rescue equipment for one man, a kapok life

belt was examined and found to be identical with the

Navy kapok jacket. A horseshoe-shaped, pneu-
matically inflated life preserver also is known to be
used by the Japanese. This preserver, of single-ply
construction, is weaker, but considerably lighter,

than any equivalent preserver made in the United
States. It has a good rubber coating, but is not de-

signed to fit the individual. The ropes attached to

the side indicate that the user hangs on to the pre-

server instead of wearing it.

n. Clothing. (1) The Japanese Air Force re-

ceives a good grade of clothing. Their flying suits,

made of good silk and cotton, are well tailored and
are similar in design to flying suits used by the

United States Army Air Forces. All items of flight

clothing recovered were sewed by skilled operators

on standard machines, and the materials had re-

ceived water- and flame-proofing treatment.

(2) The Japanese also have an efficient, electric-

ally heated flying suit, which, when worn as an outer

garment, compares favorably with United States elec-

tric suits. This suit, when tested, showed no hot

spot when worn as an outer suit, but it did heat up
too much around the shoulders when worn under
other clothes. It also had cold spots on the back
of the legs and on the inside of the arms. The fabric

used is chocolate colored, and is of good quality.

4. CHARACTERISTICS OF OPERA-
TIONAL JAPANESE AIRCRAFT, a. Mark-
ings. Japanese aircraft markings usually consist of

a large red disc on the top and bottom of the outer

section of each wing and on each side of the fuselage.

The side marking is omitted -on Army aircraft, but is

retained on Navy aircraft. Occasionally the red disc

is surrounded by a narrow white line. On biplanes

wing markings appear only on the top of the upper
wing and the bottom of the lower wing.

b. Designation of types. Tables in this chap-

ter present the main characteristics of operational

Japanese aircraft. It will be noted that both a type

number and an identification or code name are given

for each airplane. Under the Japanese system of air-

plane designation, the type number indicates the year

in which the aircraft was adopted. Type 97 cor-

responds to the Japanese year 2597 (our year 1937)
and type 0 (Zero! to 2600 (our year 1940). For
this reason, various categories of aircraft—fighters,

bombers, reconnaissance, and others—all may be
designated, for example, as Type O.

c. Identification or code names. In order to

eliminate the confusion regarding the designations of

Japanese aircraft, a code name was assigned each
airplane by the Allied Air Forces in the Southwest
Pacific in September 1942. The fighters and float-

planes were given masculine names, such as Zeke and
Pete, whereas the bombers, land-based reconnais-
sance, and flying boats were given feminine names,
such as Betty, Dinah, and Emily. Transports were
assigned names beginning with the letter “T.” When
the existence of a new type is confirmed, a new code
name is assigned to the aircraft.

NOTE—CHANGES IN AIRCRAFT CODE NAMES
The standard system of nomenclature for types of Japanese aircraft was revised while this handbook
was on the press, making it impossible to correct the old code names in the text. The new code
names, given below, should be substituted for those found in tables, and under silhouettes and
photographs, on the following pages.

Old code, name New code name Old code name New code name Old code name New code name
Alf _ Alf Jake Sally Mark 3 _ . _ _ Sally 3

Babsll Slim .

Sonia _____ __Betty _ . Bettv 11 Kate _ _ . __

Cherry Cherry 11 Lilv Mark 1 . Tess _ Tess 11
Claude Claude 14 Mavis
Dave Dave Nate __ _ __ _ Tojo _ __ Tojo 2
Dinah __ Nell Nell 23 ._ Tony 1

Emily Emily 22 Nick— - Nick 1 Topsy __
Glen__ Glen 11 Oscar Mark 2 Val Mark 2 Val 22
Helen__ _ Pete Zeke Zeke 11
lda_ Ida 1 Rufe
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ZEKE Mk2

TYPE 0 F ZEKE Mk2
Spaoi 39' 5" Length 29' 9"
(Mkl: Span 39’ 5”; Length 29’ 7”)

HAMP

TYPE 0 F HAMP
Span 36' 2'' Length 29' 9"

OSCAR Mk2

TYPE 1 F OSCAR Mk2
Span 35' 7

"
Length 29' 3"

(Mkl: Span 37' 6”; Length 29’ 1J”)

Figure 68.

TOJO

TYPE 2 F TOJO
Span 31' 0"' Length 29' 21"
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TONY

TYPE 3 F TONY
Span 39' 4" Length 28' 9"

RESTRICTED

NICK

TYPE 2 2EF NICK
Span 49' 6" Length 34' 8"

RUFE

TYPE 2 FFP EIJFE
Span 39' 5" Length 33' 10"

PETE

TYPE 0 FP PETE
Span 36' 2

"
Length 30' 6''

i

Figure 68 Continued.
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JAKE SONIA

JUDY
1

TYPE 2 K JUDY
Span 37' 9" Length 33' 6"

DINAH

TYPE 100 2EE DINAH
Span 48' 8" Length 36' 0"

Figure 68—Continued.
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VAL Mk2 KATE

LILY NELL Mk 2

TYPE 99 2EB LILY TYPE 96 2EB NELL
Span 58' 0" Length 42” 0" Span 82" 0" Length 54" 0"

Figure 68—Continued.
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SALLY Mk3

TYPE 97 2EB SALLY Mk3
Span 74' 8" Length 52' 0"

(Mk2 Dimensions Same)

LIZ

TYPE 4EB LIZ
Span 102' 0" Length 78' 0"

(Approximate Figures Only)

Figure 68 Conti

TM-E 30-480
1 OCT 44

BETTY

TYPE 1 2EB BETTY
Span 81' 8" Length 65' 7"

TYPE 100 2EB HELEN
Span 68' 0" Length 54" Q''

(Approximate Figures Only)
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EMILY

Span 131' 0" Length 82' 0" Span 124/ O'* Length 98' 0"

CHERRY
I L w

TYPE 99 2EFB CHERRY
Span 85' O'' Length 55' 6"

(Approximate Figures Only)

Figure 68—Continued.
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Figure 69. Model 99 (1939) 63 Kilogram General Purpose
H. E. Bomb.

Figure 70-A. Type 0 Fighter “Zeke” Mark 1.
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Figure 71-A. Type 3 Fighter “Tony”.
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Figure 73-B. Type 100 Medium bomber “Helen”.

.....
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Figure 74-A. Type 97 Medium bomber “Sally” Mark 3.

Figure 74-B. Type 99 Dive bomber “Val” Mark 2.
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Figure 75-A. Type 100 Reconnaissance “Dinah”.
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Figure 76-A. Type 97 Flying boat “Mavis”.
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fighters

Specifications

-

Type Code name Description Wing
Weight Fuel load

Armament
Bomb load (lbs.)

(normal) (maxi- Armor
Span Length Height area

(gross)
Land-
ing

Norma^
load

;

Maxi-
mum
load

Normal Maxi-
mum

mum)

96 Claude.. Single-engine low-wing monoplane. Wings
Ft.

36
In. Ft.

24
In.

7
hi.

» !0

Sq.ft.
» 180

Lbs.

3, 700
Lbs.

1

4, 400
Lbs.
4,700

U. S. gal,

90
U. S. gal.

135 2 x 7.7 mm

97 Nate

elliptical. Open cockpit. Fixed landing
gear.

Single-engine, low-wing monoplane. Tapered
wings. Open or closed cockpit. Fixed
landing gear.

Single-engine, low-wing monoplane. Tapered
wings, rounded tips. High-set cockpit
inclosure. Retractable landing gear.

Single-engine, low-wing monoplane. Tapered
wing, square tips. High-set cockpit in-

closure. Retractable landing gear.

Single-engine, low-wing monoplane. Straight

35 10 24 4 8
0

200 3, 854 4, 643 5,200 90 156 2 x 7.7 mm. None. Wing root fuel
tanks protected.

0 (Mk. 1)
39 5 30 3 9

2
248 3,918 5, 247 6,136 231 2 x 7.7 mm and 2 x 20

mm.

2x 7.7mm -f 2 x 20mm0 (Mk. 2) Hamp 36 4 29 9 9 2 232.4 4, 113 5. 650 6. 331 134 221

1 (Mk. 2) 37 7 29 9 ,
240 4, 370 5.500 6,096 149 257 Pilot protected. Self-

sealing fuel tanks.

2 (floatplano) . .

.

Rufe.

leading edges; tapered trailing edges. Full-

length rudder. Retractable landing gear;
fixed tailwheel.

Single-engine, single-float, low-wing mono- 39 5 29 5 14 248 4, 345 5,920 6, 430 141 227 2x7.7 mm + 2x 20mm

2x 12.7mm + 1x37mm
+ 1 x 7.9 mm.

2 x 12.7 mm + 2 x 7.7/
12.7 mm.

2 x 12.7 mm + 2x7.7/
12.7 mm.

May carry small
bomb under each
wing.

1 bomb rack un-
der each wing.

Nick

plane. Similar to ZEKE, except for full-

length rudder and floats.

Twin-engine, low-wing, single-seat fighter. 49 5 34 6 L Pilot protected, self-

sealing fuel tank.

Pilot protected, fuel

tanks protected.

Pilot's scat protected
from rear. Self-seal-

ing fuel tanks.

2

Wings, stabilizer, and elevators tapered.
Pointed nose. Long, slender fuselage.

Tall fin and rudder.
Single-engine, low-wing monoplane. Tapered 31 27 3 9 161.4 •5,000 6, 095 6, 611 128 197

3

leading, elliptical edges. Retractable land-

ing gear.

Single, inline engine, low-wing inononlane. 39 6 29 6 9 210 5,200 6,700
j

7,400 199 299 1,000.
Cockpit fairs into fuselage. Large air-

|
,

cane.
1

MEDIUM BOMBERS

(Twin-engine, mid-wing monoplane. Sharply
i

/ 1,588 i
96 (Mk. 3) .. Nell.. . / tapered wings, Junkers-typo flaps and ail-

l
crons. Twin fins and rudders.

\ 82 54 12 7 860 13, 925 22, 300 23, 500 940 1, 372 3 x 7.7mm l x 12.7/20 mm
1

l 2,660

(Twin-engine, mid-wing monoplane. Tapered
1 ( 2,200

(Pilot dorsal turret pro-

97 (Mk. 3)-..... Sally (Mk. 3) < wings. Front cockpit rear dorsal turret. \ 72 52 12 675 14, 225 21, 500 22, 000 684 953 4 x 7.7 mm+1 x 12.7 mm { tected . Self sealing

1 Single fin and rudder. I
l 4, 400

[
fuel tanks.

100

(Twin-engine, mid-wing monoplane. Fowler-
< typo flaps and frise ailerons fitted. Has
1 rear tail turret.

1 66 7 53 •28, 500 1, 157
(4x7 mm+1 x 79 mm+

)
2,300

f Pilot, co-pilot, fuel

\ tanks protected.

(Twin-engine, mid-wing monoplane. Cigar-
j

f b 554
(2 x 94o in. thick tail-

1... < shaped fuselage. Transparent nose and
l tail.

• 82 65 7 19 8 838 16, 700 26, 975 27, 015 1, 300 1,554 7.7 mm+1 x 20 mm ( plates. Self sealing

[
fuel tanks.1

l 3, 300

TORPEDO, DIVE AND LIGHT BOMBERS

97
(Kate (Torpedo
\ Bomber).

Single-engine, low-wing monoplane. Long
transparent cockpit inclosure. }

62 34 3

99 (Mk. 2)
fVal Mk. 2. (Dive

X Bomber).

(Single-engine, low-wing monoplane. Ellip-

< tical wings. Dive-brakes. Long fin fair-

[ ing on fuselage. Fixed landing gear. J

47 3 35 5

99 (Mk. 1)
(Lily Mk. 1. (Light

X Bomber)

.

(Twin-engine, mid-wing monoplane. Re-
< sembles U. S. Martin “Baltimore" with

[ abruptly-narrowing rear fuselage. |

56 11 47 3

il
7 3| i

415 6,039 8,379 8, 940 290 331.5 3 x 7.7 ram 1,760

370.5 5,800 8, 379 9,000 286 373 3 x 7.7 mm
{

465 10,600 15,500 420 492
(2 x 7.9 ium+2 x 7.9 mm
X or 1 x 12.7 mm. }

None

814

2,200
None

1 ,
650 4 of 0 fuel tanks pro-

tected.

94 (Mk. 2) Alf (float-plane)..-

95. Dave (float-plane)

.

[Single engine, twinfloat biplane. Equispan

|

wings, slightly staggered. Single fin and
[

rudder.
Single engine, single float biplane

96. Slim (float-plane) . Probably a very small single-engine, single-

float biplane, designed to be carried by and
launched from a submarine.

0 . Pete (float-plane). Single-engine, single-float biplane. Stag-

gered wings are tapered with single inter-

plane strut.

0 Glen (float-plane).

0 Jake (float-plane)..

100 -

2

98

98 Ida

99 Sonia

(

Probably a small, single engine, single-float

biplane designed to be carried by and
launched from a submarine.

Single-engine, low-wing, twin float mono-
plane. Elliptical wings. Long cockpit in-

closure.
Twin-engine, low-wing monoplane. Sharply
tapered wings. Fore and aft cockpits.
Long chord fin and rudder.

Single-engine, low-wing monoplane. Ta-
pered wings pointed nose. Landing gear
retracks.

Single-engine, low wing monoplane. Ta-
pered wings. Transparent cockpit inclo-

sure merges into the fin inclosure. Fixed
landing gear.

Single-engine, low-wing monoplane. Long
cockpit inclosure merges into fuselage.
Fixed landing gear.

Single-engine, low-mid-wing monoplane.
Tapered wings. Long transparent cock-
pit inclosure.

|

46 10J4

Top
35 8
Lower
34 6

32 5

28 4

15 1

13

682

302

4, 920

4, 280

•3, 060

6, 540

5,800

145

145

216

Upper 32 4 15 365 4, 890 5, 623 6, 471 169

36 1

Lower
35 10

1 3, 320

J

-

46 9J4 34 4 14 • 385 6, 468 9,223 9, 603 368 368

48^ 38 375 9, 165 11.925 400

33 6 254 5,818 8, 055 275 448
’

1 40 • 28 >9 ‘ 220 4, 350 5,750 120 217

47 9 34 11 1 290 6,045 7,800 9, 800 84 168

39 10 30 2 11 220 5, 100 6, 500 204

RECONNAISSANCE

!/-
>500

265

• 440

Probably 1 x 7.7 mm.

.

Probably.
1300

530

Small bomb bav._

/ 660

ll, 000

/ 660

ll, 000

/
550 1 Pilot protected 4 of 7

/ fuel tanks protected.ll. 000

FLYING BOATS

/Four -engine, parasol-wing monoplane. Single
)l31 84 6 20 1, 776 27, 607 43, 156 50, 546 1690 3510

(4 x 7.7 mm + 1 x 20

X mm. \ 3, 300

, ||X 2-step hull. Twin braced fins and rudders. / 3,528

/Twin-engine, high-wing monoplane. Wing
J'

108 ‘86 8 750 14, 200 18, 000 360 600 f (Possibly) 2 x 7.7 mm
X + 1 x 20 mm. } IT®\ braced to hull. Twin fins and rudders. /

fFour-engine, high-wing monoplane. Single

\ fin and rudder.
)l24 95 38, 347 54, 022 5120 4x 7.7mm + 3x20mm f 1,584

2 \ 3, 440

TRANSPORTS

(Twin-engine, low-wing monoplane. Sharply
)

52 8 16 755 12, 705 18. 300 19, 750 45-3 68-1 ( 2, 360

\ (freight) !{
\ tapered wings. J

/Twin-engine, low-midwing. Wings taper

}
65 6 49 10 a i< 11.000 15, 500 17, 500 644

f 4,400
)

1

\ sharply. Twin fins and rudders. l 10 Pass. J

DC-2 fTwin-engine, low-wing monoplane. Single

X fin and rudder. |

96 64 16 1 12, 800 18, 500 19, 000 822
{ M00 1 :j

1

P

i Estimated
Figure 77. Characteristics of Operational Japanese Aircraft.
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Power plant Performance

Speeds (miles per hour) at al-

titude (feet)
Ranges

Climb to
Service Crew Remarks

Horse-
power

Alti-

tude
ceiling

(normal
load)

Engine

Maxi- Normal Econom-
Normal Maxi-

altitude
(ft./min.)

mum cruising
cruising

Ft. Miles Miles Ft.

(1) Xakajlma "Kotobuki,”
41 0-eyl., air-cooled radial.

645 S. L. 250 at 205 at 125 at 650 980 15,000/6.25 33, 000 1

9,000. 13,000. 13,000. borne fighter.

(1) Nakajima “Hikari,” 9-

cyl., air-cooled radial.

915 12, 000 284 at 196 at 143 at 489 962 10,000/3.4 35, 100 1 .. Is obsolescent and only
in occasional use.13,500. 11,500. 11,500.

(1) Nakajima “Sakae” 12,14-

cyl., twin-row, air-cooled
955 14, 500 328 at 240 at 800 1,590 20,000/7.9 38, 600 1

16,000. 14.500. 14,500. Japan’s best single-seat

radial. Mk.2 has Sakae 21.

10,000/3.3

fighters.

(1) Nakajima “Sakae” 21, 14-

cyl., twin-row, air-cooled
1,020 6, 400 328 at 257 at 189 at 725 1,510 35, 000 1 One of Japan’s best

fighters.16,600. 18,600. 18,600.

20,000/0.5(1) Nakajima type 2, 14-cyl.,

twin-row, air-cooled radial.
1,130 8,000 342 at 178 at 792 1,710 38, 400 1

17, 500. 15, 600. 15, 600. proved engine, per-

similar to Sakae 12. formance and arma-
ment.

(1) Nakajima “Sakae” 12,

14-cyl., twin-row, air-

955 14,500 278 at 204 at 153 at 640 1,280 10,000/4.0 35, 400 1 A widely used operation-
al floatplane fighter.16,000. 14, 000. 14, 000.

cooled radial.

(2) type 2, 14-cyl., twin-row
air-cooled radial.

1,050 8.000 > 350 2.. . Operational twin-engine
fighter.

Nakajima type 2, 14-cyl.,

twin-row, air-cooled radial.

1,415 11.000 376 at 313 at 270 at 650 1,310 17,000/5.25 1 35,000 1 Newest operational Japa-
nese fighter.17, 000. 17,000. 9,840

(1) Kawasaki type 2, 12-

cyl., liquid-cooled, 60°,

^inverted “V.”

1,100 13,000 363 at 262 at 191 at 1,014 1,812 10,000/3.8 35, 700 1 Is tho first modern Japa-
nese fighter to have in-17,000. 15,000. 15, 000.

lino engine and armor
plate.

[
(2) Mitsubishi “Kinsei,” 52,

^
14-cylinder, twin-row, air-

[ cooled radial.

(2) Mitsubishi Type 100, 14-

cylinder, twin-row air-

cooled radial.

[
(2).\'akaimaType2, 14-cylin-

der, twin-row, air-cooled

I
radial.

f(l) Mitsubishi “Kinsei” 15,

• 14-cylinder, twin-row, air-

[ cooled radial.

/
> 240 at

\ 7. 700
180 at

6, 500
140 at

6. 500 }
1,760 3, 130 10,000/8.3 24, 000 4 to 7..J

f 285 at

\ 15.000
210 at

7, 200
148 at
7,200 J

1,120 1,960 10, 000/5 29, 800 7

5 to 7___
j

/ 270 at

\ 12,000
225 at
10, 000

170 at
10. 000 }

1.750 1,950 35, 000

f 276 at

\ 15,000
205 at

7, 200
151 at
7, 200 }

2, 110 3, 220 10, 000/6. 7 28, 800 7 to 9...|

An older typo bomber
still in operation but
becoming obsolescent.

Operational hombor,
Mk. 1, dorsal rear cock
pit, no tail gun, Mk. 2,

same but with tail gun.

The newest type bomber
identified in service.

One of tho most widely
used medium bombers.

!((1) Nakajima “Sakae” 11,

•
\

! 4-cylinder, twin-row, air-
1

[ cooled radial. |

985 7,500
f 222 at

\ 8,500
166 at
7,500

131 at
7,500 ]

1,060 1,600 10, 000/8.

8

23,800 2 to 3
(The standard, single-

X engine torpedo bomber.

|

[(1) Mitsubishi “Kinsei” 54,

_
-j

14-eylinder, twin row, air-

l cooled radial. |

1,175 3, 500 / 254 at

\ 13, 000
190 at
12,000

145 at
12, 000 }

1,050 2,000 10, 000/5.6 29, 800 2

Improved modification
of Val Mk. I which it

probably is intended to
supersede.

Operational light bomber
Mk. 2 has Kawasaki[ (2) Kawasaki Type 99, 14-

1 f 278 at

l 10,000
206 at
9, 000

157 at
9,000•j

cylinder, twin-row, air-

1 cooled radial.

\ 955 9,000
J

980 1,490 10,000/5.9 28, 200 3 or 4 Typo 2 engine rated at
1,130 horsepower at
8,000'.

[(1) Mitsubishi Zuisei 11, 14
]

S. L. / 147 at

\ 7, 000
125 at

7, 000
96 at

7,000

[Obsolescent biplane float-

{ cyl., twin-row, air-cooled } 780
[

390 420 7,000/7.5 22, 000 3
•{

plane, probably being

l replaced by Jake.l radial.
1

(1) Nakajima Kotobiki 3, 650 7, 000 185 at 140 at 115 at 770 863 10,000/9.9 20, 500 2 Obsolescent biplane float-

plane encountered occa-9-cyl., air-cooled radial. 11,000 11.000 11,000
sionally.

(1) Assumed “Amakaze” 12, » 285 S. L. * 170 at t 132 92 > 500 I 10,000/11 >16,000 2

9-cyl., air-cooled radial. 11,000 marine-borne float-

(1) Mitsubishi “Zuisei” 13,

plane believed to be in
service. 17 min. launch-
ing time.

940 13, 100 238 at 171 at. 130 at 627 832 10,000/4.5 33. 100 2... Latest type biplane float-

plane in operation.14-cyl., twin-row, air-cooled
radial.

14, 000 13, 100 13, 100

[Newest model subma-

f (1) Assumed “Amakaze” 12,

1 9-cyl., air-cooled radial. }
> 285 S. L. i 220 140/160 1 115 > 500 l 700 2

rine-borne floatplane ro-

< ported in service. May
bosmall version of Jake.

1 15 min. launching time.

f(l) Kinsei 43, 14 cylinder,

l iwin-row, air-cooled radial. ) 1.060 6, 500
f 216 at

\ 7. 500
157 at
6,500

122 at

6, 500 |
1.205 1,520 10, 000/6.

8

24, 400 3...
fA currently-operationa.

[ floatplane.

|(2> Mitsubishi Type 1, 14- i

/ 343 at

1 13. 000
251 at
10, 800

180 at
10, 800

< cylinder, twin-row, air- } 1.050 8, 000
}

1, 105 1,435 10,000/3.8 34, 700 2 A widely-used aircraft.

l cooled radial. 1

fAichi 12 cylinder, liquid-

\ cooled inverted “V”. ) 1,270 16. 250 /
1 350 at \ fNewest reconnaissance

\ 17.000 \ aircraft.J
"

((1) Mitsubishi “Kinsei” 44,

< 14-cvlindcr, twin-row, air- 1,050 6,600 J
1 270 at

\ 15. 000

1 235 at
15, 000

> 160 at
15. 000 }

>450 > 1,240 30, 000 2
("Operational rcconnnis-

\ sanco bomber.
l cooled radial.

(O) Mitsubishi 14 cylinder.
/ 260 at

\ 13,000
225 at
13, 000

200 at
13, 000

[An obsolescent light re-

< twin-row, air-cooled ra-

il dial.

i 900 9. 000
}

500 790 13, 000/10. 75 27, 000 2 or 3 < connaissance bomber
l

still reported in service.
1(1) Mitsubishi type 99, 14-

!s cylinder, twin-row, air- 900 S. L. / 270 at

t 8, 000
220 at
10, 000

130 at
10, 000 J

420 600 10,000/ 5 16, 000 2
fAn operational recon

\ naissanco bomber.
, l cooled radial.

(4) Mitsubishi Kinsei 46, 14

cyl.
;
twin-row, air-cooled

radial.

(2) Nakajima Shinten 21, 14

cyl., twin-row, air-cooled

. radial.

f(4) Mitsubishi Kasei 22, 14

l cyl., air-cooled radial.

1, 060 13, 800 f
I

237 at
15, 000

176 at
13, 800

127 at
13. 800 }

1,050 4, 400 10, 000/8. 6 27, 700 8 to 10 .

1,010
S. L.

{

175 at
7,000

150 at
7, 000

100 at
7, 000 J

400 1,080 7, 000/6 24, 000 6

1,440 >230 150 1, 500 8 to 10

1

Flying boat in operation.

[Flying boat in occasional

[
use.

Newest type flying boat
in operation—a possible
successor to Mavis.

}
985 9, 200 / 266 at

\ 10,500
197 at
9,200

144 at

9, 200

> 900 S. L. 230 f 185 at

\ 10,000
150 at
10, 000

|

1,060 6, 500 212 160

1, 890 10, 000/6. 6

10, 000/11.5

f (2) Mitsubishi Kinsei 43 two-
l row, air-cooled radial.

(2) Air-cooled radials .

.

f
(2) Mitsubishi Kinsei 43, 14

• cyl., twin-row, air-cooled

l radial.

}
1,020

}
970

1,100

23, 000 4

25, 000 2 to 3 1 - -

22, 000 2 to 3

An operational transport.

[An operat ional transport,
' originally of Lockheed
l 14 design.

f Douglas-designed tians-

\ port in operation.
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SPECIAL FORCES

Section I. NAVAL LAND FORCES

1. ROLE AND CHARACTER. Until several

years after World War I, Japan had no separate

permanent naval landing organization corresponding
to the U. S. Marine Corps. Instead, naval landing
parties were organized temporarily from fleet per-

sonnel for a particular mission and were returned to

their ships at its conclusion. This practice was made
possible by the fact that every naval recruit was given
training in land warfare concurrently with train-

ing in seamanship. The results of such training,

together with any special skills such as machine gun-
ner. truck driver, etc., were noted on the seaman’s
service record to serve as a basis for his inclusion in a
landing party. Normally, the fleet commander
designated certain ships to furnish personnel for the
landing party. This practice, however, depleted their
crews and lowered their efficiency for naval action.
Therefore, in the late 1920’s Japan began to experi-
ment with more permanent units known as Special
Naval Landing Forces (Rikusentai I . Those units

were formed at the four major Japanese naval bases:

Sasebo, Kure, Maizuru, and Yokosuka, and were
given numerical designations as formed; for

example, there is a Sasebo 2nd Special Naval Land-
ing Force and a Kure 2nd Special Naval Landing
Force. They are composed entirely of naval per-

sonnel with a naval officer, usually a commander, in

charge. These forces, first used against China and
later against the Allies, have gone through several
stages of evolution as the general war situation has
changed. As the present war progressed, and the
Japanese Navy became more involved in the seizure
and defense of Pacific islands, other naval land or-
ganizations came into existence. Examples of these
are: the Base Force (Tokubetsu Konkyochitai)

,
the

Guard Force (Keibitai), the Pioneers (Setsueitai)
and the Naval Civil Engineering and Construction
Units (Kaigun Kenchiku Shisetsu Butai).

2. SPECIAL NAVAL LANDING FORCES,
a. Use in China. Special naval landing forces
were used extensively in landing operations on the
China coast beginning with 1932, and often per-
formed garrison duty upon capturing their objective.
Their performance was excellent when unopposed,
but when determined resistance was encountered they
exhibited a surprising lack of ability in infantry
combat. 1 hese early special naval landing forces
were organized as battalions, each estimated to com-
prise about 2,000 men divided into 4' companies.
Three companies each consisted of 6 rifle - platoons

76

and 1 heavy machine gun platoon; the fourth com-
pany, of 3 rifle platoons and a heavy-weapons pla-

toon of four 3-inch naval guns, or two 75-mm regi-

mental guns and two 70-mm battalion guns. Tank
and armored car units were employed in garrison

duty and, where the terrain and situation favored
their use, in assault operations.

b. Offensive use in World War II. When the

present war began, special naval landing forces at

first were used to occupy a chain of Pacific island

bases. Wake Island was taken by one such force,

while another seized the Gilbert Islands. Later they

were used to spearhead landing operations against

Java, Ambon, and Rabaul, where the bulk of the at-

tack forces consisted of army personnel. During this

period the special naval landing forces, although

heavily armed, were used as mobile striking units.

They consisted of two rifle companies (each having
a machine-gun platoon), and one or two companies
of heavy weapons ( antitank guns, sometimes anti-

aircraft guns, and tanks), a total of 1,200 to 1,500
men. A small number of special troops (engineer,
ordnance, signal, transport and medical) was also

included. Figure 78 illustrates the composition of
this type of unit, and also the change to heavier fire

power as compared with the organization of the

earlier types of naval landing forces used in China
from 1932 to 1937.

c. Special naval landing forces in defense.
Special naval landing forces, or similar organiza-
tions, are occupying a number of outlying bases,
because the Army has been reluctant to take over the
defenses of these outposts. Since Japan has lost the
initiative in the Pacific, these forces have been given
defensive missions, and the Japanese Navy has
changed their organization accordingly. This point
is strikingly illustrated by a comparison of the or-
ganization of the Yokosuka 7th Special Naval Land-
ing Force (fig. 79), encountered on New Georgia,
with that of the Maizuru 2nd (fig. 78) . The Yoko-
suka 7th has a larger amount of artillery, and its

guns are mainly pedestal-mounted naval pieces. As
first organized, the Yokosuka 7th was deficient in
infantry troops and infantry weapons for defense,
but later it was reinforced by a second rifle com-
pany. This new company consisted of 3 rifle pla-
toons of 1 officer and 48 enlisted men each (3 light-
machine-gun squads and 1 grenade-discharger
squad), and a heavy-machine-gun platoon of 1 of-
ficer, 58 enlisted men, and 8 heavy machine guns.

Other special naval landing forces probably started
with an organization similar to that of the Maizuru
2nd, but their gun strengths and organizations most
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TOTAL WEAPONS AND
EQUIPMENT

Rifles 800

Pistols 304

Light machine guns 55

Heavy machine guns 12

Grenade dischargers 33

13 mm. machine guns 4

Flamethrowers 10

Regimental guns, 75 mm 4

Battalion howitzers, 70 mm. ... 4
Light armored cars 2

Command cars 5

Searchlights 5

Radios (continuous-wave oniy). 5

Radio (short-wave, portable). . . 1

Radios (walkie-talkie type) 5

Machine-gun carts 8

Figure 78. Maizuru No. 2 Special Landing Force: organization as of 19 November 1941.
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probably have veered toward that of the Yokosuka
7th. This process was found to have occurred in

the Gilberts and Marshalls. Under Allied pressure

Japan has found it necessary to increase the de-

fenses of some islands by reinforcing the special

naval landing force, or by combining two or more
special naval landing forces into a new organiza-

tion known as a Combined Special Naval Landing.
Force. In New Georgia the Kure 6th, the Yokosuka
7th, and portions of the Maizuru 4th were combined
into the 8th Combined Special Naval Landing Force.
In the Gilberts a special naval landing force was
combined with a guard or base force to form a

Special Defense Force.

3.

TRAINING OF SPECIAL NAVAL
LANDING FORCE. The earlier special naval
landing forces received extensive training in land-
ing operations and beach defense, but their training
in infantry weapons and tactics does not appear to

have been up to the standard of the Japanese Army.
More recently there has been a greater emphasis on
infantry training for units already in existence. Tac-
tical doctrine for land warfare follows that of the

Army, with certain changes based on lessons learned
during the current war. The platoon is the basic tac-

tical unit, rather than the company. The Japanese
Navy has not hesitated to cut across company lines

in assigning missions within the landing force and
in detailing portions of a landing force to detached
missions.

4. UNIFORMS AND PERSONAL EQUIP-
MENT. Small arms and personal equipment are
similar to that used by the Army. Dress uniform
consists of navy blues with canvas leggings. The
Japanese characters for “Special Naval Landing
Force” appear on the naval cap in the manner in

which the words “U. S. Navy” appear on the caps of

U. S. enlisted men. Field uniforms are similar to

the Army in cut and color, although the color is

sometimes more green. The typical Army cloth cap
and steel helmet are used, but the insignia is an
anchor instead of the star of the Army (see ch. XI)

.

5. MISCELLANEOUS NAVAL ORGANI-
ZATIONS. a. Base force or special base

*Attached personnel are administra-

tive personnel attached to perform

such duties as those of Paymaster,

Quartermaster, etc.

YOKOSUKA 7TH
SPECIAL LANDING FORCE
(As Originally Organized)

Figure 79 .
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TOTAL PERSONNEL

Officers (O) 26

Warrant officers (WO) 44

Enlisted men (EM) 1,750

Total. . 1,820

TOTAL WEAPONS
guns

antiaircraft guns

a utomatic

.)

guns
(AA).

4 0- m m
(Auto) 2

Antitank guns (37-mm) 2

Note: The reinforced organization

consists of the unit as originally or-

ganized, plus the units marked with

an asterisk (*).

YOKOSUKA 7TH
SPECIAL LANDING FORCE

(As Reinforced )

Figure 79—Continued.
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force (Tokubetsu Konkyochitai). This unit is

the Naval Command echelon for the defense forces

of a prescribed area. In addition to headquarters

personnel, the base force has certain heavy coast ar-

tillery and also heavy and medium antiaircraft ar-

tillery. There appears to be no fixed organization,

the size of the base force depending upon the im-

portance and extent of the area to be defended.

The following units may be found attached to base

forces

:

Aircraft.

Small naval surface units (patrol boats)

.

One or more special naval landing forces.

One or more guard forces.

Pioneer units.

Navy civil engineering and construction

units.

b. Pioneers (Setsueitai). The function of
this unit is the construction of airfields, fortifica-

tions, barracks, etc. It is commanded by a naval
officer, usually of the rank of captain or commander,
has attached officers and civilians with engineering
experience, and is semimilitary in character. There
appear to be 2 types of organization, of 800 and
1,300 men respectively, depending on the size of the
job. The unit contains from ^4 to % Japanese, and
the balance are Koreans or Formosans. The 15th
Pioneers was such a unit.

c. Navy civil engineering and construction
unit (Kaigun Kenchiku Shisetsu Butai).
This unit appears to be used primarily for common
labor, and is of little combat value. It is com-
manded by a Japanese civilian and is composed
mainly of Koreans, with about 10 percent armed
Japanese to serve as overseers. Its size appears
to be around 1,000 men. In combat value, it is in-
ferior to the pioneer unit since it contains fewer
armed Japanese.

d. Guard force (Keibitai). This unit is used
for the defense of small installations. It is com-
posed of naval personnel, and has light and medium
antiaircraft and heavy infantry weapons. Its size
armament, and organization vary, and several guard
forces may be attached to a base force.

Section II. TASK FORCES AND
SPECIAL DEFENSE UNITS

1. TASK FORCES, a. General. The existence
of a large number of independent units in the Japa-
nese Army facilitates the employment of task forces
or combat teams temporarily organized for specific
missions. Rather than attempt to equip all divisions
with heavy components of antitank guns, artillery,
tanks, etc., the Japanese have segregated these weap-
ons into independent units for assignment to di-

visions or task forces as needed. They do not hesi-

tate to divide and/or combine units to form special

forces for particular missions. Task forces or com-
bat teams of widely varying strength and degree of

combined training have been encountered in the

theaters of operations. In the early part of the war
well-trained combat teams were instrumental in the

rapid advance down through Malaya and the In-

dies to New Guinea and the Solomons. Lately,

facing greater odds and reversed circumstances, the

Japanese have shown evidences of more hasty as-

sembling and organization of their task forces, which
frequently are thrown into action without the bene-
fit of combined training. In one instance the 6th
Independent Antitank Battalion was rushed from
Manchuria to Guadalcanal in 23 days to bolster the

task force organized late in 1942 to attempt to re-

take Henderson field.

b. Organization. While there is no uniform
type of task force, the organizations of two such
forces encountered in the Southwest Pacific will

serve to illustrate general characteristics wdth adap-

tations for specific missions. A task force on
Guadalcanal, organized with the 2nd Infantry Di-

vision as a nucleus, comprised a total personnel

strength of about 25,000. It was charged with the

mission of recapturing the airfield in October 1942

and was found to be organized as follows:

2 Division

16 Inf Regt
29 Inf Regt
230 Inf Regt
3 Bn of 124 Inf Regt
Det 4 Inf Regt
17 Army Arty Gp HQ
2 Fd Arty Regt (less detachments)

2 Co 75 F. A. Regt

2 Bn of 2 Fd Arty Regt
10 Ind Mtn Arty Regt
20 Ind Mtn Arty

2 Co 20 Med Arty Regt

38 Fd AA Arty Bn
45 Fd AA Arty (less detachments)

3 Co 47 Fd AA Arty Bn
2 Ind AT Bn
6 Ind AT Bn
9 Ind AT Co
3 Ind Infantry Mortar Bn (less 3 Co)
3 Co 1 Ind Mortar Regt
2 Engr Regt
1 Co of 7 Engr Regt
1 PI of 15 Engr Regt
Engr Unit
2 Transport Regt
Transport Unit
Kitao Force

2 Div Sig Unit

2 Div Med Unit

2 Fd Hospital

2 Div Water Purifying Unit
One part of 24 Water Pur Unit
76 L of C Hospital

One part of 67 L of C Hospital
Motorcycle Unit

c. Nankai Task Force. While the above task
force was heavily armed with artillery for its par-
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ticular mission, a contrasting type in that respect

was the Nankai Task Force, organized in Rabaul in

May 1942 for an overland campaign against Port

Moresby. This force was to operate over very rough

jungle and mountain terrain where practically all

roads were no better than trails. It consisted of ele-

ments of the 55th Division with the 41st Infantry

Regiment from the 5th Division and supporting

troops and was comparatively weak in artillery. It

was organized as follows:

55 Division Infantry HQ
144' Inf Regt

41st Inf Regt (from 5th Div)

3rd Co with one AT Gun Section at-

tached, of the 55th Cav Regt

1st Bn 55 Mtn Arty Regt

1st Co and part of Material Platoon, 55

Engr Regt

2nd Co 55 Transport Regt

55 Div Medical Unit (part)

1st Field Ilosp 55th Div

Attached Troops:

11th Pioneer Unit

15th Ind Engr Regt

14th Ind Engr Regt

4th Ind Engr Co
47th Field AA Bn (less 1 Co)

55th Construction Co
61st Construction Co
1st Bridge Construction Co of 9th Div

88th Wire Comm Co (1 platoon)

24th Signal Regt (1 Wire Co)

Two Ind Radio Platoons

One Fixed Radio Unit

10th Evacuation Hosp Unit

53rd and 54th Casualty Collecting Sta-

tions

67th L of C Hosp Unit (less 1 part)

38th Ind Auto Bn
212th Ind Auto Co
3rd Field Transport Command (part)

55th Veterinary Depot (part)

16th Veterinary Depot (less 1 part)

17th Water Purification Unit

24th Water Purification Unit

55th Water Purification Unit

d. Raiding forces (Teishintai). (1) Gen-

eral. These forces in general are formed for the

purpose of delivering attacks on some particular ob-

jective independently of the main force. Selected

from infantry and other units,, they may return to

their original organizations after completion of their

mission.

(2) The raiding units (teishintai) employed in

the Southwest Pacific appear to have been developed

from the special forces (betsudotai) originally en-

countered in China. During the fighting in the

Buna, Gona, and Salamaua areas in 1943, the Jap-

anese on occasion sought to destroy enemy artillery

by direct assault, and' raiding units were organized

for such purposes. The strength of such units de-

pended upon the number of guns in the objective

and whether a surprise assault or storming attack

was planned. The Oba Teishintai was formed at

Salamaua in August 1943 by order of the 51st

Division commander. It was composed of one com-

pany of infantry and one of engineers, together with

one section of a signal unit. The unit was ordered

to destroy an enemy artillery ammunition dump.

For attacking and destroying four enemy guns, the

basic strength of a Teishintai was found to be about

as follows:

Hq group, 1 0, 1 liaison NCO and 1 orderly.

Demolition section and Assault section, about

,
15 men.

Support section, about 12 men.

Reserve section, about 12 men.

Similar specialized raiding units included small

groups organized for raids into enemy territory to

destroy bridges and lines of communication : assault

(special fire point) units for attacking pillboxes

and fortified positions; close-combat forces, a sui-

cide squad to protect some definite point to the last

man; -demolition forces to remove obstacles such

as wire entanglements; and tank-fighting units for

direct assault on tanks. All of these may be com-
bined into a special assault group, or used in various

combinations depending upon the objective.

(3) The Betsudotai. These raiding units, or fly-

ing columns, were found in China where open coun-

try gave them great mobility. They comprised in-

fantry and cavalry elements in varying strength, and
in some cases it appeared that armored cars, tanks,

light artillery, engineers, signal, and medical units

might be included. Organizational data are meager
and highly varied, but the general purpose of the

flying columns was to deliver attacks at a consider-

able distance from the main force in order to dis-

rupt or destroy enemy lines of communication. One
source specifies the duties of a Betsudotai as follows: 1

(ff) To threaten the enemy flanks and their rear.

( b ) To harass and disrupt enemy rear commu-
nications by destroying roads, railway bridges, etc.

(c) To occupy important and advanced positions

prior to the movement of the main force.

(d) To carry out surprise attacks in and on un-
expected localities.

(e) To ambush.

(/) To assist the main force when it is in a danger-

ous position.

(g) To carry out reconnaissance and other duties.

2. SPECIAL DEFENSE UNITS, a. Gen-
eral. Temporary defense of a locality occupied by
assault forces may be assigned initially to a garri-

son unit (Shubitai). If a more permanent defense

is required for the area the Shubitai is changed to a
Keibitai. The Shubitai is usually established by
making the infantry commander of the troops oc-

cupying the locality the defense commander in ad-

dition to his other duties. He is assigned certain

Army and, in special cases, Navy units for defense
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of the area. For the Keibitai a special defense com-
mander is designated and furnished with service

troops and a small number of garrison troops for

the nucleus of the defense force. Various Army and
Navy troops in the area may be attached temporarily

to complete the defense force. An Army or Navy
officer may command the Shubitai or the Keibitai.

b. Organization. (1) Kavieng Keibitai. This
unit at one time consisted of the following:

•

Warrant
officers

and
above

Non-
commis-
sioned
officers

and men

Total

Det 8th SNLF Base Garrison
Unit i 58 59

1 SNLF Platoon 3 75 78
AA Gun Unit 1 29 30

5 162 167

Main weapons: 2 AA guns, 2 Mtn guns, 2 HMG,
4 LMG.

(2) In the Southwest Pacific, the Merkus Shu-
bitai in December 1943 was found to consist of:

1st Co. (temp) of 115th Inf 152
2nd Co. (temp) of 14th Fd Arty 151
3rd Fd Hosp of 51st Div 27
One Ind Wireless Sec 8
MPs 3

Naval Coastal AA Unit (1 element) 48

(1 element) 13

Total 402

This garrison covered a coastal area of approxi-
mately 10 miles from Cape Merkus to the Pulie
River, in New Britain.

c. Line-of-communication garrison (sec-
tor) units. These Keibi or permanent defense
units are found on the line of communications be-

tween a base and forward areas. Their duties em-
brace a wide variety of activities, including guard,
assistance in moving personnel and supplies, co-

operation with shipping-engineer units, inspection

of native areas, observation, and labor. Some of
the line-of-communication units have been com-
manded by colonels or lieutenant colonels and have
included 4 or more companies in addition to tem-
porarily attached troops. One Iine-of-communica-
tion garrison company was listed as having 5 officers

and 165 enlisted men.
d. Observation posts (coast-watching sta-

tions). In areas they have occupied, the Japanese
have established a system of observation posts in-

tended to give advance warnings of Allied air

attacks and landing operations. These posts sup-

plement normal air and surface reconnaissance;
their size, spacing, and density naturally vary with
the strategic value of the areas and installations.

Most of these posts are equipped with radio (WT)
sets and in some cases with radar.
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JAPANESE MILITARY POLICE

1. ADMINISTRATION, a. The military police

( Kempei I form a branch of the Army under the

Provost Marshal General who is responsible to the

Minister of War. They are sometimes erroneously
referred to as gendarmerie. Under Acts of 1898 and
1929 the headquarters is divided into two sections:

General Affairs Section.

Service Section.

The General Affairs Section concerns itself with
policy, personnel, discipline, records, and the con-

trol of thought in the Armed Forces. The Service

Section has three main functions: the supply, or-

ganization, and training of police units; security;

and counterespionage.

b. The military police take orders from different

authorities according to the areas in which they are

stationed. For example, in Japan during peacetime,

they were responsible to the Minister of War for

their normal military duties, to the Minister of

Home Affairs insofar as they assisted the civil

police, and to the Minister of Justice for duties

connected with law administration. In fortress

zones they come under the command of the fortress

commanders. In Manchuria. Korea, and Formosa,
although they are primarily responsible to the com-

manders-in-chief, they also may be called upon to

assist the local civilian authorities. In all areas

their broad duties are the surveillance of military

discipline, the enforcement of security, the protec-

tion of vital military zones, the execution of con-

scription laws, and the detection of crime among
soldiers. In combat areas and occupied areas addi-

tional duties have been allotted to them (see par. 7)

.

2. RECRUITING. The Military Police consists

of officers, non-commissioned officers, and superior
privates only; lower ranks are attached from other

services when needed. Officers are obtained by
transfer from other branches of the Army and are

permanently assigned to the military police. In

peacetime men are recruited voluntarily
;
they are

supposed to be of good character and of a high
physical standard. In time of war such additional

police as are necessary are drawn from all branches
of the service. Both officers and enlisted men un-

dergo training either in military-police schools or
training units, as well as in their unit barracks.

The principal schools are in Tokyo and Keijo

I Korea I . The duration of these courses in war-

time is not known, but in peacetime a noncommis-
sioned officer’s course would last 6 months and an
officer’s course 1 year.

3. UNIFORM AND EQUIPMENT. On nor-

mal duty the military police wear the usual uniform

of the mounted services, w'ith heavy boots of un-

dressed leather. They are equipped with a cavalry

saber and a pistol. A white band bearing two char-

acters reading Kempei is worn on the left arm. The
color of the insignia is black. In combat areas the

military police usually will be armed as infantry,

but while on special duties they may wear civilian

clothes.

4. STRENGTH. In 1937 there were believed to

be 315 officers and over 6.000 men in the Japanese
Military Police. In 1942 the evidence suggests that

there were a minimum of 601 regular officers in

military-police units. In 1942, these officers are
believed to have been distributed as follows:

Japan and Karafuto 142
Manchuria 114
Korea 23
Formosa 24
North China 100
Central China 97
South China 16
Southern Area (including Field Units) _ 85

No information is available about reserve officers

who have been recalled to the colors to perform
military-police duty since the outbreak of the pres-

ent war. A number of military-police units which
are known to have existed in 1941 have not been re-

ported since. However, they must be assumed still

to exist, for otherwise a number of important pre-
fectures in Japan W’ould be without military police.
Therefore this list of military-police officers is in-

complete and the total strength of the forces cannot
be estimated accurately.

5. UNITS. According to a report from China
dated March. 1940. the basic military-police unit
consisted of a section of 40 men under a captain or
lieutenant. These sections were grouped in detach-
ments and distributed throughout China. It is clear,

however, that detachments vary in size and composi-
tion according to the areas in which they operate
and the nature of their duties. No recent confirma-
tion has been received of evidence that the section
of 40 is the basic organization.

6. DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO
AREAS, a. Military police are divided into three
main categories:

(1) Regional organizations w'hich come under
the command of area army headquarters and per-
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form duties in the homeland, or in static or base

areas such as Manchuria, Korea, and North China.

(2) Numbered field units (Yasen Kempei Tai)

which provide parties or sections to operate in the

fighting or forward operational areas.

(3) Military police auxiliaries.

b. Regional organizations. Regional organi-

zations are to be found in the military police dis-

tricts of Japan proper under the direct command of

military police headquarters at Tokyo, and in the

Kwantung Army (Manchuria), the Korean Army,
the Taiwan Army (Formosa)

,
the North China Area

Army, and the Southern Expeditionary Force under

regional headquarters.

(1) Japan and Karajuto. In peacetime the mili-

tary police in Japan were organized into units to

correspond with the 14 divisional districts and their

headquarters were at the headquarters of the depot

division concerned. A small section would form
part of the staff of the depot division. In wartime,
however, military police districts do not necessarily

correspond with the divisional areas. They are in

fact designated by the Minister of War according
to the density of the population and the strategic

or industrial importance of the area. For example,
Kobe, strategically a part of the Hanshin industrial

belt, which comes in the Himeji divisional area, is

assigned to the Osaka Military Police District.

There undoubtedly have been several important
changes in organization since 1941, notably the
establishment of new units at Kure and Yokosuka,
the naval bases.

(2) Korea and Formosa. The military police in

Korea and Formosa are both commanded by major
generals. Detachments are to be found in all the

main towns.

(3) Manchuria. The Kwantung Military Police
are commanded by a lieutenant general with head-
quarters at Hsinking. Under him come a number
of units and detachments allocated to industrial and
strategic areas.

(4) China. In North and Central China the mili-
tary police are under a major general; in South
China under a colonel.

(5) Southern Area. A Southern Expeditionary
Force Military Police Training Unit was established
in August 1942, presumably at Singapore, probably
for the training of' natives. It is thought that the
military-police work throughout the whole of the
Southern Area, at present occupied by the Japanese
Army, comes under the charge of the Field Military
Police Units.

c. Numbered field military-police units.
Numbered field military-police units have been
identified. These units probably are based at im-
portant headquarters (one has been identified at

Rabaul, the headquarters of the area army in charge

of operations in the Solomons-Bismarcks area)

and are responsible for specified geographic sec-

tions. It seems likely that these units provide sec-

tions not only for duty with divisions and other

field units but also for the enforcement of discipline

in the base areas. Small military-police sections

normally appear to accompany divisions operating

in the field.

d. Mlilitary-police auxiliaries. Laws dated

1919 and 1937 established volunteer native auxil-

iaries to the military police in Korea and Manchuria.
They may hold ranks up to the equivalent of ser-

geant major, and presumably come under the orders

of the Japanese military-police units in the areas

concerned. No information is available about their

strength. Natives also have been employed in the

Pacific areas as police and espionage agents.

7. MILITARY POLICE DUTIES IN THE
FIELD. In addition to the normal military and

field security police duties, such as the issue of travel

permits, the detection and arrest of fifth columnists,

and the scotching of subversive rumors, field mili-

tary-police sections are assigned various duties con-

nected with the natives in the occupied areas and

may also engage in combat. In the Pacific area

they are responsible for pacifying hostile natives

and for settling disputes between the natives and

Japanese soldiers, as well as for requisitioning na-

tive foods and supplies. They also are charged

with the recruitment of native labor and the or-

ganization of native espionage nets operating in and

behind Allied lines. According to reports, the mili-

tary police were given charge of a native force in

New Guinea both for reconnaissance purposes and

in order to harass the enemy. An order to the Lae
military-police commander directed him, in addi-

tion to continuing his present duties, to “complete

the training of the native ‘army’ and form a roving

defense of the left bank of the Markham river. He
will send the native ‘army’ forward in the right bank
section and will be responsible for directing the

harassing of the enemy’s rear.”

8. MORALE AND VALUE FOR WAR OF
MILITARY POLICE. Testimony varies as to

the qualities of the Japanese military policeman.
There is little question but that in peacetime they

were picked and well-trained men who carried out

their duties efficiently. Like all persons in author-

ity in wartime they are frequently disliked and
feared, and complaints have been made by the ordi-

nary line soldiers about their strictness and abuse
of power. But it seems likely that, as in other
armies, they are first-class troops who carry out
their many and varied duties competently.
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CHAPTER VII

TACTICS OF THE JAPANESE ARMY

INTRODUCTION

The basic tactical principles of the Japanese Army
have been carefully developed from studies of for-

eign army techniques and its own valuable experi-

ences gained in combat under varying conditions.

Japanese forces have fought against regular military

organizations of several first-class nations and have
had considerable experience in combating the con-

stant harassing action of guerrillas on supply lines

and rear areas.

They have engaged in tank actions on the plains

of Manchuria and in mountain battles in Central and

Southern China; they have conducted landing op-

erations under varying conditions of terrain and

climate. They have been highly successful in their

earlier jungle operations, on terrain where good

roads and railroads are practically unknown, and

where every type of natural obstacle exists. They
are not merely jungle fighters, however, for much of

their success has been on terrain where principles

of open warfare have been applied effectively. By
studying the areas over which they expected to op-

erate they effectively organized, trained, and
equipped their forces and evolved techniques de-

signed in each case to fit the terrain and meet the

logistical requirements peculiar to their own army.

The Japanese lay great stress on offensive actions,

surprise, and rapidity of movement, with all com-

manders and staffs operating well forward in or-

der to keep themselves constantly informed of the

situation. Their tactical doctrine is based on the

principle that a simple plan, carried through with

power and determination, coupled with speed of

maneuver, will so disrupt the plans of hostile forces

that success will ensue. Combat orders, in both

attack and defense, from the highest to the lowest

unit, generally carry the admonition that the “enemy
forces will be annihilated.” Surprise is an ever

present element, while the envelopment is the pre-

ferred form of attack. Thorough reconnaissance

also is taught, and the practice of infiltration is

greatly stressed. The Japanese willingness to at-

tack a position with forces which other nations would
consider insufficient for the task, is based on the

assumption of their so-called military superiority.

An explanation of this assumption calls for an analy-

sis of Japanese psychology, national vanity, and past

military successes, which is beyond the scope of this

study. To the Japanese officer, considerations of
“face” and “toughness” are most important, and
they are therefore prone to indulgence in “paper”
heroics. They have evinced boldness against poorly
equipped troops; however, against first-class, well-

equipped forces, it may be expected that they will

adopt more circumspect methods.
Despite the opportunities presented during 6 years

of active combat, the Japanese have continued to

violate certain fundamental principles of accepted

tactics and technique. Their tendency to persist

in such violations is based primarily upon their

failure to credit the enemy with good judgment and
equal military efficiency. Whether or not they have
profited by recent experiences remains to be seem

PART I

GENERAL TACTICAL DOCTRINE

Section I. GENERAL

1. GENERAL. The part on the General Tactical

Doctrine of the Japanese Army is based on actual

observation of their field maneuvers, and map prob-

lems, their operations against Russia and China, and

a study of their field manuals. It is believed that

their tactical principles, taught and studied for years,

will not change materially. The tactical methods
described here are primarily those which the Jap-

anese consider appropriate for fighting in open

country such as North Asia. They have had ample

opportunity to test their tactics and to observe those

employed by other Armies. Any study of their
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teachings must be approached with the knowledge
that the Japanese are quick to copy and may even
improve on the tactics of their enemies. Technique,
or application of tactical principles, will vary, and
is limited only by the imagination and initiative

of individual commanders.

Section II. OFFENSIVE

1, DOCTRINE. Japanese tactical doctrine insists

vigorously on the inherent superiority of the of-

fense. and Field Service Regulations state that the

offensive should be resolutely taken. The object

of all maneuver is to close quickly with the enemy
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so that the assumed Japanese superiority in close

combat can be realized to the utmost. Even when
the enemy strength is markedly superior, or when
the Japanese commander has been placed tempo-

rarily on the defensive, he is supposed to use every

effort to regain the offensive and take the initiative.

The Japanese seem to feel that there is some mystic

virtue in the attack and defensive combat is looked

upon as a negative form of action to be adopted only

when confronted with a markedly superior enemy.

Even in defense, the offensive principle is strongly

emphasized. Both as a result of this training and

because of faith in the offensive doctrine, Japanese

officers often reach attack decisions where, by all

orthodox tactics, the situation patently requires some
form of defensive action. Their teachings have
been found to place very little emphasis on time and
space factors, with the result that concentration of

effort and the cooperation of all arms are frequently

neglected. The division used for illustrative pur-

poses in this section is the Japanese triangular divi-

sion. It should be borne in mind, however, that

while all Japanese divisions are not identically or-

ganized, tactics will not materially differ, although
there will be differences in composition of columns
and grouping of units.

2. FORMS OF ATTACK, a. Envelopment.

(1)

The -Japanese consider the envelopment as the

preferred offensive maneuver. Envelopment will be

accompanied by a determined frontal pressure, while

the main force attacks a flank. In ascending order

of effectiveness, the envelopment may be single,

double, or a complete encirclement (kanzen hoi)

.

Contrary to generally accepted tactical principles,

the Japanese are willing to try a double envelop-

ment without any considerable numerical superior-

ity and regard it as possible, sometimes, even by an

inferior force which relies on surprise and decep-

tion. The Japanese commander may seek to ob-

tain envelopment in one of several ways.

(a) The force advances in two or more parallel

columns, with one or more columns directed toward
the enemy flank and rear during the advance to

contact.

(b) The force advances with certain units in the

rear which can later be deployed to execute a flank

envelopment.

( el After the force has encountered the enemy
and partially deployed, some units may be moved
laterally for envelopment if natural cover, darkness,

fog, or smoke are available.

(2)

The procedure of (1) (a) above is consid-
ered the normal one for units of the size of a divi-

sion; (1) (b) is especially applicable to small units,

but (1) (c) is considered feasible only under most
favorable conditions. Those units of a division exe-

cuting the frontal holding attack often will make a

close-in envelopment in performing their mission.

Units of this force, such as squads and platoons,

seek to obtain the effect of flanking fire (shageki

hoi)

.

(3) The question of which flank to envelop is de-

cided by weighing normal factors such as terrain,

location of hostile reserves and heavy weapons, etc.

(4) To increase the effectiveness of the envelop-

ment the Japanese often send a small force around
to attack the enemy rear. When such a movement
fukai) is employed, the force sent around by a

division in attack is relatively weak. comprising
about a battalion reinforced by light artillery and
a squad of engineers. The mission of such a turn-

ing force is often similar to that of a pursuit de-

tachment: in fact this force may become a pursuit

detachment if the main attack succeeds.

b. Frontal attack, (1) Japanese regulations

contain the usual admonitions against a frontal at-

tack. Situations which may give rise to a frontal

attack are those to which Allied armies are accus-

tomed. In observed practice, however, the time
element, or the fear of allowing the enemy leisure

to improve his position, often is allowed to justify

a questionable decision to make a frontai attack.

(2) The main effort of a frontal attack is made
against a “soft spot” in the line, leading in a deci-

sive direction into the enemy rear areas. Effort

will be made to penetrate deeplv and swiftly at the

first attempt by keeping narrow the battle fronts of

units in the area of the main attack, making disposi-

tions in depth, and coordinating employment of ar-

tillery. Tanks, if available, may participate. In

general the Japanese are weak in artillery support
and depend heavily on extensive employment of their

infantry guns and infiltration practices.

C. Comments. The impressions gained from a

study of Japanese teachings on the forms of attack

and their application in practice show that:

fl) The Japanese will attack in many cases where
the orthodox decision would call for less positive

action. The attack may be rash and costlv but will

never lack vigor and determination.

(2) The frontal attack, often with inadequate
supporting arms, is not uncommon.

3. MEETING ENGAGEMENT (ENCOUN-
TER). a. Doctrine. The meeting engagement is

the foundation of Japanese combat training, with
official regulations giving more space to it than to

any other form of combat. Japanese military writ-

ings define the meeting engagement as the collision

of two hostile forces in motion, or the meeting of

a force in motion with one which has halted but has
not had time to organize a detailed position. Train-
ing strongly emphasizes this form of combat as al-

lowing the optimum development of the alleged

Japanese aptitude for swift and decisive offensive

action.

b. Artillery seems to be assigned missions in ex-

cess of its capabilities. Aircraft are expected to

conduct constant reconnaissance of the situation of
enemy and friendly troops as well as to cooperate
with the artillery. Tanks may be used independent
or in direct support of the infantry: when they are
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sent on distant raids, other mobile units, if available,

may accompany them.

C. The rules governing the Japanese in the meet-

ing engagement may be summarized as follows:

(1) The seizure and retention of the initiative.

(2) Bold, independent action by subordinate

commanders.

(3) Prompt occupation of important terrain

features.

(4) Energetic leadership during combat.

d. In the words of a Japanese writer, “The Im-

perial Army seeks to wage a short war to a quick

and decisive conclusion. The meeting engagement

conforms to this spirit and is to be sought whenever

possible.”

4. ADVANCE, a. General. The formations in

the advance in day or night movements are simi-

lar to those used hv other Armies and are governed

by the same considerations. Parallel columns, each

self-contained, are usual, unless precluded by the

road net. When the enemy is strong in aviation

and mechanized units, long columns are broken up

into short serials containing antiaircraft and anti-

tank weapons. Each main column is preceded by

an advance guard, while the division cavalry, if

present, usually acts as a reconnaissance screen in

front of the advance guards. When the division is

to advance at night, the division commander often

sends forward in daylight a reconnaissance detach-

ment and motorized infantry to seize important ter-

rain features and to cover the night movement. As
a meeting engagement becomes likely, the division

commander modifies the formation, as needed, to

facilitate the entry of the division into action with

a view to enveloping one or both flanks of the enemy.

b. Advance in two columns. (1 i A study of

Japanese tactical problems illustrates the division

advancing in one, two, and three columns, with the

two-column formation being the most favored. In

the two-column formation the essential components

of the division are disposed as follows:

Reconnaissance Detachment

1st Cavalry

(Less detachment)

Left column

1st Infantry Regt. (less

3d Bn

)

1st Co 1st Ind Antitank
Bn

1st Bn 1st FA Regt
1st Co 1st Engr Regt
Vjt Decontamination Unit
1

:i Casualty Clearing
Unit

Right column
Advance guard

2d Infantry Regt (less 3d Bn)
2d Co 1st Ind Antitank Bn
2d Bn 1st FA Regt
1st Engineers (less 1st Co)

% Decontamination Unit

V.t Casualty Clearing Unit

Main Body

Division Headquarters
Infantry Group Headquarters

1st Troop (Company) 1st Cav-

alry Regt
3d Bn 2d Infantry Regt
1st FA Regt (less 1st and 2d

Bns)
1st Ind Antitank Bn (less 1st

and 2d Cos)

Left column Right column

1st Bn 1st Med FA Regt (150

mm Howitzer)

3d Infantry Regt

3d Bn 1st Infantry Regt
Advance Section, 1st Transport

Regt
Division Trains

1st Transport Regt (less detach

ment)

% Decontamination Unit

% Casualty Clearing Unit

With the above formation, the division commander expects,

if anticipatory plans have been correct, to execute an

envelopment of the hostile left flank.

Figure 80.

(2) The composition of the march column illus-

trated above is covered in the division field order.

It is noteworthy that an advance guard is designated

by the division commander for the right column

only; the left column merely receives an indication

of the units composing it. This march formation is

the result of the curious system of command which

the Japanese employ. The division commander con-

currently commands the division and the right col-

umn. In the latter capacity, he prescribes the de-

tailed organization of the right column. The de-

tailed organization of the left column falls to the

senior commander of that column who designates

an advance guard for its protection. Thus the

advance guard of the left column is not an instru-

mentality for the protection of the division as a

whole and is not directly under the control of the

division commander. Therefore, as a meeting en-

gagement becomes imminent, the immediate subordi-

nates to whom the division commander issues or-

ders directly are the colonel of the 1st Cavalry Regi-

ment (commanding the reconnaissance detachment)

,

advance guard commander (right column), com-

manders of the major components of the right col-

umn, and the commander of the left column. It is

not clear how the division commander plans to co-

ordinate the action of his right column advance
guard with that of the left column. The term “ad-

vance guard” as subsequently used applies only to

that which is controlled directlv by the division

commander.

(3) In the above formation, the infantry strength

in the advance guards of the 2 columns is about

one-third of the division’s infantry. When there is

a greater number of columns employed, the com-

bined infantry strength of the advance guards some-

times reaches half that of the division. Strong ad-

vance guards are characteristic of the Japanese Army
in approaching a meeting engagement.

c. Advance in other than two columns. An
advance in one column is avoided because of the

delay incident to developing the division for an at-

tack. Therefore whenever that formation is adopted

it is imposed by limitations of the road net. An ad-

vance in 3 columns was undertaken by a Japanese
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infantry division at Rangoon in March 1942, as

follows

:

Left Center Right

One Bn Inf (less one One Inf Regt (less one Inf Regt.
Co).

One Co Engrs (less

Bn—less one Co).
One Co FA (Pack) One Bn FA (Pack)

one PI) with collaps- with Ind Tpt Unit. (less one Co).
ible boats.

One Co Engrs (less

one PI).

One Ind A/Tk Co (37
mm).

Detch Div Med Unit.
Detch Water Purif

Unit.
One Co Ind Tpt Unit.
One Section Div Sig
Unit.

Tpt Unit (less detch).
One PI Engr.
Div Med Unit Qess
detch).

Water Pur Unit (less

detch).
One Co Army Sig
Troops.

Two Sections Div Sig
Unit.

Figure 81.

The whereabouts of the remainder of the division

is not known. The above illustration is taken from
a British source which states that the initial advance
of the division was made by 2 regiments, i. e., 6
battalions, spread over a frontage of 40 miles. The
3 columns were divided with approximately a 20-
mile space between each. In this case the left

column hardly could be considered as self contained.
Use was made of roads, trails, and waterways wher-
ever possible. In advance in 3 columns, the divi-
sion commander remains the commander of the
strongest column. More than 3 columns may be
found, but such employment will be exceptional.

d. Transport and trains. The division trans-
port and trains normally follow the main columns
of the division under division control in the follow-
ing order: advance section transport regiment, unit
trains, and the remainder of the transport regiment.
Distances between these units are normally from 1

to 2.5 miles. The massed trains are under a com-
mander, who is designated by the division com-
mander. The advance section of the transport regi-
ment consists of an infantry ammunition section,
2 artillery ammunition sections, and a veterinary sec-
tion. Two field hospitals may be attached to the
advance section of the transport regiment.

e. Attachments. Units of light and medium
artillery, antiaircraft artillery, observation aviation,
antitank units and other supports frequently are
attached to a division in the advance.

f. Antiaircraft protection on march. For
the advance, each front-line division may have at-

tached an antiaircraft organization. This unit
often motorized, moves by leapfrogging from critical
point to critical point along the axis of the division’s
advance. The guns go into position during the
noonday halt, while passing defiles, while in bivouac,
etc. If possible, antiaircraft units move forward by
roads not used by the other elements of the division.
The effective radius of action of one company of
75-mm antiaircraft artillery is considered to be 6,800
yards.

g-. Antitank protection on the march. In
areas where there is a threat of enemy tank action
against a column, the Japanese usually hold some
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tanks in readiness for employment against hostile

tank forces. Active reconnaissance by both air and
cavalry units warns the division commander of im-
pending hostile tank action. Antiaircraft artillery

may at times be employed to supplement normal anti-

tank protection measures.

h. Advance detachments. (1) There is a no-
table tendency for the division commander to send
forward a mobile detachment in advance of the divi-

sion for one of the following purposes:
(a) To cover a night march to the probable

battlefield where the division expects to be com-
mitted to action shortly after daylight.

( b ) To secure a vital terrain feature on the front

of the division.

(c) To execute demolitions of the road net and
hamper the movement of the enemy.

(d) To execute surprise attacks while the enemy
is in march formation.

(2) These detachments generally consist of the

division cavalry, some infantry and engineers in

trucks, and a company of light artillery. The in-

fantry strength ordinarily will not exceed a regiment,

except where the division plans an active defense.

In this latter case, as much as half of the division

may be pushed forward by forced marches to occupy
a defensive position, while the remainder of the divi-

sion follows more slowly with the intention of launch-

ing a counteroffensive against an enemy flank.

5. ACTIONS OF THE DIVISION COM-
MANDER IN APPROACHING A MEET-
ING ENGAGEMENT, a. Reconnaissance.
The formation of the advancing division contains in

it the germ of the maneuver which the division com-
mander expects to adopt if be encounters the en-

emy on the march. When the hostile force is re-

ported approaching from a considerable distance,

the division commander estimates where the battle

will occur and communicates to his subordinates

the general plan of maneuver which he expects to

adopt, taking into consideration the use of terrain

which the enemy considers generally impassable.
He indicates time and place for the delivery of re-

ports and designates a message dropping ground for

tlie air service. His artillery and engineer com-
manders receive technical information from their

own patrols marching with the advance guard and
reconnaissance detachment. As contact becomes
imminent the division commander, hitherto march-
ing at the head of the main body of the principal
column, moves forward on personal reconnaissance
accompanied by appropriate staff officers. An ad-
vance message center may be designated behind the
advance guard, one of the important functions of
which is to facilitate collection and dissemination of
enemy information.

b. Orders. From his personal reconnaissance
and the reports of his reconnaissance agencies, the
division commander determines the area in which
the division will make its decisive effort, the plan
of maneuver, and the location of the division com-
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mand post. He then issues fragmentary operational

orders to initiate deployment of the division. Jap-

anese Combat Regulations warn against waiting for

overdetailed information before reaching a decision,

and this injunction seems to authorize a very short

reconnaissance phase at this point.

6. DEPLOYMENT OF DIVISION, a. Ad-
vance guard- (1) (a) The advance guard in the

meeting engagement performs the following func-

tions: it secures enemy and terrain information

needed to form the basis of the decision of the di-

vision commander; it protects the deployment of

the main body; and secures important terrain fea-

tures to facilitate the subsequent attack.

(b) The advance guard commander, bearing in

mind these general functions, is expected to exer-

cise initiative and boldness of action in specific cases.

He obtains the necessary information by vigorous

patrolling and, if necessary, by a small-scale attack.

He protects the deployment of the division, either

by offensive or defensive methods, and attacks when

necessary to obtain important geographical points.

Left to his own devices, however, the advance-guard

commander usually elects to drive headlong into the

advancing enemy, unless specifically restrained by

division order.

(2) As the advance guard closes to contact, its

artillery prepares to furnish continuous support by

leapfrogging from position to position in rear of

the infantry. Normal artillery missions are to in-

terdict (harass) the movement of enemy columns,

to support the action of the advance guard infan-

try, and to perform limited counter-battery mis-

sions. Extreme ranges for interdiction by the /5 s

are 7,500 to 9,000 yards, but in practice missions

are seldom fired at over 5.500 yards. Positions are

chosen with a view to supporting the attack of the

main body without change of position. The ad-

vance-guard artillery reverts to the control of the

artillery commander at the time of the attack of the

main body.

(3) It must be borne in mind that the advance

guard discussed is that of the column directly com-

manded by the division commander. The security

detachments in advance of other columns are for

their local protection only.

b. Main body. (1) Deployment (a) In his

basic decision for the deployment of his division, the

division commander determines whether it will be

coordinated or piecemeal. The basis for this de-

cision is found in the Japanese Combat Regulations,

a translation of which reads:

“The division commander, in order to profit by or

to extend an advantage won by the advance guard,

may have to commit to combat each march col-

umn and each element of the main body successively

upon arrival. However, if the situation permits,

the division commander should seek the coordinated

entry into action of his units, in which case he

orders the deployment of each unit, establishes close

cooperation between infantry and artillery, and co-

ordinates the time of the infantry attack.”

( b )
The question of whether to make a piece-

meal attack thus appears to be decided largely by

the success of the advance guard action. In map

problems studied, the piecemeal engagement of all

or part of a force often is justified by the necessity

of seizing some prominent terrain feature or by the

desire to get out of a defile. The object of the piece-

meal attack is to take advantage of a sudden oppor-

tunity, while the coordinated attack aims at securing

effective use of the combined arms at the expense of

time.

(2) Coordinated deployment, (a) As indicated

above, the Japanese prefer a coordinated develop-

ment “if the situation permits.’ The measures taken

by the division commander to secure this coordina-

tion are: the assignment of a line of departure

(tenkaisen) behind which the major units of his

command are to deploy' for the attack; detailed ar-

rangements to assure coordination between the ar-

tillery' and the infantry; and announcement of an

hour of crossing the line of departure. The line of

departure is usually an extension of the line held by

the advance guard. If the enemy has secured the

advantage of priority in deployment, the main body
of the division may endeavor to escape a threatened

envelopment or premature engagement with superior

numbers by' deployment along a line behind the ad-

vance guard or to the flank and rear thereof. In

the event the deployment is to the flank and rear,

the advance guard supported by all the division ar-

tillery covers the deploy'ment and delays the advance
of the enemv.

(6) If the enemy, in anticipation of a collision

with the Japanese troops, assumes the defensive, the

deployment is modified to resemble the relatively

cautious procedure of the attack of a position. In

this case also the division commander tries to de-

velop and attack in the same day to avoid giving

the enemy time to improve his position.

(c) The phase of the passage from march column
to complete deployment is indicated by the following

nomenclature used in Japanese regulations: (It must
be realized that the following definitions are the

translation of the Japanese and do not necessarily'

bear the same connotations in the Allied termi-

nology.)

1. Bunshin. Breaking from march column

into small ones out of hostile artillery

range at the beginning of tire approach

march.
2. Tenkai. Deployment along a line of de-

parture (tenkaisen) with a view to

performing an assigned combat mis-

sion.

3. Sokai. Advance from the tenkaisen in

small (squad or section) columns.
4. Sankai. Final deployment of front-line

units to permit firing during the last

few hundred yards of the assault.
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These phases are shown diagrammatical!}' in figure
82
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Figure 82 .

(d) It is important to note that the coordinated
attack from the Japanese point of view does not
imply passing into assembly areas. However, this

passage into assembly areas, called “kaishin” usually
is observed in the attack of a position. If a coordi-

nated attack follows the meeting engagement, col-

umns deploy directly behind the line of departure
(tenkaisen) without halting prior to arriving on it.

No special time is allotted for ammunition issue and
final reconnaissance.

(3) Piecemeal attack, (a) In the piecemeal at-

tack the troops are committed to action in order of
their arrival on the field. The division commander,
decentralizing control to his column commanders,
limits himself to a designation of routes of advance
with a view to subsequent attack in the desired di-
rections. No division “tenkaisen,” no common hour
of attack, and no detailed plans for coordination be-
tween the various arms are stipulated.

( b

)

Despite the lip service rendered in regula-
tions to the coordinated deployment and attack, the
piecemeal method is very common on the map. on
the maneuver ground, and in observed operations.
Often this is the result of the precipitate action of the
advance guard commander who gets himself seri-
ously engaged on his own initiative. In such a
case, a sort of hybrid deployment sometimes is exe-
cuted, with a part of the main body going in piece-
meal to help the advance guard, while the remainder
makes an orderly deployment. Occasionally, a
column commander has been known to sta^e a piece-
meal attack all of his own in a situation where the
prompt seizure of a terrain feature on his front

seemed essential to the subsequent success of the di-

vision. Such action was taken without waiting for
orders or authorization from the division com-
mander.

(c) The rate of march of the infantry as it enters
the zone of effective hostile artillery fire is re-
duced. In this zone the artillery moves forward
by bounds of battalions while furnishing continuous
support to the infantry. The theoretical rate of
movement forward for this artillery is 2.5 miles per
hour, although this may be increased to about 5
miles per hour if a battalion is allotted a road for
its exclusive use. As the range limit is reached the
battalion prepares to move forward.

(d) Unit trains. When contact becomes immi-
nent the transport regiment and the unit trains are
halted in a sheltered location. The advance section
of the transport regiment will often be as close as
2.5 miles to the anticipated contact, while the trains
are normally about 5 to 6 miles in the rear of this

line. The remainder of the transport regiment will

be behind the trains.

7. DIVISION ATTACK ORDER, a. Deploy-
ment. The division deployment order gives a com-
bat mission to the advance guard and march direc-
tions to the several columns with a view to execut-
ing a preconceived maneuver. While the elements
of his command are carrying out these orders, the
division commander watches the development of
the advance-guard action and. with a minimum of
delay, issues a verbal attack order to his principal
subordinates.

b. Attack order. The division attack order
generally is issued in fragmentary form to the com-
manders concerned.

c. Orders to infantry. In the organization of
the infantry for combat, the advance-guard infan-
try becomes one wing and executes the holding at-

tack. The second regiment executes the main at-

tack, and it may deploy as the other wing along a
line of departure (tenkaisen)

,
generally in prolonga-

tion of the advance guard position. About one regi-
ment of infantry is held in division reserve. This
attack order is issued when the enemy is fixed in a
given area where contact is expected, but often prior
to making actual contact and before the advance
guard has developed the situation. The order as-
signs to the infantry wing(s) specific objectives or
a very general attack mission, depending upon the
degree of clarity of the situation. Specific objec-
tives would be such as “to attack the hostile forces
on X ridge and seize the X position,” while a gen-
eral attack mission might be something like “to
advance in the direction of Y and locate and attack
the enemy’s right flank.” This latter type of objec-
tive is appropriate in an obscure situation when the
plan of maneuver is predicated largely on a study
of the terrain. In this case the attack direction
given is one which is certain to take in flank any
formation or position which the enemy may reason-
ably assume. A study of Japanese attack orders
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reveals that in an extreme case an order was is-

sued 7.4 miles from the expected point of contact
of the advance guards.

d. Orders to artillery. (1) The artillery or-
der indicates the location of the positions in general
terms, and detailed reconnaissance is made by ar-

tillery commanders to determine the exact locations.

Attachment of artillery to infantry is considered to

be justified when:
(a) The front of attack is very wide.
(b) Liaison with the infantry is difficult.

(c) Combat begins unexpectedly.

( d ) The terrain is broken and wooded.
(2) In the normal case the division retains con-

trol of the artillery and coordinates its action. Typi-
cal missions during the successive phases of the com-
bat are as follows:

(®) Phase I. During the approach march and
deployment.

1. Objectives
( targets ) in order of impor-

tance. Hostile artillery and machine
guns firing at extreme ranges.

2. Purpose. To cover the deployment of the

infantry.

( b ) Phase II. During the attack.

1. Objectives ( targets ) in order of impor-

tance. Hostile infantry, artillery, and
reserves.

2. Purpose. Close support of infantry.

(c) Phase III. During final assault.

1. Objectives (targets) in order of impor-

tance. The area of the decisive attack

;

the enemy reserves.

2. Purpose. Neutralization and interdiction

(harassing) of movement of rein-

forcements.

e. Orders for piecemeal attack. The divi-

sion attack order described in the foregoing applies

to the coordinated attack. In the piecemeal engage-
ment columns are organized into wings and receive

attack directions and the attachment of the proper
auxiliary arms. There is no coordinated deploy-
ment of any unit larger than a battalion. The ar-

tillery, less detachments, is kepi under division con-
trol. The maneuver takes the form of a frontal

collision without any effort to coordinate direction

of the various columns to obtain the effect of
envelopment.

8. FRONTAGES AND DISTANCES, a.
Frontages. The following frontages are averages
derived from studies of several problems:

Battalion as a covering
force 1,600 yards.

Regiment in a holding

attack 3,000 to 4.400 yards.

Regiment in the deci-

sive attack 1,600 to 2,200 yards.
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b. Distances. Distances from the line of de-
parture.

Division command
post 2,200 to 3,300 yards.

Artillery positions-. 600 to 1.500 yards.

Division reserve 1,200 to 2,800 yards.

Advance echelon, di-
' vision transport 4,500 to 6,500 yards.

Unit trains 8,800 to 11,000 yards.

Remainder of divi-

sion transport 11,000 to 13,000 yards.

C. Assault. Attacking units do not try to retain

alignment, and where the going is easy they press

ahead. When gassed areas may be encountered the

leading wave includes decontamination squads. A
gassed area is avoided when possible; if it must be
traversed, the local gas squads use their light decon-
taminating equipment to neutralize it. When such
equipment is insufficient or absent, the troops are
taught to cross the gassed area resolutely at an in-

creased gait. The artillery advances by bounds close
behind the infantry, while its forward observers ad-
vance with the infantry. As the attacking infantry
approach the enemy positions, infantry and artillery
fire is increased, and reserve units are brought up.
The cavalry closes in on the enemy flank and rear,
and victory is won by closing with the bayonet. The
division reserve is used to extend and exploit an
advantage gained, to meet a counterattack, or to ex-
tend the Hank of the enveloping forces. If darkness
interrupts the attack, it will be continued at night
or renewed at dawn.

9. COMMENTS, a. Meeting engagement.
In the Japanese meeting engagement all elements of
the division show boldness and vigor. Speed in

decision and execution is stressed in regulations and
carried out in application. A commander encoun-
tering a Japanese division may expect to receive a
quick and energetic attack, and, unless his covering
forces are solidly deployed on their position, the
Japanese attack is likely to upset his own plans for a
coordinated attack.

b. I iecemeal action. In practice the Japanese
have shown an excessive willingness to engage in
piecemeal action ; Allied combat regulations, on the
othei hand, strong!) favor the coordinated attack.
Geneially, according to Allied doctrine, the piece-
meal attack is considered justifiable only if time is

pressing, if there is a limited objective, and if com-
bat superiority is on the attacker’s side. If these cri-

teria are applied to the situations in which the Jap-
anese commander has decided to make a piecemeal
attack, it will be found that time is pressing, and
there is usually a limited objective, but not necessar-
ily superiority. In fact, in the problems studied, the
enemy was always superior, and in at least an equal
state of readiness for combat. (In one map prob-
lem. the Japanese division was marching in one
column while the enemy was in two). The only
combat superiority was in the mind of the Japa-
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nese commander. Such a doctrine tends to make

wasteful, piecemeal action the rule rather than the

exception and develops a dangerous over-confidence,

unjustified when faced by first-class troops.

C. March formation. The march formation in

which the division commander is also a column com-

mander is awkward, for it needlessly burdens the

division commander with the details of organizing

and commanding a column. It complicates the han-

dling of the advance guards which are usually not

coordinated under division control. In fact, the ad-

vance guards of columns adjacent to the one com-

manded by the division commander generally are

ignored in the division plan of maneuver. As a

result the division does not appear to develop be-

hind solidly organized covering forces which can as-

sure an uninterrupted deployment through coordi-

nated defensive action, even though the numerical

infantry strength of the advance guards is usually

large, averaging from a third to a half of the infan-

try of the division.

d. Faults. The frequent use of the advance

guard reinforced to make a holding attack and gen-

erally deployed on a wide front, renders control

difficult and the organization of an effective attack

even more difficult. The close-in envelopment so

often chosen arises from a desire to get the attack

ofE quickly and from the weakness of the organic ar-

tillery of the division. The Japanese teachings are

to keep the artillery in a central location so that fire

can be maneuvered over most of the front of both

holding and enveloping attacks. If done this would
restrict the scope of the possible attack directions.

e. Reconnaissance. Map problems and ter-

rain exercises which have been studied show that

an insufficient time is allocated for reconnaissance

and organization of the attack. In one map problem
only 1% hours elapsed between the decision of the

division commander and the jump-off of the so-called

coordinated attack. While this is an extreme case,

the impression of insufficiency of time for prepara-

tion is general.

f. Summary- In summary, the characteristics

of the Japanese division in the meeting engagement
are:

(1) Rapid, aggressive offensive action by
all elements.

(2 I A tendency to uncoordinated piecemeal
action.

(3 )
Development behind weakly linked cov-

ering forces.

(4.1 Frontal attack or restricted close-in en-

velopments.

(5 1 Inadequate artillery support.

(6

1

Sacrifice of proper reconnaissance and
organization to obtain speed in at-

tack.

(7) Attack through terrain generally con-

sidered to be impossible.

10. ATTACK OF POSITION, a. General.

When the enemy has had time to occupy and or-

ganize a position, the Japanese commander en-

deavors to fight the decisive action outside of the

organized area by turning the position. This is

often attempted by an approach over terrain said to

be impassible or under adverse weather conditions.

The intention in both cases is to achieve surprise in

the direction and time of attack. However, the

presence of other Japanese units on the flanks often

may limit the possible maneuver area. The tech-

nique of such an attack resembles that of the co-

ordinated meeting engagement in the use of the ap-

proach march and the development of the situation

by the advance elements; it differs in the amount of

time necessary for reconnaissance and attack prep-

arations. However, the need for carefully executed

attack preparations, according to the Japanese, must

not be made the excuse for allowing the enemy un-

due time to improve his position. As shown in map
problems, when a commander encounters a position

which has been strengthened during a period of

several days, he ordinarily drives in the covering

forces and reconnoiters during all or part of one

day and launches his main attack the following

morning. He appears quite capable of attempting

all of this in one day if time is pressing.

b. Development. (1) The hostile position nor-

mally will be covered by outposts which will vary in

strength from patrols to a relatively strong force sup-

ported by artillery and deployed as an outpost line

of resistance. As the Japanese advance guards ap-

proach contact with the covering forces, and be-

fore the main body comes under long-range artil-

lery fire, the division commander usually orders his

column into assembly areas.

(2) It should be noted that going into assembly

areas is a phase of the attack of a position not

ordinarily present in the meeting engagement. In

problems studied these areas are from 2,200 to 4,400

yards from a hostile outpost line and thus 4,000 to

6,000 yards from the hostile artillery. In the typical

case of the division advancing in two columns three

assembly areas are designated, one for the main at-

tack force, one for the force making the secondary

effort, and one for the division reserve. The as-

sembly is covered from positions about 1,100 to

I,600 yards in advance.

II. DRIVING IN COVERING FORCES, a.

Procedure. Ill order to obtain adequate informa-

tion about the main defensive position, the Japa-

nese division ordinarily first drives in the hostile cov-

ering forces and then executes the necessary recon-

naissance for the main attack. If these covering

forces are weak and do not form a continuous front,

the advance guard commander drives them in on his

own intiative; otherwise, the division commander or-

ganizes the operation under cover of strong artillery

support. In the typical case, this attack takes place

in the afternoon of one day, and is followed by at-

tack of the main position at daylight the next day
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or shortly thereafter. When the opposing forces
occupy positions very close together, two nights may
be necessary to get the attacking forces and ma-
teriel into position.

b. Continuous attack. This procedure of suc-

cessive attacks, while designated as orthodox in

Japanese Combat Regulations, often is replaced in

practice by a continuous attack on both outpost and
main position. It is not clear when this variation
is considered justified, but apparently the deciding
factors are whether the artillery can support the at-

tack through both positions without displacement
(moving) and whether the time element is pressing.
When the continuous attack is made, that on the out-

post line becomes a phase of the main attack, and
the attacking infantry usually pauses briefly on
the captured position, and then continues the as-

sault. In about half of the map problems studied
the continuous method was adopted, although there
was no apparent need for especial haste in launching
the attack.

12. ATTACK ORDER. While the infantry is de-

ploying in assembly area (kaishin haichi) and the

advance guard is driving in the covering forces, the

division commander, after completion of his plan

of attack based on reconnaissance reports, issues his

order for the final deployment of the division and
the subsequent attack. The order includes familiar

elements, except that the infantry in the assault is

divided into right and left wings (occasionally into

a right wing, left wing, and center) in accordance
with the scheme of maneuver.

13. TECHNIQUE OF ATTACK, a. Infan-
try. (1) The typical disposition of the units in the

assault is into wings, with the preponderance of

strength in one wing assigned to make the main
effort, while the other wing makes the secondary at-

tack. The infantry units, in accordance with the

plan of deployment, advance from the assembly
areas to their assigned positions along the line of

departure, where they make final attack preparations.

When the attack is to jump-off about dawn (first

light)
, the advance to the line of departure is made

under cover of darkness; if made in daylight, all

means are utilized to conceal and protect this move-
ment. In problems, the lines of departure vary from
550 to 2,000 yards from the enemy main position,

and the line is chosen so as to he protected from
effective small-arms fire. When the attack on the

main line of resistance and the outpost line of re-

sistance is continuous, a pause and a realignment
may take place along the rear edge of the outpost

position which then becomes a phase line in the

course of the attack. Attack objectives (terrain

features) or attack directions are given the front-

line infantry units according to the known details

of the enemy position. Normally, the line to be
reached by the attack is deep in the zone of the

hostile artillery. The hour of attack is usually about
1 or 2 hours after dawn, as the Japanese have little

confidence in the ability of their artillery to adjust

and fire a preparation at night. In case of an at-

tack entirely in daylight, a minimum of 4 hours is

allowed between the time of the attack order and the

assault to provide for distribution of the order and
for artillery preparation.

(2 ) In the decisive effort the average frontages of

attack are:

Yards

Company 225
Battalion 400 to 600
Regiment 1, 100

Frontages are 20 to 25 per cent greater for units

making the secondary attack.

(3) The division reserve is assembled under
cover in the zone of the main effort approximately

1% to 2 miles from the line of departure.

b. Tanks. When available, tanks are brought
up with great secrecy to assault positions. Here they
are attached to front-line battalions and jump off

at the same time as the front-line infantry. The in-

fantry is warned not to stop if the tanks are destroyed
but to continue the advance. Tank missions are the
breaching of enemy wire and destruction or neutrali-
zation of hostile elements.

C. Artillery. (1) The division artillery fre-

quently is reinforced with light and medium battal-
ions. Its combat organization usually provides for
a direct support group of from one to two battalions
for each wing without any artillery being held in
general support. If a fourth battalion is attached it

may be employed as a counter-battery group in a
relation similar to general support. Fire missions
are varied according to the phases of the proposed
action, a typical assignment where there is no rein-

forcing artillery being the following:
(ffl) Phase /. Attack of the outpost position. Mis-

sions: counter battery by one battalion, direct sup-

port fire by two battalions, with special attention
given to the troops of the main effort.

(b) Phase II. From the occupation of the out-
post line of resistance to tire opening of the ar-

tillery preparation. Missions: counter batterv, har-
assing, and interdiction fires.

(c) Phase III. The artillery preparation.

1. Duration one to two hours.
2. Subdivisions (approximate).

Vz hour of fire for adjustment (rang-

ing) in daylight.

% hour for wire-cutting accompanied
by slight counterbattery.

% hour of fire on infantry position.

(d) Phase IV. The attack. Mission: direct sup-
port fires with particular attention to the main effort.

(2) All the division artillery deploys for the at-

tack of the outpost line of resistance. The artillery

positions are pushed forward to within 500 to 800
yards of the infantry line of departure so as to be
able to support the attack of the main position with-

out moving. At the time of the attack on the main
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position, 1 or 2 artillery companies often are at-

tached to the main effort as accompanying artillery.

(3) The ammunition allowance for the light ar-

tillery in an attack of a position is usually 3 to 3J/2

days of fire (1 day of fire 75-mm equals 300 rounds I

.

(4) Two to three airplanes normally are at-

tached to the artillery for observation and com-

mand purposes.

(5) Implied gunnery methods seem to be ele-

mentary, w'ith main reliance on axial ground ob-

servation and w'ith observation posts generally close

to the guns. The Japanese Combat Regulations im-

ply, how'ever, that the artillery is capable of regis-

tering at night and of opening fire promptly at

dawn.

d. Antiaircraft artillery. The usual attach-

ment of antiaircraft artillery' to a division appears

to be a battalion, consisting of three gun companies

(and sometimes a searchlight company'). Such ma-

chine guns as are in this battalion are for its own

local defense. In the attack of a position, the gun

companies are placed in the zone of the main effort,

in initial positions about 2,700 to 3,300 yards from

the line of departure of the infantry.

e. Cavalry or reconnaissance. About one

platoon is normally attached to each w’ing for duty

as messengers and orderlies. The remainder is di-

vided for flank protection with the bulk on the de-

cisive flank. As the strength of the division cavalry

regiment is light, the combat value is not as great as

might be expected.

f. Engineers. Engineer missions in the typical

case are: maintenance of communications: assist-

ance to the artillery and tanks; wire cutting; and the

removal of obstacles.

g. Command posts. The average distances of

command posts from the line of departure for the

attack of the main positions are:

Yards

Infantry regiment 1, 100

Artillery regiment 2, 700

Division 2, 700

h. Destruction of obstacles. The Japanese

normally assume, there is some wire in front of the

hostile position. An attack order therefore includes

provisions for cutting the wire in one of the following

ways:

(1) By detailed destruction fires by the artillery.

(2) By artillery fire in the most important places,

supplemented elsewhere by hand cutting by infan-

try, tanks! and engineers.

(3) Bv the artillery cutting the wire imperfectly

at all points, with the cutting to be completed in

detail by infantry, tanks, and engineers. Where
there are several bands of wire, it is normal to make

the destruction of the first band the exclusive duty

of the infantry and engineers.

i. Medical troops. About one-third of the med-

ical troops are assigned to support each w'ing; the

remainder are in reserve. These detachments set

up and operate division collecting (dressing) sta-

tions located behind the regimental dressing sta-

tions. Locations are from 1,600 to 2,200 yards be-

hind the line of departure. Two field hospitals are

set up about 2,500 to 4,000 yards from the line of

departure: the division is capable of setting up one

additional hospital held initially in reserve.

j. Ammunition supply. The advance section

of the transport regiment (senshin shicho) ordina-

rily opens an infantry ammunition distributing point

in rear of each wing as well as one artillery distribut-

ing point.

14. ASSAULT. There is little in tactical prob-

lems which bears specifically on the conduct of the

assault. While the infantry pushes ahead boldly

without regard to alignment, and with bayonets

fixed, the division commander influences the action

by' the fire of his artillerv and by the division reserve.

This reserve may be used to meet a counterattack, to

exploit a success, or to cover the flank of a penetrat-

ing unit. The division reaches its objective prepared

to pass to the pursuit in accordance with plans pre-

viously made by the division commander.

15. COMMENTS, a. Characteristics. In their

concept of the attack of a position the Japanese show

complete disregard of casualties in pressing it to a

successful conclusion. Their campaigns initially

met with a great measure of success in tropical coun-

tries because they had trained extensively in jungle

terrain and adapted their technique to capitalize on

what their enemies considered hindrances and handi-

caps. The following characteristics were common
to their campaigns:

(1) Careful, meticulous staff work in the de-

tailed planning of the operation, training and equip-

ping of the forces to be used, and in coordinating

and carrying out the action.

(2) Great boldnesses, both in the conception of

the operation and in execution of its details.

(3) Fearlessness of the enemy and the ground

weapons he had at his disposal.

(4) Disregard of casualties in attaining an ob-

jective.

(5) Use of surprise and deception.

(6) Refrainment from advancing to the attack

before interdiction of all nearby enemy airfields and

attainment of air superiority in the area of the at-

tack.

(7) Great speed in infiltration, envelopment, and

pursuit.

(8) Willingness to attack through terrain nor-

mally considered impassable and in adverse weather

conditions.

b. Criticisms. (1) The willingness with which
the Japanese commander will order an attack on an

outpost simultaneously with the attack on the main
position has already been mentioned: this is done
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in spite of the prescription in Combat Regulations

which indicates that effective reconnaissance can

only be obtained after the outposts have been driven

in. His shortening of the time allowed for recon-

naissance and preparation has in many cases re-

duced the already slender chances of reaching the

final objective.

(2) The deployment of the division is generally

along orthodox lines, excepting that the assembly

areas are invariably within effective enemy light

artillery range.

(3) The plan of maneuver offers nothing of

special advantage for the direction of the attack,

as it usually culminates in a parallel, frontal, or semi-

frontal push executed by the two wings of the di-

vision, with one wing—the decisive one—somewhat
stronger in infantry and artillery. However, if this

form of maneuver is accepted, there is still a weak-
ness in the absence of a decisive massing of force

on a decisive point.

(4) Japanese use of artillery is subject to much
criticism. The fundamental fault is that there is

generally not enough of it. This weakness in ar-

tillery may be the result of a lack of appreciation

of the need for adequate fire support, or of a feeling

that past experience has not demonstrated the need

for stronger artillery. The period of daylight fire

for adjustment prior to tire fire for effect reduces

tactical surprise and diminishes the moral effect

of the preparation. This unwillingness to fire the

preparation unobserved at night would suggest low

gunnery efficiency. Also the absence of general sup-

port artillery reduces the flexibility of the artillery

fires and limits the ability of the division commander
to intervene promptly in the action by the use of

his artillery. From the picture drawn in the tactical

problems, one can feel reasonably sure that the

Japanese infantry will jump off. even though their

extensive preparations have neither destroyed hos-

tile wire nor neutralized the enemy artillery and ma-

chine guns. The detailed workings of the direct sup-

port fires are not described in the problems studied;

hence, no estimate of their effectiveness can be made
other than that implied by the absence of detailed

plans for infantry-artillery liaison.

(5) While the detailed administrative plan of the

attack does not appear in the problems studied, such

establishments as are located on the situation maps
are considerably closer to the front line than is con-

sidered standard. Lack of depth is characteristic of

both the tactical and administrative dispositions of

the Japanese division and has its origin in their

lack of appreciation of the effect of modern fire

power, particularly that of the hostile artillery. A
period of contact with a well-equipped enemy may
furnish correctives for this tendency.

(6) In general, although the adverse criticisms

are numerous, it is not to he assumed that the Japa-

nese will persist long in these errors, if errors they

prove to be on the battlefield. The Japanese gifts

for adaptation and improvisation can be counted

upon to reined) quickly many of the faults in their

doctrine.

17b. PURSUIT, a. General. Japanese regula-

tions and tactical doctrines place the normal em-

phasis on the need for pursuit to reap the full fruits

of victory. They also recognize the existence of

many deterring elements, such as fatigue of the

troops, disorganization, and depletion of supplies.

In spite of these, the Japanese commander is urged

to pursue relentlessly to avoid the need for another

battle against a reorganized and possibly reinforced

enemy.

b. Preparation for pursuit. The Japanese

commander throughout an engagement plans con-

stantly for the pursuit. The enemy is observed care-

fully, especially at night, for signs of an intention

to withdraw. To determine this intention, the Japa-

nese use ground reconnaissance patrols and spies,

and they may use observation aviation if it is avail-

able. When these means are inadequate, the com-
mander is urged unhesitatingly to stage a local at-

tack to gain the required information. While he is

pushing this reconnaissance, he makes preparation

for a possible pursuit. These preparations take the

form of alerting certain units for immediate pursuit,

of assembling sufficient ammunition for the opera-

tion, and of outlining a tentative administrative plan.

C. Types of pursuit. While the quick destruc-

tion of the defeated enemy is the object of all pur-

suit. this cannot always be effected immediately by
a single simple maneuver. In seeking to destroy

his opponent, the pursuer usually will try to fix him
by direct pressure while enveloping or turning one
or both flanks. If this maneuver fails, he may try to

push the retiring enemy off his line of retreat or

into a disadvantageous position where he can be
attacked more effectively. In recognition of these

differing situations, Japanese writers treat the opera-

tion under two types: Type 1, where the enemy is

destroyed near the field of battle where he sustained

his initial defeat : and Type 2. where the enemy has
partially succeeded in extricating himself, and the

pursuer must take distant objectives deep in the

enemy s rear after resuming semimarch dispositions.

In both types, the destruction of the enemy is ac-

complished by fixing him with direct pressure, while

mobile pursuit detachments, moving around the

flanks, occupy the critical points along his line of

retreat and fall upon his rear.

d. Technique of pursuit. (11 (a) Type III.

This form of pursuit finds its type example in the

case of the daylight withdrawal of a hardpressed

enemy. The withdrawal is observed by the attacker,

who immediately redoubles the frontal pressure,

while available reserves are quickly formed into pur-

suit detachments which turn the enemy’s flank and

fall upon his rear. Boundaries between front-line

units are readjusted as needed. The destruction of
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the enemy thus is accomplished in or near the orig-

inal field of battle. The detailed action of the sep-

arate arms is essentially the same as in type (2),

except that distant marches, with a reforming of

march columns by the frontal pressure force of the

infantry, are not required.

( b ) Type (2 ). This form of pursuit is regarded

as the usual one by the Japanese. Most problems
studied were of this type, wherein the enemy suc-

ceeds wholly or partially in disengaging himself and
beginning a withdrawal. The initial withdrawal

usually is accomplished under cover of darkness

and may not be discovered at once. When the

Japanese front line unit commanders find out w'hat

is occurring, they renew the attack individually and
upon their own initiative in an effort to push through
or around the hostile covering forces. As these

Japanese units push through the enemy position, re-

serve units, formed into pursuit detachments, are

started around the flanks with objectives deep in the

enemy rear. When the Japanese front line infantry

units have passed through the zone of resistance of

the covering forces, the division commander halts

them, organizes and sends forward additional pur-
suit detachments, and causes the remainder to form
march columns to follow in the trace of the pursuit
detachments. As this form of pursuit is consid-

ered to be usual, the subsequent remarks on the

missions of the various arms apply specifically to

this type, although they are also applicable with
slight modification to Type (1).

(2) Front-line infantry. All units are individu-

ally responsible for discovering the hostile intention

to withdraw. After such discovery, they drive into

the enemy covering forces on their own initiative.

In order to get through the enemy covering forces

the Japanese prefer to turn the organized localities

by maneuver or by infiltration through the gaps.

When neither is possible, a quickly organized attack

on a narrow front is indicated. As the action of
front-line units is decentralized, most of the di-

vision artillery is attached to front-line infantry regi-

ments. Tanks are sent in to block the enemy’s re-

treat and to attack his artillery and command posts.

To avoid a serious loss of control, the division com-
mander usually indicates a line in rear of the prob-
able enemy covering positions where the troops halt

and reform for further pursuit. A part of the front-

line infantry is then organized with previously
formed pursuit detachments. The bulk of the di-

vision reforms into march columns and follows after

the pursuit detachments.

(3) Artillery. When the enemy is discovered to
be withdrawing, the artillery endeavors to disrupt
the enemy’s retreat by interdicting (harassing

| the
important defiles and bottlenecks in the road net.

As the front-line infantry penetrates into the cover-
ing position, the artillery, attached to infantry units,

follows by bounds close behind the advancing troops

and concentrates its fire on the resisting enemy in-

fantry. Some artillery is attached to pursuit detach-

ments.

Figure 83. Pursuit jormation.

e. Comments. The Japanese pursuit in theory
offers little variation from standard practice. Japa-

nese regulations urge the utilization of all available

transport, but, in the absence of especially attached

motor transport, the division has been incapable of

giving the required mobility to the pursuit detach-

ments. The well-known marching power of the Jap-

anese infantry can be counted upon to compensate

in a measure for this deficiency in motor transport.

The pursuit is a form of operation thoroughly in

line with the offensive spirit of the Japanese Army,
and the war in China has shown that the Japanese

pursue just as vigorously and unhesitatingly as their

regulations prescribe. The North China campaign
was particularly rich in examples of rapid pursuit.

In the advance down the Pinghan and Tsinpu Rail-

ways, the Japanese put their pursuit detachments on
freight cars and sent them far into Chinese terri-

tory, while the main body' of the divisions followed

partly by rail and partly by marching. Where rail

transportation was not available, the Japanese or-

ganized special motorized units (kaisoku butai) to

give rapidity to their pursuit.

17. RIVER CROSSING, a. General. (1)

Japanese river crossing methods are essentially those

of other Armies. Success is sought through sur-

prising the defense by concealment of preparations

and rapidity of action after the crossing starts. Nor-
mal attachments to a division contemplating a river

crossing include units of antiaircraft, observation

aviation, engineers, artillery, and armored cars.
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(2) The advance to the river is made on a broad
front and is preceded by advance detachments to

drive back enemy patrols from the near bank and
to seize existing bridges, bridging materials, and
boats. The aviation reconnoiters both banks of the

river, while the Engineers conduct a detailed recon-

naissance for possible ferry and bridge sites, and for

local engineer supplies.

Preparations complete 9 PM, June 3

Time of feint, midnight June 3-4

Time of crossing, 1 AM, June 4

Figure 84. Typical river crossing.

b. Comments. The river crossing methods de-

scribed are in general so orthodox as to occasion

little comment. However, the pooling of all the En-

gineers into a unit in general support of the crossing

is a deviation from the usual method of attaching En-

gineers to the crossing commanders. The weakness
of the division artillery makes extremely difficult

the support of an operation on a wide front such as

a river crossing. It becomes difficult to allot any
artillery to the distant feint, without which there

cannot be much deception. The use of the reserve to

create false activity, and the strict measures taken

to control spies among the civilian population, are

further examples of the emphasis placed on secrecy

and deception in all Japanese operations.

18. NIGHT ATTACK, a. General. The Japa-
nese Army has a strong partiality for the night at-

tack. This form of combat favors the bayonet fight-

ing stressed in infantry training and tends to cover

the weaknesses in artillery and cooperation of the

combined arms which have characterized the Japa-

nese Army. The Japanese are further encouraged

in their faith in night attacks by successful experi-

ences in the Russo-Japanese War and subsequent

operations in China and during the early part of the

present war. The night attack sometimes is referred

to as “a specialty of the Japanese Army” and as “a

traditional Japanese method.”

b. Advantages and disadvantages. The ad-

vantages attributed to the night attack are avoid-

ance of losses, concealment of movement, and rapid-

ity in closing with the enemy. Disadvantages con-

ceded are loss of cooperation between units, loss of

unified direction, a greater chance of mistakes, and

confusion. The Japanese believe trained troops can

overcome these disadvantages and succeed even

when opposed by superior numbers. Thus, in justi-

fying a night attack, there is a tendency to reason,

“The enemy is too strongly organized or too numer-

ous for us to hope to defeat him in daylight; only

by a night attack have we any possible chance to

defeat him and accomplish our mission.”

c. Occasions for night attacks. (1) Night
attacks are considered appropriate for units vary-

ing in size from company to division. Orthodox
situations calling for night attacks are the follow-

ing:

() A large unit (division) wishing to extend or

complete a success during a daylight engagement
may continue the attack at night.

() Large units (divisions) may use a part of

their force to seize by surprise points needed to

assist the attack of the following day.

(c) Local night attacks may be used to distract or
mislead the enemy and to conceal Japanese activity

elsewhere (for example, a night withdrawal).

(2) These three occasions mentioned above are

referred to as orthodox since they are the ones de-

scribed in Japanese Combat Regulations. In prac-

tice the night attack has been used in the following

additional situations:

(a) By a large unit to prevent a hostile night

withdrawal or to complete the defeat of the enemy
before he could be reinforced.

( b ) When superior fire power of the enemy pre-

vented the reaching of attack objective in daylight.

d. Hour of attack. Combat Regulations indi-

cate that the period just after dark and just before

daylight are desirable hours of attack. In 4 peace-

time exercises the hours were, dusk, 2400. 0030, and
0200. The considerations involved in choosing these

hours were that the engineers need at least 2 hours

to cut paths in the hostile wire prior to the attack

and that the objectives should be reached shortly be-

fore dawn to allow a coordinated renewal of the

attack from the new line of departure a little after

daylight.

e. Reconnaissance. Regulations insist on the

importance of a thorough knowledge of the terrain

on the part of all commanders involved in night
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attacks. Japanese commentators stress the need of

detailed information as to the location of enemy
strong points, machine guns, obstacles, searchlights,

etc. In observed peacetime practice, however, the

time allotted for reconnaissance was usually quite

short. Concrete examples noted were:

(1) A regimental commander, hard pressed in

a meeting engagement, decided at 1530 on a night

attack at dusk, less than 4 hours later.

(2) In two separate map situations, two brigade
commanders decided at 1600 and 1700, respectively,

while in the course of attacking a prepared position,

to make a night attack shortly after dusk of the same
day. These decisions are believed to have been made
at such time and under such conditions as would
preclude much real reconnaissance.

f. Objectives. (1) “The objectives of a night
attack are limited and are shallow in comparison to

those of daylight attacks.” (Japanese Combat Regu-
lations.) Each subordinate unit receives terrain

objectives as clearly defined as possible. Villages
are avoided, since they are difficult to attack at night.

(2) Objectives assigned are often ambitious. The
boundaries of tactical localities assigned frequently
are not clearly defined features which guarantee
against errors in the dark. The final objective is

usually the rear edge of a position about 1,100 yards

deep. Apparently about half of this is believed

enough for the first bound. It will be seen in the

discussion of attack dispositions that this depth of

objective requires a night passage of lines on the

first objective. Advance infiltration units usually

precede the main attack to neutralize the enemy.

g. Conduct of attack. (1) Infantry, (a)

The infantry of a night attack usually is disposed

in two assault echelons and a reserve. If the objec-

tive is shallow, one assault echelon may suffice. In

the normal situation, however, a first wave rushes

forward and seizes the line which constitutes the

first objective; the second wave passes through the

first and moves on to the second objective. This
second wave also has the missions of repulsing count-

erattacks and destroying enemy searchlights. The
relative strengths of the first and second waves de-

pend on the relative strengths of the first and second
positions. In general, a force of from one or two pla-

toons, commanded by an officer, is given the mission

of attacking and occupying a definite enemy strong-

point. A battalion generally attacks in a 450 to 550
yard sector, with 2 rifle companies in the first wave,
2 companies less a platoon in the second wave, and
a platoon in battalion reserve. The battalion is ex-

pected to reach and occupy 2 objectives, the more
distant being some 1,100 yards from the jump-olf
line. Where the rear objective is more distant than
this, or the going is more difficult, 2 battalions may
attack in column, the rear battalion being respon-
sible for the taking of the second objective. The
following is a schematic representation of a typical

attack formation.

—450 yards-

800
to

1100 =
yards

-ny.r.^~~r

.

Second objective

• r>c
J
J
3

'» To be occupied by
companies 3 and 4

passing through
companies 1 and 2.

Most of the machine-
gun company is

disposed here after

taking of objective.

First objective

To be occupied by
companies 1 and 2.

J275
yards [><]2

[>34
(-1 plat) 1><I MG

1^3

1

[>33

•"Bn res.

Figure 85. Battalion in night attack.

( b ) In the foregoing dispositions, companies 1

and 2 are in a line of platoons, each platoon being

in a line of squad columns; companies 3 and 4 are

about 100 yards behind the leading companies in a

line of platoons, each platoon in a column of squads.

Exact intervals between platoons are not known, but

the frontage of a company is relatively narrow, about

100 to 175 yards. The battalion reserve follows the

preceding corppany at about 50 yards. While the

Japanese recognize that this dense formation is

highly vulnerable to fire, they consider it justified by
ease of control and effectiveness of shock action.

(c) The infantry assault is with the bayonet with-

out firing. Battalion guns may be used against

searchlights and obstacles, and machine guns will

participate in protective fires.

(2) Wire-cutting, gas, and smoke. Engineers are

attached to the assault battalions for cutting lanes

through the enemy wire. This cutting starts secretly

after dark, about l

1

/^ to 3 hours before the attack.

About 3 lanes per battalion apparently are consid-

ered sufficient. If gassed areas are to be encountered
decontaminating detachments precede the assault;

chemical detachments for laying smoke screens also

may be pushed forward if the enemy searchlights
are troublesome.

(3) Artillery, (a) Night attacks are classified as

“kishu’ and “kyoshu.” The first is translated as

“attack by surprise” and the second “attack by
force.” Attack by surprise ( kishu ) is characterized
by an infantry rush with bayonet, but without a
preparation or accompanying fires by the artillery

or infantry weapons. Attack by force (kyoshu) im-
plies coordinated accompanying fires and possibly
a preparation. The attack of the first objective is

an attack by surprise (kishu), unless the enemy is

thought to be expecting a night attack; the attack of
the second objective is an attack by force (kyoshu).

(b) A battalion of artillery normally supports an
infantry regiment. 1 he artillery commander, after
conference with the commanding officer of the in-

fantry, prepares fires to be available on call during
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the attack. The usual method of call is by rocket.

In preparing fires, special consideration is given to

possible enemy counterattacks. The artillery may
be required to cut wire, but this is costly in am-
munition.

(4) Maintenance oj direction. Maintenance of

direction at night, being difficult, requires special

measures. Devices used are

—

(a) Compass bearing.

( b ) Road markers, such as white stakes, strips of

paper, lines of chalk or flour, and ropes.

(c) Flares.

(
d ) Searchlights.

(e) Shells fired for direction of artillery.

(/) Rear lights giving direction by alignment.

(g) Company commanders wearing two crossed

strips of white cloth on their backs; lieutenants, a

single strip.

(5) Comments. (1) An enemy facing the Japa-

nese Army may expect to receive frequent attacks

at night, at least until this form of combat proves

definitely unprofitable. Factors favoring the suc-

cess of such attacks are:

(a) Detailed training in night marches, maneu-

vers, and attack.

( b ) Special emphasis placed on use of the bay-

onet and hand-to-hand fighting.

(c) Emphasis placed on the element of surprise

in the execution of night attacks.

(d) Constant use of infiltration, outflanking

movements, and attacks from the rear in country

where cover is dense.

(21 It is believed that the following defects will

militate against the success of the Japanese night

attacks in the face of an alert enemy:

(a) An overreadiness to attack at night in the

hope of retrieving a check received in daylight fight-

ing.

(b) Insufficiency of time allowed for reconnais-

sance, planning, and distribution of orders.

(c) Over-ambitious objectives.

(d ) Mass attack formations highly vulnerable to

enemy fire.

(e) Reserve units following on the heels of as-

sault waves where they would soon be lost to control

of the commander.

(/) Inadequacy of artillery support to neutralize

enemy automatic weapons and to cover the operation

with protective fires.

(g ) An attempt to execute a night passage of lines

in the course of an attack.

(3) Against an enemy who has not been de-

termined to hold at all cost, the night attack has had
and may be expected to have many successful ap-

plications. However, against a vigilant enemy,
strong in automatic weapons, it has proved costly to

the Japanese.

Section III. DEFENSIVE

1. GENERAL, a. Japanese attitude. The de-

fensive form of combat generally has been distaste-

ful to the Japanese, and they have been very re-

luctant to admit that the Imperial Army would ever

be forced to engage in this form of combat. So pro-

nounced has been their dislike for the defensive that

tactical problems illustrating this type of combat are

extremely rare.

b. Object. The object of the defensive is to in-

flict on the superior hostile forces such losses by fire

power, disposed appropriately on the terrain and

behind man-made defensive works, that the initial

disparity of forces becomes equalized to the point of

authorizing a passage eventually to the offensive.

C. Doctrine. The old Combat Regulations (Sen-

to Koyo)
,
superseded in November, 1938, based dis-

cussion of the defensive on the active defense. The
newer regulation (Sakusen Yomurei) takes the pas-

sive defense, assumed in the presence of overwhelm-
ingly superior forces, as the typical case, of which
the active defense is a variant calling for special dis-

cussion. This latter viewpoint is definitely con-

trary to former practice where a return to the of-

fensive is always present in the plans for the defense,

even though the initial dispositions are not those of

an active defense in the true tactical sense of the

word. This indicates a change in official emphasis,
but probably means no real change in the practice
of the defense, since in actual combat and in illus-

trative problems there is always present the char-
acteristics of active defense.

2. DEFENSE OF A POSITION, a. Selec-
tion of the position. The qualities sought for
the main battle position (observation, protected
flanks, fields of fire, covered lines of communica-
tions, obstacles, etc.) are those standard in all

schools of military doctrine. In accordance wflth the

current trend, the Japanese emphasize the impor-
tance of antitank obstacles across the front and flanks

of their position. In the presence of an enemy who
may use gas, the main line of resistance will avoid
depressions where it is likely to accumulate. The
importance of cover and concealment is fully recog-
nized. Reconnaissance for the position is made by
the division commander, assisted by his artillery

and engineer commanders as well as other appro-
priate staff officers.

b. Occupation of the position. (1) When
the general outline oi the position has been deter-

mined, the division commander directs the subordi-
nate elements o^ his command to their respective

defense areas where they deploy directly upon the

position which they are to occupy. The division

commander directs his cavalry (often reinforced by
some infantry) to cover the deployment and organi-
zation of the position. This force takes position far

enough in advance of the area to be organized to keep
hostile artillery fire off the main line of resistance.

The division commander’s reconnaissance must
include

:

(a) Determination of the probable direction of
hostile attack.
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( b ) The probable direction of a division counter-

attack or counteroffensive.

(c) Antitank measures.

(

d

) The assignment of troops within the defensive

area.

(e) The use of artillery including antiaircraft.

(/) The composition and location of the division

reserve.

(g) The use of tanks.

(h) Communications and liaison.

(i) Supply.

The completeness of the reconnaissance is depend-

ent on the time available. He then issues his defense

order.

c. Organization of the position. (1) The de-

fense is based on a main position (shujinchitai)

which is held to the last extremity. The division

commander normally divides the defensive position

into right and left sectors (chiku) the defense of

which he assigns to his two senior infantry com-
manders. In cases where the front is unusually

broad, or a counter-offensive is planned, he may add
a center sector. The Infantry is disposed along the

main line of resistance by units of battalions, with
frontages determined by the terrain and mission.

When a broad defense is adopted, battalion centers

of resistance are organized for an all-round, inde-

pendent defense, in which the lateral intervals can
only be partially covered by fire. In this form of

defense, reserve units, kept as large as possible, are

held mobile to attack hostile elements which filter

through. Battalion frontages in the broad defense

along the main line of resistance may approach 3,000

yards, while the normal defense frontages average

from 800 to 2,000 yards.

(2)

Support and local reserve units are deployed

behind the front line infantry to give the position

a depth of 700 to 1,500 yards. Throughout this

zone automatic and antitank weapons are echeloned

in depth. Usually heavy machine guns are found
deployed along the support position, from which they

attempt to cover the front with interlocking fires

(criss-cross fires)

.

3. THE OUTPOST POSITION, a. The out-

post position (Keikai Jinchi) is indicated by
the division defense order and is garrisoned by
troops dispatched by the sector commanders. The
order may specify the strength of the garrison, its

mission, and manner of withdrawal. Troops on the

outpost line of resistance normally pass to division

reserve when relieved. The outpost line of resist-

ance is generally from 1,500 to 3,000 yards in front

of the main line of resistance, so as to be within sup-

porting range of light artillery. Combat Regulations
tend to recommend the shorter distance so as to ob-

tain the fire support of machine guns from the main
line of resistance. However, in observed practice,

the Japanese seem to attach little importance to the

uncertain support of long-range machine gun fire.

b. The normal missions of the outpost line of

resistance are (1) to obtain enemy information by

observation and patrolling, (2) to cover the main
line of resistance and prevent its surprise, (3) to

delay the hostile attack on the main line of resistance,

and (4) to act as an advance defensive position

(Zenshin Jinchi). Missions (1) and (2) are the

minimum case, rvhere the outpost line of resistance

is not much more than a line for observation and
reconnaissance with little defense strength. Missions

(3)

and (4) ,
frequently present in observed practice,

imply a considerable increase in defensive means
approaching that of a true advanced defensive posi-

tion.

C. The troops assigned to garrison the outpost

line of resistance, while variable in strength with the

mission assigned, are kept to a minimum. For the

front of a division. 1 to 2 battalions of infantry were

normal in the problems consulted. Comments on

these problems indicate that about 2,000 yards for

the infantry company is considered the absolute

maximum extension consonant with the retention of

any sort of control by the unit commander. With

the usual w'eak allotment of troops, it is impossible to

hold the line continuously. Instead, important

points are occupied in some strength, while the in-

tervals are covered by observation and fire as far

as possible. The Japanese do not expect to he able

to organize a continuous system of infantry and ar-

tillery fires in front of the outpost line of resistance.

With the help of attached engineers, the infantry

strengthens the outpost position by defensive works
to the extent permitted in the time available. In

the case of the defense on a very wide front the out-

post line of resistance is reduced to a line of ob-

servers, or may even he dispensed with entirely.

4. ADVANCED DEFENSIVE POSITION.
a. The division commander at times may order the

occupation and organization of an advanced defen-

sive position (Zenshin Jinchi) in the zone between

the outpost line of resistance and the main battle

position. The purpose of such a position is to pre-

vent as long as possible the occupation of critical

points of terrain by hostile forces near the main de-

fensive zone, to delay the enemy preparations for

the attack, and to induce the enemy to launch his

attack in a false direction which will expose his

flank. The organization of a formal advance defen-
sive position is not standard Japanese practice, al-

though the assignment of such a mission to the out-

post position is not uncommon. Typical cases where
the advanced positions have been organized are:

(1) where in order to obtain observation the out-

post line of resistance has been pushed well forward,
leaving an important ridge in the foreground of the

main battle position ungarrisoned: and (2) where
an oblique position is organized between the outpost
position and the main battle position, with one flank

resting on the outpost line of resistance while the
other rests on the main line of resistance, thus in-

ducing the enemy to expose a flank.

b. The garrison of the advance position may
come from the troops assigned to the outpost posi-
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tion or from those of the main battle position, rein-

forced by machine guns and antitank weapons. Ar-

tillery elements may be assigned support missions.

The delicacy of withdrawing this force is fully ap-

preciated by the Japanese, and the division com-
mander is cautioned to issue clear and simple mis-

sions to this force and to specify the time and man-
ner of withdrawal.

C. In cases where the division commander elects

not to organize an advance position, the zone between
the outpost position and the main battle position is

covered by observers sent forward by the front line

infantry battalions. These troops patrol the fore-

ground, cooperate with those of the outpost line of

resistance, and execute local reconnaissance.

5. RESERVES, a. Reserves are held out by all

units from the company upward for the purpose of

executing counterattacks. The division reserve gen-

erally varies in size from 1 to 3 battalions. Its po-

sition is initially from 5,500 to 6,500 yards in rear

of the main line of resistance, in a sheltered position

conveniently situated with respect to the probable

counterattack of the division. Tanks often will be

attached to this force.

Motor transportation generally is not attached to

the reserve because of the paucity of organic motor
transport in the division.

b. When the division commander has planned

an active defense, the general reserve as a rule will

not exceed a third of the infantry strength, since

front line units themselves are expected to return to

the offensive at the earliest opportunity.

6. ARTILLERY. The artillery is disposed in

depth behind the main line of resistance so as to be

able to mass its fire in support of the main posi-

tion in the area of the hostile probable main effort.

One or two artillery companies may be initially in

forward positions to support the outpost positions or

an advanced defensive position. Artillery positions

generally are echeloned through a zone about 2.500

yards in depth, extending to the rear from a line

about 1,700 to 2,200 yards behind the main line of

resistance. Ground observation is not considered ef-

fective under normal conditions for ranges over

5,500 yards.

7. COMMAND POSTS, a. General. Command
posts generally are established in well sheltered posi-

tions in rear of the main line of resistance; that of

the division is usually located at a distance of about

5,500 yards, that of the infantry group at about 2.700

yards, and that of the infantry regiment at about

1,300 yards in rear of the main line of resistance.

b. Organization of the ground. (1) In the

early phases of the reconnaissance of the position,

the division commander gives initial instructions to

his engineer regarding the supplying of entrench-

ing tools, material, and equipment. The defense

order indicates the priority of work, a typical one
being the following:

(a) Principal points on the main line of resist-

ance.

(
b

)
Fields of fire and observation posts of the

main line of resistance.

(c) Obstacles in front of the main line of resist-

ance.

( d )
Communications, trenches, and personnel

shelters.

(2) In tactical problems it is seldom assumed

that there is time available for elaborate field works.

The division usually has from about 3 hours to a half

day to complete its organization of the ground.

Three hours is considered the minimum required to

organize a rudimentary system of trenches and ob-

stacles along the main line of resistance. The time-

work unit in engineering calculations is the 12-man

squad which is considered capable of digging about

25 yards of standing fire trench in a little over 3

hours. In situations in which the use of gas by the

enemy is expected, the division commander will or-

der the distribution of protective materials at suit-

able points throughout the area. Stress is laid on
camouflage and the construction of dummy field

works, the completeness of which is dependent upon
the time available. A typical plan followed by the

Japanese in the construction of the field wmrks of a

company position on the main line of resistance is

illustrated in figures 86, 87, and 88.

c. Conduct of the defense, (a) Advanced
elements. As the enemy approaches the position, he
will encounter first the advanced elements of the de-

fense ( the outpost line of resistance or advanced de-

fensive position ) . These forward elements conduct
themselves in accordance with their mission which
normally directs their withdrawal into division re-

serve before becoming seriously engaged. Artillery

companies in forward positions delay the hostile ad-

vance, cover the withdrawal of the infantry, and
then fall back to prepared positions in the artillery

zone where they revert to the control of their or-

ganic commander. The cavalry which has with-
drawn to the flank, while maintaining contact with
the advance positions, will carry out its normal mis-
sions.

. ( b ) Defense of the main line of resistance. As the
hostile infantry forms up for the attack on the main
line of resistance, the defensive artillery brings dowm
its counter preparation fires. Tanks may be sent
forward, covered by artillery, to upset the prepara-
tions of the enemy. As the hostile attack enters the
zone of infantry fires, the sector commanders con-
duct the defense of their sectors, first by fire, then
by the bayonet in front of their entrenchments.
Commanders of all units counterattack unhesitat-
ingly as the integrity of their positions becomes
threatened by the hostile attack. The artillery as-
sists the close-in defense by standing barrages and
concentrations brought down within the defensive
position.

fcl I he counterattack or counteroffensive. The
division commander is constantlv on the alert to
determine the proper time for the division counter-
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attack or counteroffensive. The favorable moment
will generally he at the time the hostile attack has

been stalled; when the enemy has blundered into an

unfavorable position; when a favorable opportunity

has been created by a successful local counterattack;

and when the enemy pauses to reorganize or consoli-

date his position. The plan for a return to the of-

fensive will be made tentatively well in advance of

the occurrence of the opportunity. The direction of

the counterattack generally will be aimed at an en-

velopment; however, at times, the situation may
compel a purely frontal attack. The mass of artil-

lery, and tanks if present, will support the counter-

attack or counteroffensive. The division command-
er may directly control the counteroffensive, or he

may delegate control to a sector commander,

8. COMMENTS, a. Aggressive character.
Since the defensive in Japanese regulations and
military writings is branded as a negative form of

combat. un-Japanese in essence and spirit, it has been
very difficult to write a tactical problem for which
officers were willing to advocate a defensive solu-

tion. In problems studied, the basic decision to de-

fend already had been made by the division com-
mander, a school device to control the offensive elan

of the student officers. Even when thus forced on

Note. After approximately 6 hours of work the individual firing trenches within a squad position will be connected,
forming a single line.

I'igure 87. The company position after approximately a week of construction time (56 hours).

Note. Squad positions will be enlarged standing trenches. The communication trenches will be deep enough for crawl-
ing, and the shelters will he of light construction, accommodating 6 men. Only the machine gun shelters will be built to
resist 150-ntm howitzer fire. The wire entanglements beyond the front-lines will be 8 meters in depth.
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the defensive, Japanese officers have the return to

the offensive always uppermost in their minds and

are quick to launch counterattacks, large and small,

coordinated and uncoordinated, on the slightest

provocation. On the maneuver ground, troops are al-

ways ready to abandon their prearranged system of

infantry fires to meet the attacker with the bayonet

in front of their trenches. The defects of a defense so

conducted are glaring to the occidental student of

tactics, but its positive and aggressive character has

virtues which will, on occasions, upset a careless or

overconfident attacker.

b. Other characteristics. In spite of the usual

instructions issued relative to the need of echelon-

men t in depth of the defense, there is an apparent

tendency to concentrate a disproportionate strength

in the front lines. This is especially true of the

special weapons (machine guns, battalion guns,

etc.) . The appearance of the “broad defense” in

Combat Regulations appears to be a recognition of

the increased strength of frontal resistance of mod-

ern infantry, as well as an official corrective to the

often remarked Japanese tendency to a shoulder-to-

shoulder disposition of units both on the attack and

defense.

Section IV. RETROGRADE MOVEMENTS

1. THE WITHDRAWAL, a. General. There

is little military literature obtainable to elaborate

on the bare substance of the provisions of the Japa-

nese Regulations governing the withdrawal. In gen-

eral, the method of withdrawal appears to be stand-

ard. It is notable, however, the usual strong insist-

ence on the dangers of a daylight withdrawal is not

in regulations. No information has been obtained

as to when the Japanese commander considers a

withdrayval required or justified since, in the cases

studied, the rvithdrayval rvas executed on army order

and yvas not considered as imposed by the enemy.
h. Preparations for the withdrawal. The

division commander, in anticipation of a yvithdrarval,

first attempts to clear his rear area of supply troops
and installations, improves the roads which he ex-

pects to use, and orders preparations for demoli-
tions to delay the enemy folloyv-up. All prepara-
tions are made with the utmost secrecy while pre-

serving a bold front.

c. Daylight conduct of the withdrawal.
(1) Local covering forces. The breaking of con-

tact of the front line infantry is done under the

protection of local covering forces, disposed from
1,500 to 2,000 yards behind the firing line. These
troops are obtained from battalion, regiment, or

other reserves not committed to the front line fight-

ing. The position occupied is, yvhen possible, to the

flank of the line of retreat on commanding ground
permitting overhead fire in support of the retiring

troops. The local covering forces give support by
fire and, on occasion, may execute local counter-
attacks to aid in disengaging the front line infantry.

About the equivalent of one regimental sector in

open yvarfare appears to be an average strength for

the local covering forces in the problems consulted.

(2) General covering force (Shuyo Jinchitai).

In addition to these local detachments, the division

commander organizes a general covering force be-

hind which he reforms the major elements of his

command. The division reserve is usually the prin-

cipal component of this covering force which, in

principle, is made up of the freshest troops at the

disposal of the commander. The bulk of the division

artillery yvithdraws and deploys behind this covering

position to protect the rvithdrayval. The Japanese
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try to place the covering position at an oblique angle

to the axis of retreat and from 3,000 to 5,000 yards

in rear of the front line. The division command post

is set up behind the covering position for the pur-

pose of controlling the withdrawal and organizing

the subsequent retirement for which the troops on
the covering position eventually become the rear

guard.

(3) Execution oj withdrawal. Protected by the

covering forces, the front line infantry withdraws
straight to the rear assisted by support units in the

second echelon. The Japanese feel that it is desir-

able for all front line units to pull back simultane-

ously, but often some must hold on longer than

others. The division artillery, the bulk of which
already has retired to the general covering position,

supports the withdrawal. In some sectors, a sud-

den local counterattack may be warranted in order

to create a favorable situation for the withdrawal.

Retreating units reform progressively, arriving by
many small columns in the general assembly area

behind the general covering position. Here, division

march columns are formed and directed toward the

final terrain objective of the withdrawal. The engi-

neers execute demolitions to retard the enemy, while
columns move off covered by a rear guard. The cav-
alry and aviation reconnoiter for turning movements
around the flanks by pursuit detachments. The
aviation may be called upon to attack ground troops
which are endangering the success of the withdrawal.

d. Night conduct of withdrawal. (1) Gen-
eral. The night withdrawal differs from that in day-
light in the following important respects:

a. The local covering mission is performed by a

“shell” of small detachments left in position on the

front line throughout most of the hours of dark-

ness.

b. Retiring units reassemble and form march
columns nearer the front line than is the case in day-
light.

c. A general covering position is ordinarily not
organized. Detailed preparation in daylight is

necessary prior to a night withdrawal. This includes
a designation and marking of roads to be used by
retiring units, as well as the usual clearing of the
rear area. Secrecy is essential throughout to conceal
the intention to withdraw.

(2) “Shell.” The breaking of contact by the
front line infantry is done under the cover of a thin

line of infantry detachments, strong in machine guns
and supported by a small amount of artillery. This
“shell” simulates the usual sector activity throughout
the night to deceive the enemy and, if attacked, sac-

rifices itself in place to protect the retirement. Its

time of withdrawal, usually about daylight, is set by
the division commander. The mission of the “shell”

may be facilitated by local attacks executed early in

the night by front line detachments prior to their

withdrawal. Normally no general covering force is

needed to supplement the “shell.” An exception is

the case where the “shell", left in place until dawn,
requires protection to get away without undue losses.
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In such a case, a small general covering force, strong

in cavalry and mobile troops, may be organized for

the benefit of the “shell.”

(3) Execution of withdrawal. The behavior of

the front line units is essentially the same as in day-
light. They reform progressively as they retire, as-

sembly areas being somewhat nearer the front line

than in daylight. One or two companies of artillery

remain until nearly dawn to support the “shell” and
carry out normal activity:

e. Comment. Japanese procedure in the with-

drawal is generally orthodox. The absence of the

customary injunctions against the daylight with-

drawal is symptomatic of the Japanese under-esti-

mation of the effects of modern fire power and aerial

attack. However, it is unwarranted to assume that,

in practice, they will not try to avoid daylight with-

drawals when the situation permits.

2. THE DELAYING ACTION. (JIKYU-
SEN). a. General characteristics. (11 The Japanese
do not recognize the delaying action as a separate

and distinct form of military operation but include

it in the broader term, “jikyusen” (holding-out-com-

bat) . The expression is used to cover, in addition

to pure delay, a number of types of operations char-

acterized by a desire to avoid a fight to a finish, but

in which the idea of delay is somewhat remote.

Thus, in addition to the typical delay situations, such

as the action of rear guards and covering forces, the

Japanese treat under “jikyusen” demonstrations,

reconnaissances in force, and night attacks designed

to cover a withdrawal. In the subsequent discussion,

an effort is made to disregard the elements not bear-

ing directly on delay which the Japanese inject into

the treatment of “jikyusen.”

(2) The usual purpose of delaying action is to

gain time to contain or to divert a superior enemy
while avoiding decisive combat. “Although these

ends are frequently achieved by defensive action,

there are occasions when the mission can be ac-

complished only by offensive action.” The proced-

ing sentence is a literal translation from the Sakusen
Yomurei. Elsewhere, the same regulation urges that

even when defensive measures are initially better

adapted to the situation, the commander must al-

ways be ready to take advantage of an opportunity
for offensive action. However, when offensive action
is indicated, in order to avoid becoming deeply en-

gaged, the division commander designates limited ob-
jectives and rigidly controls the number of troops
committed to action. In comparison to the meeting
engagement, fronts of deployment are wide in such
an offensive action.

(3) Mobile troops, well equipped with automatic
weapons and artillery, are best adapted to delaying
actions. The infantry fire fight generally takes place

at long ranges as the engagement is broken off when
the enemy draws near. Frontages are wide, and the

breadth is obtained b\ increasing the intervals be-

tween occupied key positions. Reserves are kept

large to cover withdrawals, to give continuity to
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the resistance of the delaying force, and to provide

troops for such limited offensive actions as the com-

mander may undertake.

b. Choice of a delaying position. While the

situation may force the commander to seek the re-

quired delay on a single position, such a disposition

creates a danger of becoming involved in a fight to

the finish or in a costly withdrawal at close range

from the enemy. It is thus preferable to delay on

successive positions separated by about two to three

miles. A delaying position is chosen for its observa-

tion. distant fields of fire, and covered routes of

withdrawal.

c. Conduct of the delaying action. (1)

When the decision has been reached to delay an ad-

vancing enemy, the division commander sends out

his cavalry to establish and maintain contact and
initiate the delaying action within limits of its com-
bat capacity. He then selects the position or positions

upon which he expects to gain the required time for

the accomplishment of his mission. He often will

send forward an infantry detachment of from 2

companies to a battalion to occupy an advanced po-

sition ahead of the first delaying position. Such an

advanced position is located within range of ar-

tillery support from the delaying position in ac-

cordance with the principles for choosing an out-

post line of resistance. These forward troops assist

the cavalry, as the latter falls back to the flanks of

the delaying position, and impose some loss of time

on the advancing enemy.

(2) The enemy is taken under fire by the divi-

sion artillery at extreme ranges. Artillery positions

are close behind the infantry, and are grouped to-

gether for ease in fire direction in the belief that

there is little to fear initially from the hostile coun-

terbattery. Eventually, the infantry machine guns

join in the fire fight as the enemy comes within range.

(3) The division commander makes every effort

to hold out a large reserve. In cases noted, this

amounted to from a third to a half of his infantry

and a battalion of artillery. The main purpose of

this large reserve is not to counterattack (although

some of it on occasion may engage in local offensive

action ) hut to reconnoiter, prepare, and occupy the

next delaying position from which it covers the with-

drawal of the troops of the first position. The Jap-

anese thus contemplate, in effect, delay on successive

positions occupied simultaneously, although this

form of action is implied rather than clearly defined.

(4) The engineers of the division find their prin-

cipal missions in road maintenance, route marking,

and the preparation and execution of demolitions.

The last are carefully planned to cover the flanks and

routes of direct approach to the delaying positions.

(5) As in other forms of combat, the Japanese

count heavily on measures of deception to assist in

accomplishing the delaying mission. Devices used

to create this deception are: dummy engineer works;

demonstrations; economy of force in wooded and

covered areas while strength is displayed in open

terrain; roving artillery; proclamations; propa-

ganda. All these measures aim to create an im-

pression of strength which will cause the enemy to

adopt a cautious attitude toward the delaying force.

In spite of the fact that such measures impose fatigue

on the troops and. in extreme cases may lead to a

serious dispersion of effort, the Japanese feel that

their use is justified.

d. Withdrawal. The troops on the delaying po-

sition retire on order of the division commander
while the enemy is still at a distance, unless the mis-

sion specifically required a long delay on a single po-

sition. When the hostile infantry gets within 1,000

yards of the position it is considered time to go, and

the troops on the next delaying position cover the

withdrawal. Detachments left in the zone between

the positions effect intermediate delay. When it has

not been possible to prepare and man a second posi-

tion, the division commander tries to put off his with-

drawal until nightfall.

e. Comments. (1) As a defensive form of com-
bat the delaying action does not appeal to the Jap-

anese soldier who thinks first and last of fixing bay-
onets and moving forward. Influenced by the

strength and weakness of this psychology, the Jap-
anese commander often will choose offensive ac-

tion when the defensive is better suited to the im-
mediate situation. It has been noted that a little

fresh encouragement has been given in the nerv Com-
bat Regulations to the use of offensive action to

obtain delay, an encouragement of which Japanese
commanders can be expected to take full advantage
in order to seek delay through attack. It is felt

that this over-aggressiveness may ill serve the usual
purposes of delay.

( 2 1 The inj unction to hold out a large reserve

does not agree with the usual teachings on delay. A
reserve suggests the intention to counterattack,

whereas a delaying position usually is abandoned be-

fore the enemy has come within counterattacking
range. In the practice of map problems, this large
reserve was always used to occupy a rear delaying
position, so that the operation became, in effect, a

delay on successive positions simultaneously occu-
pied. I hus. the requirement of holding out a large

reserve, in spite of its apparent contradiction, be-

comes reconciled with tactical orthodoxy.
(3) The Japanese dislike for using their light ar-

tillery at long ranges tends to keep successive delay-

ing positions relatively close together (3,000-4,000
yards I . It is generally considered that 5,500 yards

is the extreme limit of effective terrestrial observa-

tion, and it is rare to assign missions beyond that

range. Japanese artillery has had little experience

in fire with air observation.

(41 It is reasonable to suppose that the Japanese
have learned the latest methods of withdrawal as

employed by modern armies which place great em-
phasis on the use of tanks, mobile artillery, motor-

ized infantry, mines, tank traps, aircraft, and a new
concept of distance.
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Section Y. EMPLOYMENT OF TANKS
AND MECHANIZED UNITS

1. GENERAL, a. Background. As a result of

experiences in the Manchurian Incident, the war in

China, and the clash with the Russians at Changku-
feng, the Japanese Army has acquired a lively ap-

preciation of the value of mechanization. Much
thought was given to the proper use of this new
weapon in the light of the experiences of the Jap-

anese and German Armies. A distinguishing fea-

ture was the early modification, extension, and de-

tailed expatiation on the paragraphs devoted to the

use of tanks and mechanized units in combat regu-

lations. However, the new changes in regulations,

while giving additional space to mechanization,
treat the subject with broad generalities which leave

considerable doubt as to whether the Japanese have
worked out many of the practical details of such
highly involved questions as infantry-tank-artillery

liaison, control by higher commanders, and logistics

of mechanized forces.

b. Estimated strength. ( 1 ) At the outbreak of

the present war, the known mechanized strength of
the Japanese Army consisted of at least 4 tank regi-

ments. While the wartime expansion of tank units

is not definitely known, it is believed that there are

now additional tank regiments. The reliance on co-

operation with the infantry may explain the large

number of “Independent” armored units, which can
be attached to other formations as and when re-

quired. The lack, or failure, to identify artillery, in-

fantry, etc., with the Tank Group also may be ex-

plained by this policy, and this formation may, in

fact, be more of the Army Tank Brigade type than of

the armored division. This view again is borne out

to some extent by Japanese teaching, and it is thought

that the Tank Group may be employed in con-

junction with infantry formations, working in close

cooperation with infantry divisions, rather than ful-

filling the role of an armored division, which would
be to destroy enemy armored formations. It is be-

lieved, however, that there are at least 2 armored
divisions in Manchuria at the present time.

(2) Weight for weight, the speeds of Japanese
tanks do not compare unfavorably with those of
other Armies, but it is considered that these speeds
drop rather more appreciably across country than
do those of Allied tanks. The Japanese tanks are
bulkier for their weight since their armor basis is

smaller. This can be accounted for by the fact that
the Japanese regard their tanks as infantry support
weapons, and therefore they rely on the infantry to

neutralize the enemy anti-tank weapons.
C. Tactics. Our very limited experience with

Japanese tank tactics in Burma and the South West
Pacific Area leads to the conclusion that the Japa-
nese regard the tank primarily as a close support
weapon for the infantry. Only on one occasion did
a small tank versus tank action develop; even then
the Japanese tanks are believed to have been sur-

prised during a reconnaissance, and not to have been

seeking the armored battle in which they were so

badly out-fought. There is little doubt, however,
that the Japanese have carefully studied the tactical

trends of tank warfare in Europe, and, while indus-

trial limitations make the general employment by
the Japanese of large tank organizations unlikely,

should they fight in suitable terrain, they reason-

ably may be expected to employ armor at least as a

spearhead to infantry enveloping attacks. Should
the nature of the ground permit, the Japanese have,
in the tank, an ideal weapon for exploiting their

favorite maneuver of a wide and rapid encircling

movement which cuts the enemy’s lines of communi-
cation and generally disorganizes his rear areas.

With the Battle of France before them, it is unlikely

that they would neglect the advantages gained by the

use of armor in this, their favorite offensive ma-
neuver.

2. TRAINING. Japanese tank troops are highly

trained in night fighting, and in fighting under ex-

tremes of weather. They are obsessed with the value

of the attack, and crew3 will not hesitate to leave their

tanks to fight on foot when pressed or in coming up
against manned obstacles. Japanese tank training

stresses the need for: 11) rapid decisions; 12) rapid

mobility; 13) rapid concentration of fire; 14) con-

cealment of intentions; and (5) supply and repair.

Frequent practice is given in maneuvers over varied
ground; in developing close cooperation within the

tank between driver and gunner; and in bringing ac-

curate fire to bear in the shortest possible time. In
combat training successive stages are the advance,
deployment, attack, mopping-up, and pursuit.

3. TANKS WITH THE DIVISION, a. Of-
fensive. (1) The tanks with a division are nor-

mally used as accompanying tanks attached to the in-

fantry units making the principal attack. Prior to the

attack such tanks are brought up secretly to assembly
positions about 3 miles behind the line of departure.
Here final reconnaissance and attack preparations
are completed. Tank commanders confer with the
infantry regimental and battalion commanders to

whom they are to be attached as well as with the
artillery which is to support the attack. Topics for
conference and decision are: tank objectives and the
hour of attack; tank jump-off positions, routes to

the jump-off position and the subsequent zone of ad-

vance; type of artillery support desired and its co-

ordination with the advance of the tanks; plan for

meeting a counterattack by hostile tanks; signal com-
munications between infantry, tanks, and artillery.

On the night preceding the attack, the tanks move to

jump-off positions under cover of the noise of artil-

lery firing and low-flying airplanes. Attack forma-
tions aim at obtaining the effect of mass by dispos-

ing the tanks in several waves across the front of the

infantry unit to which they are attached. The tanks

move forward, followed closely by the infantry and
supported by the artillery which neutralizes enemy
antitank weapons by fire and smoke. Tank objec-
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tives are: obstacles blocking the advance of the in-

fantry; the enemy automatic weapons left unneu-

tralized by the artillery; and eventually, the hostile

artillery and command system. The infantry must

stick close to the tanks; if the latter get too far

ahead, they may have to turn around and rejoin the

infantry.

(2) The foregoing discussion applies particularly

to the attack of a position where the need for tanks

is especially acute. In the meeting engagement,

the tactics of the tanks are in general the same,

except that preparations and liaison arrangements

are not so detailed, and the attack moves more
rapidly. Also, in a favorable situation, the divi-

sion commander, prior to the main attack, may send

out all or part of his tanks ahead of the advance

guard to upset the hostile deployment and derange

the command system of the opposing force. In such

a case, the tanks are given a rendezvous point where

they assemble and return to the main body in time

for use with the principal attack.

(3) The peculiar local conditions of the war in

North and Central China caused certain additional

uses to be made of accompanying tanks. In the case

of the attack of a walled town, the tanks moved out

ahead of the infantry and cleaned up the outer de-

fenses of the town gates. Then, while the infantry

closed in to assaulting range, the tanks stood by

close to the wall and neutralized the defenders of

the rampart by the fire of their machine guns. After

the infantry' entered the town, the tanks again led

the way' and assisted in mopping up hostile elements

that continued to resist. Such use of tanks is pos-

sible only' against an enemy weak in antitank

weapons.

(4) Leading tanks. It is doubtful whether the Jap-

anese have had actual experience in the use of lead-

ing tanks, although the new Combat Regulations

contemplate their use in cases where tanks are avail-

able in plentiful numbers. The Japanese first satisfy'

the requirements for accompanying tanks; those

in excess of this requirement are organized into a

leading tank detachment under division control.

Several minutes ahead of the main attack, they rush

deep into the zone of the hostile artillery and com-

mand system. They are given a zone of action, a

rallying point, and a mission type of order that in-

cludes the subsequent course of action. Artillery

support is planned carefully to cover the tanks

through the forward area of hostile antitank

weapons. Long range artillery coordinates its fire

with the movement of the tanks so as not to inter-

fere with their progress.

(5) Miscellaneous uses of tanks. The following

miscellaneous use of tanks have been noted:

(a) Tanks were used to break through the de-

fenses at the mouth of a defile, reconnoiter the inner

defenses, and return.

(b) Tanks executed local battlefield liaison and
reconnaissance missions as w:ell as transported essen-

tial supplies in the areas beaten by small arms fire.

(c) Tanks were used as the main force in a frontal
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holding attack, while the remainder of the division

enveloped a flank.

(d) Tanks were used to block the escape of re-

treating forces through the rear gates of walled

towns.

(e) In November, 1937, three Japanese tanks

formed a stationary battery' while infantry' were

crossing the Suchow Canal. In February, 1938, 40

tanks w'ere similarly employed at the crossing of the

River Hw'ai. A few months later, tanks were used

as pursuit troops driving along both sides of the

Yangtze at the same time. In 1938, during the at-

tack on Suchowfu. tanks made a wide circling move

and cut the railway lines nearly 40 miles from the

city.

(/) Against road blocks the Japanese used their

tanks to pin down the troops covering the block,

while the infantry tried to infiltrate and attack from

the rear and flanks. In Malaya, whenever the in-

fantry was held up, the Japanese brought up tanks

to support the attack, overcoming any obstacles

caused by' demolitions, or ferrying tanks over fast-

flowing rivers. Normally, they attempted to force

the tanks through frontally, and, when successful,

broke in among the troops on both sides of the road.

When the tanks w'ere held up frontally, they w'ere

brought in on the flanks. At the battle of Slim.

Malaya (1942), the Japanese attacked w'ith 30
tanks. These moved parallel to the main highway'
for several miles through roads of the adjacent
rubber plantations and then cut in to the main road,
moving straight down it to a depth of 20 miles.

(g) At Milne Bay a few light tanks were used as

were about 12 on Guadalcanal. On each occasion
their use was restricted by the terrain, but on neither

was there any outstanding tactical employment.
b. Defensive. On the defense, the division com-

mander usually holds his tanks initially in division

reserve, under cover from artillery fire and attack

from the air. Eventually they are attached to the

infantry making the division counterattack. They
are considered particularly valuable in stopping a

hostile mechanized force, for the defensive tanks
can defeat a superior number of the enemy’s if the

latter have run away from their artillery support or

have become dispersed. Occasionally, the defending
commander may use his tanks in a raid on the hostile

assembly areas before the enemy attacks. In all

cases, tank actions must be supported by' carefully

arranged artillery fire to neutralize the hostile anti-

tank guns.

4. MECHANIZED UNITS, a. Organization.
In China the Japanese have used provisional mech-
anized units, varying in size and composition ac-

cording to the material at hand and the mission to

be accomplished. In general, these units have a

strong nucleus of tanks, supported by motorized in-

fantry, engineers, field and antiaircraft artillery,

antigas, and signal detachments. The whole force

is supplied by a truck train formed from line of com-
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munication (heitan) supply units. Observation
aviation is usually attached.

b. Tactics. (1) Offensive, (a) A mechanized
force normally receives an offensive mission where-
by advantage can be taken of its high mobility and
capacity for independent action. In general, its

tactics are about the same as those of a large cav-

alry force. By secrecy and rapid movement (usually

at night) it surprises the enemy force in a terrain

suitable for the tanks which form the backbone of

the combat strength of the command. The com-
mander, keeping his tanks under central control,

masses them for a quick blow in a vital attack di-

rection. The motorized infantry receives any or all

of the following missions: (1) It covers the tanks
and facilitates their action. (2 )

It holds the ground
won by the tanks. (3) It occasionally takes over
a front in a holding attack or makes an attack to

create a diversion either by day or night. The in-

fantry always fights dismounted but stays in its car-

riers as long as possible. The artillery performs
normal support missions with special attention to

enemy antitank guns.

( b ) As a mechanized force draws near the enemy,
the commander prepares tentative plan's to meet
varying hypotheses as the situation is susceptible
to sudden changes in this fast-moving type of com-
bat. He activates reconnaissance and security
agencies, meanwhile gradually reducing the depth
of his dispositions. As the enemy situation clears
somewhat, he chooses an assembly area in conform-
ance with his tentative scheme of maneuver. This
area is as close to the enemy as is consonant with
safety. If there is danger of a sudden collision with
the enemy, the commander mav traverse the final

distance between himself and the enemy by bounds
from one terrain line to another.

(c) A bold envelopment or turning movement is

the maneuver best suited to a mechanized force.
Such a force often will march at night, assembled in
darkness, and attack at dawn. In the assembly
area, reconnaissance is made, order is restored, and
missions are assigned for the subsequent attack.
When the enemy situation is vague, the usual objec-
tive is a terrain feature the possession of which is

PART

application

Section VI. ANTIAIRCRAFT

1. GENERAL CLASSIFICATION OF IAP-
ANESE ANTIAIRCRAFT MEASURES, a.
Passive. Passive antiaircraft measures consist of
concealment, camouflage, and dummy works. By
these means, an attempt is made to hide the defended
object from air observation, to make it look like

either a natural part of the terrain or a non-mili-

essential to the enemy. In the final deployment
troops remain in vehicles until the danger of hostile

fire forces them to dismount. When this has oc-

curred, empty vehicles are parked under cover from
air and ground observation. The unit reserve is

usually infantry but on occasion may include some
tanks. The detailed conduct of the attack follows the

tactics of a large cavalry force.

(d

)

Mechanized units are particularly well adapted
to pursuit and exploitation. The objectives assigned
to them are those suitable to any pursuit force, but
their range of action permits a deeper penetration

into the hostile areas. It is in this form of action

that the Japanese mechanized forces have found their

chief employment in China. Examples abound in

which such units have cut the roads and railroads

behind a Chinese front on the verge of collapse and
have assailed the hostile rear. The broad plateaus

of Suiyuan and Chahar have afforded a terrain par-

ticularly favorable to such armored tactics.

(2) Defensive. Since the defensive nullifies the

mobility of a mechanized force, it is a form of com-
bat to he avoided. However, it may be imposed by
the situation. In such a case, the commander usually

disposes his dismounted infantry in a discontinuous

line of strong points, with most or all of the tanks

held in reserve. The defense is conducted along

customary lines, with the principal concern of the

commanders being the engagement of his tanks in

a counterattack. In the usual defensive situation the

enemy will be superior in tanks; hence, the com-
mander must endeavor to stage the decisive tank ac-

tion out of range of the hostile artillery but within

the range of his own antitank guns. Under such
conditions, his inferiority in tanks is compensated

for by the supporting fires of his artillery. When
the hostile tanks are defeated the crisis is passed and
the counter-offensive often is justified.

5. COMMENTS. The value of mechanization is

fully appreciated by the Japanese Army, and its

armored tactics should not be taken lightly. It has

acquired considerable battlefield experience in small

scale tank actions and in the use of improvised mech-
anized forces. Such units as have been encountered

do not have the striking power of the elaborated

mechanized forces of Western powers.

II

OF TACTICS

tary objective, or to construct dummy works so

that they will draw the fire of attacking aircraft.

Frequently combinations of these methods are used.

On the whole, camouflage in the field and of small
installations has been excellent, while attempts at

camouflage of large installations so far covered have
not been particularly successful. Manuals place
considerable emphasis on the use of both large and
small-scale smoke screens, but this has not so far
been observed in practice.
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b. Active. Active measures in general are as

follows

:

(1) Antiaircraft guns of calibers ranging from

7.7-mm to 127-mm are known to be in use. These

are high velocity weapons with effective ranges up

to altitudes of 25,000 feet. They are used for direct

action against attacking planes, to shoot them down
and to break up their bomb runs. Ammunition

ranges from incendiary to high explosive fragmenta-

tion projectiles with time fuses.

(2) Barrage balloons are used for protection

against dive bombers. These are usually camou-

flaged a greenish blue when defending objects on the

water, and are difficult to see. They offer no pro-

tection against high level bombing, because their

maximum elevation is not great enough—usually

being about 1,000 feet.

(3) Night fighter planes, equipped with radar ox-

operating in conjunction with ground searchlights,

are used to seek out and destroy hostile planes.

2. ORGANIZATION, a. Areas to be defended.

Areas to be defended are: (1) important points, such

as bridges, beachheads or docks, anchorages, iso-

lated military stores, and movement of troop col-

umns thru defiles; (2) important towns or cities;

(3) airfields. No definite priority can be placed

on these areas, for it depends on their relative im-

portance which is subject to change.

b. Home defense. For active defense, the Jap-

anese homeland is divided into antiaircraft defense

areas. The organization of defense measures is

usually entrusted to the senior Army officer in the

district who coordinates the efforts of military, naval,

and civilian units. The Army units include the

fortress artillery of fortified zones, individual units

of field antiaircraft artillery, and army aircraft.

3. SEARCHLIGHTS, FIRE CONTROL IN-

STRUMENTS, AND WARNING METH-
ODS. a. Searchlight tactics. (1) At the end

of 1943, Japanese searchlight operation was still

ragged and inefficient compared with Allied stand-

ards. However, they were rapidly improving their

methods. There were indications that some type of

radio direction finder for searchlights was coming

into use by the Japanese in certain areas. Reports

state that some Allied aircraft have been picked up

as soon as the searchlights were turned on and il-

luminated for as long as three minutes, even when

evasive action was taken.

(2) It is believed, however, that the majority of

Japanese searchlights are directed by sound locators.

(3) Lights apparently are controlled centrally,

as they are frequently illuminated simultaneously,

searching in the same direction.

14) Cooperation between searchlights and night

fighters has improved. Searchlights have frequently

been seen waving vertically or scissoring, especially

when about to focus on a plane. Searchlights have

been waved together vertically on one side or the

other of hostile aircraft, presumably to give direc-

tion to a night fighter.

(5) Emplacements are generally circular and

from 15 feet to 35 feet in diameter, with most being

of the larger size. Searchlights are generally em-

placed in axx oval pattern with the defended area in

the center.

b. Fire-control instruments. (1) Japanese

fire control instruments examined to date show no

new improvement, and in general, they are obsolete

judged by modern standards. The standard heavy

antiaircraft (75 mm.) guns recovered in the Aleu-

tians, the Solomons, and New Guinea were all manu-

ally operated from data transmitted by voice to the

gun crew mexxxbers from the operators of off-carriage

instruments. No directors have been used in con-

j
unction with the 40 mm. 25 mm, or 20 mm automatic

cannons. However, reports indicate that Allied flyers

have experienced heavy accurate antiaircraft fire

over Japanese bases, even through cloud cover,

which would seem to indicate that fire-control equip-

ment of more advanced design is in use.

(2) It is a common practice for single Japanese
planes to fly at the same altitude as enemy bombers
although well out of range. These planes make no
effort at interception; their evident purpose is to

transmit to the guns data as to the elevation and
speed of the target, for when these “spotter” planes

are present, the corrections of axxtiaircraft fire have
been rapid.

c. Warning methods. Three warning methods
are in general use by the Japanese:

(1) Sound locators of the trumpet type are still

used, although they axe not very effective against

modern high speed planes.

1 2 ) Radar is in use in many inxportant defenses,

but its range appears to be rather limited. De-

velopment by the Japanese in this field has lagged

behind that of Allied natioxxs. The number of occa-

sions when Allied planes have reached their ob-

jective undetected would indicate that the use of

radar is limited.

(3) Visual observers are extensively used to give

warning. Oixtposts with the mission of reporting

the movement of hostile planes are placed in ad-

vantageous positions. These outposts attempt to get

as close as possible to points from which they can

observe the movement of enemy planes from air-

fields. It must be expected that some of these groups

will actually be within the enemy lines. Other ob-

servers are posted on high terrain features and on

ships. They work in short tours of observation with

frequent relief, and report plane movements by radio.

Their equipment for observation is usually limited

to binoculars. There are instances where the only
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warning system' employed consisted of the gun crew
itself, acting as observers.

4. POSITIONS, a. Location. (1) Japanese an-

tiaircraft companies observed are usually situated

within a 1-mile radius around the area to be de-

fended, with the greatest concentration of guns be-

tween the defended areas and the sea approaches
thereto, along shore lines, and in the direction of

enemy territory. Guns are mounted both in single

positions and in batteries of from 2 to 12 guns. The
distance between guns in both heavy and medium
companies varies from 40 to 250 feet, with the ma-
jority of revetments between 50 and 110 feet apart.

Machine guns usually are placed either within the

group or a short distance from the group for pro-

tection against low flying aircraft.

(2 ) The only distinction between the locations of
medium and heavy antiaircraft companies is that

medium companies are rarely placed outside the

1-mile radius except along beaches, while some heavy
companies may be as far as 4 miles from the de-

fended area.

b. Arrangement. In general the arrangement
of the positions is dependent on the number of guns
involved and the terrain. When 3 guns are used,

the position is usually in the form of a triangle, with

1 gun at each corner and the command post in the

center. In the case of 4 guns, the shape of the posi-

tion is usually rectangular. If more than. 4 guns are

employed, the position is normally in the shape of

a shallow arc. Small caliber, automatic guns are

normally employed nearby for close in protection

from low flying planes. Where the terrain permits,

some gun positions may be located on commanding
ground, thus providing for all around traverse.

Command posts vary in both number and location

relative to the gun positions. They are usually lo-

cated inside and near the mid-point of the battery

pattern.

Figure 89. Four Gun Heavy Antiaircraft Battery (Emplacements Empty). Emplacements are built oj earth over which
grass has grown. Pattern is a shallow arc with fire control installations in center. A three-gun light antiaircraft and atwo-gun light antiaircraft are also present. The large emplacements could house 75-mm or 105-mrn guns. The smallemplacements are probably for heavy machine gun or 13-mm antiaircraft.
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Figure 89. Continued.

Figures 90, 91. Note the Rough Trapezoidal Pattern of this

Four-Gun Heavy 75-mm Antiaircraft Battery. The com-
mand post is centrally located. This pattern is used most
often at permanent, strongly established Japanese bases.
The emplacements are shallow excavations with thick,

strong revetments.
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5. G U N EMPLACEMENTS, a. Standard
type. The standard type of gun emplacement used
almost exclusively is of circular or semi-circular con-

struction, either level with the surface of the ground
or slightly dug in. It is surrounded by a revetment
built up of logs, coral, sand bags, and other ma-
terials to protect the gun and its crew. The opening
usually is protected by a blast wall. A variation of
this type of emplacement is constructed with two
concentric circular revetments. (This type is com-
monly called the “doughnut.”) The almost rigid ad-

herence to these types of emplacements makes them
readily identified from the air. Recently more care
has been taken to conceal them by decreasing the

slope of the revetment and planting it with natural
growth so that shadows will not he so apparent.

b. Sizes. The caliber of the gun can be de-

termined roughly from the size of the emplacement.
Approximate sizes of emplacements for certain guns
are listed below:

105-mm Normally 25 feet in

diameter.

75-mm mobile Normally 20 feet in

diameter.

75-mm static Normally 15 feet in

diameter.

Machine cannon Normally 13-15 feet

in diameter.

13-mm machine guns_ Normally 8 feet in

diameter.

C. Camouflage. Little or no effort is made to

camouflage or conceal the guns, but extensive use

is made of dummy and alternate positions, even to

the extent of constructing dummy guns.

6. EMPLOYMENT OF ANTIAIRCRAFT, a.

General. It is normal to attach antiaircraft units

to divisions. Their missions are the same as those
assigned in Allied armies, but the division com-
mander is given direct control over them.

b. All antiaircraft guns are dual purpose, most
being capable of a minus depression

; however, there
is no evidence of armor-piercing ammunition for
the larger caliber guns.
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Figure 92.

M

Sketch of 75-mm antiaircraft gun in earth revetment. Note partially excavated type of emplacement with high
revetment and built-in Ready Magazine. Note also zigzag entrance trench.

Figure 93.
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C. Methods of fire. (1) All guns in a position

frequently concentrate their fire on the leading plane

of a formation and fire on succeeding planes if time

permits.

(2) Colored spotting rounds often are used.

(3) Instances of accurate fire above the overcast

indicate the probability of radio direction equip-

ment.

(4) In areas where the ground is often blanketed

with clouds, such as in the Aleutians, all guns direct

their fire at the opening in the clouds where the ene-

my planes may normally be expected to appear.

(5) Barrage fire has been employed.

(6) In jungle country, the Japanese have shown
an increased tendency to attack with light machine

gun and rifle-fire against low’ flying aircraft. Such
fire is encountered particularly along lines of com-
munication, and its effectiveness should not be dis-

counted.

Section VII. ANTITANK DEFENSE

1. GENERAL, a. Background. (1) The anti-

tank methods adopted by the Japanese Army in anti-

tank measures follow normal modern practice, except

that the army as a w hole is w eak in antitank w’eapons.

More thought, however, is given to the simpler forms
of antitank defense, such as the use of antitank

mines, incendiary grenades, gas grenades, obstacles,

and the employment of special infantry assault

squads (tank fighters).

(2)

Experience in fighting Russian tanks at No-
monhan, Manchuria, in 1939 gave the Japanese

Army an initial warning that more definite provi-

sions must be made in its tactical organization for

handling enemy tanks. As a result of much consid-

eration of this problem, which was stimulated by the

successful use of tanks by the Germany Army in the

early days of the present war, a definite plan for

resisting tank attacks was adopted. There is every

indication that the Japanese have been studying and

applying modern principles of antitank defense with

the same careful attention which they devote to other

tactical problems.

b. Exploitation of tank disadvantages. The
Japanese envisage the inherent disadvantages of tank

operations to be as given below, and their antitank

instruction stresses taking every advantage of these

conditions.

(1) Natural and artificial obstacles.

(2) Long tank columns which are difficult to

camouflage.

(3) Adverse weather conditions which may pre-

vail.

(4) Unfavorable working conditions and diffi-

cult observation which lower efficiency of crew's.

c. Tank-hunting. Since the Japanese Army
teachings lay a pronounced emphasis on coming into

close contact with enemy tanks, it is well to draw
attention to the fact that tank-hunting tactics are

likely to be employed to a greater extent by the Jap-

anese than by other armies. The reason for this is

loiz 46
kwJ I i

Figure 94. Six-Gun Heavy (105-mm) Antiaircraft Buttery. Note shallow arc pattern with command post in center.
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three-fold: (1) it is another manifestation of the

Japanese spirit of the bayonet—the hand-to-hand en-

counter, in which the individual is expected to tri-

umph over material, even if armed only with gre-

nades; (2) the Japanese appear to be short of mod-
ern anti-tank guns, and only by denying one front

do they produce reasonably strong concentrations

on another; and (3) most of the ground over which

they have been fighting lends itself to a close assault.

2. ANTITANK WEAPONS AND ANTI-
TANK UNITS, a. Weapons. The Japanese

Army generally has disliked single-purpose weap-

ons. However, this dislike was abandoned from
necessity, and early steps were taken to produce a

20-mm automatic antitank rifle which has been found
with units in the field. It is carried by 4 men in com-
bat, and transported on a cart or packed on 1 horse

if not carried by hand. While the 37-mm gun is

still retained in service and is used as a dual-purpose

weapon, the 20-mm automatic antitank rifle is be-

lieved to be primarily used for antitank purposes.
Other field and antiaircraft artillery weapons are
considered suitable for use against tanks. A mod-
ern 4 1 -mm gun, equipped with a high speed mount,
has recently made its appearance. This weapon
should have an effective antitank performance, while
its low silhouette will aid in its concealment.

b. Nondivisional units. Nondivisional anti-

tank units did not exist in the Japanese Army before
the Nomonhan incident, but as a result of experi-

ences in fighting Russian tanks, these independent
antitank units were formed for attachment to divi-

sions when necessary.

3. PASSIVE DEFENSE MEASURES. Con-
cealment, camouflage, obstacles, reconnaissance, and
warning nets are considered essential.

4. ACTIVE MEASURES. These include—
a. Action by antitank guns, accompanying guns,

and mortars.
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Figure 95 . New Type Doable Revetment ( Nusa Island battery across Wavieng channel), showing detail of construction.

b. Bullet splash from machine guns and rifles

at a short range (at least one squad firing at each
tank)

.

c. Mines.

d. Tank fighters. These comprise men with
special training and equipment for direct assault

on tanks.

e. Tanks.

5. ANTITANK TACTICS, a. Mines. A cheap
method of passive defense against tanks is by the use
of tank mines. In an exercise involving an infantry
division, 12.000 mines were laid by all units of the
division. Where enemy units are known to have
tanks, the laying of tank mines is considered the
most essential duty of the division engineer regi-

ment. The mines are placed in a conventional man-
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ner covering the logical routes of tank approach.

Bridges in defensive areas are habitually mined,

and any bridge which has been in Japanese hands

must be carefully examined for the presence of con-

tact mines before a tank unit is allowed to cross.

Tank barricades have all possible detours heavily

mined, and it is common practice to lay a few mines

under temporary barricades with the idea that if

the enemy removes the barricade, he will not suspect

that mines have been laid in the ground underneath.

b. Tactics. A Japanese military term applying

to antitank defense is “dansei bogyo,” which is

translated as “an elastic defense” and is highly de-

scriptive of their entire theory of antitank defense.

Briefly, this method of combat does not provide for

strong resistance to tank attacks along front lines.

Not more than 20% of available heavy infantry

weapons are employed against a tank attack from
front-line positions. On the approach of a tank at-

tack all units, with the exception of one squad per

platoon, fall hack to positions from 800 to 1500 yards

in the rear. The squad from each front-line pla-

toon left in position scatters widely and, under cover

of smoke laid down by the use of the grenade dis-

charger, attacks the tanks with incendiary grenades

as they come through the smoke. It is contem-

plated that this initial stage of the fight will scatter

the enemy tanks, reduce control, and cause some

casualties. If the tanks overcome the resistance of

the front-line detachments they come under fire

from the main strength of all available weapons erf

the infantry. While this and the front-line combat

have been going on, some of the division artillery

moves forward to positions from which it can fire

with direct laying. If the heavy weapons of the

infantry are unable to stop the attack, the main in-

fantry strength, using smoke and incendiary gre-

nades, makes a direct attack, relying on the artillery

to their immediate rear to handle any tanks that

get through. The main feature of this defense, as

stated by provisional regulations, is that once an

attack is stopped the enemy is pinched off. and by

the operation of scattered units can be destroyed

with grenades or any available weapons; and the

infantry, although scattered, still can offer success-

ful opposition to enemy infantry attempting to ex-

ploit the advance of the tank units.

C. Estimate. While it may appear that the Jap-

anese Army will offer but weak resistance against

a tank attack because of the nonavailability of mod-

ern weapons in sufficient numbers, this assumption

should not lead to the belief that strong and suicidal

resistance by individuals will not be offered.

6. DETAILED METHODS OF ATTACK-
ING A TANK. a. Choice of ground. When
employing tank-fighters, it is desirable to choose

ground where tanks must travel slowly and where

the attack does not interfere with the action of anti-

tank guns.

b. Special troops. Each rifle company (some-

times machine-gun and heavy-weapon companies or-

ganize similar detachments) trains certain individ-

uals as tank-fighters, and these are specially equipped

for such action. Each man is armed with anti-

tank mines and smoke hand grenades.

C. Methods. Three ways of attacking tanks are

:

(1) The tank-fighter crawls toward the tank un-

der cover, until he is within the dead space of the

tank weapons. Next, he throws the mine, attached

to a long string, about 15 feet in front of the tank

and, by means of the string, pulls it directly under

the tank.

(2) Several pairs of tank fighters move forward

under cover and place a number of mines in front

of the tank in such a manner that the tank must

drive over one of them.

(3) A number of mines are fastened, 1 foot apart,

to a 150-foot line. Two men conceal themselves

with this chain of mines and draw the mines across

the path of the tank as it approaches.

The tank-fighter is also taught to attack the

tank by jumping on top, usually from the rear,

and damaging the guns or rotating mechanism of

the turret with picks. The pistol may be used to

fire on the crew through openings in the tank. An-

other method is to blind the tank crew by throwing

a shelter-half over the turret, covering the slits with

mud, or “smoking it out.” Naturally, all these

forms of assault are feasible only if the friendly

infantry can neutralize the hostile infantry accom-
panying the tanks. Tanks have been delayed, and
finally stopped, by driving 3-inch wooden poles or
1- to IJA-inch rods between the spokes of its wheels.

Magnetized armor-piercing mines are also used at

times.

7. EMPLOYMENT OF ANTITANK WEAP-
ONS. a. Allotment. In country that is suitable

for the operation of tanks a company of Japanese
infantry may be found to he supported by from
2 to 6 antitank guns (37-rnrn or 47-mm). The in-

fantry regimental antitank guns either may be al-

lotted to forward battalions or, on rare occasions,

held in reserve under regimental control. The 20-

mm antitank, automatic rifle is described by the

Japanese Infantry as “delivering antitank fire at

short range and engaging the enemy’s foremost
heavy weapons.” If there is any danger of a night
attack by tanks, the 20-mm weapon may be posted
forward of the main line of resistance and supported
by tank hunting detachments.

b. Siting'. The bulk of the antitank guns allotted

to a position are sited as far forward as possible.

Great stress is laid on siting guns in concealed
positions and camouflaging them. To quote from
Japanese regulations, “positions are to be selected

at well covered points near the front line.” Expe-
rience has shown that once dug in, these weapons
are difficult to locate. It is likely that an antitank

gun w ill sometimes he sited in very thick cover,

with a small fire-tunnel cut out to enable it to cover

a trail or other likely area for tank approach. The
Japanese have sited machine guns in this way, and
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the practice well may be applied to antitank guns.

Guns also may be sited on steep ridges or rocky
slopes, from which positions they can fire at hostile

tanks while themselves remaining inaccessible.

Alternative positions are prepared, the regulations

stressing that “it is advisable to move the gun from
place to place thus avoiding casualties from enemy
fire.” In action the fire unit is generally the indi-

vidual gun (a section), and the gun commander
chooses suitable targets and directs fire upon them.
While most of the guns are sited in foremost de-

fended localities, a few are held in the depth of the

position with the apparent task of dealing with

penetration of enemy tanks. In the event of such
penetration, infantry regimental guns, as well as

field artillery weapons, also will engage the hostile

armored vehicles. The fire plan of the infantry
weapons is coordinated with that of the antitank
unit. Except for reserves—if any—all guns are
sited to cover the most likely lines of approach of
enemy tanks. They are also sited to cover obstacles.
An infantry platoon often is disposed on the route

of approach in advance of the main position, but

within range of artillery support from it. This pla-

toon may have an antitank gun attached to it.

8. EXAMPLES OF POSITIONS, a. Natural
and artificial obstacles combined. The posi-

tion illustrated in figure 96 was prepared by the
Japanese near Akyab, Burma. It provides an in-

teresting example of an all-round tank obstacle,

partly natural and partly constructed. A ditch,

approximately 14 feet wide and 7 feet deep was
dug as shown. Dirt, thrown out on both .sides

formed a small parapet, while water filled the ditch.

The trench system dug near the ditch included 7
covered positions, each measuring 45 by 30 feet.

b. A plan for antitank defense. In figure

97 there is shown a Japanese plan for antitank de-

fense of an area in Burma. The following troops
and guns were allotted to the position:

(1) Area No. 1 was to be garrisoned by 1 com-
pany of infantry, reinforced with half a company of

heavy machine guns (4 guns)
,
2 antitank guns, and

4 infantry (mtn) guns (75-mm).
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(2) Area No. 2 was allotted 1 infantry company
with half a company of heavy machine guns (4

guns), 5 antitank guns and 4 infantry (mtn) guns

(75-mm)

.

(3) Area No. 3 was assigned 1 company of in-

fantry, and 2 Mountain (inf) guns (75-mm).

(4) Area No. 4 was defended by 1 company of

t
infantry, one half of a heavy machine gun company

(4 guns), 4 antitank guns and 2 Mountain (inf)

guns (75-mm).

(5) Area No. 5 was allocated 1 platoon of in-

fantry and 1 heavy machine gun platoon (2 guns).

(6) Area No. 6 was assigned 1 platoon of infan-

try and 4 antitank guns.

C. Obstacles. At Butaritari Island. Makin Atoll,

the Japanese dug deep antitank ditches outside of
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Figures 98, 99. Antitank obstacles.

their main defenses at the tank traps, with winding
narrow roads leading into the outer edges. (Fig.

98. 1 The crossings were covered from antitank
gun pits and machine gun nests. Palm logs served
as a tank barricade near one tank trap. I Fig. 99.)

Section VIII. JUNGLE WARFARE
A. GENERAL

1. TERRAIN. J ungle warfare, as referred to in

this manual, is warfare in the larger island and

mainland areas which to a great extent are covered

with dense tropical jungle. These jungles are inter-

spersed with open, grass (kunai) covered areas, and

frequently, along the coast, large coconut plantations

are under cultivation. Swamps are numerous in

the lower areas, and streams rise rapidly after the

heavy tropical rains. The terrain differs widely,

but in general it is rugged, except along the coastal

strips. The principal means of communication are

over native trails (tracks) ; there are very fewr roads

that w'ill stand up under the load of military traffic.

Visibility in the jungle is limited to a few yards.

2. EARLY JAPANESE SUCCESSES. The
tactical principles and illustrations in this section are

based on operations in the Solomons, New Guinea,
Malaya, and Burma. The Japanese enjoyed remark-
able success during the Malaya and Burma opera-
tions and during the early phase of the New Guinea
campaign. They had trained extensively for this

type of warfare; their known lack of modern motor
transport did not hinder them, and their reliance

on commandeered local supplies and equipment
materially helped to solve their supply problems in
Malaya and Burma. In later operations, the Allied
forces have adapted themselves to jungle combat
from the standpoint of organization, training, and
equipment, and have shattered the myth of the in-

vincibility of the Japanese in this type of warfare.
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The principle that the advantage lies with the side

which holds the initiative applies in jungle warfare

as well as in other types.

B. OFFENSIVE

1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS OF OF-
FENSIVE COMBAT, a. Reconnaissance. Re-

connaissance is recognized as essential, and great

stress is placed on it. Preliminary map reconnais-

sance and study of aerial photographs are normal,

and the employment of advance agents and fifth

columnists is standard practice. Reconnaissance

patrols are used extensively; they are well trained in

sketching, and their composition and equipment
are planned in considerable detail. A variety of

ruses is employed in accomplishing their reconnais-

sance mission. They frequently engage in small-

scale combat and purposely expose themselves to

determine the location of hostile automatic weapons.

b. Security. Security in the advance is accom-

plished through the normal use of advance guards,

rearguards, and flank patrols. In the jungle, the

activities of flank patrols are of course limited. The

Japanese are not especially security-minded, particu-

larly in bivouac areas, and leave their lines of com-

munication and headquarters installations relatively

unprotected. Their theory is that by pressing a

vigorous offensive the enemy will be kept on the

defensive and have little opportunity to do much
damage on the flanks and rear.

C. Surprise. Surprise is a cardinal principle of

all Japanese action. It is accomplished through

rapidity of advance, deception of all kinds, and in-

filtration and demonstrations in the enemy rear;

in short, all means available are utilized, and speed

is greatly emphasized.

d. Fire and movement. The standard prin-

ciples of fire and movement are observed. The fire

generally is placed in the area of the holding attack,

while the main effort maneuvers silently. Prepara-

tory fires seldom are used; the common method of

attack is to attempt to approach within assaulting

distance of the objective unseen by the enemy.

e. Mutual support. Mutual support by and

contact between adjacent units are poor by accepted

standards. Advance guards of parallel columns are

not coordinated and generally do not maintain con-

tact with each other. Frequently, in attack orders,

each unit is given an objective and a direction, but

the details of lateral communication and coordina-

tion are not covered. This is especially true in the

case of infiltration, where units, and even individuals,

work their way through hostile lines and rendezvous

at some predetermined point.

f. Tenacity. The Japanese will hold tenaciously

to the advantages gained through offensive action.

They teach that the assault must immediately be

followed up by pursuit, but in the later phases of

their offensive campaigns this doctrine has not al-

ways been carried out. If their attack is retarded,

they will hold what they have gained and will use

other units, which they have kept in reserve, to

maneuver and put pressure on the flank or rear of

the enemy.

g. Pattern of offensive. Japanese offensive ac-

tion seems to follow a definite pattern, and in many
instances is drill-like in its execution. Orders are

brief and to the point. Supply and administrative

details are almost ignored. Simplicity is gained

at the expense of general coordination, emphasizing

the Japanese belief that the infantry can gain its

objective solely by vigorous offensive action.

h. Faults. There is a notable tendency toward

disorganization when a commander becomes a casu-

alty, although recently emphasis has been placed on

correcting this deficiency. Unity of command tends

to break down in larger attacks because of lack of

coordination between units.

i. Reserves. Japanese units of all sizes habitu-

ally hold reserves. These vary in strength, depend-

ing on the situation and the mission, but in general

they approximate one third of the infantry strength.

j. Maintenance of direction. Maintenance of

direction in the jungle is extremely difficult. Roads
are practically non-existent, and trails seldom run

in the right direction. Also, since visibility is

limited, it is impossible to march on terrain features.

Reliance therefore is placed on the compass, and
advance and guide parties habitually are equipped
with this instrument. Routes are selected by these

parties, and marking is accomplished by blazing

trees or stringing long vines. For night marches,
luminous wood is used.

2. FORMS OF ATTACK, a. Tactical forms
of attack. The main attack is normally an envelop-

ment of one or both flanks, or a penetration. Frontal

attacks are not recommended and, when they are

made, the aim is generally a point penetration,

which may be followed by an envelopment on one
or both sides of the breach. The secondary attack

is normal and usually frontal. Generally it takes

the form of a demonstration, accompanied by ob-

vious movements and noise, and is used to cover
the movements of the main effort.

b. Envelopment. Envelopment is the most
usual form of Japanese attack. It has been said

by the Japanese that the perfect solution to a tactical

problem is a neatly performed stratagem, followed
by an encirclement or a flanking attack pushed home
with the bayonet. The envelopment may be of one
or both flanks, and although the wide envelopment
is taught, in general practice the close-in envelop-

ment is customary.

c. Point pentration. The point penetration fre-

quently is employed. It invariably is directed

against a soft spot that has been discovered by
patrol activity and reconnaissance, or created by
night action against heavy weapons that have dis-

closed their location by premature firing as a result

of Japanese deceptive measures. Since their tactical

doctrine states that once an advantage has been

gained, it must be exploited to the fullest, it can be
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expected that the main strength of the Japanese
attack will be directed against this point.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF OFFENSIVE
COMBAT. The advance and approach march dif-

fer from that in open warfare because of the close

nature of the terrain, where troops more often are

restricted to one route of advance. In dense jungle

it is not feasible to break down into small columns
and extend in width because separate tracks would
have to be cut for each column—a slow and tiring

process. The usual formation is an advance in one
column, with elements in the rear echelon available

for maneuver to either flank. Rapidity in the ad-

vance is essential and is limited only by the rate

of march of the heavy weapons elements.

4. CONDUCT OF THE ATTACK, a. Meet-
ing engagements. There have been few clear-cut

examples of meeting engagements except in the early

stages of the war, and then in fairly open jungle.
The advance guard, upon contacting the enemy,
promptly notifies the elements in rear and attempts
to knock out the opposition. If this does not seem
readily possible, the advance guard, by use of ruses,

attempts to make it appear as though it is deploying
for battle. At that point it seeks out the flanks of
the enemy and attempts to locate his heavy w’eapons.
In the meantime, the main body moves to one or
both flanks and advances as rapidly as possible with
the intention of striking deep in flank or rear. If

the hostile force presses the attack against the ad-
vance guard, it disperses to the flank and joins the
main body.

b. Against deployed defense. Two methods
of attack commonly are used against a deployed de-

fense. First, an attempt is made by maneuver to

strike the enemy in flank or rear; the actions are
similar to those described for meeting engagements.
That is, a demonstration is made on the front, using
much noise, movement, and promiscuous firing to
simulate strength, while the main force moves silently
to a flank to make the envelopment. The second
method is to feel out the front for soft spots. By
use of ruses and deceptive tactics an attempt is made
to locate automatic-weapons positions. When these
are located, a heavy concentration of mortar fire is

brought down so that troops may reach assaulting
distance without being discovered. The assault is

made, usually on a narrow front, and if the objective
is not attained at once, succeeding waves follow
through in an effort to overwhelm the enemy. The
objective generally is set deep in enemy territory,

and the assault attempts to carry straight through
to it, leaving for succeeding elements the job of
mopping up and. if necessary, consolidating. Inter-

mediate objectives seldom are designated in the
case of daylight attack.

c. Against position (static) defense. Tac-
tical principles employed in an attack against a

position defense in the jungle do not materially

differ from those already discussed in open warfare.
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The difficulties of supply, communication, and con-

trol are great, and as a result there have been few'

successful coordinated attacks. Attempts frequently

are made to attack a position at several points

simultaneously, but most of these have resulted in

piecemeal attacks. The Japanese belief in the in-

herent superiority of their infantry often leads them
to attack w’ithout adequate artillery support, al-

though their tactical doctrine calls for the neutrali-

zation of hostile artillery fire before attacking a

position. This has seldom been accomplished, and,
against the fire pow’er of modern weapons, such an
attack is usually disastrous. As in other types of

attack, extensive use is made of demonstrations and
other ruses to mislead the enemy into committing
his reserves, as wrell as to discover the location of

automatic-w'eapons and security detachments. If

the position is entered, the leading elements will

continue on through, not waiting to consolidate their

gains until they have reached their objective or until

they have been definitely stopped. Attacks on im-

portant positions often are rehearsed beforehand.

5. PLANS OF ATTACK. The plan of attack is

thought out carefully by the commander and his

staff, but many details, normally considered neces-

sary by other armies, are omitted when the actual

order is issued. The disposition of troops is not

covered in detail, and boundaries are seldom given,

for commanders depend on the training of their sub-

ordinates for the detailed conduct of the attack.

By accepted standards, the directions issued to the

artillery and other supporting arms are generally

vague. Supply and administrative details as w'ell

as signal communication instructions are covered

superficially. Emphasis is placed on the utilization

of captured supplies and weapons, and a study of

enemy weapons is included in Japanese training.

Rapidity of the advance and vigorous attack are

counted upon to overwhelm the enemy, and reliance

is placed on the ability of the Japanese soldier to

live off the land, fight w'ith the bayonet, and with-

stand hardship until the objective is taken. It is

evident that the Japanese Army is expected to be so

well trained that detailed orders are unnecessary.

6. SUPPORTING FIRES OF INFANTRY
WEAPONS, a. Machine guns. Machine guns
normally are employed in pairs and are placed well

forward to support front-line infantry. They go
into position under cover, and advance preparations

are made so that, by opening fire accurately and
w'ith surprise effect, fire superiority over the enemy
may be quickly gained. Positions are selected with

a view to advancing as the attack progresses. For-

ward movement to new positions may be by indi-

vidual gun, or by pairs, depending on the terrain

and the situation, but preference is showm for the

latter. It is normal for the guns of the platoon to

fire on the same target. Emphasis is placed on
close cooperation with front-line infantry, but the
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guns are not used as a base of fire to tbe extent
practiced by the U. S. Army.

b. Antitank guns. Antitank guns have a pri-

mary antitank mission, but in the absence of tank
targets they fire on infantry. They are placed in

position well to the front and go forward with the
advance of front-line infantry.

c. Battalion and regimental guns. Battalion
and regimental guns are assigned the primary mis-
sion of neutralizing the enemy’s heavy guns and
machine guns. They are located well forward and
are prepared to move ahead to new positions with
the infantry. They, too, are put in position under
cover and seek surprise in opening fire. They are
prepared to carry out indirect fire in missions, and,
as in the case of antitank guns and machine guns,
are directed to give close support to the front-line

infantry.

cl. Long-range fire. Although long-range fire

of heavy infantry weapons is discussed in training

manuals, it is seldom practiced. The bulk of the

supporting weapons are placed well forward, and
depend for the accomplishment of their mission on
a heavy volume of fire accurately delivered with

surprise effect.

7. SPECIAL OFFENSIVE OPERATIONS.
a. Raids. Raids are extensively carried out for the

purpose of harassing tbe enemy rear, striking at

command posts, destroying artillery units, and pene-

trating defenses. The parties making these raids are

highly organized and trained. Their composition
and equipment depend on the mission. (See Chap.
V.) Frequently the mission is a suicidal one and
these parties will go to extremes in accomplishing it.

b. Night operations. The Japanese favor the

night attack. Such attack is generally made on a

narrow front and has a limited, well-defined ob-

jective. Where possible the Japanese attack uphill.

This prevents their being silhouetted on the skyline,

and the hill itself helps them to maintain direction.

Night attacks are often accompanied by excessive

use of signal flares, and, usually, a demonstration is

carried out at some distance from the actual point
of attack. An effort is made silently to destroy
known heavy weapons positions just prior to the
assault. The advance to the assault often is made
with great secrecy and stealth. All supporting
weapons may be used in the night attack.

C. DEFENSIVE

1. GENERAL. The Japanese dislike of the defen-

sive is evident throughout all of their teachings.

It is regarded as a negative form of combat and one
to be especially avoided in view of the heavy fire

power it permits a modern army to build up against
them. Their system of defense therefore is based
on surprise, maneuver, and counterattack.

2. SELECTION AND OCCUPATION OF
POSITION, a. General. The Japanese concept
of selection and occupation of positions is normal.
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They defend high ground generally, although in

view of the advantages of concealment in the valleys,

on occasion they have strongly organized these low
areas for defense. There is no such thing as a

normal frontage for units in the jungle; generally

the terrain is so close that small units can defend
the limited avenues of approach. The Japanese
habitually establish an outpost line of resistance, but

this frequently consists of only a few snipers and
observers, well forward on the trail in front of the

position. The mission of this personnel is to warn
its main position of the approach of the enemy, and
to slow their approach by harassing tactics. The
snipers may withdraw when the pressure becomes
great, but it is not unusual for them to let forward
elements of the enemy pass through and then to

accomplish their mission by firing on his rear and
by disrupting lines of communication.

b. Axtillery. (11 There has not been sufficient

use of artillery in the defense to enable conclusions
to be drawn as to its normal method of employment.
However, certain comments made by Japanese offi-

cers may be helpful in this connection. It was
recommended that they site their guns on the flanks
of the infantry, thus permitting fire to be brought
to within a few yards of their own front lines with-
out endangering their own troops. This method of
siting also would help to overcome the difficulty of
knowing just where the front lines were.

(o) Deceptive measures were stressed for the pur-
pose of drawing hostile fire. Two methods men-
tioned were the construction of dummy positions
and the lighting of fires, both at a distance from the
positions actually occupied.

(b) It also was recommended that artillery fire

be withheld until the enemy comes within close range,
since this will result in more effective fire and will

not disclose the artillery positions prematurely.
(2) Considerable emphasis is placed on the in-

fantry guns, but these have been effective only for
harassing missions.

(31 Small raiding parties have been used success-
fully to raid and destroy artillery positions. It is

believed that the Japanese may regard this as a
substitute for counter-battery.

3. ORGANIZATION OF THE GROUND.
a. General. Defensive organization of the ground
is very thorough. It consists of a series of strong
points, organized in depth and mutually supporting,
each one covered from the flanks and rear by riflemen
in fox holes and in trees. The position normally is

organized for all-around defense. Once the posi-
tion or area to be defended has been selected, the
commander plans his “fire-net” or locates the posi-
tions and sectors of fire for his automatic weapons.
Riflemen are disposed around these weapons, and
the preparation of earthworks is commenced with-
out delay. When the terrain permits, caves are
utilized for the location of both automatic weapons
and riflemen. Machine guns are recognized as the
backbone of the defense and are sited both singlv
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and in groups. Normally, they are given only a

final protective mission : their sectors of fire are ex-

tremely limited and generally close in front of the

position. Lanes of fire for these guns are cut by
tunneling through the underbrush, thus making it

extremely difficult to locate them, but at the same

time restricting their field of fire. Long range

machine gun fire is not practical in the jungle. The

guns are usually sited for cross fire. They may
also be sited in ravines to deny this route of ap-

proach to the enemy, and on reverse slopes to catch

troops as they come over the crest. Extensive use

is made of alternate and dummy positions, and

weapons are frequently moved from one position

to another. Training publications indicate a knowl-

edge of the use of barbed wire, but very little em-

ployment of it has been made in the jungle. This

may be due to the difficulties of supply, since in-

stances have been recorded of the use of thorny

vines, interlaced to hinder the advance of the enemy.

b. Progressive improvement of position.

Organization of the ground is progressive and con-

tinuous. and the longer a position is occupied, the

better it will be dug in. Starting with only “fox
holes,” (rifle pits), the position ultimately will have
a pillbox or “bunker” for the heavy weapons, con-

structed out of earth, palm logs and coral, or other

local materials. These fortifications are improved
as time permits until they are safe from practically

anything except a direct hit by a large delayed-

action shell or bomb. They are provided with sev-

eral firing ports, and the earth is so arranged around
them as to minimize dead space. Where the height

of the water table will not permit these earthworks

to be dug well into the ground, they are built up,

sometimes to a height of six feet. Separate bomb-
proof shelters are constructed as living quarters for

personnel. Toy holes of supporting riflemen and
alternate positions are connected by shallow commu-
nication trenches. No concrete or steel has been
used to date in the construction of jungle pillboxes,
reliance being well placed on local materials. Palm
logs and coral do not splinter and will absorb a
lot of punishment. Pillboxes and personnel shelters
usually are constructed with a blast wall, or with
the entrance at an angle to the main structure, so
that grenades or shell bursts nearby will not affect
the occupants. (See Defense Structures Sec. X.)

C. Concealment. Excellent fire discipline and
lack of movement within the position, combined with
good camouflage, are so effective that there is often
doubt that the position is even occupied. Use has
been made of dummy positions manned by dummy
personnel in an effort to draw attackers’ fire. The
Japanese have made full use of the lush and rapid
growth of jungle plants to conceal positions. When
bunkers are used, the earth is built up with a slight
gradient so as to avoid shadow and to present a
natural appearance.

4. CONDUCT OF THE DEFENSE, a. Ac-
tion of outposts. Individual snipers and small

groups of infantry well to the front alert the main

position upon the approach of hostile forces. Then

they may either withdraw or remain concealed to

harass the enemy during his approach. As recon-

naissance or small advance parties approach the po-

sition, they are taken under fire by individual rifle-

men located on the flanks and in trees. Should the

enemy scouts approach too closely to any of the pill-

boxes, they are fired upon by the covering riflemen.

The automatic weapons do not fire at this early stage,

and extreme care is taken not to disclose their

location.

b. Action at main position. Surprise in the

defense is regarded as vitally important and is

achieved by withholding fire until the enemy is close

on the position. A training manual states, “make
preparations to be able to fire effectively, but it is

important not to suffer losses by firing too quickly

and exposing your position.” Often fire is not

opened until the enemy has approached to within

ten yards of the position, and his mortar and artillery

fire has lifted. If the position is attacked by a

large force, the firing must begin at least when it is

outside of grenade throwing distance (i. e. approxi-

mately 50 yards). Not until the enemy in force

enters the lanes of fire do the automatic weapons

open up, and when they do, their mission is to annihi-

late the enemy before he enters the position. A
heavy volume of fire is delivered at close range, and

this is supplemented by the use of grenade discharg-

ers and mortars from positions located in rear of

the front line. Frequently, certain gun positions

that are not threatened remain silent during this

initial phase, only to open fire later with surprise

effect. In dense jungle, observers in trees may be

used to signal the automatic gunners when to open

fire, since the concealment of the pillboxes limits

visibility. Even though one or more pillboxes are

neutralized, remaining automatic weapons will main-

tain their fire to assist counterattacking troops.

Garrisons are imbued with the idea that they must
fight to the, last man; consequently, pillboxes can

be expected to hold out as long as there is an armed
man left to defend them.

c. Counterattack. Counterattack is a vital part

of Japanese defense. It is an offensive action, and
in the mind of the soldier makes up for the “in-

glorious” defense he has been forced to adopt.

Every unit has a counterattacking force. The coun-

terattack is violent, and timed to strike before the

enemy has had an opportunity to reorganize or

consolidate. It frequently is preceded by a heavy
concentration of mortar fire and is always supported

by all available riflemen and automatic weapons.
It differs from the normal in that it is seldom
coordinated with other units, and the possibility of

its failure is not considered. Since units of all sizes

counterattack, the force often consists of as few
as 8 or 10 men led by an officer or a noncommis-
sioned officer. However, as the attack progresses
through the position, larger counterattacks may be
expected from the reserves of higher units. Because
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of the difficulties of movement through the jungle,
these counterattacks are usually local. As a varia-
tion of the counterattack, mortar and artillery con-
centrations are plotted on the positions and can be
promptly laid down if the enemy occupies them or
attempts to reorganize near them. These concentra-
tions have been known to make a captured position
untenable by fire alone. In the case of positions
that have been well built, mortar fire may safely be
brought down on the position even though Japanese
troops still occupy it.

5. AMBUSHES AND ROAD BLOCKS, a.
Ambushes. The jungle offers many ideal oppor-
tunities for ambush which the Japanese have ex-
ploited, and they have been trained well in this type
of operation. The size, composition, and armament
of the force depend on the mission. No new princi-
ples are involved.

b. Road blocks. Due to the paucity of roads,
road blocks are especially effective in slowing up
the movement of road-bound equipment. One
method is to place a block across the road, just

around a bend. The party defending the block is

disposed on either side of the road, and an anti-

tank gun, or a larger caliber weapon is located in

prolongation of the road, before the bend. These
weapons are emplaced close to the block and are

fired at point blank range. (See fig. 100.)

The Japanese have established road blocks in rear

of the enemy, along his route of withdrawal. An en-

veloping force or raiding party is generally charged
with this mission, which is very effective in disrupt-

ing the movements of the enemy at a critical time.

6. ANTITANK DEFENSE, a. General. The
employment of tanks in the jungle has been rather

limited, and the standard methods of defense, such
as tank ditches and mine fields covered by antitank

guns, are used. Antitank mines are sometimes aug-
mented by an additional charge of explosive. Small
antitank mine fields were laid in Guadalcanal in de-
files to retard the American advance, but were not
very effective. Anti-mines also were employed on
roads in New Guinea.

b. Methods. The close nature of jungle terrain
permits close-quarter attack. Special antitank de-
fense parties are organized within lower units and

Figure 100. Japanese road block.
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trained in the technique of destroying hostile tanks.

Some of their methods are as follows:

(1) When the advance of tanks is canalized, or

can be anticipated, antitank mines are fastened to a

long cord or vine. Two men conceal themselves on

opposite sides of the- route to be taken by the tank.

As the tank passes between them, they quickly draw

the antitank mine in front of the vehicle. Follow-

ing the explosion, they attack the tank with Molotov

Cocktails and small-arms fire directed at the ports.

(2) Different methods are employed to blind the

tank, such as throwing paper bags of mud and lime

at the ports or covering them with a blanket or

shelter-half. When the tank is blinded, explosive

charges are applied.

(3) Grenades or other explosive charges, fastened

to a pole, are pushed into the tracks or under the

treads.

(4) Magnetic mines are placed on the body of

the tank where armor is most vulnerable.

7. ANTIAIRCRAFT DEFENSE. (See sec.

VI.)

8. WITHDRAWAL. Withdrawal, like defense, is

contrary to the Japanese concept of war. Little

attention is devoted to it in their texts and training,

and reference to it is made as “retreat combat.”

Lack of medium artillery properly to cover a with-

drawal, and the difficulties of long range machine

gun fire in the jungle, often result in the sacrifice

of the covering force. A training manual states:

“During retreat, machine guns do not think of loss,

but sacrifice themselves for the army by firing

fiercely against strong pressure of the enemy or

against the enemy which is of greatest danger to the

first-line infantry. They must make the withdrawal

of friendly troops easy. Allow no enemy advan-

tage.” Mines and booby traps are used to a limited

extent. In the case of night withdrawals, snipers

are left behind to harass and delay the enemy.

D. MISCELLANEOUS

1. EMPLOYMENT OF TANKS AND
MECHANIZED UNITS. Tanks and mecha-
nized units have been employed to such a limited

extent that no new tactical principles have been

observed. Successful use of medium tanks in jungle

terrain by Allied forces undoubtedly will point the

way toward their use by the Japanese.

2. EMPLOYMENT OF AIRCRAFT. The
density of the jungle makes it difficult for air

observers to see small troop movements and instal-

lations that are properly dispersed. Air observa-

tion is used, however, to locate new tracks being

prepared for large troop movements. Close support

of ground troops by air is difficult, because ground

troops generally cannot accurately indicate their

location. The Japanese have used aircraft to bomb
rear areas and known installations and have supplied

ground units by parachute drop.

3. COMMENTS. The Japanese have made cer-

tain comments on Allied combat methods, some of

which are reproduced because they indicate their

trend of thought in improving their technique:

a. The Australians and Americans are better

trained and equipped than their “former enemies.

b. When making frontal attacks, it is essential to

neutralize Allied fire power.

C. The enemy ( Allies) have great fire power. On
defense they try to annihilate us before we enter

their position. Sometimes they withdraw gradually

and then bring heavy concentrations of artillery

and mortar fire on us. It is essential to keep close

on their heels; breaking through the heavy concen-

tration of fire in front of the enemy’s position is

difficult, but once through it the attack becomes

unexpectedly easy.

d. Plan to split the Allied advance through the

use of artillery and machine guns, and counterat-

tack to destroy the divided groups.

e. Allied artillery is accurate. Positions con-

structed of coconut logs will stand up under mortar

and light artillery fire, but will be destroyed by de-

lay-fused shells and “rapid fire guns.

f. Allied troops make good use of the correct ap-

proach and do not open the attack except at ex-

tremely short range. Therefore, the Japanese

should clear lanes of fire for about 50 yards in front

of their position.

g. The Allied troops take limited objectives then

halt to reorganize before continuing the attack.

h. The Japanese are cautioned against replying to

the fire of patrols as this discloses their gun positions.

i. The Allies attempt to hold frontally and en-

velope; the Japanese are advised to “envelope the

envelopment.”

j. Infiltration is regarded as easy, because Allied

outposts are not located at regular intervals and

are often far apart.

k. Allied outposts can be located by searching out

the wire communications leading into them.

l. Australians are excellent guerrilla fighters.

in. When two patrols meet unexpectedly, the Jap-

anese think that a few rifle shots or bursts from a

light machine gun will rout the enemy.

n. Troops are instructed to concentrate on the

personnel carrying automatic weapons as these are

regarded as leaders.

O. Dawn and dusk, especially during rain, are

considered by the Japanese as the best times for

launching attacks because the enemy have tents

over their trenches and are not alert.

4. RUSES, a. Description. The employment of

ruses of all kinds by the Japanese cannot be over

emphasized as these play a very important part in

their operations. The variety of ruses that may be

used is limited only by the imagination of the

Japanese commanders. A few of those encountered

to date are described below:

(1) Lighted cigarettes, firecrackers, moving ve-

hicles, and barking dogs were used opposite one of
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the beaches on Singapore Island to lead the defenders

to believe that the main attack would be made at

that point.

(2) English speaking Japanese have called out

commands in English in order to confuse their

enemies.

(3) They have listened for the names of certain

individuals and later called out to them by name.
When the person addressed showed himself he was
shot.

(4) Booby traps have been fastened to dead
soldiers, fused to detonate when the body is moved.

(5) They have placed a dead Allied ;Soldier in

a conspicuous place and sited an automatic weapon
to cover it. Thus, when Allied troops attempted

to remove the body, they were shot.

(6) Even when badly wounded, or apparently

dead, they have produced hand grenades from their

clothing and attempted to kill medical personnel who
would aid them.

(7) They have used the white flag of truce to get

close to their enemy for combat purposes.

(8) They use firecrackers to simulate machine

gun fire.

(9) They will expose themselves deliberately in

an attempt to get their enemy to fire and thus disclose

the location of his positions.

(101 In one case, a wave of Japanese skirmishers

turned and fled. The Allied troops pursued and
suddenly the retreating Japanese threw themselves

on the ground. At this moment, heavy machine gun
fire opened up on the Allied troops from the Japanese

rear.

(11) They shake the bushes by ropes or other

means in order to draw hostile fire and so locate gun
positions.

E. COMMENTS

1. Tactical principles in the jungle do not differ ma-
terially from those employed in open warfare. The
technique or application of these principles, however,
does vary, and the Japanese have taken advantage
of this.

2. The Japanese use deceptive measures extensively

and may be depended on to use ruses of all types

to harass and deceive their enemy.

3. They stress the principle of surprise and employ it

in the defense as well as in the offense. They do

not disclose the location of their heavy weapons
prematurely.

4. There is no such thing as impassable terrain,

even in the jungle.

5. Japanese operations thus far have been charac-

terized by inadequate artillery support, except in

Malaya and the Philippines.

6. Speed is another cardinal tactical principle of the

Japanese. They attempt to achieve surprise through
rapidity of movement.

7. They take full advantage of natural cover and
concealment, and thoroughly understand the im-

portance of camouflage.

8. They believe strongly in the inherent advantages

of vigorous offensive action, and often attack

prematurely.

9. They have not made full use of supporting ar-

tillery.

10. Their organization of the ground and field

fortifications are uniformly good.

11. On the defense their automatic weapons have

very limited fields of fire, usually close in front of

their position.

12. They will counterattack promptly when their po-

sition has been overrun, either by fire and movement
or by fire alone.

13. They are hard fanatical fighters. On the de-

fense they will often hold out to the last man. In

the attack, once a plan of action has been decided

upon, they will follow it through, even to a disastrous

conclusion, since apparently they are unable or un-

willing to readjust their plan.

14. They place a low value on human life and do
not count the cost in taking an objective. Despite
their extensive training and inborn confidence in

the bayonet, they have not been outstanding in close

combat.

15. The final conclusion to be drawn is: now that

the Japanese have come up against forces in great
numbers and units with unlimited resources of heavy
equipment, their originally successful concept of
jungle warfare, with their tactics based on surprise,
mobility, and light equipment, has been shattered.

Section IX. SMALL ISLAND DEFENSE
1. GENERAL. The information in the following
section has been obtained mainly from observations
made before and during operations against Japanese
island bases in the Central Pacific Area and also

from detailed studies of these bases after capture
by Allied Forces. Studies of the Japanese island
bases, made before their occupation by Allied Forces,

checked very closely with the defenses as found
on the ground. The defenses of these islands are
probably typical of those of other Japanese island
bases in the Pacific.

2. TYPES OF SMALL ISLANDS, a. Gen-
eral. The small islands of the Pacific fall into two
main classes: the coral atolls and the volcanic islands.

Japan has established bases on islands of both of

these types. The particular type of base set up
has been dictated by terrain considerations, geo-
graphical location, and strategical necessity. Thus,
not all of the Japanese bases in the Pacific are large
ones and not all of them can be considered as supply
and command centers.

b. Coral atolls. Coral atolls are small low-ly-

ing, generally oval-shaped rings of islets inclosing a

lagoon which may run from about 2 to 65 miles in

diameter. (See figure 101.) These islets may ex-

tend from a few yards to a mile in width and from
a few yards to several miles in length. The total

land area of an atoll may range from a few hundred
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square yards to 6 square miles as in the case of

Kwajalein, the largest known one. Atolls are rarely

more than 25 feet above sea level, and, with few

exceptions, are covered by dense growths of coconut

palm, pandanus, and salt marsh. The water table is

usually only a few feet below the surface of the

ground, and, as a result of this, deep entrenchments

and fortifications cannot be dug. A bomb crater

generally fills up with water in a few hours. This

limitation on excavations on coral atolls forces the

defenders to build their fortifications above the

ground in most cases and has resulted in the adoption

of the bunker and pillbox type of fortification

for atoll defense. The one exception to the above

mentioned limitation is the antitank ditch. When
these are constructed in low lying places they some-

times fill up with water and become a better obstacle.

Some atolls have excellent large vessel anchorages

in the lagoon (Kwajalein and Wotje), while others

have no channel into the lagoon and only provide

offshore anchorage, such as Uterik and Namorik.

c. Volcanic and raised coral islands. The
Marshalls and Gilberts, and all but five of the Caro-

lines, are coral islands. The exceptions are vol-

canic, or volcanic and coral. Some of the coral

islands, such as Nauru and Ocean, are not atolls

and contain no lagoons. These islands are large,

circular, raised land masses and have been devel-

oped into bases by the Japanese. In common with

the atolls they are surrounded by coral reefs.

d. Volcanic Islands. The volcanic islands of

the Central Pacific have been developed into major

bases by the Japanese. These run in a line from
East to West as follows: Kusaie, Ponape, Truk, Yap
and Palau. (See fig. 102. 1 These volcanic islands

are much larger in size than the atolls and can sup-

port considerable garrisons. Most of the volcanoes

are extinct, but some in the northern Marianas are

active. Some, like Truk, are groups of islands.

Truk is completely surrounded by a coral barrier

reef located some distance off shore; and it con-

tains a fine harbor and considerable anchorage

space. Fresh water supplies are generally ample,
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and there is room on these islands for air-bases.

The terrain is rugged and mountainous and is simi-

lar to some of the Hawaiian islands.

3.

DEFENSE OF VOLCANIC ISLANDS.
The defense of volcanic islands consists of beach

positions, heavy naval guns up to 12-inch size, and

fnobile reserves. Beach defenses consist of ob-

servation posts, strong points, and obstacles, but

these are not to be considered a perimeter defense.

Large-sized units are held as reserves and are em-

ployed in counterattacking at threatened points.

The defenders have the advantage of dominant ob-

servation*, knowledge of the terrain, and large

amounts of supplies. In addition to this, they have

maneuver room, and if driven into the hills are

quite capable of carrying out harrassing operations

for long periods. Airstrips are located on the vol-

canic island bases, and both landbased and naval

aircraft are used in the defense. Antiaircraft ar-

tillery is used in the defense of harbors and landing

fields. Army troops, as well as Special Naval Land-

ing Forces, are likely to be encountered on these

bases.

4. TYPES OF ATOLL ISLAND BASES.
Some of the atolls have been developed into large

airfields, while others are not large enough to con-

tain an airstrip, and are used as seaplane bases

where the aircraft use the lagoon as an anchorage

and landing area. Others are not suitable for either

of the above types of base and are used as weather

stations and radio relay points.

5. LIMITATIONS ON SIZE OF GARRI-
SONS. There is a physical limitation on the num-

ber of men that can be placed on an atoll in view

of the limited space and the difficulties of fresh

water supply. On most atolls, evaporators must be

used to supplement the rainwater cisterns and the

brackish water wells. The problem of supply and

storage area also limits the size of garrisons. Natu-

ral food supplies on an atoll are very scanty, with

Figure 101. Coral atoll.
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the exception of fish, and since this is a staple of

Japanese diet it is used a great deal to supplement

the rations shipped in. Refrigeration is also a

problem as foodstuffs spoil rapidly in tropical

climates.

6. CORAL REEFS. All coral atolls are sur-

rounded by reefs on both the ocean and lagoon sides

of the islets. This is a great natural obstacle in

favor of the defenders. In the Makin and Tarawa
operations, certain landing craft could not negoti-

ate the reef, and the landings therefore had to be

made in amphibious tractors or by wading ashore

several hundred yards in chest deep water. These

reefs may extend from shore for a few yards or as

much as a half mile. During high tide the reef

is submerged below a few feet of water, while at

low tide it may be completely exposed and above
water. At low tide the reef makes a perfectly flat

cleared field of fire for the defenders. As a rule

no reef is found opposite the mouth of a river.

7. TYPES OF ATOLL DEFENSES. Two ma-
jor types of defense are encountered on coral atolls:

the perimeter defense and the fortified central area

with outposts.

a. Perimeter defense. The perimeter defense

is the one almost always used by the Japanese and
is usually encountered on small islets in the atoll

ring which are generally large enough only for an

airbase. The landing field covers most of the islet,

and the remainder of the installations are located

around the field. Defensive works are a continuous

band around the islet and are not generally in great

depth. Practically all men are committed to the

perimeter at the outset of a fight with few troops

held in reserve. All types of weapons are on the

perimeter, from 6.5-mm rifles to 8-inch naval turret

guns. Trenches, pillboxes, barbed wire, mine fields,

and antitank ditches are used in the defense. An
example of the perimeter defense is shown in figure

103.

Figure 103. Perimeter defense.
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b. Fortified central area. Another type of de-

fense is used on islets which are long and narrow,

or which are too long for the use of a perimeter

defense with the amount of troops available at the

time. The Japanese do not fortify the entire perim-

eter, but generally group their installations in a

central area, build tank traps at the ends of the area,

and install their defensive works behind the tank

traps facing out. Small outposts are placed on the

remainder of the islet, but there is no continuous

line of defenses outside of those in the fortified area.

The tank ditch apparently plays the most important

role in the defense plan, since a great part of the

defenses are arranged to keep attackers from pene-

trating that line, and the majority of the pillboxes

are located there. The heavier guns are placed near

the shores between the tank ditches, since most of

them are fixed guns and could not be used for close-in

defense. The outposts generally consist of anti-

aircraft batteries and machine gun posts located at

the extremities of the islets. A typical central forti-

fied area is shown in figure 104.

8. DETAILS OF ATOLL DEFENSES, a.

Antiaircraft defenses. (1) Early warning meas-

ures. The first evidence of Japanese radar in the

Central Pacific was encountered early in 1943.

While the performance of this equipment has not

been up to accepted standards, improvement can be

expected in the future. The extreme range of Japa-

nese radar noted to date is 60-70 miles. The Japa-

nese also make use of watchers as well as radio and
weather stations on small undefended atolls as a

means of passing early warning back to their de-

fended bases.

(2) Antiaircraft weapons. In small islands en-

countered so far the only heavy antiaircraft guns

definitely identified are the 75-mm (7-cm) antiair-

craft gun and the twin-mount 127-mm dual purpose

gun. These weapons are generally in two or three

gun batteries and seldom in large groups. All

weapons are well emplaced in heavily constructed

revetments. The Japanese also have 20-mm and
25-mm antiaircraft automatic weapons. In the Gil-

berts 13.2-mm machine guns in single and twin-

mounts were used. Automatic 7.7-mrn and 6.5-mm
guns are also used as antiaircraft weapons.

(3) Passive defensive measures. The Japanese
have constructed heavy air raid shelters of palm
logs, sandbags, and loose sand. On Makin and
Tarawa these were extensively used during the bom-
bardment by the Japanese troops, civilian laborers,

and natives. Fox holes (weapon pits) and heavily

revetted buildings also were encountered. Storage

buildings and planes were dispersed as widely as

the size of the islets permitted.

(4) Camouflage. Where used, camouflage is ex-

cellent, but is confined mostly to small weapons em-
placements, antiaircraft guns, and alternate posi-

tions. Some buildings are dazzle painted. Great

use is made of dummy installations in island defense

and the Japanese take great pains in this. Most

camouflage is obtained by the use of natural mate-

rials. (See figs. 105, 106, and 107.)

b. Antilanding measures. (1) Obstacles and

mine fields. The greatest obstacle in the attack of

a small island is the coral reef which surrounds it.

The reefs are found on both lagoon and ocean sides

of the atolls and on the ocean side of other islands.

However, there may be small stretches of beach on

the lagoon side of the islets which are free of reefs

and small stretches of reef-free beaches on the wind-

ward face of the ocean side of the islets. The Jap-

anese have strengthened this natural obstacle by

placing concrete pyramids (tetrahedrons), horned

scullies, coral cairns, barbed wire, and log boat bar-

ricades on the reef. (See figs. 108, 109, 110.)

Interspersed with these is a mine field of water-

proof mines containing a heavy charge of explosives

detonated by a chemical-electric fuse. The detonat-

ing nipples of the mines are connected by wire to

the obstacles and some also by w'ire to the shore.

They can then be detonated by three methods: by
direct contact, by hitting a trip wire, or by a pull

wire from shore. Antitank mine fields also are

placed on the beaches on both flanks of the antitank

ditches. The reef is hard and will support medium
tanks w'ith ease.

(2) Pattern of fire and defensive weapons, (a)

The defense of the beach is built around the machine
gun and a final protective line. The beach defense
usually consists of a shallow line of strong points,
with a secondary line of lesser density located slightly

to the rear. Because of the small size of the islands,

depth of the defense is limited. The strong points
consist of a group of bunkers and pillboxes con-
nected by trenches and are covered by fire from rifle-

men in fox holes all around the installation. These
fox holes are connected by communication trenches.

The pillboxes and bunkers within the strong point
are mutually supporting. Each rifleman protecting
the pillbox generally has several alternate positions.

He runs from one to another, and during combat
this practice sometimes leads to an over-estimation
of the strength of the defenders. The Japanese make
extensive use of hand grenades in the defense of small
islands, and flame throwers were present on Tarawa
and Kiska.

(b) The Japanese defense of small islands is based
on breaking up an attack before it reaches the shore,
and all coast defense guns up to the 8-inch are sited

so that they can be employed against small boats
and landing vehicles. Batteries have local fire di-

rector control, generally 2 or 3 guns with observation
towers at the gun position. Flat trajectory weapons
predominate, with howitzer type weapons in the mi-
nority. These weapons are placed well forward on
the beach where direct laying can be used against
landing craft. Their grouping is shallow, all

weapons being sited so that they can be used to

repel a sea-borne invasion. This also applies to anti-

aircraft guns, the secondary mission of which is to

repel surface craft and landing vehicles. To date
coast defense guns found on these islands have
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Figures 105 and 106. Examples of camouflage.
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Figures 105 and 106 , Examples of camouflage.
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Figure 107. Example of camouflage.
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Figure 108. Japanese beach obstacles.
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ranged from 3 to 8 inches. The 8-inch guns were in

turrets, while the 6- and 5-inch had shields. All

were well emplaced in heavy revetments, with am-
munition storage in covered emplacements close to

the guns.

(c) All machine guns are sited to fire outward
around the perimeter. Most of them are sited for

cross-fire and cover the beach obstacles with enfilad-

ing fire. A few are also sited to fire to the rear

of their positions. Some machine guns are in open
emplacements, while others are set up in pillboxes.

Those in open emplacements are generally dual pur-

pose and have wide fields of fire; those in pillboxes

have narrow fields of fire and are sited to fire only

in one direction. All emplacements are protected

by riflemen in foxholes and trenches around the

installations. Some infantry regimental guns and
battalion howitzers are used. Small use was made of

trench mortars at Makin and Tarawa; however, this

probably was so because of the limited number of

such weapons in the Special Naval Landing Forces.

Snjall arms used are both 7.7-mm and 6.5-mm caliber.

(3) Field fortifications. The Japanese defense of

small iislands is characterized by the extensive use
of field fortifications. The bunkers and pillbox
emplaced machine guns are the backbone of defen-
sive fire. These fortifications have been developed
from small installations, composed of a single layer
of pahn logs and sand bags and large enough for

only a few men, into massive structures 6 to 8 feet

thick, housing more than a squad. Pahn logs are

giving way to reinforced concrete and completely

enclosed steel structures. . These bunkers are rel-

atively safe from damage by anything less than a

direct hit by a 155-mm shell or larger. (See figs.

111-112.) The Japanese defend these to the last

man, and some have been known to remain in these

positions for days amid rotting corpses subsequently

to come out fighting during mopping-up operations.

(This was true at Tarawa and Makin.)

A typical “bunker” and pillbox strong point pro-

tecting a coast defense battery is shown in figure 113.

C. Antitank defense. (1) Obstacles. To date

the Japanese have constructed tank harriers only on

the islets where there are airstrips and seaplane

bases. These, generally, are antitank ditches and
lines of obstacles. The ditches run from 4 to 8

feet in depth and from 10 to 20 feet in width. (See

fig. 114.) They extend completely across the islet in

the case of the central fortified zone and usually are

protected by mine fields on the flanks. At communi-

cation points along these ditches the Japanese con-

struct bridges guarded by pahn log barricades filled

with rocks. In the perimeter defense these ditches

are found at the ends of airstrips and backing up
critical landing beaches. Low palm log hurdles are

placed in front of the ditches in order to slow up
tanks approaching the trap. Concrete pyramids

Figure 111. Japanese field fortifications.
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Figure 113. A typical coastal defense strongpoint.
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Figure 114. Antitank ditch.

(tetrahedrons) and horned scullies are used on the

reef as continuous barriers. Only very recently

have the Japanese begun to use mines in defense of

islands. On Tarawa a thick mine field was laid on
the reef in the space between the tetrahedrons. On
Kiska thin mine fields were found. On Makin sev-

eral hundred mines were found in a warehouse, but

none had been laid. Indications point to greater

use of mines in the future.

(2) Antitank weapons. Although they possess

more modern guns the Japanese so far have em-
ployed 37-mm rapid-fire guns in island defense.

These guns are employed behind the tank barricades

and ditches and are usually in open emplacements.

Alternate positions are prepared for these guns,

since the Japanese tactics are to keep antitank

weapons mobile. Light tanks were included in the

defense of Japanese bases recently captured, and
the Japanese doctrine was to employ them against

tanks landed by the attackers. All Japanese small

arms are assigned the mission of firing against tanks

and have done so in Pacific operations. Another

antitank weapon is the magnetic mine which has been

in use in all Pacific theaters.

d. Supply installations. (1) Japanese supply

installations on small islands closely follow the prin-

cipal of dispersion. Supplies are placed in small

dumps, in many cases in shallow excavations, as a

protection against bombing. Perishables and food

are generally in warehouses, and refrigeration is

used on some bases. With the increase in the size

of island garrisons which has been apparent since

the latter half of 1943, the Japanese have been plac-

ing a large part of their supplies on islets adjoining
those on which their major defenses are sited. In
the case of ammunition, the warehouses are con-

nected by a narrow gauge railway. Causeways have
been built between the islets to make communication
easier.

(2) The Japanese also secrete small arms and
ammunition in caches at various points on the islets,

as at Makin, so that in case of a withdrawal from
their fortifications they c&n fall back along their

supply line. Canteen supplies, beer, and sake were
plentiful, and there was no shortage of food. Sup-
ply vessels called at regular intervals. From most
data available a level of supplies of about 6 months
seems to have been maintained at all out-lying bases.

Clothing supply was good. The Japanese in the
Gilberts and Marshalls were all well supplied with
food and clothing and were in excellent physical
condition.
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(3) The policy of reinforcing the island bases

has been that each ship calling at a base drops off

a few more guns and additional ammunition. The
caliber varies, but each type of weapon is incor-

porated in the defense according to its capabilities.

Ships bring supplies from central island bases or

direct from the Japanese mainland.

9. AIRFIELDS AND SEAPLANE BASES,
a. Types of airstrips. The type of airstrip used

on the Japanese bases depends on the shape and size

of the islet. On the circular islets the field is made
up of two crossed strips. On crescent-shaped islets

a triangular-shaped pattern is used. On narrow
islets a single strip is laid. These patterns are fairly

regular. Runways are surfaced with coral and have
large turn-arounds at each end. The layout of the

runways takes advantage of prevailing winds. Air-

craft revetments are the palm log type, covered with

sand. A new development has been the use of small

railway cars loaded with logs and sandbags which,

during an air raid, are rolled in place in front of

revetments to serve as blast walls. Hangars are lo-

cated on the service aprons and are of conventional

design. The presence of underground hangars has

been indicated on some bases. Seaplane bases are

uniform in design, and generally consist of two con-

crete ramps extending into the lagoon, with a con-

crete apron on the shore bordered by hangars and
machine shops. As a rule these seaplane bases are

in the center of a fortified area.

b. Type of planes used. The types of planes

encountered on small islands have been: four-

engined flying boats; twin-engined medium bomb-
ers; land based pursuit; and single-engined float

planes. The four-engined flying boat is used for

long-range patrol work and now carries the brunt

of aerial reconnaissance. Japanese interception

tactics are normal.

10. SUCCESSIVE STAGES IN CON-
STRUCTION OF BASES. Since the Allied of-

fensive in the Central Pacific began, construction

of air bases on most atolls long enough to support

an airstrip has been noted. The first stage in con-

struction of a 'base is building the airstrip. The
antiaircraft defenses are next set up followed by
emplacement of coast defense guns. Tank barriers

and ditches come later, and pillboxes and bunkers

last. The Japanese have used considerable num-
bers of civilian laborers in the construction of their

bases. These laborers are not permitted to work

on the defenses but only on the airstrips, barracks,

and docks. They are carefully segregated from the

Japanese military personnel and are not permitted

access to the fortified zone. During the defense of

some bases, they were given aims by the Japanese

and were told to fight. Many' did, w'hile others

merely hid in air raid shelters and then surrendered.

11. HISTORICAL EXAMPLE OF JAPA-
NESE DEFENSE AGAINST AN AM-
PHIBIOUS ATTACK ON A CORAL
RESTRICTED
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ATOLL, a. Defense of Makin Atoll. (1)

During assault phase. The Japanese used air

attacks in order to break up the Allied assault

before it reached the island. As the transport

groups moved in for the landings the Japanese

opened fire with every weapon available. During

the initial landing small arms and automatic weap-

ons opened up wrhen the attacking forces came with-

in range. They did not wait until troops got close

in. Practically all of the defending troops were in

the defensive works, and very few were held in

reserve. They were unable to destroy or break up

the assault or to prevent the establishment of beach-

heads. In the early stages Japanese defense was

mainly by' fire and very little by movement. Many
remained in their bunkers and pillboxes until killed.

During the first night the Japanese tried to infiltrate

into the attackers’ lines to reoccupy' positions lost

during the day’s fighting.

(2) During mopping up phase. When their line

of bunkers and pillboxes was breached, the re-

maining Japanese broke up into small groups and

withdrew into covered areas, w'here they' re-formed

and then counterattacked. When these counter-

attacks were broken up, they formed into small

groups to take refuge in bunkers, air raid shelters,

and the salt marsh jungle. Japanese suicides were
frequent during the mopping-up phase. Some
remnants of their forces hid out for day's after the

fighting ceased, subsisting on coconuts and stolen

rations, while others tried to escape out to sea.

Probably because of the speed of Allied operations

and the rapidity with which their positions were
overrun, the Japanese were unable to destroy equip-

ment and stores.

(3) Conclusions. Since the Japanese wTere unable

to break up the Allied assault before it hit the beach

and prevent landings, their beach strong points were

overrun rapidly, and their defense plan was nulli-

fied. In order to counterattack they had to with-

draw men from their prepared positions and thus

lost the advantage of their fortifications. Their

prompt counterattack w'as entirely in keeping w'ith

their normal tactical doctrine.

Section X. JAPANESE COASTAL
DEFENSE

1. GENERAL, a. Scarcity of information.
(II Coast defense, as referred to in this section, is

generally the method of defense adopted for large

island and mainland areas, where defended locali-

ties are placed in strategic positions.

(2) The information on Japanese permanent or

fixed coastal defense methods is very meager. How-
ever, thorough study of their training regulations,

aerial photographs, and defensive measures carried

out in the North and Southwest Pacific Areas as

well as in Burma, present a fairly clear pattern of

their methods for semi-permanent installations. As
yet it is impossible to give a complete analysis of

this subject, since it is only comparatively recently
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that it has been possible to draw on active combat
experience. Furthermore, it is to be expected that

Japanese technique is not as yet fully developed, and
changes will no doubt ensue. It is believed, how-
ever, that the general methods and defensive lay-

outs described and illustrated herein will be of value
in estimating the form coastal defense may take in

the future.

b. Doctrine. (1) It must be borne in mind that
the Japanese conception of defense is essentially of-

fensive, consequently they do not envisage coast de-

fense as a passive process of merely resisting a hos-
tile attack, but rather one offensive in nature, where-

2. PERMANENT FORTIFICATIONS, a.
General. The fixed fortifications of Japan proper
are primarily coast defenses. Although very little

information as to age or character of gun comple-
ment has been obtained, there are indications that
some modern guns as large as 16-inch caliber are
emplaced in some areas. Antiaircraft guns are
included in the plan of defense.

b. Mission. The coast defense system is the sec-

ond line of defense, designed to insure the security

of the Empire, independently of the fleet. Defense
zones are located throughout the main islands to

guard strategic areas. Army and Navy aircraft act

Figure 115. A coast defense position.

by the enemy forces must be attacked and destroyed
before landing or as close thereafter as possible.

(2) A natural corollary of this offensive atti-

tude is the determination not to surrender, but to
fight on to the last man and the last round. An
excellent example both of this characteristic and of
the offensive spirit was given by the Japanese de-
fenders of Attu in the Aleutians. Here, after stub-
born fighting, the defenders were ejected from their
prepared positions, and those that remained were
driven back and thrown into an obviously hopeless
situation. However, rather than surrender, all of
the able and wounded alike joined in a final desper-
ate charge which was only stopped as the last of them
was killed. This tenacity of the Japanese in defense
must always be reckoned with when calculating the

resistance to be expected from a coast defense
position.

in concert in coast defense, although the primary
responsibility is recognized to be that of the Navy.

C. Mines. Great reliance is placed on mining op-
erations which are a function of the Navy. The
Japanese envisage the extensive use of mines to cover

the entrances of all approaches along their coast

and to block entrances to the narrow seas between

Japan and the Asiatic mainland. This inner edge

of the mined area is to be patrolled by surface craft

and aircraft from nearby fields to prevent mine
sweeping operations. Inner mine barrages will be
laid covering strategic points, and these will be
covered by shore batteries.

3. ATTU ISLAND DEFENSE PLAN. a.
Figure 116 shows that portion of Attu Island over
which fighting took place during its recapture by
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United States forces in the spring of 1943, and it

also gives some idea of the mountainous nature of

the terrain.

The Japanese defense plan for Attu Island seems

to have been based entirely on the assumption that

any Allied attack would take the form of a landing

in the main hays and subsequent advance up the

valley beds. The guns and positions covering the

main northern bays were so sited and concentrated

that landing craft would find it extremely difficult

to reach shore while one gun still remained to fire.

All positions were well emplaced, and the guns were

secure against everything except a direct hit. In

addition, in order to meet the contingencies that

hostile naval fire and air bombardment might knock
out the dual purpose guns, and a beach landing might

be made, the Japanese had prepared almost innu-

merable positions flanking the Holtz Bay beaches

and facing inward and even to the rear. Behind the

most inviting landing beaches they apparently had
prepared 4 successive lines of resistance, with a

final defensive line at the valley head. The setting

for their plan was completed by the defense layout in

Massacre Valley, where the lower positions flank-

ing the valley were hidden by excellent camouflage,

while those higher up were shrouded by the pre-

vailing mist and clouds.

b. From the evidence of the siting of these posi-

tions, it is reasonable to assume that the Japanese

appreciation of the course of the battle for Attu

was that either a direct frontal assault would be made
on the Holtz Bay beaches, or a back-door approach

would be attempted via Sarana or Massacre Bays,

the latter seemed more probable, for the exit from
Sarana is blocked by Lake Nicholas. Their plan

for Holtz Bay was designed chiefly to annihilate the

attacking forces on the water or on the beaches and

then to exterminate the few that might penetrate

Figure 116. Map of Attu Island.
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into the valleys by concentrated enfilade fire. On
the other hand, the apparent intention for Massacre
Bay was to meet attack by more subtle means. Be-

cause of good camouflage and cloud cover, few posi-

tions in that area were likely to be located by previous

reconnaissance, and the few visible tents, trails, and
fox holes would suggest that the valley was only thinly

out-posted. The few scattered soldiers who fled

the beach at the approach of the attacking force

may well have been a decoy to invite an advance
up the bed of Massacre Valley. Against that march
the enemy probably only intended to use enough
frontal resistance to ensure the building up of a

powerful force. When that force was pocketed in

the valley, all the flanking machine guns and mortars
would open fire, grenade discharger and rifle fire

would plunge down from above, and finally the

artillery at the head of the valley would complete
the process of annihilation. The Allied Forces thus
would be pinned to the ground and destroyed in

detail by inferior forces having the two decisive

advantages of concealment and absolute command
of terrain.

C. The plan of defense for Attu failed, as do so
many Japanese plans, because it made no provision
for the unexpected. The direction of the attack
of the Northern Force (shown on the map) took
them by surprise and out-flanked their carefully pre-

pared Holtz Bay positions which lacked adequate
all-round defense. The direction of attack of the

Southern Force from Massacre Bay had been antici-

pated correctly, but not the nature of its execution

which involved the quick movement to high ground
outflanking and dominating Japanese positions. The
defense plan met some slight initial success, but was
frustrated completely when Allied troops took the

initiative by fire and movement tactics and promptly
seized dominating terrain features.

4. KISKA DEFENSES, a. General. (1) The
garrison at Kiska was composed of Army and Navy
personnel in about equal numbers. Although a few
Naval personnel were found at Attu, the garrison
was composed almost entirely of Army men, and
consequently the barracks, weapons, etc., were all

of Army type. At Kiska the Navy was concentrated
around Kiska Harbor, while the Army occupied the

area around Gertrude Cove. Barracks and weapons
of the Navy differed in some respect from those of

the Army. In the future, particularly in the North
Pacific Area, it is reasonable to expect installations

similar to those on Kiska, where both the Army and
Navy occupied different sections of the same island.

(

2)

The Japanese development of Kiska was much
more extensive than had been the development of

Attu. Almost all beaches possessed some defenses

including barbed wire and mines. In addition to

the gun types found at Attu (75-mm and 20-mm AA,

75-mm and 37-mm Mtn. artillery, and small arms),
Kiska ordnance included 6-inch. 4.7-inch, and 76-

mm naval CD guns, 25-mm and 13-mm (single and

twin mount) antiaircraft guns, and 3 light tanks.

Heavy machine guns in a few cases were mounted in

concrete pill boxes. Passive defenses included a

radar installation, two 150-cm searchlights, and two
98-cm searchlights. Medical facilities were housed
in well equipped underground hospitals.

(3) In contrast to undeveloped Attu, Kiska de-

fensive areas were linked by a fairly well developed
road net. Nearly 60 trucks, 8 sedans, 20 motor-
cycles, and 6 bantam-sized autos operated over this

system. Two small bulldozers, tractors, and rollers

were available for work on the airfield. The sub-

marine base, the seaplane base, 2 machine shops, a

foundry, and a saw mill complete the list of Kiska’s

special installations.

(4) Water and power systems were well estab-

lished at Kiska in contrast to rather primitive sys-

tems employed at Attu. Power was provided mainly
by 3 large power houses, but many additional smaller

units supplied special buildings and outlying areas.

Water from half a dozen small reservoirs was piped

to installations and fire hydrants throughout the

Main Camp area. Three complete radio stations, a

radio-type navigation aid, and a well installed tele-

phone system made up the communication network.

b. Beach defenses. (1) For the most part the

Kiska shoreline is lined by steep cliffs, with sand

or gravel strips at the heads of the many coves which
indent its bluff line. Exits from these gravel
beaches are provided by steep stream valleys that rise

abruptly between towering hills to the high central

ridges of the interior. In emplacing his beach de-

fenses the Japanese made excellent use of this natu-

rally rugged terrain. Nearly all of the usable
beaches at Kiska possessed at least light defenses,

and in the island’s strategic mid-section beaches that

gave access to the built-up areas around Kiska Har-
bor and Gertrude Cove were strongly defended.

(2) In general, Kiska beaches, which were ac-

cessible to landing craft, were mined; tank traps

blocked possible overland exits; and barbed wire
barriers were strung between breaks in the bluff line.

From high ground at each of their extremities most
beaches were completely covered by well camou-
flaged machine gun dugouts and rifle pits. In the
hills behind these beaches other covered machine
gun positions and trench systems with numerous
fire bays commanded all possible exits along valley

routes. At a few of the strategic coves single 75-

mm and 37-mm artillery pieces were established in

covered emplacements that commanded both the
beach landing and its water approaches. In the

more thickly settled areas like the Main Camp and
the Sub Base the shoreline was honeycombed with
dug-in machine gun positions, and in a few cases
defenses were bolstered by reinforced concrete pill

boxes.

5. THE DEFENSE OF A PROMONTORY,
a. General. (1) The Japanese positions, shown in

Fig. 117, have been located by aerial photography
alone, therefore it cannot be assumed that the pic-

ture is complete in all respects. Sufficient informa-
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Figure 117. The defense of a promontory.
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tion seems to be available, however, to make clear

the general pattern of defense, namely, the concen-

tration of positions on the high ground so as to

provide for coast defense, by means of fire power
directed from well constructed positions on domi-

nant ground, and to afford direct defense for the

two landing strips. The exception to this principle

is the siting of defense positions (Position B) close

to the water line in the bay on the North-east of the

promontory; this, however, can be explained by the

relatively low-lying ground inland in this area,

which necessitates the more forward placing of

positions. It can be expected that many, if not

all, the antiaircraft guns shown have been sited with

a view to use in a dual-purpose capacity.

(2)

There seems to be a similarity in the general

defense layout between this system and that of Attu
Island, except in the important point of camouflage.

That little effort at concealment has been made in

the present instance is clear from the amount that

aerial photography has been able to reveal, whereas
on Attu Island close attention was paid to camouflage
and a good degree of concealment was achieved.

b. Development Area A. (1) Figure 118 il-

lustrates the various stages in the construction of

a defense position sited on a spur of high ground
giving good fields of fire over the neighboring
beaches. The locality is that shown at position (A)
overlooking the main bay from the East at the

north end of the promontory shown in figure 117.

(2) The earliest constructional activity consisted

only of ground clearance, the marking out of the

trench system, and a little preliminary digging. A
month later the position was already fairly well ad-

vanced, for by then the trench system, up to a length

of some 700 yards, had been completed, and 3

strong points had been incorporated in the general

layout. The developments in the position which
were seen to have taken place several months later

are indicated as Stage 3. As can be seen, its de-

fenses have been improved by additional trench dig-

ging, while a fourth strong point has been added,
and wire defenses also have been erected. In addi-

tion, the communications have been improved by
the making of a new trail into the position. In its

final form, the locality can be deemed to be of good
intrinsic strength, well sited, and designed to cover
the beaches to the North and East.

c. Development Area B. (fig. 119). (i)

Shows the development of the position (B) as illus-

trated in figure 117. In its early stages the only

really significant forward defenses were the pillboxes

covering the length of the sea-front. Further back, a

start had been made with the construction of de-

fenses on the rising ground.

(2) At Stage 2, the position has taken its proper
shape. It can be seen that the locality is sited in

2 ‘lines,’ the first covering the sea-wall and its im-

mediate sea approaches, while the second is set

some distance back on rising ground having a good

field of fire over the flat terrain intervening between
it and the sea-wall.

(3)

Another interesting feature which has ap-

peared at this stage is the extensive ditch, presum-
ably designed as an antitank obstacle, which has

been dug behind the sea-wall. This ditch is 15 to

20 feet wide and some 600 yards long. It should

also be noticed that the most southerly defenses,

which first appeared only as a ring of wire with a

few isolated weapon-pits, have developed into an
extensive light antiaircraft position, with ground
defenses incorporated. This position is almost cer-

tainly sited to fulfill a dual-purpose role.

6. THE DEFENSE OF A BEACH-LINE. a.

General. (1) The system of siting defense posi-

tions as shown in fig. 120 of a coastal area in Burma
is in evident contrast to that detailed in paragraphs

3 and 5. In this case, obvious emphasis has been

laid upon siting defenses as far forward as possible.

The frontal wire obstacles in places have been laid

actually below' the high water line, and the proximity

of all the positions to this line is a very noticeable

feature.

(2) Another interesting point of comparison be-

tween this layout and that of Attu Island is the ex-

tensive use made of wire obstacles and antitank

ditches. In view of this, it is not unreasonable to

presume that antitank mines have also been much
more freely employed, probably both on the beaches
and to cover the likely lines of approach of armored
vehicles within the area.

(3) The relatively large number of strongpoints
included within each defensive position is note-

worthy. The majority of these are probably de-

signed as fire positions for heavy and light machine
guns, but some of the larger emplacements are de-

signed to take heavier weapons, in particular the

37-mm antitank gun. This is a versatile weapon
which has been freely used by the Japanese to fire

against both landing craft and personnel, as well

as in its original role.

(4) The siting of the central position, set back
so as to enable it to cover by fire the rear of the
forward positions, is of interest. It is presumably
in this position, conveniently and centrally placed,

that the local reserves would be held. Note also the
similarity of this defense with the central fortified

area described in Small Island Defense, Section IX.

b. Development of Area A. (1) The position

shown in figure 121 is that marked as position (A)
on the map of the beach defense layout (fig. 120).
It is noteworthy for its speed of construction, since

it reached the first stage shown in something under
3 weeks. During that time an extensive trench sys-

tem was completed, 2 strongpoints were incorpo-
rated, and a long, forward zig-zag line of wire was
erected. About a month later the locality had
reached its final stage. By then, 4 new strong-
points had been constructed, a short length of com-
municating trench dug, and the wire defenses in-

creased and brought round to link up with the creek
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Figure 118. Stages in the construction of a defense position.

on to which the position backs. A short forward
length of brushwood also had been staked down in

one sector.

(2) In general, this position may be said to be a

typical example of the Japanese siting of a position

for all around defense.

c. Development of Area B. (1) The defended
locality illustrated in figure 122 (position (B) in the
beach defense figure 120) was already at a fairly-

advanced stage of development when first photo-
graphed. Its chief interest lies in the number of
strongpoints, eventually incorporated in it—no less
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Figure 121. Position A on beach defense layout shown in figure 120.
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Figure 122. Position B of beach defense layout shown in figure 120.
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Figure 123. Position C oj beach defense layout as shown in figure 120.
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than ten in a position with a total frontage of under

half a mile. One of these strongpoints, added at

a later stage as can be seen from the sketch, is note-

worthy both for its exceptional size and for the

fact that it is set right forward and not apparently

connected with the general trench system.

(2) In general, the position seems to be one of

particular strength, and it is to be noted that, in

addition to being covered on one flank by the anti-

tank ditch and brushwood obstacle of the adjacent

position described below, it is also covered on the

other flank by a creek.

d. Development of Area C. (1) The local-

ity here given in detail in figure 123 is that shown
as Position (C) in figure 120.

(2) When first photographed, the defended local-

ity consisted of a fairly extensive trench system with

numerous firing bays and one covered strongpoint

together with a forward zig-zag line of wire. It can

be seen that during the second stage of develop-

ment the position was extensively altered by the

filling-in of a large portion of the trench system

and by the adding of 2 further strongpoints and a

short length of trench. In addition, a road was

brought in to the north of the position.

(3) During the final constructional stages the

locality underwent even more radical changes, one

of the most interesting of which was the addition

of an antitank ditch formed by canalizing a small

creek. For a distance of about 400 yards, its banks

were dug vertical, thus making an antitank position.

A considerable trench system was also added at

one of the later stages, which, as annotated in the

sketch, is remarkable for the size of the strongpoint

incorporated in it as compared with those in the

rest of the locality. This particular strongpoint

is of the double-bay type, in contrast to the more
common single-bay variety. The defenses of the

position also were strengthened by the addition of

another obstacle in the form of a staked-down line

of bushes sited well forward on the beach. This

obstacle extends for nearly a mile, covers the whole

front of the position, and links up with the adjacent

defended locality described above.

7. TYPICAL SMALL BEACH DEFENSE
POSITION. In figure 124 there is illustrated in

detail a beach defensive position which the Japanese

constructed in Burma. The zig-zag trench system,

within wire defenses, consisted of 5 groups, inclos-

ing irregular areas, separated by a tidal creek. The

trenches were approximately 5 feet wide at the top,

with firing bays projecting outwards, thus affording

an all round field of fire. Approximately 66 bays,

equally divided between the two areas, were con-

structed in the system at intervals, varying between

23 and 70 feet. A pillbox, about 10 feet square, was

located within the northern trench system covering

the stream. Both double and single lines of wire,

set on posts at approximately 10-foot intervals, fur-

nished obstacle protection to the area.

Approximate Yards
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Figure 124. A typical beach defense position in Burma.
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8. DEFENSE INSTALLATIONS, a. Gen-
eral. (1) Japanese defense positions, both inland

and coastal, generally include strong, mutually-sup-

porting emplacements of a permanent or semi-perma-
nent nature. The use of artificial obstacles has not
been a universal feature. In various combat areas,

however, there are indications that fairly widespread
use is made of artificial obstacles for coast defense.

This tendency can be expected to be intensified the

more the Japanese Army is driven back on the de-

fensive.

(2) Construction details illustrating obstacles

have been taken from Japanese manuals and training

( b )
The double-apron type illustrated in figure

127 was found at Betio Island in the Central Pacific.

Lanes sometimes are left between the lines of this

type so that movable obstacles may be utilized.

Here, again, both barbed and smooth wire are

utilized.

(c) Passageways through wire entanglements are

illustrated in figure 128.

(d ) In New Georgia the Japanese used a prickly

vine in lieu of barbed wire to form obstacles around
defensive positions.

(2) Movable barriers. The Japanese feel that

movable obstacles are not very effective, but realize

Figure 126. A barbed-mre entanglement.

instructions and may reasonably be expected to rep-

resent their current practice.

b. Obstacles. According to Japanese teaching,
“obstacles are built to obstruct the enemy’s advance
and, combined with firepower, to destroy or hinder
his movements, or to prevent surprise attack.” They
further state that wire entanglements and movable
obstacles, combined with mines, abatis, and snares,

normally are used. For antitank defense, ditches,

mines, and obstacles for separating the infantry from
their accompanying tanks are employed. The fol-

lowing details of their methods are given:

(1) Wire entanglements, (a) In figure 126
there is illustrated the net-type wire entanglement.
Note that both barbed and smooth wires are used in

the construction. Except for the lower horizontal

line, the Japanese stipulate that the wires need not
be tight, but they stress that the efficiency of the ob-

stacle is increased by stretching wires between the

main wires to thicken the net.

that they are easy to transport, set up, and conceal.
They are used when an obstacle is needed to surprise
opposing forces, when concealment of positions is

necessary, w'hen closing up a passageway in an ob-
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(c) Spiral ( concertina ) barriers.

stacle. to block roads, and where it is difficult to drive

posts in rocky or frozen ground. The length and
height are varied according to the tactical require-

ments and the convenience of transportation. The
following three figures illustrate the type commonly
used:

(a) Movable wire barriers.

> 1>I >1<11
2' 7" H

Figure 129.

Figure 131.

(6) Cheval-cle-frise ( knife-rest ) barrier. (3) Other types of barriers, (a) Abatis. The
Japanese recognize that abatis are easy to destroy,

but they frequently use them in areas where trees

are plentiful. Figure 132 shows a type made by
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cutting away the smaller branches of tree limbs,
sharpening the ends of those remaining. The Jap-
anese sometimes construct abatis by feeling trees at

a height of 2 to 3 feet from the ground; the trees, not
completely cut loose from their stumps, are felled in

the direction of opposing forces, and their limbs are
prepared much in the same manner shown above.

(6) Folding screen. The frames are made sep-
arately and then connected as illustrated in figure
133. These may be used in rows.

Figure 133.

(c) Wire snares. These may be of three types,

illustrated in the following figures. It appears that

either plain or barbed wire may be used, with the

latter the most effective.

It is evident that snares are laid in “fields” at times
on the principle of a mine field. In coast defense,
they logically might he employed below the high
water level, where they might well be expected to

take attacking troops wading ashore by surprise.

( d ) Example of the use of barbed wire. Barbed-
wire defenses at Kiska were of four types:

Double apron ( 2*4-3 feet high at center and
10 feet wide.)

.

Four strand fence (2*4-3 feet high—criss-

crossed strands).

Low entanglements 1-1*4 feet off the beach
designed merely to stall advancing troops

momentarily.
Specially designed entanglements.

(1) Double apron fence predominated and was
used principally to block the mouths of the stream
valleys which at most beaches provide ingress to

the interior. Usually, this fence was found erected
along the slopes of grassy dunes just inland from
the beach. In only a few cases was the wire estab-

lished upon the beach itself. Pegs and posts used
in stringing wire were of wood—apparently odds
and ends left from building materials, etc.

(2) Four strand fence defenses were cleverly lo-

cated at the crests of steep beach bluffs, where the

barbs would retard the attacker after his energy
had been spent in climbing. Heavy machine gun
positions usually commanded the full length of these

barriers.

(3) Low entanglements were stretched upon pegs
just off the rocks of a few of the lesser beaches. In
most of these cases the wire blended so well with
rocks and sand that the observer could not see the
barrier until he was within a few feet of it.

(4) (a) At Reynard Cove a unique wire de-
fense was set up in which the barbed strands were
strung from the top of a 15 foot bluff behind the
beach to pegs driven in the beach itself. This ar-
rangement created a thorny maze of wire through
which attacking troops would have had to climb
in order to reach the high ground behind the
bluff.

( b ) Barbed-wire defenses at Kiska were not set
up in depth, however, and probably would not have
hindered the attackers greatly. Except at 1 beach
where 2 fences existed, no more than 1 wire barrier-
stood between the sea and the island’s interior. At
many of the beaches unused coils of barbed wire
observed in storage piles may indicate that further
defenses were planned.

C. Defense structures. (1) General, (a) Jap-
anese defense structures have not followed a set pat-
tern to date, but have been made to conform as
nearly as possible to the surrounding terrain and to
meet the immediate tactical requirements. With
some exceptions, these structures have been relatively
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flat, extending 3 to 5 feet above the ground level,

or irregularly shaped positions built around the

bases of trees. A Japanese manual on field fortifi-

cations states that “it is most important not to ad-

here blindly to set forms in construction work, but

to adapt such work to fit the tactical situation.”

(6) When forced to take up an active defense, the

Japanese apparently follow the theory that construc-

tion of defensive positions involves a continual proc-

ess of development. First, the positions merely

constitute a series of foxholes; subsequently, if time

and circumstances permit, these are linked together

to form a coordinated defense system. The third

stage involves construction of strong points, bunker

and pillbox types of earthworks, and log positions.

(e) Japanese positions have included bunkers,

pillboxes, dugouts, shelters, blockhouses, rifle and
machine-gun emplacements, fox holes, trenches, and
antiaircraft emplacements and revetments. The
terms “bunker,” “pillbox,” and “dugout” have been

used fairly loosely, and it is sometimes difficult to

do more than roughly differentiate between them.
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(d) New Guinea. In New Guinea the Japan-
ese terrain utilization between Buna Village and
the coconut plantation at Cape Endaiadere was an
excellent example of a complete defensive system.

With the sea to their rear, they anchored their right

flank on Buna Village where the unfordable Girua
River and Entrance Creek enter the sea (figures

135, 136 and 137), and their left flank on the sea

below Cape Endaiadere. They built a system of

bunkers with connecting trenches on all the high
ground; this forced the attacking force to advance

frontally along rather narrow corridors of dry
ground or through impassable swamps.

(2) Bunkers, (a) Generally speaking, bunkers

may be said to differ from pillboxes by their size,

shape, and shallow foundations. Usually they have

been found on a large scale only in those areas where

high-water levels preclude the digging of deep

trenches, and in more or less open terrain (for

example, in coconut groves and on the edges of air-

fields.)

Figure 136. Japanese dejenses at Buna.
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Figure 137. Japanese defenses at Buna.

( b )
Figure 138 illustrates typical bunker con-

struction. The finished interior of bunkers varies

from 4 to 6 feet in height, 6 to 10 feet in width, and
12 to 30 feet in length. The larger bunkers are
found sometimes with 2 bays, or compartments, sep-

arated by a large solid block of earth. Each
bunker has 1 or more narrow firing slits, difficult to

hit even at close ranges. These slits are covered by
some form of camouflage when not in use.

(c) In the Buna-Gona area, the bunkers and
pillboxes (the latter have also been referred to as

small bunkers) were built along the same general

lines. With a shallow trench as a foundation, log

columns and beams were erected, log revetment

walls were constructed, and a ceiling then was made
of several layers of logs, laid laterally to the trench.

With the completion of this basic superstructure,

the revetment walls were reinforced by such ma-
terials as sheets of iron, oil drums and ammunition
boxes filled with sand, and additional piles of logs.

Lastly, the outside was covered with dirt, rocks,

coconuts, and short pieces of logs. For camouflage,

the surface was planted with fast growing vege-

tation.
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Figure 138. A typical Japanese bunker.

Figure 139. Close-up of typical Japanese bunker.
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Figure 140. Diagram of Japanese pillbox.

( d ) Different types of entrances were used. Some
had direct openings from fire trenches, while others
had tunnels from the rear. With very few excep-
tions, all openings were constructed in such a way
that the explosion of a grenade inside the entrance
would not injure personnel inside the bunker.

(e) A few bunkers were used to shelter accom-
panying weapons such as antitank guns and there-
fore had large direct openings.

(3) Pillboxes. Usually Japanese pillboxes are
constructed over, or near, dugouts, to which the
enemy can flee for protection while being shelled or
bombed. Some have been described as having front
and rear compartments—the front part for firing and
the rear for protection, storage of supplies, and rest

or sleep. Some of the dugouts are 10 feet deep or
more. Figure 141 is a front view of a typical pill-

box. Note the narrow firing slit, cut at an angle to

permit a wide field of fire, and the iron fasteners.
Figure 142 shows how the inside of a large pillbox
or shelter usually is constructed.

(a) Buna area. In the Buna area some of the
pillboxes were made as follows: sand-filled oil or
gasoline drums were placed at intervals in front of

the trenches—enough interval was left to permit
firing by automatic weapons and by rifles. Heavy
palm logs were piled 3 to 5 feet in front of the

160

Figure 141. Front view of a pillbox.
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drums, in such a way that they did not block the

loopholes for firing. The structure then was cov-

ered with sod and otherwise camouflaged by shrubs

and saplings, which were planted in a realistic

manner.

( b ) New Georgia. (1) Many of the pillboxes

on New Georgia consisted of two decks, which per-

mitted personnel to drop through a connecting door

during heavy shelling. All were described as

mutually supporting and very well concealed. The
pillboxes usually housed heavy weapons, while com-

munication trenches leading out on the flanks gen-

erally concealed light machine guns.

(21 Coral rock, better than ordinary rock because

it is more resilient, formed part of the protective

covering on many of the New Georgia pillboxes (see

fig. 144). It was used in conjunction with coco-

nut logs, earth, and miscellaneous materials at hand.

A large number of the pillbox tops had as many as

four layers of coconut logs which were topped with

dirt and coral rock. Ferns and growing shrubs were

planted in the chinks to round out a well-camou-

flaged appearance.

(c) Betio. Pillboxes—along with blockhouses,

open and covered trenches, individual rifle emplace-

ments, and open revetments—formed the main de-

fensive system on Betio. They were situated within

100 feet of the high tide mark. The pillboxes were

constructed mainly of reinforced concrete (several

of these were 16 inches thick), coconut palm logs,

and sand. Hexagonal (6-sided) steel pillboxes used

as command posts, roughly in pyramidal shape, were

found on all the beaches (see fig. 145). Ap-

parently they had recently been installed, and were

designed to be reinforced with concrete (concrete

had already been placed around 2 of them) . They

had not been camouflaged, and were badly damaged,

since most of them had not been reinforced by sand-

bags or coconut logs.

These pillboxes, apparently prefabricated, are de-

signed to serve as command and observation posts.

They have a double wall, between which sand and

other material is placed for added protection. Ap-

parently most of the beach-defense guns on Betio

were emplaced in dugouts with overhead protection.

Many of the dugouts were made of reinforced con-

crete. Figure 146 illustrates the concrete pillbox.

Figure 142. Inside view of Japanese pillbox.
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Figure 144. A New Georgia pillbox.
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Figure 145. A hexagonal steel pillbox.
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Figure 146. A concrete pillbox.

Ammunition and supply dumps were scattered about
the island in bomb-proof dugouts.

(d) Burma. (1) In general, the Japanese pill-

boxes in the jungle country of Burma were found
to be similar to those in the South Pacific. The two
types of structures for bunkers commonly identified

in coast defense positions in this area are shown in
figure 147.

The details of construction are as follows:

(2) The Double Bay type is built in 2 sizes, 25
feet by 15 feet and 60 feet by 40 feet. They con-
sist of mounds of earth from 5 feet to 12 feet

in height, with a rear entrance well recessed into
the mound. Forward, a central, apparently solid,
block projects to form 2 bays. These bays vary in
size.

(3) The Single Bay type consists of a roughly cir-

cular mound of earth about 25 feet in diameter and
5 feet high, with an entrance at the rear opening
into a crawl trench or the main trench system. In
front is a firing-slit; on, or slightly above, ground
level, it is from 6 to 8 feet long and about 1 foot 6
inches to 2 feet high.

(4) The structures are designed for use by any
of the weapons of the Japanese Infantry Regiment,
but probably are best adapted for use by 37-mm anti-

tank guns or heavy machine guns.

9. CONCLUSIONS, a. Pattern and prin-
ciples. The tentative pattern and principles of coast
defense which seem to emerge from study of the

problems are: the Japanese may set their positions

back from the coast line on high ground, with the

intention of gaining complete control of ground

and covering the beaches by fire alone, or if neigh-

boring high ground is not available, their positions

will be sited right at the water’s edge with the in-

tention of engaging any landing troops in direct

combat at the moment most difficult for them. The
selected localities will be well laid out and positions

carefully constructed, while they will include a num-
ber of of strong points with interrelated fields of fire.

In comparison with inland defense positions, great-

er use is likely to be made of both anti-personnel and
anti-vehicle obstacles, which may be of a variety of

different types. Any artillery in the position will

be boldly employed and sited, while its use in a
dual-purpose role definitely is to be anticipated.

b. Tenacity. The Japanese conduct of the de-

fense is characterized by tenacity and a determina-

tion to fight to the last man and the last round. As
a corollary, any attacking force which gains a foot-

hold in a Japanese coastal defense position must
expect to meet concentrated and accurate fire from
flanking strong points and must be ready to with-
stand an immediate and determined counterattack.

c. Weaknesses. The main weakness shown by
the Japanese has been an inability to adapt them-
selves to the unexpected, and their coast defense
positions have been found particularly vulnerable to
surprise either in the nature or direction of attack.
The Japanese also have shown themselves partic-
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Figure 147. Types of bunkers.
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ularly susceptible to attack coming from ground
higher than that on which their own positions were
sited. Both these weaknesses were successfully ex-

ploited by the attacking forces on Attu Island.

Section XI. JAPANESE JOINT
OPERATIONS

1. GENERAL, a. Definition. Joint operations

as discussed in this chapter are operations involv-

ing both Army and Naval forces, including air;

transportation by sea and a landing on hostile shores

are entailed.

(1) Troop commander is the officer commanding
all the forces which are to land.

(2) Convoy commander is the naval officer in

charge of the movement by sea to the debarkation
point. When there is an escort accompanying the

convoy, the Escort commander is superior to the

Convoy commander.
(3) Transport officer commands the special troops

whose duty is to embark and debark the landing
force. It is believed that this title is synonymous
with that of Debarkation commander.

b. Purpose. Joint operations usually are em-
ployed for the purposes of seizing an island, estab-
lishing a beachhead as a prelude to future operations,
or enveloping a hostile flank by sea. The principles
of planning are essentially the same regardless of the
purpose. Joint operations are usually large scale
undertakings, although it is interesting to note the
increased employment of the envelopment by sea,

which may be attempted with a relatively small force.
c. Composition of forces. The size and com-

position of the force depend on the anticipated enemy
strength, the terrain to be encountered, knowledge
of defensive installations, and the scope of the opera-
tions. The force will include such special troops and
equipment which are considered necessary to over-
come anticipated difficulties. In some instances, a
Special Naval Landing Party has been included to
cover the landing of the Army troops.

d. Doctrine. Complete cooperation between
Army and Navy is essential, the Army commander
being given more responsibility in the operation
than is awarded the naval commander. Secrecy,
careful preparation, quick action, and deception also'

are prerequisites of success. Since landing opera-
tions are made under relatively unknown conditions
control and communications are difficult, and there-
fore all commanders should be ready to display
initiative and to make individual decisions when in-

structions are lacking. Confusion can be expected
with resultant demoralization. In view of this fact,

troops must execute landing operations forcefully
and with initiative in spite of bad weather, rough
seas, persistent attacks by hostile planes and sub-
marines, or strong enemy resistance.

2. RECONNAISSANCE AND PLANS, a.

Reconnaissance. (1) Prior reconnaissance may
result in loss of the element of surprise; neverthe-

less it is essential.

(2) Air reconnaissance of the proposed landing
points must be made by competent officers who will

participate in the landing. Aerial photographs
showing the landing points both at high and low tides

must be studied by all units.

(3) Reconnaissance from the sea must be car-

ried out with secrecy. Submarines may be used, but
their activities are limited by the depth of their draft

and the limited view through their periscopes.

Speed boats may be used, but care must be taken lest

they disclose the plan.

(4) Although the method of reconnaissance will

vary according to the mission, the time of day, and
the equipment available, the following information

should be gained at the earliest opportunity:

(a) General topography.

(b) Enemy dispositions.

(c) Hydrography.
(d) Topography, width, nature, and facilities of

the beach.

(e) Condition of surf at high and low tides.

(/) Objectives and routes of advance.

(g) Existence of airfields.

(h) Correctness of existing maps.

b. Plans. (1) Based on the reconnaissance, the

troop and convoy commanders select the anchorage

and landing beach. Wherever possible, the beach

selected should be one where enemy fortifications

are weak. It should be so located that the plan of

attack can be easily carried out, and it must be

suitable for the landing of equipment. Alternate

landing points should be selected in case the enemy
situation or condition of the surf should dictate a

change. When landings are to be made at more
than one point, excessive dispersion must be avoided.

(2) The landing plan must have a margin of

flexibility and must provide for delegation of au-

thority so that rapidly developing situations can be

met promptly.

(3) Plans must be worked out in every detail and
all personnel be thoroughly familiar with them.

3. EMBARKATION AND REHEARSAL, a.

Embarkation. The transport officer assigned to the

convoy must carefully consider the troop command-
er’s plan for landing. Based on this plan, he allo-

cates space aboard the ships and prepares the order

of loading. Extreme care must be exercised in load-

ing the first wave so that its debarkation will be

expedited. All materiel to be used by troops must

be so loaded that it goes ashore in the correct se-

quence and at the time it is needed. If tanks are to

be used with the first wave, they must be loaded on
the same transport as the troops of that wrave. Ma-
teriel should be so divided among the several ships

of the convoy that the loss of any one w ill not seri-

ously affect the success of the operation. If cranes
w ill carry the load, boats and barges should be put
over the side fully loaded.

b. Rehearsal. A transport which has com-
pleted loading will normally proceed either singly
or in formation to the assembly point where it joins
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the convoy. Rehearsals of the larding will be under-

taken at the assembly point as a continuation of

previous training. Since the time for this is limited,

emphasis must be placed on the more important as-

pects of the landing. During the trip from the as-

sembly area to the anchorage or debarkation point,

all final arrangements will be made and instructions

issued.

4. ACTIONS BEFORE L A N D I N G. a.

Transport commander’s orders. At the assem-

bly point, or immediately after leaving it, the trans-

port commander will issue orders pertaining to the

debarkation of the various units. These orders gen-

erally will cover the following points:

( 1 )
Time for completion of landing preparations.

(2) Order of landing.

(3) Assignment of boats and barges.

(4) Hour of debarkation.

(51 Formation of ship to shore movement.

(6) Antisubmarine, antiaircraft, and antigas

measures.

(7) Time for recall of boats.

(8 1 Communications between transports and

beach.

(9) Rescue measures.

b. Responsibility of the convoy commander.

(1)

Formation of the convoy.

(2) Communication between transports.

(3) Use of weapons for protection of the convoy.

(4) Care of casualties aboard transports while

en route.

(5) Protection of the landing force. (This, it is

believed, refers to naval gun fire covering the land-

ing.)

(6) Formation of ships in the anchorage. They

should he anchored parallel to the beach, and in

single or multiple columns.

c. Other requirements. Landing units and de-

barkation units must complete all preparations for

the landing the evening prior to arrival at the de-

barkation area. Commanders of all grades must
he familiar with all details of the operation.

5. ACTION DURING LANDING, a. Tim-
ing. The landing should be timed so that the first

wave will reach the shore just before dawn. If

attack from the air, or an advance up a long defile is

expected after landing, it may he necessary to start

landing about midnight so that most of the personnel

will be ashore by dawm. If the landing cannot be

made at night or under cover of fog, a daylight land-

ing may be necessary. In this case the landing

should be covered by smoke, laid by the use of

floating smoke candles. Transports may also fire

smoke shells on important enemy positions such as

observation posts and searchlights. (Fig. 148.)

b. Formation of landing waves. Generally

all boats of each wave get under way at the same
time. If the anchorage is at a considerable distance

from shore, the landing barges may come shorewards
in columns for ease of control and direction. In this

formation, a certain amount of maneuver is pos-

sible so as to deceive the enemy as to the exact land-

ing point. As the column approaches the beach

it deploys and continues to the shore, regardless of

hostile resistance.

c. Functions of work units. Work units from

the debarkation troops are charged with the re-

moval of under water obstacles, marking the route

for succeeding waves, construction of landing in-

stallations, rescue of men in the sea, salvage of dam-

aged barges and when the occasion requires, they

also act as combat troops.

d. Protection. The movement of landing craft

from ship to shore should be protected against flank

attack by the employment of armed barges, patrol-

ling on the flanks.

e. Liaison, communication, and supply. (1)

Liaison must be established between combat and

debarkation units.

(2) Communication is maintained by the use of

high-speed armored boats, radio, carrier pigeons,

flag and lamp signals, and, when the anchorage is

close inshore, by the use of submarine cables.

(3) Since the landing of supplies frequently is

delayed, landing troops must carry extra food and
ammunition. Supply dumps will be established near

the shore as soon as possible.

6.

ACTION AFTER LANDING, a. The first

wave. The crucial time of the landing is wdien the

boats reach the beach and troops disembark. The
first units to land will deploy at once and im-

mediately attack in full force to rout the immediate
enemy and push inland. The first wave will secure

the beach, and if necessary, dig in and hold till re-

inforcements land, at which time the offensive will

he resumed. Bicycles and motor vehicles must be
assigned to those units leading the advance or to re-

serves who will be used to exploit success.

b. Assault detachments. Each company com-
mander should organize and have trained special as-

sault detachments designed to neutralize fortifica-

tions and reduce centers of resistance by attacking
them from the rear. Personnel of such detachments
should land as a unit in one boat.

C. Feints. Feints may be used with success at ap-
propriate times. These may be made through the

employment of mine sweepers, aerial reconnaissance,
bombing, ship’s gun fire, by the routing of a trans-

port to a false landing point, and even by making
a temporary landing.

d. Supplementary landings. It is possible to

assist the main landing by putting a unit ashore on
a headland or difficult beach where the enemy is not
expecting a landing. This unit can work around in

rear of the enemy, attack his flank, and cut his lines

of communication.

e. Artillery. (1) When naval gun fire is used
to cover landings, care must be taken so as not to

disclose the plans prematurely. The troop com-
mander issues the orders for opening fire.
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l' igures 148 and 149. Smoke action during landing operations in eastern New Guinea.
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(2) Part of the field artillery should be landed

early to give direct support to the infantry near the

water’s edge. It is assigned the mission of neutraliz-

ing fire from fortifications and weapons protecting

hostile flanks. Liaison must be maintained among
artillery units so that fire may be coordinated. Posi-

tions for artillery should be chosen near the land-

ing point but away from distinctive terrain features;

they should be concealed from the air and inacces-

sible to hostile tanks. Infantry commanders give

the accompanying artillery units assistance in chang-

ing positions or in moving forward.

f. Tanks. If tanks are used in the landing oper-

ations, they may be attached to front line battalions

for employment at the water’s edge, or retained for

use in the attack at a later stage. If the situation

dictates, the battalion commander must not hesitate

to sub-allot tanks to companies.

7. NAVAL SUPPORT, a. General. In most

landings that have been observed, naval units have

escorted the troop transports to the point of debarka-

tion and have supported the landing. During the

earlier operations, naval vessels showed a marked

tendency to leave the point of debarkation as quickly

as possible, undoubtedly because of fear of hostile

air attacks.

b. Naval gun fire. Naval gun fire in most in-

stances has not been employed far in advance of the

actual landing; the general practice has been to open

fire on shore installations just prior to the hour of de-

barkation. At Kota Bharu, the naval gun fire did not

commence until the troops had transferred from

transports to landing craft. Fire was well placed

and controlled.

C. Air support. In all Japanese landings first

consideration has been given to neutralizing hostile

air strength. Such effort has been highly success-

ful in most cases, but at Kota Bharu the plan to de-

stroy British planes on the ground failed, and, as

a result, severe casualties were suffered. Japanese

air has cooperated closely with ground units and has

supported them well in the advance after the land-

ing.

8. NOTES ON LANDING OPERATIONS,
a. The Philippines. The principles of surprise

and deception are well illustrated in the Japanese

landings on the Philippines. A surprise air attack

gave the Japanese quick control of the air. After

this was secured, landings were made at opposite

ends of the island of Luzon, the forces in each case

comprising a special naval landing party and a re-

inforced brigade. Both landings were unopposed,

and the forces at once began to establish beachheads,

apparently to provide for the main lendings which

were yet to come. Each had naval escort and air

support, and the landings were carried out rapidly

and without confusion. When the main landings did

occur, they were made on opposite sides of the cen-

tral (narrow) part of the island, and although they

were opposed, forces from the initial landings were

able to put sufficient pressure on the defender’s flanks

to cause him to withdraw.

b. Kota Bharu. The landing at Kota Bahru in

northern Malaya was made in 2 echelons. The first

echelon, consisting of engineers, infantry, tanks,

37-mm guns, and mortars was to land and cover the

debarkation of the remainder of the division. Under

cover of darkness it entered the anchorage, sup-

ported by a squadron of heavy cruisers and 2 aircraft

carriers. The Japanese knew that the beach was or-

ganized for defense and that their landing would be

opposed. When the initial landing wave had been

transferred to landing craft, the guns of the naval

escort opened fire on shore installations, the first in-

dication that a landing was being attempted. The

first wave proceeded rapidly toward the beach and

suffered heavy casualties, both from fire and from

under water obstacles. Naval gun fire was well di-

rected and finally concentrated on one portion of the

beach where a few of the defensive guns had been

put out of action. A channel was cleared through the

obstacles to this beach, and succeeding waves, pro-

ceeding slowly and guided by the engineers, landed

with few casualties. The Japanese reserves were

used up in this landing, and their position would have
been critical had not the main force arrived in the

anchorage at that time and rushed reinforcements

ashore. Planes from the carriers were assigned the

mission of destroying British planes on the airfield,

but, as a result of faulty timing, arrived over the

target after the British had taken to the air. Japa-

nese fear of hostile air was well founded in this case,

as the few British planes caused heavy damage to the

transports.

C. Both landing operations described here had
been well rehearsed beforehand.

9.

COMMENTS, a. The Japanese plan their

landing operations carefully and issue orders com-
plete in every detail.

b. Reconnaissance is thorough, and even small

units are given maps and aerial photographs.

C. The army troop commander has more author-

ity in the planning than the naval commander.

d. Landings are always escorted by naval vessels

and supported by air.

e. Control of the air is regarded as necessary to

a successful landing, and the Japanese have at-

tempted to neutralize hostile aircraft in every in-

stance.

f. The principle of surprise generally is employed
in landing operations, either by concealing the time
of landing or its exact location.

g. Deception, as in all Japanese tactics, is fre-

quently used to conceal the location of the main
landing or to land smaller forces at an unexpected
point to assist the main landing.
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Section XII. JAPANESE PARACHUTE
TROOPS

1. GENERAL. Only small forces of parachute
troops have been used by the Japanese in their opera-
tions during the current war. They have made only
very modest claims for their achievements and early

realized that considerably more thought must be
given to the training and organization of these
forces.

2. EMPLOYMENT TACTICS, a. Palem-
bang. At Palembang, Sumatra, in February 1942.
Japanese parachute troops were assigned a two-fold
mission; to gain control of the airfield at Palem-
bang; and to seize the 2 large oil refineries there
before they could be put out of commission by the
opposing forces. The airfield and the 2 refineries
were so widely separated that the battalion (about
700 men) was divided into 3 combat teams, each
of which had to operate independently and out of sup-
port distance of the units attacking the other 2 ob-
jectives. The force used appears to have been too
small to accomplish the missions properly. How-
ever, even though the parachute force was practi-
cally destroyed, and the entire operation was char-
acterized by the utmost confusion, the effort served
the Japanese well as a training maneuver. It also
served as an effective diversion (possibly uninten-
tional) while the Japanese were moving in from the

sea to take Palembang.

b. Timor. On Timor Island, in June 1942, para-

chute troops were employed by the Japanese on two
successive days, during sea borne landings, to cut

the communication lines of the defending forces.

The operation is described as follows: Twenty to

25 troop carriers came in supported by bombers and
fighters. The bombers operated in groups of 9. in

arrow formation. It was estimated that each carrier

contained from 15 to 25 troops, which were dropped
in groups of 6 to 8. There was no wind when the
operation took place at 0830, in bright sunlight.
The objective on each occasion was a position astride
the hostile line of communication. The area chosen
was fairly level, but timbered with high palm trees
from 15 to 20 feet apart over certain portions with
thick undergrowth in the adjoining areas. There
was no air opposition, and the objectives were from
a mile and a quarter to a mile and three quarters
from the nearest company outpost area and about

5 miles from the main defenses. Japanese para-
troops landed from a low altitude, estimated to be
300 feet. During descent automatic weapons were
fired, and considerable noise was made. While the
landings were being made, the escorting planes
bombed and machined gunned the defending posi-
tions. The paratroops, upon landing, quickly took
up ambush positions; some climbed trees from which
they acted as snipers. Forward positions were
marked with Japanese flags, to facilitate their quick
location by aircraft, and alternative positions were
used extensively as soon as each squad was fired

upon or outflanked. It was the use of these troops
which prevented the withdrawal of the relatively
small defending garrison which was opposing a land-
ing of a large Japanese force in the Koepang area,
since the paratroops had cut off the line of retreat.

C. Central China. In November 1943, in the
Tungting Lake Campaign, in Central China, it was
reported that the Japanese used parachute troops in

the attack on Taoyuan, Hunan. Previous to this at-

tack the Japanese carried out a thorough air recon-
naissance of the area and subjected it to heavy straf-

ing before dropping the troops. During the landing
of the troops, made on elevated ground, the Chi-
nese positions were kept under constant bombing
and strafing attack from low flying planes. It was
estimated that approximately 60 men were dropped,
all landing near their objective. The leader of the
force fired a flare which was apparently a signal for
plain clothes men in the city to aid the attack, '['he

parachute troops collected their equipment, which
had been dropped first, and organized for the ground
attack in approximately thirty minutes after landing.

3. CONCLUSION. The Japanese Army no doubt
has acquired the practical appreciation of the value
of parachute troops and the proper methods for their
employment, although they have used them only in a
limited capacity. The Japanese must also realize
that the successful employment of these forces is con-
tingent upon air superiority and absence of ground
troops in the areas in which they are used. This
assumption, however, should not be given too much
weight when gauging expected Japanese action, even
though they might lack air superiority. It must
be borne in mind that this type of troop employment
is in keeping with Japanese principles of surprise
and their spirit of sacrifice, and it is reasonable to
assume that a parachute troop attack may be at-
tempted by them even though air superiority is not
established.
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SUPPLY, MOVEMENTS AND EVACUATION

Section I. SUPPLY

1. OUTLINE OF SYSTEM OF SUPPLY,
a. General. (1) The executive control required for

maintaining a force in the field is provided by the

services, under the supervision and direction of both

the Administrative Staff and the Transportation Sec-

tion (or Department) of the General Staff. The
Chief of the General Staff is responsible for planning
and policies, and the Transportation and Communi-
cations Bureau of the General Staff is responsible

for the technical details of both land and sea trans-

portation to implement the Chief of the General

Staff’s plans.

(2) The services—intendance, ordnance, medical,

and veterinary—each have their respective bureaus

(Directorates) in the Ministry of War, and are rep-

resented by their staffs on the lines of communica-
tion, army, division, and unit headquarters.

(3) In the Japanese Army, the Intendance Bu-

reau in the Ministry of War is responsible for the

supply and maintenance of provisions (rations and

forage), equipment (clothing etc.), and pay; the

Ordnance Bureau, for the supply and maintenance of

arms, ammunition, engineer and transport equip-

ment. The transportation of supplies, except with-

in the forward units, is controlled by the Trans-

portation Section of the General Staff. The trans-

port of supplies within the forward units themselves

is undertaken by the transport regiments and the

various trains, such as the regimental and battalion

trains.

(4) Variety in means of transportation is a char-

acteristic of the Japanese Army; animal transport

is largely used, and the most commonly employed
vehicle is a 2-wheeled cart with a carrying capacity

of 400 to 500 pounds. In mountainous country or

places where roads are absent, pack horses are fre-

quently used. In jungle terrain, the use of porters

is common. Throughout the island areas of the

Southwest Pacific barges and small craft are exten-

sively employed. Motor transport is found where
roads are available, though its exclusive use any-

where is exceptional.

b. Functions of lines-of-communications
units. (1) The line-of-communications units es-

tablish and maintain a series of supply and evacua-

tion centers along a main supply line (road, rail or

waterway ) extending from the communication zone,

(or from the base ports of an oversea force), for-

ward into the areas of the front-line divisions. Their

general functions are

—

(a) To establish depots, where required, for the

handling of all classes of supplies.
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(b) To receive, stage, ration, and forward men
and animal replacements.

(c) To receive, store, and forward supplies.

(d) To evacuate casualties, prisoners of war, sur-

plus supplies, salvage, and captured equipment.

(e) To provide medical and veterinary service for

transients.

(/) To assess local supply resources and to requi-

sition them as required.

(g) To provide local defense of line-of-communi-

cations establishments.

(2)

The layout of a line-of-communications sys-

tem is shown in figure 150. It will be noted that

supplies may be passed direct from the base to the

field-maintenance center (sea, road or rail-head I ,
or

an advanced base may be interposed when the line

of communications is long and liable to interruption;

also that the introduction of supply relay points is

dependent upon the necessity for changing the type
or method of transportation between various deliv-

ery centers.

c. Line-of-communications headquarters,
depots and units. (For more detailed organiza-
tion see chapter III.)

(1) Line-of-communications headquarters. The
headquarters administers the line of communications
and its branches as ordered by the army line-of-

communications command. It is able to provide up
to 14 line-of-communications branches (garrison or
sector units)

.

(2) Line-of-communications garrison (or sec-

tor) units. Branches are formed in order to de-

centralize the administration on a long line of com-
munications. The number required will depend on
the distance from the base of the force being sup-
plied. Each branch will be given its own head-
quarters and signal communications and includes a
combat defense force.

(3) Line-of-communications signal units. Usual-
ly there are two or more companies, the personnel
of which are allotted to the line-of-communications
headquarters and branches.

(4) Combat units in reserve. Used to provide
local protection and escorts as required along the
line of communications.

(5) Transportation units, (a) Line-of-communi-
cations transport units—land.

1 Line-of-communications transport head-
quarters, also referred to as field Trans-
port Headquarters or commands, ad-
minister several transport regiments and
several transport supervision detach-
ments.
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2. Independent transport companies (draft

horse transport)

.

Each company has a

carrying capacity of about 60 tons and
a strength of about 350 men. They are

attached on the approximate scale of 4
per division with a variable number for

army troops.

3. Independent transport companies (motor
transport)

.

Each company has approxi-

mately the same carrying capacity as a

wagon company and a strength of about
200 men. They are attached on the scale

of 1 per division with a variable number
for army troops.

4. Independent transport companies (pack
horse transport)

.

When necessitated by
the terrain, pack-horse companies are

employed. The carrying capacity of two
pack-horse companies equals that of one
wagon company.

5. Provisional transport units. These are

engaged in transporting food, supplies,

and ammunition to line-of-communica-
tions dumps but may be attached to

armies or divisions. In the Southwest
Pacific Area many of these units are
formed as required and often have to op-
erate without motor transport or horses.

Each unit contains from 200 to 800 men.

6. Line-of-communications transport-super-

vision detachment (transport escort—

-

unit). Provides personnel necessary to

organize and command locally com-
mandeered transport facilities. A trans-

port-supervision detachment, with a

strength of about 200, may operate 6
or 7 locally-formed transport companies.

7. Railway units ( railway commands, rail-

way regiments, armored train units, etc.)

8. Tractor units.

(b) Line-of-communications transport units (sea).

1.

Shipping headquarters. All water trans-

port is under the Shipping Headquar-
ters, a branch of the Transport Section
of the General Staff. The headquarters
is located at Ujina, a port near Hiro-
shima in Japan, and allocates, as well
as commands the various units necessary
for the preparation of transport vessels

and the actual operation of sea trans-

portation. The following units are un-
der its command:

Shipping groups.

Shipping transport headquarters (or

commands)

.

Shipping transport area headquarters.

Anchorage units.

Shipping transport battalions.

2. Shipping groups. These branch offices,

established by the Shipping-Transport

Headquarters, are located at the prin-

cipal base ports—Singapore, Manila,

and Rabaul—in theaters of operations.

They control a variable number of Ship-

ping engineer regiments and debarka-
tion units.

(a) Shipping Engineer regiments.

These units are used for get-

ing troops and supplies ashore,

particularly in landing opera-

tions. They operate barges,

speed boats, armored craft,

etc., and man the craft on
coastal and inter-island runs.

Strength is approximately 1,-

100 men with about 150 as-

sorted small crafts.

(b) Debarkation units. The func-

tions of these units arq vague.

They would appear to be re-

sponsible for the actual unload-

ing and landing of troops and
supplies on and from the trans-

ports to the small craft oper-

ated by the shipping engineers,

when no anchorage unit is

present as in the case of land-

ing operations. Strength is

approximately 1,000 men.
3. Shipping transport headquarters (or com-

mand I . These are directly responsible
to the shipping headquarters at Ujina.
Shipping transport headquarters are lo-

cated at the principal base ports where
they are responsible for the required in-

stallations such as wharves and ware-
houses, the fueling and provisioning of

ships, the storage of cargoes (exclusive

of unit equipment)
, and the planning

and writing of sea transport in conjunc-
tion with the Navy. They also supervise
the embarkation of troops.

4. Shipping transport area units. These
units control shipping ordnance, anti-

aircraft artillery, and signal troops de-
tachments of which are assigned for the
defence and armament of shipping and
for intercommunication within and
from convoys on transports.

5. Anchorage. These units are port admin-
istrative organizations. They are lo-

cated at the principal base ports as well
as at the smaller bases. In addition,
they may establish branches at small
subsidiary bases. Anchorages are com-
posed of a variable number of so-called
Land Duty, Sea Duty and Construction
Duty Companies.
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(a) Land duty companies. These

are stevedore companies of ap-

proximately 350 men.

(b) Sea duty companies. These are

barge and lighter operating

units of approximately the

same strength as the Land
Duty Company.

(c) Construction duty companies.

These are used for general con-

struction work, such as roads,

warehouses, etc.

(d) As there might appear some con-

fusion between the duties of

Debarkation Units and An-

chorages, it is well to remem-
ber that the former are respon-

sible for getting troops ashore

in actual landing operations

where port facilities may be

non-existent, whereas the latter

function in established areas.

6. Shipping transport battalions. It is

assumed that these units are responsible

for the operation of small craft, other

than those operated by the shipping

engineers.

(61 Ordnance units, (a) Field ordnance depots.

These depots stock, issue, and repair ordnance

equipment and supplies other than ammunition,

motor transport, and air stores, and collect and dis-

pose of ordnance salvage. A depot is able to pro-

vide 2 branch depots and 4 advanced sections, and

may have 4 mobile repair sections attached. Branch

depots are installed at field maintenance centers (sea,

road, or rail-headsl and at advanced bases during

temporary maintenance stage. On a line of com-

munications for a single division, a field ordnance

depot combines the functions of the field ordnance

depot and the field ammunition depot. In this case

it is able to provide one advanced section and one

mobile repair section.

( I) l Field ammunition depots. These depots

stock, issue and repair all types of ammunition,

chemical warfare equipment, and salvage. A depot

is able to provide 2 branch depots and 4 advanced

sections. Branch depots are installed similarly to

the Field Ordnance Branch Depots.

(c) Field motor-transport depots. Furnishes and

maintains motor transport.

(d) Field shipping ordnance depots. See under

“Shipping Transport Area Units.”

(7)

Intendance units, (a) Field freight (
supply )

depots. Also known as Field Clothing and Ration

Depots, they stock and issue rations, forage, can-

teen supplies, clothing, etc., and make, repair, and

sterilize clothing. They collect and dispose of the

same type of salvage. A depot is able to provide

two branch depots and four advanced sections and

may have 4 mobile clothing repair sections attached.

Branch depots are installed similarly to the field

ordnance branch depots. On a line of communica-

tions for a single division a field supply depot in-

cludes the functions of a field medical supply depot.

It is able to provide one advanced section, and may
have one mobile clothing repair section attached.

( b

)

Pay. The Intendance Service is responsible

for the pay and accounts of the Army.

(8) Engineer units.

Engineer stores depot.

Field road construction unit.

Field construction units.

Field fortification units.

Field water supply units.

(9) Personnel.

Labor and carrier units.

Field military police units.

Personnel for staging camps.

Personnel for labor camps.

(10) Army Air Force.

Field air depot.

Field air repair depot.

(11) Remount.
Horse purchasing depot.

Field remount depot.

(12) Medical and Veterinary, {a) Line-of-com-

munications Hospitals and field reserve hospitals.

These have a capacity for 500-1,000 patients each.

If necessary each type of hospitals can be divided

into two hospitals.

(b) Line-of-communications Veterinary Depots.

These have a capacity for 700 horses.

(c) Field Medical Supply Depots. These stores,

issue and repair medical supplies, patients’ clothing,

veterinary supplies and horse shoes. A depot is

able to provide two branch depots and four advanced
sections. The branch depots are usually installed

similarly to the Field Supply Branch Depots. On
a line of communications for a single division, the

field supply depot may combine the functions of the

field supply depot and the field medical supply

depot.

( d ) Casualty Clearing Stations.

(e) Ambulance Transport Units.

(/) Field quarantine department.

(g) Veterinary quarantine hospital.

d. Maintenance of line of communications
(see fig. 150) . (1) General. The supply columns
of a line of communications are organized, loaded
and dispatched from the base area of the base depots.

The base area is seldom moved; however, an ad-

vanced base may be interposed when the line of

communications is long or liable to interruption.

The forward terminal of a line of communications
is the point where the units transfer their supplies

to the divisions transport regiments. The forward
terminal is kept, as close as possible to the front

line and may be either the Division Maintenance
Center ( the more normal) or the Field Maintenance
Center, whichever is the more accessible.

(2) Maintenance terminals on the line of com-
munications. (a) Advanced base I see figures

150 and 152). The establishment of an advanced
base will depend on the maintenance requirements
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KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

Amn Ammunition

Bn Battalion

CW Chemical Warfare
Div Division

DP Delivery Point

FAD Field Ammunition Depot
' Field

FMSD Field Medical Stores Depot
FMTD Field Motor Transport Depot
FOD Field Ordnance Depot
FSD Field Supply Depot
FVD Field Veterinary Depot
Hosp Hospital

LC Line of Communication
MT Motor Transport

Ord Ordnance
POL Fuel, Oil, and Lubricants

Rest Regiment

Regtl Regimental

Sup Supply

Vet Veterinary
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Regtl and Bn Trains
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Figure ISO. Japanese supply system and layout of lines oj communications.
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Line of Communication Headquarters

Branch Office
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Detail Issue

Dump
Ambulance Unit
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Hospital

Line of Communication Transport Unit
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Figure 151. Field Maintenance Center (sea-, road-, or rail-head).

of the supported force; the length of the line of

communications, the possibility of enemy interfer-

ence, and climatic conditions. Advanced depots of

the base installations are usually represented at the

advanced base.

( b ) Supply Relay Points (see figures 150 and

152 I . These points are established on the line of

communications as required. The organization of

each will depend on its location on the line of com-

munications and the weight of traffic to be handled.

Relay points are maintained for reloading and dump-

ing supplies, as staging points for transients, and

as terminals and technical maintenance points for

transport echelons.

(c) Field Maintenance Centers (see figures 151

and 153 I . These are also referred to as either Sea,

Road or Railheads. Their size and organization will

depend upon the size of the force being maintained,

and the extent to which reserve stocks must be held

in the area. Main service depots will be normally

represented here by their branch depots or their

advanced sections.

(d) Division Maintenance Centers (see figure

150). With the division administrative area are

located ordnance and supply depots under the con-

trol of tire division administrative staff.

e. Operation of line-of-communications
supply system (see figure 150). Supplies are

shuttled between Relay Points, Division Mainte-

nance Center and from the Field Maintenance Center

in one of three ways, depending on the distance be-

tween each.

(1 ) A loaded supply column moves forward from

the supply Relay Point next closest to the Division

Maintenance Center, unloads its supplies, and re-

turns empty to the Relay Point for reloading.

(2) A Supply Column moves empty from one

Relay Point to the Relay Point nearest to the Field

Maintenance Center (assuming more than one Relay'

Point is established between the Divisional Mainte-

nance Center and the Field Maintenance Center)

loads and returns to its original Relay Point for

unloading.

1 3 1 Ini A loaded supply column moves from
the Field Maintenance Center directly to the Di-
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visional Maintenance Center, by-passing the Relay
Points, if any. This method is considered to be
the most expeditious.

(b) When the rate of advance of the force being
supplied necessitates a forward movement of the

depots, this is generally done by pushing forward a

branch or advanced section of the main depot and
after the forward branch has been established and
functioning, the balance of the depot will be moved
up.

(c) Supply Relay Points are introduced when the

type and method of transportation between delivery

points or terminals must be changed, or when re-

serves must be held in the rear of the Field Mainte-
nance Center but forward of the Base or Advanced
Base and between Divisional Maintenance Center
and Field Maintenance Center. For example, dur-
ing the Japanese occupation of Guadalcanal, in 1942,
the advanced base was Rabaul and a relay point was
established on Shortland Island. The Field Mainte-
nance Center was on the northwest coast of Guadal-
canal. Supplies were delivered from the advanced
base or direct from Japan to either the relay point
or the Field Maintenance Center. The size of the

force, the nature of the campaign, the quantity of

stores to be held in reserve, and the extent to which
permanent maintenance has replaced temporary
maintenance will modify the layout of the line of

communications. Thus at one stage the Division
Maintenance Center may operate at the Field Main-
tenance Center, supplied direct from base or ad-

vanced base. Then as the force advances, the Divi-

sion Maintenance Center may move forward, and
the Field Maintenance Center may be developed as

an advanced base.

2. SUPPLY IN THE FIELD, a. Mainte-
nance requirements- (1) There are few or no
figures available (except on rations) which indicate

the exact maintenance requirements of the Japanese
soldier in the field. As in all Armies, maintenance
requirements will vary depending on the theater of

operations. It is generally accepted that the daily

requirements of the Japanese soldier are consider-

ably less than for soldiers of the Allied Forces.

(2) Ration and ammunition may be considered

the principal items of daily requirements. The
weight of the Japanese ration (except emergency
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Line of Communication

Personnel Camp

Line of Communication

Veterinary Hospital

Field Ordnance

Depot

Field Motor

Transport Depot
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Line of Communication Field Repair

Headquarters Branch Office Branch Depot
Ambulance Unit

Railroad

Transport Office

Headquarters Line of Communication

Medical Unit

Line of Communication Hospital

Prisoner of War
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Line of Communication Transport

_LL
Base

b igure 152. Japanese advanced base served by a railway system.
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Figure 153. Supply Relay Point.

ration) is approximately two-thirds that of the

American ration, or slightly above 4 pounds. Am-
munition requirement is also smaller due to less em-

ployment of artillery by the Japanese, however, it

is worthy of note, that the Japanese estimate as high

as 4.2 pounds a day per man for active operation,

compared with 5.17 pounds for United States forces.

In the southwest Pacific Area, the daily ammunition
requirement of the Japanese has been estimated by
Allied Forces to be as low as 1 pound a day.

(3) As to other items of maintenance require-

ments, there is no agreement as to the exact amounts
required. In the absence of detailed information

no definite amount can be stated, but in making an

estimate it is well to keep in mind that there is no

substitute for many of the daily requirements and

in the absence thereof, the ability to fight is con-

siderably curtailed. For example, without fuel the

Japanese cannot operate. The item of fuel is given

as an illustration to show that while the individual

soldier may be able to live for awhile on emergency
rations, he cannot survive unless other necessary

supplies are brought. Any estimate which leaves

out fuel is therefore likely to be erroneous. While
allowing for variation in need, it should be remem-
bered that there are many irreducible requirements

in operation. Roads cannot be used, ordinarily.

without repair and the poorer the road the greater

the need for repair. Likewise medical attention

cannot be neglected if health is to be maintained.
The Japanese realize the necessity of meeting daily

requirements and their doctrine states that it is well
to establish Advanced Supply Bases wherever
possible.

(4) To summarize while no definite figures can
be given at this time for daily requirements, due
consideration should be given to all essential items
when an estimate is attempted. The daily main-
tenance requirements have been roughly estimated
from 10 lbs. to over 30 lbs. a day per man, depend-
ing on the operation and availability of local

supplies.

b. Rations and forag'e. (1) Garrison. In gar-
rison the Japanese ration consists of about 1.25
pounds of rice and a certain amount of barley plus
a cash allowance which is made for each soldier to

be spent on the purchases of meat, fish, and vege-

tables. This ration is both varied and adequate.
On maneuvers rations are somewhat increased. The
following are common constituents of the purchased
ration

:

(a) Cereals and staples. Rice, wheat, barley,

canned rice cakes, canned powdered rice dumplings,
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canned rice boiled together with red beans, biscuits,

hardtack, vitamin biscuits, sugar, soy bean flour.

( b ) Canned meat and seafood. Beef, salmon, sar-

dines, mackerel, seaweed, clams, trout, tuna fish,

cod livers, seav'eed and beans packed in layers, crab
meat.

(c) Dried meat and fish. Flounder, salmon, bonito,

squid, cuttlefish, laver meat.

(d) Canned fruits and vegetables. Tangerines,
pineapples, bamboo sprouts, bean and burdock,
boiled lotus root, sprouted beans, arum root paste,

spinach, mushrooms, beanflower, mixed vegetables,

carrots.

(e) Vegetables and fish in barrels. Pickled salted

plums, pickled radishes, sea cucumbers in curry
powder, smelts in oil.

( f) Dried fruit and vegetables. Apples, carrots,

Chinese greens, red beans, onions, potato chips,

mushrooms, squash, kelp.

(g) Seasonings, etc. Soy bean sauce, dehydrated
soy bean sauce, soy bean paste, vinegar, curry pow-
der, salt, ginger.

(h) Beverages. Tea, sake, condensed milk.
(2) Field, (a I Rations and forage supplies in the

field may be both “imported” or “local.” The
former are manufactured and purchased by base
supply depots operated by the Intendance Bureau
in Japan. The latter are obtained by purchase,
requisition, or confiscation. The field ration in the

Japanese Army is fixed by' regulation as consisting
of the following:

1. Standard, or normal field ration (total.

about 4Ys pounds )

,

consisting largely

of rice and barley, fresh meat and
fish, fresh vegetables, and various

condiments and flavorings.

2. Special field ration (total, 3 pounds),
consisting largely of rice, dried,

canned, or pickled items. This ra-

tion is the one most likely issued in

combat.

3. Reserve (emergency) ration: Class A
( total, 2)4 pounds ) consisting of rice,

canned meat, and salt ; Class B ( total,

1% pounds) consisting of rice or
hardtack, canned meat, and salt.

4. Iron rations, weighing about one-half
pound for one meal, include special
Japanese biscuits and extracts that
have been successfully tried out in
various climates.

5. Nutritious rations, consisting of extra
amounts of all kinds of food are al-

low'ed to men who need them.

6. Substitute items according to a regular
system.

7. Supplementary articles, to be issued as
available, consisting of cigarettes,
either sake or sweets.

( b I There are indications that the average ra-

tion in active theaters is about 3% pounds, and that

because of failure of supply, this ration has often

been reduced to a half or third of the normal amount.
I he Japanese use local provisions w henever pos-

sible and encourage the local cultivation of vege-

tables by units. Vitamin pills are a part of the

regular issue, and delicacies, especially canned
fruits, are issued occasionally.

Type
Stand-

Item ard

|
ration

Special
ration

Reserve
emer-
gency
ration

Cereal
23.3
7.4

20.5 30. 7(A)

Meat

(Hardtack 8.1 24.4(B)
(Fresh 7.4

(5. 3)

(2. 1)
21.2

(5.3)

2.1
(5.3)
2.11 Dried.

/Fresh. -

Pickles
1 Dried 4.2

1.8
.18
.7

1.1

1.1
.11

(4.2)
* .4
• 20

2.1

.18

.7
1.4

(2. 6)

.11

(Salt. .18
.35

1.1Flavoring.. /Soy...

(Tea

\Sake...
• 20

• 64/69 * 40/45

1

8

Fuel: 2.8 oz per man.
Water (drinking and cooking) 4-6 liters (4.2 to 6.3 quarts U. S.) per

man.
•Pieces. 1 Quarts. 3 Ounces. * 34/38 Ounces (A j). *28/31 Ounces(B.)

Figure 154. Table of ration scales. All weights are in
ounces. Items in parentheses are alternatives in the same
type of commodity.

(c) The calorie content of the above Japanese ra-

tions has been calculated as being as follows:

Calories

Standard ration 3, 470
Special ration 3, 540
Reserve ration (A) 3, 140
Reserve ration (B| 3,000

1. Method of supply of rations. The system
forward of the base area is shown in

figure 150, page 174. From the
field supply depots the line-of-com-

munications transport units carry
provisions to the division mainte-
nance area, where the division trans-

port regiment picks them up and car-

ries them to supply points, usually
in regimental headquarters areas.

Here supplies are broken into unit

lots and issued to units under the
supervision of the Intendance per-

sonnel. The unit trains carry them
to forward delivery points, which may
be unit or company kitchens.

2. In peacetime under normal conditions 5-

days rations were carried at one time:
2-days on the man, 1-dav by the unit
train, and 2-days by the division
transport regiment. In active thea-
ters the amount of rations carried by
forward troops is apparently ordered
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for each operation, and is a combi-

nation of special field and emer-

gency scales varying from 3 to 10-

days rations. The method of trans-

portation varies locally, but supplies

are packed for ease of handling in

bags or packages no heavier than 88

pounds or larger than 9 cubic feet.

In the southwest Pacific Area, provi-

sions have been floated ashore from
barges or destroyers in drums and in

rubber bags holding 132 pounds.

(3) Forage. The standard amount of forage per

horse per day is approximately 10—12 pounds of

grain, 9 pounds of hay, and 8 pounds of straw, hut

normally only the grain is taken into the field.

C. Ammunition. Provision and handling of

ammunition is an Ordnance service responsibility.

The system of supply is shown in figure 150,

page 174. Bulk ammunition is stocked and issued

in the base area by ammunition depots; in the for-

ward line-of-communications through the Ordnance
Depots. Distribution on the forward line-of-com-

munications is much the same as for rations. The

line-of-communications transport units carry from
field ammunition depot or field ammunition branch

to the division maintenance area where an ammuni-
tion column of the division transport regiment picks

up regimental bulk supplies and transports them to

the ammunition point. Here, unit requirements

are issued under supervision of the regimental ord-

nance staff to unit or regimental ammunition parties,

who in turn hand over to battalion ammunition
parties, again under supervision.

d. Fuel, oil and lubricants. These are Ord-

nance issues, handled through ordnance depots, field

motor-transport depots and field motor transport

branch depots, to the division maintenance area.

Fuel is transported in the Southwest Pacific Area
by tanker or cargo vessel in either bulk or in drums
up to 50-gallon capacity. Storage and filling is done
in advanced base areas.

e. Ordnance. Engineer stores are supplied

through their respective service depots.

f. Medical and veterinary supplies. Med-
ical stores, which include medical supplies and pa-

tients’ clothing, are handled through field medical

supply depots and branch depots to the line-of-com-

munications medical units or to the division main-

tenance center for forward medical units. Veteri-

nary supplies are similarly handled through field

veterinary supply depots to veterinary units.

g. Army Air Force maintenance. Army Air
Force supplies of all kinds, excluding rations, are

handled by the Army Air service personnel and are

provided from an Army Air service maintenance
or branch depot in the base area. In the advanced
base area are located army air service arsenals (or

air maintenance stores) which include a workshop
section. These issue to field air supply parks and
field air depots on the forward line-of-communica-
tions, which in turn issue to the air force units.

Field air repair depots are also established on the

forward line-of-communications for technical main-

tenance. assembly, and repair of aircraft stores.

Section II. MOVEMENTS
1. S E A TRANSPORTATION, a. General.

Various means of sea transportation, depending

upon existing conditions and circumstances, are em-

ployed by the Japanese Army for troop movements.

Cargo and passenger vessels, some converted to troop

carriers, from 3,000 to 10,000 tons, are used for

basic transportation; frequently, ships of less than

3,000 tons are employed. In one theater of opera-

tions “sea trucks” and various types of barges have

been used for short runs. In extreme cases and

under adverse combat conditions, reinforcement,

maintenance, and evacuation are accomplished by
means of warships such as cruisers, destroyers, and

submarines.

b. Regular transport and cargo vessels.

(1) Shipping Measurements. Several types of ton-

nage are used to denote the size of a ship or its

cargo carrying capacity, namely, gross registered,

net, deadweight, displacement, and measurement
tonnage. An explanation of these measurements is

given below:

(a) Gross registered tonnage (GRT), or simply
gross tonnage is the entire inclosed space of a ship
expressed in units or “tons” of 100 cubic feet.

( b ) Net tonnage is the ship’s volume of useful

cargo space in units of 100 cubic feet.

(c) Displacement tonnage is the w'eight of the

water displaced by the ship in tons of 2,240 pounds
Hong tons). Displacement loaded is the weight of

the water displaced by a fully loaded ship including

cargo, passengers, fuel, water, stores, dunnage, and
other items necessary for use on a voyage. Dis-

placement light is the weight of the water displaced

by the ship minus the items listed above. Displace-

ment tonnage usually is used to designate the size

of naval vessels and only rarely that of cargo or

passenger ships.

(d) Deadweight tonnage is the ship’s total car-

rying capacity, expressed in long tons, and repre-

sents the difference between displacement loaded
and displacement light. The effective pay load of

an average cargo vessel is 80 percent of its dead-
weight tonnage.

(e) The shipping or measurement ton is a vol-

ume of 40 cubic feet. The size of Japanese ships

usually is given in gross tons. There is no abso-

lute relationship between the gross tonnage of a ship
and its cargo carrying capacity. However, as an
approximation, it may be assumed that for an aver-

age cargo ship the effective deadweight tonnage is

equal to its gross tonnage multiplied by a factor
of 1.5.

(2) Tonnage requirements. The amount of ton-

nage required to transport troops will depend upon
the type of units transported; the amount of cargo;
and the type of loading used; i. e., commercial, com-
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Dimension
(feet) Alternative loads Speed

(m. p. h.)

Types

Draft

(feet)

Length

Beam

Equipped

men

Horses

Supplies

(tons)

Field

artillery

gun

carriage

Field

artillery

store

wagon

Field

artillery

ammunition

wagon

Field

artillery

car

(observe-

,

tion)
Guns

(75

mm

AA)

Guns

(105

mm)

Guns

(Howitz-

ers

15

cm)

Howitzers

(70

mm)

Guns

(37

mm

TK/A) Tanks
Motors

Provision

wag-

on

Bicycles

with

personnel

Crew

3
o
.a

©o
a
s
3
T3
3
w f Empty

Armament Uses Remarks

Tokubetsu Daihatsu 09 14.8 170 20 22 0 2 light or 1 medium
tank.

1 light tank and 10

men; 2 light armored
cars.

8/10

5/7

7/9

3/5

13

9 5

9.5

6. 2

10.5

10

20 mm gun; 2 LMG
fwd; 2 LMGs aft.

One or more 13, 20, or
37 mm guns and
HMGs or LMG.

Special large landing barge.

Transport of troops and sup-
plies.

Often used to carry tanks, heavy
guns and other big eqpt.

After section compartmentation
capable conveying 100/120 on
short runs. Will also carry 1

armored car and 15 men.
Do.

Special large MLC.
Daihatsu, Army type, 3/4 49.3 11.5 70/90 10 10/15 3 3 4 3 2 or 1; 2 3 2; 2; 36 36“A" large MLC.

Daihatsu, Navy type, 3/4 45.5 10.8 80 10/15 9.8 3 3 4 3

40 men

2 or 1; 2 3

40 men

2;

28 men

2; 9.5

10

G. 2 10“A” large MLC
Shohatsu Types “B”
and “C” small MLC.

Barge, type “C”_

f 2/3

\ 2.7 ) 30/35
f 8.5

\ 8.7

13

1 30/40 3.5

40 men 40 men 28 men

15 14 g
[Principally for landing tps in

< face of the enemy, or land-

l ing light stores.

Reconnaissance, fire support
for landing operations

Loading figures for short runs only
for sea journey 1 week 10 equip-
ped men and supplies.

49 50 25 2 MG fwd

Barge, type “D"
1 MG aft

38.5 11 GO 8 Nil
Yammasen or sampan, 63.2 8.9 GO 10 To penetrate shallow waters. ..

Used as MLC at Guadalcanal..

Flat bottom, airscrew propulsion.

Two section collapsible wooden
boat.

Barge type “E”.
Barge, type “F” 21 7 20 2 8/10

8
Barge, type “Q” 52 13.2 50
Large lighters 41.2 9.9 70 10 16 3 3 4 3 2 2 3 30

15
Small lighters ' 30.8 7.9 40 G 3/4 2 2 3 2 1 1 2

Figure 157. Japanese smalt transport craft.
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bat, organizational, or convoy. The following fig-

ures may be used as a guide:

Classification Tonnage

1 man 3.

1 horse 9 (equals 3 men)

.

1 field gun 18 (equals 6 men)

.

In moving large bodies of troops and their usual

impedimenta, over long distances where proper load-

ing facilities are available and cargo can be stowed
with the least loss of space, an estimated average of

5 gross tons per man will be required. Such con-

ditions will prevail in moving troops from home
ports to theaters of operation. The following table

gives the amount of estimated tonnage required to

transport various units:

Unit Tonnage
Army headquarters 3, 400
Divisional headquarters 2, 800
Infantry regiment 14, 000
Field artillery regiment 24, 000
Engineer battalion 3, 000
Division signal unit 1, 000
Transport company 5,500
Division medical unit 5, 000
Field hospital 1, 400

Figure 155.

A division with a proportion of Army Troops is

estimated to require 125,000 tons when making a
' long haul. In moving troops within the theaters of

operations, particularly where opposed debarka-

tion may be expected, or where rapid unloading is

of paramount importance, light loading is employed.

Thus in Rabaul-Guadalcanal movements tonnage
figures averaged about 9.0 gross tons per man. The
following chart is an example of this latter type of

loading for various ships in a convoy:

Gross tonnage
of ships

Personnel Horses Items of
freight

Gross
tons/man

5, 823 699 167 990 8. 4
4. 130 477 975 8. 8
5, 407 457 165 2, 202 12. 0
5, 425 491 9 595 10. 9
5, 859 803 309 2, 127 7. 3
7, 006 816 166 1 , 698 8. 6
6, 498 688 113 2, 230 9. 5

40, 208 4, 431 929 10, 817 9. 0

Figure 156.

(3) Convoys. Ships carrying troops usually
assemble at a predetermined point, where convoys
consisting of at least five ships are formed. These
then proceed under a naval escort directly to their
final destination, or to a staging area for trans-
shipment to the theaters of operation. For illustra-

tion of convoy, see figure 158.

(4) Speed of convoys. The speed of convoys de-

pends on the speed of the slowest ship in the convoy

and on the extent of zigzagging. Average speed is

estimated at 200 nautical miles per 24 hours; small

convoys of fast ships may average a speed as high

as 15 knots.

(5) Escort of convoys. Convoys are escorted

most frequently by destroyers or smaller escort ves-

sels. A convoy of 10 ships usually is accompanied
by 3-^4 destroyers, but larger or more important

convoys may have heavier protection. Convoying
distances will vary according to the safety of the

passage. Changes of escorts may take place at in-

termediate points, particularly where a convoy passes

from one patrolling area to another.

(6) Loading and discharging. Japanese are ex-

pert at handling ships and have achieved a consid-

erable degree of efficiency in loading and discharging

military cargo. The rate of loading and discharg-

ing will depend on many factors, such as availability

of piers, cranes, trained stevedores, etc. It is esti-

mated that in well equipped ports loading- and un-

loading of a ship combat-loaded averaging 5,000

gross tons, using shore or ship’s gear, could be ac-

complished in 3 days (operating 24 hours a day).

Where piers are not available, but an adequate num-
ber of Motor Barges (MLC) can be utilized, the

same rate could be achieved for combat-loaded ships.

Where lighters have to be used, as many as 6 days
may be required to unload a ship. Harbor con-

gestion or lack of an adequate number of lighters

and stevedoring crews may extend the required time
to several weeks. General cargo can be unloaded
at an average rate of 1,500 long tons per 24-hour
day at piers or with MLC, and at 800 long tons per
24-hour day by lighters.

c. Transport by small craft, “sea trucks”,
and barges. (1) Sea trucks. These are small
coastal cargo boats, luggers, and the like, generally

stack aft, and varying in size from 120 to 1,000
gross tons. To these may be added latest types of
wooden craft (100-300 gross tons) now being built

by the Japanese on a large scale. These vessels are
chiefly employed in combat zones and for coastal
and inter-island transport. They can navigate in

shoal waters, can be easily concealed along the coast,
and generally are well adapted for the transport of
small bodies of troops.

(2) Barges. In view of the danger of attack on
large vessels in close waters, the Japanese Army has
used landing barges extensively in the Southwest
Pacific area for the transport of troops and supplies.

They travel by night over set routes and hide during
the day in small coves or along a stretch of coast
overhung by trees. Figure 157 shows the charac-
teristics and capacities of the barges and small trans-
port craft used in a supply and replacement role.

d. Transport by naval vessels. (1) Cruisers
may carry an average of 300 to 400 troops on long
runs, and perhaps as many as 1.500 or more on short
ones, but few instances of the latter type have been
noted.

(2) Destroyers have been used extensively in the
Southwest Pacific Area for reinforcement, evacua-
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Transport
Gross tonnage.

Specd (knots) _

No. I

5, 493
No. II

6,493
No. Ill

6, 869
No. IV

3, 793

8.6

No. V
2,746

No. VI
2,883

Sea truck
953 29,230 to-

tal

Unit and personnel:
Army ITq

2d mixed Arty Brigade,
AA Bn (less 2 coys)
Army Sigs
Ind. Eng. Regt
Ship. Eng. Regt
Debarkation unit
Div. ITq
Inf. Regt
Ed. Arty. Regt
Eng. Regt (less 1 coy)__
Div. Sig
Ed. hospital
Unassigned troops
Water purifying unit

Total.

Equipment:
AA
Bn gun
Regt. gun
Anti-tank gun
Mt. gun
Light mortar
Machine guns
105 mm How
150 mm How
Rapid fire guns
Gun limbers

Vehicles:
Wagons
Trucks
Tractors..
Passenger cars
Rear cars

Landing craft:

Collapsible boats..
Large MLC
Outboard motors.

.

Unsinkable drums.
Logs
Planks

2
97
96
18

70
150
27

500
81
50

102
10

1, 203

Various freight:

Munitions (cu. m.)
Provisions and cargo (cu. m.) .

.

Aircraft ammunition (cu. m.) _ _

Belly tanks (cu. m.) . .

Aviation gasoline (drums)
Boat fuel oil (drums)
Motor gasoline (drums)
Unit baggage (pcs.)

26
4
2

10
4
8

500
25
125

56
100
90
20
50
150
150
67

389
159

21
99
96
32

2
50
80

38
50
5

150
176
71

828
134
206
30

50
50
7

488

50
50

225

55
25

100 150

. 1, 324 1, 923 1, 052 252

23
14
4

1

300
25
125

3
4

23
8
2
1

1

15
6
6

500

15
4
6

2
,
000 2 , 000 1, 500

25
125

20\)
500
120
100
540
150

1, 911 1, 678 2, 559 1, 191

300
500
120
100
540
250

100
100

200

11

200

1, 000

,
5.00

500
150

NOTES
1. Additional 958 personnel, 14 small MLC, 48 collapsible boats and 420 unsinkable drums carried on 8 destroyers.
2. Horses were not included in this transport.

Figure 158. Example of sea transportation in convoy.

83
346
362
70
50

570
676
172

2, 205
374
481
68
152
320
25

5, 954

12
7
2
2
4
9

28
3
4
3

14

77
28
9
2
1

40
38
20

1, 500
75

375

7, 000
1 . 000

240
200

2, 580
900
150

7, 339

tion, and supply. Their employment as carriers

usually is limited to extremely urgent cases. Such

trips are short and usually made at night with loads

varying according to circumstances. An average

load for a 1,500-ton ship may be assumed to be 200-

300 troops with some equipment or stores. On some

occasions destroyers were known to have towed

barges loaded with troops.

(3) Submarines are constantly employed to carry
supplies and small parties of troops. Average ca-

pacity of submarines is 10 to 15 men plus stores, in

addition to their crew. I-class submarines are re-

puted to be able to carry 50 troops and 20—40 tons

of cargo, depending on whether deck cargo is carried
and large submarines were reported to have carried
as many as 100 troops. For transport by naval
vessels, see figure 159, page 182.
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LIGHT CRUISERS

Class

Dis-
place-

ment
(tons)

Dimensions At maximum
speed

At economical
speed

Draft

Example of loads

Over-all
length

Beam Knots Range Knots Range Troops
,
Cargo

Yubari 2, 890
Ft. In.
463

Ft. In.
40 33

Miles
1,400 10

Miles
5, 500

Ft.

11.8 360 Plus 42 tons, equipment and for supplies.

DESTROYERS

Fubuki
Asashio

Mutsuki
Shigure
Hatsuharu
Kamikaze
Momo and Kuri

1,700
1,500

1,315

1,368
1, 308
1,315
770

379 6
361 6

336
341 3
344
336
287

34
33

30
31 9
32 6

30
26 6

34
34

34
34
34
34
31

1, 100
960

960
1, 020
1,020
960
800

15

16

15
15

15

15
15

4,700
5, 700

4, 350

6, 000
6, 000

4, 350
3, 000

10

9

}
0-10

9-10
9-10

8

280
270

250

250
240

3 vehicles; 2 bn Runs, 2-lOfl mm hows; 29 boxes
amm.; 20 collapsible boats. 2 MLC; 10 outboard
motors.

(Averaged 250 men, plus 60-70 tons of equipment
\ and/or supplies.

SUBMARINES

Class Displace-
ment

Speed on
surface
(Knots)

Speed,
submerged
(Knots)

Personnel carried
Cargo car-
ried (tons)

Remarks

New type, I class... 1, 150/2, 200

650/1, 000

14/20

13/17

9

10

Up to 40 (largest types
reported to be abfe to
carry up to 100)

.

350 Unconfirmed. Latest I class reportedly carry
an aircraft in a deck hangar and have fittings
to secure midget submarines and Daihatsu
(type A MLC).

Figure 159. Japanese ivarship classes used for transportation in Southwest Pacific Area.

2. RAIL TRANSPORTATION, a. General.

(1)

Japan, proper. The Japanese have consider-
able experience in rail transportation, both in Japan
proper and on the Asiatic continent. Their railroad
system is well managed, and their rolling stock is

normally in good repair. Honshu, the main island,

is encircled by the principal trunk lines, and the

interior is well traversed with branch lines and a
few trunk lines. The other prominent islands of
Japan proper, Hokkaido, Shikoku, and Kyushu are
also well served with railroad transportation. The
rolling stock of Japan proper is estimated to consist
of 6,300 locomotives, 120,000 freight cars, and
16,000 passenger cars.

( 2 ) Korea. The railroads on the Korean penin-
sula run in a generally north-south direction and
link the chief Korean ports with the Manchurian
railroad net. There are several east-west connecting
lines. The rolling stock in Korea is estimated at
600 locomotives, 7,500 freight cars, and 1,500 pas-
senger cars, exclusive of rolling stock used on ap-
proximately 670 miles of narrow gauge railroads.

(3) Manchuria. The Manchurian railroad sys-
tem, which is characterized by a series of parallel
and inter-linked north-south and east-west lines, is

built mainly around the South Manchurian Rail-
ways’ double-tracked Dairen-Harbin line. The
Manchurian rail net connects with the Korean system
at five points and with the North China system at
three points, while numerous strategic lines have
been built to the Manchurian-Russian border.

(4 1 Gauge. The gauge in Japan proper is 3 feet

6 inches, while in Manchuria and Korea, except for
a few narrow gauge lines in the latter, it is standard
(4 feet 8^2 inches).

(5) Capacity. The average load capacity' of
freight cars in Japan proper is 13 tons, in Man-
churia 35 tons, and in Korea 30 tons. In actual
movement of freight, it generally may be assumed
that the Japanese freight car capacity is half that of
freight cars used in the United States. In Man-
churia and Korea the capacity would be the same
as for similar American freight cars. Third class

passenger cars have a seating capacity of 64 pas-
sengers in Japan, while in Manchuria and Korea
they accommodate from 80 to 100 passengers.

b. Troop trains, (ll Composition oj trains.
In Japan proper, military trains on the main trunk
lines may consist of as many as 35 cars, while
smaller trains which must be used on branch lines
reduce the number of cars to as low as 20 . In
Manchuria and Korea military trains average 27—
30 cars each. So far as it is practicable, complete
units travel as such in separate trains; the com-
position of the train will vary depending on the
type of material belonging to the unit. Officers
usually travel in first or second class passenger cars
(coaches) ; other troops travel in third class pas-
senger cars (coaches) or freight cars used tempo-
rarily for troop movement. Livestock cars are
used for horses; box cars for supplies; and flat cars
for vehicles, tanks, and guns.

(2) Dispatch and speed. Troop trains can be
dispatched at the rate of one every hour on the main
trunk lines in Japan and Manchuria; on the branch
lines the rate of dispatch will vary between 10 and
15 trains a day, depending on siding facilities.

About 15 miles an hour is the average estimated
speed of troop trains on the principal trunk lines
in Japan, while in Manchuria it is about 20 miles
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an hour. On branch lines, the average speed is

reduced to 10 to 12 miles an hour.

(3) Loading. In Japan proper, a flat car will carry

one 75-mm gun and two caissons; a gun tractor,

limber, and gun: two large vehicles; or a large

vehicle and two motorcycles. In Manchuria and

Korea, the loading may differ only slightly from

practices in the United States, since much of the

rolling stock was purchased in the United States

or followed American standard of construction.

The box cars used for troop movements will ac-

commodate between 50 and 60 men. Equipment,

when loaded, is secured by blocks and ropes and

usually covered by canvas. End. as well as side,

ramps are used in loadings and if necessary, ramps
are carried by the unit moving by rail. In Japan,

entraining ordinarily can be accomplished in 1—1.5

hours, while detraining may be done in less than an

hour. For movements in Manchuria or Korea, the

time required would be about the same as elsewhere

where standard railroad equipment is used.

(4) Illustrations. Troop movements in Japan and

Manchuria are shown in individual tables below,

followed by comparative figures of the estimated

number of cars required for rail movements in these

two regions.

Train. 1 2 3

Troops 510 officers and
men belonging
to Infantry
and Artillery

units.

760 officers and
men belonging
to Infantry.

500 officers and
men belonging
to Infantry.

Horses. 70 40 90.

Material 1 gun carriage,
14 vehicles,
machine guns.

Infantry guns,
machine guns.

4 gun carriages, 3

vehicles, ma-
chine guns.

Cars ... 1 passenger
coach, 24
closed freight

cars.

1 passenger coach,
24 closed freight

cars, 3 open
freight cars.

1 passenger coach,
25 closed freight

cars, 4 open
freight cars.

Figure 160. Troop trains in Japan proper.

Trains A total of 41 trains: average length
27.5 cars.

Troops 1,019 officers and warrant officers;

22,679 other troops. This force con-

sisted of a regular infantry division

with several units attached including

1 Bn. Mt. How.; 1 Tk. Bn; 4 AA
units, etc.

Horses 5,100.

Material As required by the force.

Cars 29 first and second class passenger
coaches; 26 third class coaches;

315 temporary coaches (covered freight

cars); 60 partly covered boxcars;
467 livestock cars: 115 boxcars;
115 fiat cars; total, 1,127.

Figure 161. Troop trains in Manchuria.

Unit
Trunk lines in

Japan

South
Manchuria
railways

(main lines)

Army headquarters. __ 54 26
Division headquarters. . .. . 45 22
Infantry regiment . 153 82
Field artillery regiment 452 242
Engineer company. 15 8

Transport company 94 42
Field hospital (1).

A division with a proportion
of Army troops is estimated

23 11

to require 1, 500-1, 700 750-860

Figure 162. Estimated number of cars needed for Japanese
troop movements by rail.

3. MOTOR TRANSPORTATION, a. Gen-
eral. The Japanese have several types of trucks,

varying in carrying capacity from % ton to 3 tons.

The most common type called the Nissan, is of 1%
tons carrying capacity. In most data on motor
transport movements it will be found that calcula-

tions usually are based on the employment of the

Material 1 J4-ton truck 1-ton truck $4-ton truck

18 . 12. 9.

LMG-- 3 guns, 3 boxes of amm., 2 guns, 2 boxes of amm., 1 or 2 guns, 1 or 2 boxes of

16 men. 11 men. amm., 8 men.
HMG, Model 92 1 gun, 3 boxes of amm., 1 gun, 4 boxes of amm., 1 gun, 4 boxes of amm., 7

15 men. 10 men. men.
Howitzer (70 mm.) Model 92. _ 1 gun, 6 boxes of amm., 1 gun, 3 boxes of amm., 1 gun, 6 boxes of amm.. 6

15 men. 10 men. men.
Mortar (50 mm.) Model 98 1 gun, 20 boxes of amm., 1 gun, 8 boxes of amm., 1 gun, 6 boxes of amm., 5

11 men. 9 men. men.
Field artillery gun (75 mm.), 1 gun, carriage or limber, 1 gun, -carriage or limber,
Model 38. 7 men. 1 man.

Mountain (Infantry) gun, 1 gun, 10 men 1 gun, 3 men __ 1 gun.
Model 41.

22 boxes . .

_

Rifle ammunition, Model 38
IIMG ammunition, Model 92 .

.

Mortar (50 mm.) Model 98

16 boxes.

60 boxes
57 boxes

40 boxes
38 boxes

30 boxes.

28 boxes.

Hand grenades. 42 boxes 28 boxes 21 boxes.

Field artillery Gun amm. (75 38 boxes 26 boxes 19 boxes.

mm.) Model 38.
Provision, forage, clothing, etc. 1 ton . % ton.

66 cans (5 U. S. gals.) 50 cans (5 U. S. gals.).

Remarks: Trucks are loaded at full capacity. A fully equipped soldier’s estimated weight is 150 pounds.

Figure 163. Standard chart showing transportation capacity of motor trucks.
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Speed of march in kilometers per hour (figures in parentheses are miles per hour) 1 day’s march

Daytime Nighttime Km. Miles

A force composed of all arms •1 (2.4S) (1.87 to 2.5)

(2.5 to 3.11)

24 to 40
40 to 60

(14.9 to 24.84).

(24.84 to 37.26).(3.73) to 6.21

Fast march of horse-drawn art il- 10 (6.21) 8 (4.97)
lery force.

Motorized artillery force (field ar-

tillery).

10 to 20

12 to 20

(6.21 to 12.42)

7.45 to 12.42

Dimmed lights; 6 (3.73)

Dimmed lights; 6 to 10
(3.73 to 6.2).

Dimmed lights; 6(3.73)

Dimmed lights; 8
(4.97).

Dimmed lights; 8
(4.97).

No lights; 4 (2.48)

J

100 to 120 (62 to 74.62)

Tank company:
12 (7.45) (49.7)

16 (9.94) 1

16 (9.94)
[• 100 (62.1)

NOTES
1. A short rest every hour was included in determining average speeds.
2. The length of march is the average distance covered per day in marching lasting a number of days.
3. The roads are considered to be average ones in level country.

Figure 164. Chart of the standard rates and length of march.

U/2 ton truck. For capacity of trucks, see figure

163.

b. Requirements. Motor transport

for moving of troops is as follows:

required

Unit (personnel with combat equipment)
Number of

trucks

Infantry company 16

Infantry battalion 100
25

375
SO

120
16
22

3, 000

(1) Estimate based on l1/^1011 capacity trucks.

(2) Unit combat and field trains included.

(3) Horses and vehicles excluded.

(4) For moving horses and vehicles, it is esti-

mated that, generally, the additional number of

trucks required would be equal to the number needed

for moving troops and combat equipment.

4. MARCH TABLES AND ROAD SPACES,
a. General. The Japanese Army, in its training,

has for years stressed marching, and the ability to

make long marches. This has resulted in the march-
ing ability shown in Malaya, Burma, and the Pacific

islands where Japanese columns have made 10-12
miles per day through heavy jungle and over terrain

considered impassable. In New Guinea, a Japanese

column, burdened by its heavy weapons, averaged
8—9 miles a day along jungle trails. Jungle marches
are ordinarily made on a basis of 20 minutes march-
ing and 20 minutes rest.

b. Marching ability of the various arms.
See figures 164 and 165.

Section III. EVACUATION

1. GENERAL. The Division Medical Service

consists of a Headquarters, three to five Field Hospi-

tals with a capacity of 500 patients each, a Medical
Unit, and Regimental and Battalion medical per-

sonnel. The Medical Unit is divided into Head-

quarters; Stretcher; and Ambulance Companies,

whose duty is to collect the wounded, bear them to

Advance Dressing Stations, give them first aid treat-

ment, and transport them, ordinarily by horse-drawn
or motor ambulance, to the Field Hospitals in the

rear. The medical officer of the Regimental Head-
quarters supervises the medical personnel within
the Regiment. Each Battalion, supervised by a

Battalion medical officer, has certain medical per-

sonnel assigned to companies and platoons at the

rate of one medical orderly to each platoon.

2. DETAILED ACTION. When a soldier is

wounded in action he is attended by the medical or-

derly of his platoon who renders first aid. If nec-

essary, the medical orderly directs the companion
of the wounded soldier to help move the wounded
to a place where he can be found by the stretcher

bearers of the platoons of the collecting companies.

The stretcher bearers carry the casualties to the First

Aid Station (or Dressing Station) where supple-

mental first aid is rendered, and a tag attached to

the patient giving details of injury and treatment.

Thereafter the patient is taken to a Casualty Clear-

ing Station (Transfer Station) and evacuated, prob-

ably by ambulance, to a Field Hospital. If seri-

ously wounded, the patient may be transported by

the Patient Evacuation Section of the Line of Com-
munications to the Line of Communications Hospi-

tal. A variation of the above may occur if the

division advances and moves up its Field Hospital.

In such event, the Reserve Field Hospital of the

Line of Communications moves in and takes over

the serious cases of the Division Field Hospital and
continues the treatment of the patient until evacu-

ated to the Line of Communications Base Hospital.

3. EVACUATION SYSTEM. See figure 166.
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Name of units

Army headquarters
Infantry:

Division headquarters '

Infantry rifle company
Machine gun company
Battalion (less train)

Battalion (with train) _

Regimental gun company
Regiment (total)

Cavalry

:

Cavalry company:
In column of 2

In column of 4

Cavalry regiment:
In column of 2

In column of 4
Horse artillery unit
Machine gun unit
Cavalry brigade (less trains) _

Cavalry brigade (with trains)

Field artillery:

Company (less train)

Company (with train)

Battalion (less train)

Battalion (with train)

Regiment (less train)

Regiment (with train)

Mountain artillery:

Company (less unit train)

Company (with unit 'train) ..

.

Battalion (less unit train) ...

Battalion (with unit train) ...

Regiment (less unit train)

Regiment (with unit trains) _.

105-mm gun regiment

Length of column Length of column Intervals

for for between
combat units

I
unit trains units

200 200

150
75
110
440
580
170

2
,
100

210
120

400-670
260-440

1, 000
550

3, 500
1, 900

220
300

1, 050
1, 230
4, 000
4, 500

220
330

1, 230
1, 400
4, 400
5, 400
4, 000

150

95
(135)

(35) 25
(500) 370

(320)
200

800
800

270
270

1, 000
1

,
000

(390)
(390)

(1500)
(1500)

8
20
20

20

15
15

20
20

20

30
30

30
30
30
30

150-mm howitzers:
Company (less train)

Company (with train)—
Battalion (less train). ..

Battalion (with train)—
Regiment (less train)

Regiment (with train). ._

Heavy arty brig tnpt unit—
Field AA arty unit
Engineers:

Company (less train)

Company (with train)

Regiment (less train)

Regiment (with train) ..

Bridge building company
Transport:

Company (draft)

Company (pack)
Company (MT) _ _

Horse depot
Signals: Signal unit —
Medical unit

Field hospital

320 20
4S0 20

1, 550 400 30
2, 000 400 30

4, 100 1, 050 30

4, 950 1, 050 30

5, 000
300

120 50 8
190 (60) 8

260
400

(6, 200)

1, 600
(1, 610)

1, 200

120
(150)

15

(160) 130
(230) 200
(240) 800
(440) 375

NOTES
1. Figures in parentheses indicate pack formations.
2. Foot units are calculated as marching columns of four.

3. All distances are in meters.

Figure 165. Road space table.
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Division

Army

Civil

Figure 166. Japanese Army evacuation system.
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CHAPTER IX

WEAPONS

Section I. INTRODUCTION

1. In general, the development of Japanese weapons
may be divided into periods, each of which follows

a war.

2. The progenitors of current Japanese weapons, as

well as some of the weapons still in use, were de-

signed between 1905 and 1912. A few models were
modified in 1914—1915. Developments of the First

World War were noticeable in a group of weapons
developed in 1921 and 1922. Then in 1925 began a

great program of redesign which finally included

all Japanese weapons of every description.

3. AH categories of artillery were redesigned be-

tween 1925 and 1936. Infantry mortars wdre re-

designed between 1929 and 1939, and automatic

weapons, with many new weapons added, between

1932 and 1939.

4. Although no weapon designed in 1940 is known,
a modern, efficient 47-mm gun was produced in

1941, and it is possible that the design of this weap-

on was influenced by the Nomonhan Incident when
Japanese and Russian border forces fought for 24
dais in 1939. It is believed that other new designs,

especially anti-aircraft artillery, have made their

appearance, but up to this writing these have not

been encountered.

5. As a result of early Japanese successes in the

present war, various United States, Dutch, and Brit-

ish weapons are found in use by the Japanese. In

one or two cases the Japanese have copied captured

weapons exactly. In others, they have manufac-
tured ammunition to use in the captured artillery.

Section II. INFANTRY WEAPONS
1. PISTOLS, REVOLVERS, AND RIFLES,
a. General. (1) All known Japanese rifles and
carbines are of Arisaka design. Immediately after

the Russo-Japanese War, Model 33 (1905! 6.5-mm
Rifle was introduced and all subsequent rifles and
carbines have adhered to this design. Later models
have a folding monopod attached to the lower band.

The design closely follows the Mauser and is simple

and sturdy. The safety mechanism is an unusual
feature.

(2 ) The only known Japanese military revolver is

a very clumsy copy of a Smith and Wesson top-

break revolver. This weapon was introduced in

1893.

(3) The first Japanese military magazine pistol

was designed by General Nambu. Despite its super-

ficial resemblance to the German Luger, the action of

RESTRICTED
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the Nambu pistol is unique. The original design

was improved in the Model 14 (1925) pistol.

(4)

The Model 94 (1934) pistol is a crude at-

tempt to make a small pistol along general Browning
lines.

b. Nambu 8-mm pistol. (1) General descrip-

tion. This is a semiautomatic, recoil-operated,

magazine-fed hand weapon (fig. 167). It is

equipped with a grip safety below the trigger guard.

Rear sight leaf

The markings
4f>

on the right side of the

receiver read “Nambu model”. In addition to the
markings, the weapon is easily identified by the
recoil-spring housing (a bulge on the left side of the
receiver

) -and the adj ustable rear sight. This is a
leaf with an open V notch sliding on a ramp and
is graduated from 100 to 500 meters. The weapon
may be equipped with a wooden holster, also de-
signed to be used as a shoulder stock when attached
to the heel of the butt.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 8-mm (.315 inch).
Capacity of magazirie_ 8 rounds.
Weight (empty) 31 ounces.
Muzzle velocity 950 feet per second.

(3) Ammunition. Rimless ball cartridges are
provided and are interchangeable in the model 14
and the model 94 pistols described on the following
pages.

c. Model 14 (1923) 8-mm pistol. (1) Gen-
eral description. The model 14 (1925 ) 8-mm pistol
is a semiautomatic, recoil-operated, magazine-fed
hand weapon (fig. 1681 . It is a development of the

Nambu 8-nnn pistol. Markings + Ki on the

left side of the receiver read “14th year model”.
The front sight is a blade type sight and the rear

187
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Cocking piece

jgy
Figure 168. Model 14 (1925) 8-mm pistol.

sight is a non-adjustable open V notch. The safety

lever is moved to the forward position for “fire” and
rearward for “safe.” An unusually large trigger

guard permits firing with a gloved hand.

(2) Characteristics.

. Caliber 8-mm (.315 inch).

Magazine capacity 8 rounds.

Weight (empty) 2 pounds.
Muzzle velocity 950 feet per second.

(3) Ammunition. Rimless ball cartridges are

provided and are interchangeable in the Nambu
and the model 94 pistols.

Front sight Slide

TM-E 30-480
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d. Model 94 (1934) 8-mm pistol. (1) General

description. The model 94 (1934) 8-mm pistol

(fig. 169) is the latest design of semiautomatic pistol

manufactured by the Japanese. It is believed to be

inferior to the Nambu and the model 14 pistols be-

cause of poor design and manufacture. It is a semi-

automatic, recoil-operated, magazine-fed hand

W'eapon. Markings ’ce7 on the left side of the

receiver read “Model 94”. The front sight is a

blade type sight and the rear sight is a non-adjust-

able open V notch type. A safety catch on the left

rear of the receiver is moved upwards for “safe”

and downwards for “fire”.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 8-mm (.315 inch).

Magazine capacity 6 rounds.

Weight (empty) 1 pound 11 ounces.

Muzzle velocity 900 feet per second.

(3) Ammunition. Rimless ball cartridges are

provided and are interchangeable in the Nambu and

the model 14 pistols.

e. Model 26 (1893) 9-mm revolver. (1) Gen-

eral description. This revolver is solely a double

action weapon with a cylinder having six chambers

(fig. 170) . It is a copy of the old Smith and Wesson

top-break type. The weapon is equipped with blade

type front sight and notch type rear sight. There

is no positive safety device and owing to the ex-

tremely heavy trigger pull it has a comparatively

Ejection Disassembly

/
sieht

Cocking
piece

Sear

Lanyard
’ hook

Safety catch
in “fire”
position

Figure 169. Model 94 (1934) 8-mm pistol, showing holster and magazine.
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Figure 170. Model 26 (1893) 9-mm revolver.

low rate of fire. Moreover crude construction pro-

hibits positive alignment of barrel and cylinder

making its accuracy questionable. The markings

on the right side of the frame read

“26th year model.”

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 9-mm (.354 inch).

Weight (empty) 2)4 pounds.

Over-all length 8.5 inches.

(3) Ammunition. This weapon fires 9-mm
rimmed ball ammunition.

f. Model 38 (1905) 6.5-mm rifle. (1) General
description. This rifle is a manually operated, clip

loaded, magazine-fed weapon, with the Mauser type

bolt action which is found in most military rifles.

It is commonly referred to as the Arisaka rifle. The
rifle is manufactured in 3 standard lengths as shown
in figure 171; the longest of which is the standard

infantry weapon. The shorter rifles are issued to

other arms. The “safety” is locked by pressing the

knob at the end of the bolt and turning it to the right.

It has a blade type front sight and a leaf rear sight

graduated from 100 to 2,400 meters. There is no
windage or drift adjustment. The small caliber,

long barrel, and medium muzzle velocity of this

piece results in relatively no recoil and compara-

tively little muzzle flash. The markings _5~ /V^
on top of the receiver read “Model 38.”

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 6.5-mm (0.256 inch).

Muzzle velocity 2,400 feet per second.

Magazine capacity.. 5 rounds.

(3) Ammunition. The cartridges are semi-
rimmed. Ball ammunition and tracer ammunition
have been recovered.

g. Model 44 (1911) cavalry carbine. (1)
General description. This carbine ( fig. 172 1 is sub-
stantially the same as the model 38 (1905) short
rifle. The action, operation, and sights are similar
on all Arisaka rifles. This model, however, has a
permanently attached spike type bayonet, that folds
under and rests in a slot in the stock while being
carried. This rifle has a blade front sight and a

leaf rear sight graduated from 300 to 2000 meters.
1 here is no windage or drift adjustment.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 6.5-mm (0.256 inch).
Length o v e r-all 38)4 inches.

(bayonet fold-

ed) .

Weight 8.75 pounds.
Muzzle velocity 2.400 feet per second.
Magazine capacity.. 5 rounds.

(3) Ammunition. The weapon uses the same am-
munition as the model 38 rifle, and the cartridges
are semirimmed. Both ball and tracer ammunition
have been recovered.
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Figure 172. Model 44 (1911) 6.5-mm cavalry carbine (showing bayonet folded and open).

h. Model 99 (1939) 7.7-mm rifle. (1) General

description. The Japanese are replacing their 6.5-mm
weapons with this shorter, heavier caliber weapon

(fig. 173). This rifle is an improved version of

model 38 (1905) Arisaka rifle. The rifle has a

blade front sight and a leaf rear sight graduated

from 300 to 1500 meters. Modifications, other than

the larger caliber which also help to identify this

piece, are as follows: Monopod under fore end; anti-

aircraft sight arms attached to rear sight leaf; maga-

zine floor plate hinged to forward part of trigger

o-uard; sling swivels attached to side instead of under

part of rifle. The markings^ ^ ^on the top of

the receiver read “Model 99.” Reports have been

received that a short model (38 inches overall) is

being issued to service troops.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 7.7-mm (0.303 inch).

Length o v e r-all 44 inches.

(without bay-

onet) .

Muzzle velocity 2,300 feet per second.

Weight 8.8 pounds.

(3) Ammunition. This is supplied in 5 round
clips, 3 clips to a package. It is a rimless type sup-
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Figure 173. Model 99 (1939) 7.7-mm rifle and bayonet.

plied in ball, tracer, and armor piercing varieties,

and has standard markings. This ammunition can

he used in the 7.7-mm model 92 ( 1932 ) machine
gun, but the model 92 ammunition is semirimmed
and cannot be used in the rifle.

i. Sniper’s rifle. (1) General description. This

particular piece of equipment is found in two models,

model 97 (1937) 6.5-nnn and model 99 (1939)

7.7-mm (fig. 174). The two rifles are the same
length as the long model 38 (1905) 6.5-nnn and can

be identified by the fact that, in addition to standard

sights, the sniper’s model has a telescope mounted
on the left of the receiver, a turned down holt handle,

and a monopod under fore end. It is believed that

these rifles are manufactured more carefully than the

standard rifles.

(2 I Characteristics.

Model 97 caliber

Model 99 caliber

Weight (with scope; both

models)

.

Length over-all (both models) _

Sights:

Front
Hear

6.5-mm (0.256 inch).
7.7-mm (0.303 inch).

9% pounds.

50Vi inches.

Blade type.

Sliding leaf, graduated
from 300 to 1,500
meters.

Telescope sight;

Type Fixed focus.
Magnification 2.5x.

Field of vision 10°.

Weight 17 ounces.

(3) Ammunition. The model 97 (1937) 6.5-mm
fires standard 6.5-run semirimmed ammunition.
Model 99 (1939) 7.7-mm fires standard 7.7-mm
rimless ammunition.

j. Rifle grenade launchers (dischargers).

(1) Spigot type launcher. This attachment (fig.

175) is placed over the rifle muzzle and locked into

place, behind the front sight. Two types of grenades

are known to be fired from this launcher. Both
types are projected by a special cartridge (fitted

with a wooden bullet) which is normally packed in

the grenade fin assembly.

(a) Fragmentation grenade Model 91 (1931).
This grenade has been adopted for use as a rifle

grenade by replacing the propellant charge normally
found screwed into the base of this grenade, with a

fin assembly. Prior to firing, the safety pin must
be removed from the fuze. When projected, the

fuze action will be started by the shock of the explo-

sion upon the base of the grenade. Grenade will

detonate in 7-8 seconds (approx.) after firing.

Figure 174. Model 97 (1937) 6.5-mm Sniper’s Rifle (with telescope and carrying case).
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Figure 1 75 . Spigot type grenade launcher and ammunition (at the top is shown the fragmentation grenade in position for
firing, at bottom, the smoke grenade and launcher)

.
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(£>) Rifle smoke grenade. The rifle smoke gre-

nade weighs 1.3 pounds and is painted silver. It

contains approximately 0.6 pounds of an HC white

smoke mixture. No fuze is used, the action being

started by the flash of the propelling charge.

(2) Rifled type launcher. This launcher (fig.

176) is designed for projecting the hollow charge

(3) Cup type launcher Model 100. This launcher

is used for projecting the Model 99 (1939) frag-

mentation grenade. The launcher is attached to the

muzzle of the rifle, and the grenade, with safety pin

removed, placed inside the cup. Standard ball am-
munition is used for projecting the grenade, which
has a range of approximately 100 yards when using

Figure 177. Cup type launcher Model 100 fitted on muzzle of rifle.

high explosive AP grenade. When fired, the action

of the discharger cup rifling on the lugs (prerifled

rotating band) of the grenade forces the projectile to

rotate, giving stability in flight. It is reported that

this grenade is projected by a special cartridge fitted

with a wooden bullet.

any standard Japanese rifle. The grenade time fuze
is started when the weapon is fired, detonating in

approximately 4^5 seconds.

2. MACHINE GUNS. a. (1) The basic machine
gun is the “Nambu,” Model 11 (1922) 6.5-nun light
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machine gun, which is a modification of the French
Hotchkiss. Other types that have been directly

copied are the Lewis, the Vickers, and in one in-

stance the Oerlikon. These weapons will be found
listed in the following pages. A matter of note is

that Japanese machine guns generally do not employ
slow initial extraction and therefore stoppages are

frequent. The Japanese, in order to overcome this,

have employed various methods of oiling ammuni-
tion either by automatic or gravity oilers, built di-

rectly on to the weapon, or oiling ammunition be-

fore loading into box magazines. To complicate

the ammunition picture even further, they have in-

dicated that their 6.5-mm machine guns normally

use a reduced charge, possibly to overcome stop-

page and to avoid pre-oiling. Also their 7.7-mm
light and heavy machine guns are built to use either

a rimmed, semirimmed or rimless ammunition,

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 6.5-mm (0.256 inch).

Hopper capacity 6-5 round clips.

Weight 22^2 pounds.

Muzzle velocity 2,440 feet per second.

Sight graduations. _ 300 to 1,500 meters.

Cyclic rate of fire__. 500 rounds per minute.

(3) Ammunition. Clips of 5 rounds standard or

reduced charge 6.5-mm ball rifle ammunition are

used.

c. Model 96 (1936) 6.5-mm light machine
gun. (1) General description. This is a gas-oper-

ated, magazine-fed, air-cooled, full automatic light

machine gun (fig. 179) . Its appearance is some-

what similar to that of the British Bren. The mark-

ings ^Ll 7^ At read “Model 96” and are stamped

on the top of the receiver. This weapon has a blade

Figure 178. Model II (PJ22) 6.5-mm light machine gun.

which, with one exception noted in the following

pages, is not interchangeable.

(2) Submachine guns. No submachine gun of

Japanese manufacture, comparable to the Thompson,
M3 or Reising has been found, although several

German Solothurn 7.63-mm (.30 cal.) and 9-mm
(.35 cal.) SMGs and Schmeisser MP 28 11

, SMGs
have been recovered.

b. Model 11 (1922) 6.5-mm light machine
gun. (1) General description. This is a gas oper-

ated, air-cooled, machine gun with hopper feed

which holds 6-5 round clips of ammunition (fig.

178) . Positive identification can be made from the

following markings which appear on the top of the

receiver "+ Aj and read “11th year model.”

It is equipped with a blade front-sight and a V
notched rear leaf-sight sliding on a ramp. There

is no windage or drift adjustment. The safety lever

(see fig. 178) is turned down to a vertical position

to make the weapon safe.

front sight and a leaf rear sight controlled by a

“click” drum. The graduations are from 200 to

1,500 meters and there is a windage adjustment.

There is also a telescopic sight with a 10° field of

view and a 2 ]
/2 x magnification. A safety lever is

located on the left side of the trigger housing and is

set at horizontal to “fire,” and vertical for “safe.”

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber

Weight (without bayo-

net or magazine) .

Magazine capacity

Muzzle velocity

Rate of fire (cyclic)

6.5-mm (0.256

inch)

.

20 pounds.

30 rounds.

2410 feet per sec-

ond.

550 rounds per

minute.

(3) Ammunition. 6.5-mm semirimmed car-

tridges in boxes marked © are provided for this

weapon. These have the same dimensions as the
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standard 6.5-mm cartridge although the Japanese

have indicated that these have a reduced propelling

charge. The regular rifle ammunition may cause

stoppages, but can safely be used.

d. Model 99 (1939) 7.7-mm light machine

gun. (1) General description. This is a gas-oper-

ated, magazine-fed, air-cooled, light machine gun

(fig. 180)

.

Its appearance is almost identical to model 96 with

the two exceptions, that it has an adjustable rear

monopod and a barrel locking nut instead of a

barrel catch. It can further be identified by the

markings on the top of the receiver db ^ mean-

ing “99 Model”. It has a blade front sight and a

rear peep sight controlled by a “click” drum grad-

uated from 200 to 1,500 meters. There is a windage

adjustment. A telescopic sight 10° field of view and

2J4 * magnification is also provided. The safety

lever on the right side of the trigger housing is set

at horizontal to “fire”, and vertical for “safe .

Figure 179. Model 96 (1936) 6.5-mm light machine gun (showing magazine
, magazine filler and telescopic sight )

.

Figure 180. Model 99 (1939) 7.7-mm light machine gun.
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(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 7.7-mm (0.303

inch)

.

Length over-all 42 inches.

Weight (without mag- * 20 pounds,
azine or bayonet)

.

Magazine capacity 30 rounds.

Muzzle velocity 2.300 feet per sec-

ond.
Rate of fire (cyclic) 800 rounds per

minute.

TM-E 30-480
1 OCT 44

(3) Ammunition. The weapon uses 7.7-mm
rimless ammunition only. This ammunition can he
used in model 92 heavy machine gun, but the semi-

rimmed ammunition for model 92 cannot be used in

this gun.

e. Model 92 (1932) 7.7-mm Lewis type MG.
(1) General description. This weapon is an air-

cooled, gas operated, drum-fed, full automatic gun.

(See fig. 181.) With the exception that the cock-

ing handle is on the left and that there is no provi-

sion allowing it to be changed to the right side of

Model 92 ( 1932 i 7.7-mm Lewis type machine gun.
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the gun, if so desired, this weapon is a duplicate of

the British Lewis. It can easily be recognized by
its similarity to the latter weapon. The markings

meaning “92 Model” are stamped on the

receiver. Without removing the gun from its

mount, the main portion of the tripod head can be

moved from a horizontal to a vertical position, mak-
ing a satisfactory AA mount. This can be done in

approximately 15 seconds.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 7.7-mm (0.303 inch).

Length over-all 56 inches.

Weight (without tripod) 26 pounds.
Traverse 360°.

Elevation (with mount in AA
position). 85°.

Magazine capacity 47 rounds.*
Muzzle velocity 2,400 feet per second

(approximately)

.

Rate of fire (cyclic) 600 rounds per min-
ute.

Sight

:

Front Blade type.

Rear Folding leaf peep-

si g h t graduated
from 0 to 1,700

meters.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 7.7-mm. (0.303 inch) .

Weight (including 122 pounds,

tripod)

.

Strip capacity 30 rounds.

Rate of fire (cyclic) 450 rounds per minute.

Muzzle velocity 2,400 feet per second.

(3) Ammunition. This gun uses 7.7-mm semi-

rimmed ammunition (Ball, tracer, AP and incendi-

ary). It can also use the 7.7 rimless ammunition

if loaded on strips.

g. Model 93 (1933) 13-mm machine gun. (1)

General description. This is a gas-operated, air-

cooled, magazine-fed, full automatic, Hotchkiss type

weapon (fig. 183) . While it is primarily an antiair-

craft gun, it can be used for ground purposes. This

weapon has been found in single and twin mounts

(see sec. Ill, par. 3). The markings -^Li &\j

meaning “93 Model” appear on the receiver. The
antiaircraft sights on dual mounts are of the cal-

culating type graduated for ranges from 200 to 3,000

meters, with provision for corrections based on plane

speeds varying up to 500 kilometers per hour. For

Figure 182. Model 92 (1932) 7.7-mm heavy machine gun—showing carrying handles and ammunition strip.

(3) Ammunition. 7.7-mm rimmed ammunition,

Japanese copy of British 0.303, and British MK VII

.303 in. ball ammunition.

f. Model 92 (1932) 7.7-mni heavy machine
gun. (1) General description. This is the standard

Japanese heavy machine gun. It is a gas-operated,

strip-fed, full automatic, air-cooled, modified Hotch-

kiss-type weapon (fig. 182).

Its forerunner, which may still he used, was the

Model 3 (1914) which fired 6.5-mm ammunition.

Markings which appear on the receiver -i-

read “92 Model.” The standard sights consist of

a blade front sight and a rear peep sight mounted
on a post adjustable for windage and range (300 to

2,700 meters ) . Special antiaircraft front and rear

sights are provided, and there are 3 variations of

optical rear sights which are often used. The
weapon is set on safety by turning the trigger thumb
piece.

* Magazines having 97 round capacity also have been

found.

ground use there is a blade front sight and a leaf

rear sight graduated from 200 to 3,600 meters.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber

Length over-all (including
flash hider).

Weight (without mount or

magazine).

Magazine capacity
Muzzle velocity

Elevation

Traverse.

Sights:

A/A -
( dual mount

only)

.

A/T—Front
Rear

13.2-mm (0.52 inch).

89 inches.

87 pounds.

30 rounds.

2,250 feet per second.

0° to +85°.
360°.

Calculating type gradu-

ated from 200 to 3,000

meters range and an
estimated speed of

from 0 to 500 kilome-

ters per hour.

Blade.

Folding leaf graduated

f r o m 300 to 3,600

meters.
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Figure 183. Model 93 (1933) 13-inm machine gun.

(3) Ammunition. Ball, armor piercing, and
tracer cartridges are provided.

3. MORTARS AND GRENAD E D I S-
CHARGERS. <i. General. Although all known
types of both mortars and grenade dischargers are

dealt with here, there are indications that the Japan-

ese Army has mortars heavier than 90-mm and at

least up to 150-mm.

b. Model 10 (1921) 50-mm grenade dis-

charger. (1) General description. This is a

smooth-bore, muzzle-loaded weapon I fig. 184). It

has the special feature of a range control device in

the form of a graduated thimble by which a gas port

at the base of the tube can he varied in size. For
shorter ranges, part of the propellant gases escape to

the side. It is believed that this weapon is used

primarily for discharging flares and that the heavier

model 89 grenade discharger is used for firing high

explosive and other projectiles.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 50-mm ( 1.97 inch) .

Length of barrel 9Yi inches.

Over-all length 20 inches.

Weight 5V2 pounds.

Range for M 91 65-175 yards,

(grenade) .

(3) Operation. There is no safety device on this

weapon. To operate, first remove the safety pin

from projectile. The grenade or signal projectile

is placed in the barrel. The weapon is fired by a

trigger attached to the pedestal.

(4) Ammunition. This weapon fires Model 91
grenade, Model 11 smoke shell, Model 10 flare shell.

Model 10 signal shell, Model 91 pyrotechnic grenade
and Model 10 blank.

c. Model 89 (1929) 50-mm grenade dis-

charger. (1 ) General description. This is a muz-
zle-fed, rifled weapon which is widely used in the

Japanese Army (fig. 185). The standard projec-
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Figure 184. Model 10 (1921) 50-mm grenade discharger (at bottom is the discharger prepared jor carrying).

Figure 185. Model 89 (1929) 50-mm grenade discharger with nations types of ammunition and equipment.
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tile is a high explosive shell which contains the pro-

pellant charge in its base. Ranges are controlled

by rotation of the knurled range knob. Rotation of

the projectile is obtained because the rotating band
is expanded against the rifling when the v'eapon is

fired. The weapon is trigger fired. A recent mod-
ification of the discharger is fitted with a device to

indicate the correct firing angle 145°). There are

two range scales. One gives the ranges (120 to 670
meters) governing the use of the Model 89 HE shell

and the other (50 to 170 meters) is used for firing

Model 91 grenade.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 50-mm (1.97 inch).

Weight lO^ pounds.

Range (Model 89 120 meters (131 yards)

shells). to 670 meters (737
yards)

.

TM-E 30-480
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the stick extends into the barrel, the greater the

range. .

(2) Characteristics.

Length of barrel 25 inches.

Total weight (complete 48 pounds,

rvith base).

Elevation 40°.

Traverse 7°.

Weight of ammunition. 10 pounds.

Fuse Time (activated by
friction igniter)

.

(3) Ammunition. The weapon fires a stick bomb
weighing approximately 10 pounds and containing

7 pounds of picric acid in blocks. A smaller bomb
containing 5 pounds of picric is also used. A
finned bangalore torpedo may also be fired. No
other ammunition has been recovered to date.

Figure 186. 50-mm grenade discharger shell, incendiary.

(3) Ammunition. The following types of ammu-
nition are known to be provided: Model 89 High
explosive shell, model 91 grenade, smoke shell,

model 94 practice shell, pyrotechnic signals (de-

scribed in chapter 10), and incendiary (fig. 186).
The incendiary shell has a light metal body and
weighs approximately 1.25 pounds. It contains
about 0.7 pound of incendiary mixture. The smoke
shell weighs approximately 2 pounds, contains about
4 ounces of HC type smoke mixture. The body has
the same shape as the high explosive shell, but may
be distinguished by having two white bands on the

body.

d. Model 98 (1938) 50-mm mortar. (1) Gen-
eral description. This is a smooth-bore muzzle
loaded weapon with fixed elevation of approxi-
mately 40° and limited traverse (fig. 187). It is

fired by a lanyard attached to a friction primer af-

fixed to the base of the tube. A special feature is

a range slide which may be clamped to the muzzle.

This regulates the length of the stick (spigot) ex-

tending into the barrel. The greater the distance

e. Model 11 (1922) 70-mm mortar. (1) General

description. This is an obsolescent muzzle-loaded,

rifle-bore weapon (fig. 188). The barrel is sup-

ported by a single elevating screw. The markings on

the breech end of the barrel ~Y ^ ^
read “11th year model high angle infantry gun.”

The latch pin on the breech end of the barrel must

be set in to release the safety device. The weapon

is fired by means of a lanyard attached to the striker

arm.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 70-mm (2.76 inch)

.

Total weight ( includ- 133.75 pounds,

ing base-plate)

.

Elevation 37° to 77°.

Traverse 23°.

(3) Ammunition. The high explosive shell has

the propellant powder in its base and operates in

the same manner as the model 89 grenade discharger

shell previously described.
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f. 70-mm barrage mortar. This is a smooth-
bore, muzzle-loaded weapon of very simple con-

struction (fig. 189). It fires a shell probably de-

signed for use against low flying aircraft (fig. 189),
or firing over the heads of ground troops. When
fired, the projectile reaches a range of 3000 to 4000
feet when it expels parachute-supported high ex-

plosive charges 1:% 6 inch in diameter and 3 inches
long which in turn explode in the air. If an unex-
ploded shell be found on the ground, it should be
marked “Dangerous” and left for disposal by trained
personnel.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 81-mm (3.19-inch).

Maximum range (light 3,100 yards (ap-

shell)
.

proximately)

.

Length of barrel 49% inches.

Total weight 145 pounds.

Weight ofshell 6.93 pounds (1

pound of TNT)

.

(3) Ammunition. This weapon fires high ex-

plosive shells which are interchangeable with the

United States M43 81-mm light shell. Heavier

Figure 187. Model 98 {1938 ) 50-mm mortar with projectile.

g. Model 97 (1937) 81-mm mortar. (1) Gen-

eral description. This weapon is very similar to

United States 81-mm mortar Ml. It is a smooth-

bore, muzzle-loading, high-angle fire weapon, (fig.

191) which breaks down into 3 sections for trans-

port. The markings-^U which ap-

pear on the base of the barrel read “97 model small

trench mortar.” The mortar is provided with a

collimator sight which is heavier and more complex

than the U. S. Ml sight.

shells have been reported but no specimens have
been recovered. The fuzes can be adjusted to give

instantaneous or delay action detonations.

h. Model 99 (1939) 81-mm mortar. (1) Gen-
eral description. Model 99 is similar to model 97
except that it has a much shorter barrel and is

equipped for trigger firing with a mechanism at

base of the barrel (fig. 192).

The weapon is fired by bitting the protruding end
of the firing pin cam shaft with a wooden mallet.
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Quadrant seat

Elevating screw

handwheel

Figure 1 88. Model 11 (1922 ) 70-mm mortar.

Spade

Figure 189. 70-mm barrage mortar showing spike and block used as base.
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Figure 191. Model 97 (1937) 81-mm mortar.
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Figure 192- Model 99 (1939) 81-mm mortar and standard projectile.

For transport, this mortar breaks down into three

sections, each weighing approximately 17 pounds.

It may be fired with United States M43 81-mm

mortar shells, in which case a maximum range of

2,500 yards may be obtained.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 81-mm (3.19-inch).

Maximum range 2,200 yards.

Length of barrel 25)4 inches.

Total weight 52 pounds.

(3) Ammunition. HE and smoke or chemical
shells have been recovered. The fuse may be ad-
justed for instantaneous or delay detonation.

i. Model 94 (1934) 90-mm mortar. (1) Gen-
eral description. This is a smooth-bore, muzzle-
loading weapon with a fixed firing pin (fig. 193).
A special feature is the recoil system, consisting of
two recoil cylinders on a one piece U-shaped frame
with cylinders located on each side of the barrel.
The Japanese markings on the base of the barrel

^ >t27 read “94 model light trench

mortar.”
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(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 90-mm (3.54-inch).

Maximum range 4,150 yards.

Length of barrel 52 inches (approxi-

mately) .

Total weight 340 pounds.

Sight Panoramic telescope

sight.

(3) Ammunition. Model 94 mortar fires HE
and incendiary ammunition. The incendiary shell

is 16 inches long, weighs 11.5 pounds. The mixture

is white phosphorus, carbon disulphide and 40 im-

pregnated rubber pellets. This shell can be identi-

fied by a red band below the fuse, a blue band be-

tween the fuze and bourrelet, a yellow band between
the bourrelet and fin, and a white band at the junc-

tion of the shell body and the fin. The fuze may be
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adjusted to give either instantaneous or delayed

detonation.

j. Model 93 (-1933) 150-mm mortar. (1) The
photograph (fig. 1941 shown is believed to be that

ol the model 93 (1933 1 150-mm mortar, a smooth-

bore, muzzle-loaded, lanyard fired weapon.

(2) Characteristics reported.

Caliber 150-mm (5.9

inch )

.

Maximum range 2,100 meters
(2,300 yards I

.

Length of tube 59 inches (ap-

proximately) .

Weight of tube 220 pounds (ap-

proximately) .

Elevation 43° to 80°.

Traverse 7°.

Sights Telescopic.

(3) Ammunition. Projectile reported as weigh-

ing (total) 56 pounds and containing approxi-

mately 14 pounds of explosive.

4. GRENADES, LAND MINES, AND
BOOBY TRAPS, a. General. The following

pages give a general picture of Japanese grenades

and land mines. Certain of these can be and have

been used as booby traps.

b. Booby traps. Although the Japanese use of

booby traps has been limited as compared to the

German, it is to be expected that these traps will

be more and more frequently encountered as Allied

Forces push the Japanese from prepared positions.

As many types of Japanese ammunition are suitable

for employment as booby traps only the most com-

mon are listed. The model 23 pull type fragmen-

tation grenade is particularly suitable for this pur-

pose when attached to doors, window frames, and

general items of abandoned equipment. In addi-

tion numerous reports have been received of cap-

tured allied grenades (i. e. British No. 36 and United

States MK 2 ) being similarly employed. Although

there is no evidence to date that the stick grenade,

the bangalore torpedo, or the explosive cannister

from the barrage mortar shell have been used as

booby traps, the fact that all have pull igniters and

accidents have occurred to troops handling them,

prove that they are most suitable as such. The 3

types of fragmentation grenade models 91, 97, and

99 (“Kiska”) grenade are equipped with percus-

sion ignited fuses. They have been used with a

suspension wire device which can be tripped. The
grenade is placed bottom-up inside an improvised

tube thus ensuring that the grenade will fall head

first so as to detonate the fuse, when a wire is

tripped (see fig. 195 ) . A piece of bamboo or empty
cartridge case is sometimes used in lieu of a tube.

Figure 104. A probable Model 93 (1933) 150-mm mortar in action.
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Another and less elaborate variation is found in the

use of the above listed grenades under a foot board.

The delay powder train may be first removed. The

weight of the foot fires the detonator instantane-

ously. Many of the land mines have been used as

booby traps and work on the same principle, model

93 being equipped so that it can be activated by

pressures from 7 to 200 pounds. Only one or two

electrically operated booby traps have been encoun-

tered so far. They operate on a low voltage and are

generally attached to equipment such as radios and

vehicle ignition switches. It can be expected that

booby trap fuzes of more advanced design, will

probably appear in the near future, as the Japanese

are driven back.

c. Model 91 (1931) hand grenade. (1) Gen-

eral description. Model 91 (1931) fragmentation

grenade (fig. 196) can be thrown by hand, fired

either from models 10 or 89 grenade dischargers, or

fired from a rifle grenade launcher (discharger)

with tail assembly added. The base contains a

primer and propelling charge for use when firing

from a grenade discharger.

(2) Characteristics.

Over-all length 4.95 inches.

Fuze delay 7 to 8 seconds (ap-

proximately) .

Diameter 1.97 inches.

Weight with

propellant charge— 1 8.8 ounces.

(3) Operation, (a) To arm. With safety pin in

position, screw firing pin down into firing pin

holder, with screw driver or knife blade, as far as it

will go.

( b ) To use as hand grenade. Hold grenade with

fuze pointing downward, remove safety pin, being

sure that safety cover does not fall off. Strike head

of fuze against solid object such as helmet keeping

hand clear of gas vent hole. 1 hrow immediately

since action of fuze is sometimes erratic.

(c) To use in grenade discharger. Remove safety

pin and drop into discharger.

d. Model 97 (1937) hand grenade. (1) Gen-

eral description. The model 97 (1937) fragmenta-

tion hand grenade, (fig. 197) is carried by all front

line troops and is almost identical with model 91, ex-

cept that it has no provision for a base propellant

attachment and has a shorter fuze delay time. It

cannot be fired from a grenade discharger.

(2) Characteristics.

Over-all length 3.75 inches.

Diameter ! 1.97 inches.

Weight 1 pound (approxi-

mately) .

Fuze delay 4 to 5 seconds (approxi-

mately) .

(3) Operation, (a) To arm. With safety pin in

position, screw firing pin down into firing pin holder

as far as it will go.

( b ) To throiv. Hold grenade with fuze pointing

downward. Remove safety pin, being sure that

safety cover does not fall off. Strike head of fuse

cover

iring-pin holder

Firing pin

Holes for insertion of safety pin

spring

Percussion cap

Two flash holes

Fuze body

Gas vent

Plug screwed into grenade body

Cardboard washer

Powder delay train

(8 to 9 seconds)

Delay assembly tube

Bursting charge

Perforated steel disk

Detonator

Felt packing

Grenade body

Body

Propellant

Gas vent

cup

washer

Percussion cap

Figure 196. Model 91 (1931) hand grenade ( including pro-
pellant charge for use in grenade discharge ).

against solid object such as helmet, keeping hand
clear of gas vent hole. Throw immediately since

time of juze is sometimes erratic .
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e. Model 99 (1939) hand grenade. (1) Gen-

eral description. This grenade has been identified

as model 99 (fig. 198) . It is smaller than the model
97 and 91 fragmentation grenades and unlike these,

it has a smooth, cylindrical body with a flange at

either end. It may be launched from a special

launcher mentioned previously under “Rifle grenade
launchers” (figures 176 and 177).

(2) Characteristics.

Over-all length 3^2 inches.

Diameter 1% inches.

Weight 10 ounces (approxi-

mately )

.

Fuze delay 4 to 5 seconds (approxi-

mately) .

(3) Operation, (a) To arm. Remove safety pin

which is held in place by a cord.

Figure 197. Model 97 (1937) hand grenade.

(6) To use as a hand grenade. Strike the head
of the fuze on a hard object and throw immediately.
Since the firing pin is integral with firing pin
holder no screwing or unscrewing is necessary, as
with the model 91 and model 97 fragmentation
grenades. It can be used as a booby trap by re-

moving the safety pin and setting under a floor board
or chair.

(4)

Alternative fuze. It is believed that there is a

variation of this grenade, known as the model 99B,
which is activated by a friction igniter fuze.

f. Model 23 grenade. (1) General description.
This grenade (fig. 199) appears to have been de-
signed for use either as a hand grenade or a booby
trap. It has a pull type friction igniter fuze with a
time delay reported as approximately 5 seconds. Be-
cause a pull (from 2'/2 pounds to 5 pounds) on the
fuze cord ignites the time fuze, it could easily be

210

adapted for use as a booby trap by tying the cord
to a trip wire. The lugs and rings on the side are

convenient for anchoring the grenade in place.when

Figure 198. Model 99 (1939) hand grenade (“Kiska”).

so used. It has also been found in a booby trap
with a high explosive artillery shell tied to it for
augmenting the power of the explosion.
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(2) Characteristics.

Over-all length 3% inches.

Diameter of body_ 2 inches.

Weight 1 pound (approxi-

mately) .

Filler Granular TNT.

g. Vi kg. incendiary grenade. 5.3 inches long

and weighing 1.1 pounds (approximately), it may
be thrown by hand or projected from the grenade

discharger model 89. Incendiary filling is white

phosphorus.

h. Incendiary stick grenade. (1) General

description. The body of this grenade (fig. 200)

is filled with impregnated rubber pellets in a phos-

phorus carbon disulphide solution. There are some

40 pellets in each grenade, which are scattered by a

central bursting charge. It is also possible that this

grenade is sometimes filled with phosphorus smoke
filling. The grenade is 13.2 inches long and the body
has a diameter of 2.1 inches.

(2) Operation, (a) To arm. Make sure that

the safety pin is in position and that the firing pin

is threaded down into the firing pin holder.

( b ) To throw. With the fuze pointing downward,
withdraw the safety pin. Making sure that the

safety cover does not fall off, strike the head of the

fuze against some hard object, such as the heel of

your shoe or the top of your helmet. There should
be no delay in throwing the grenade, since actual

fuze delay time is not known.

RESTRICTED

i. High-explosive stick hand grenade. (1)

General description. This is the well known “potato

masher” type of grenade with a pressed metal cap

at the end of the handle (fig. 201) . It has a smooth

cylindrical body.

Figure 199. Model 23 hand grenade.
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(2) Characteristics.

Over-all length

Diameter of grenade

body
Weight of bursting

charge (lyddite)

Total weight

Fuze delay

7~/s inches.

2 inches.

2% ounces.

19Yo ounces.

4 to 5 seconds

proximately)

.

(ap-

(3) Operation. Remove the metal cap. A ring

with a string attached will be found. This ring is

slipped on the finger and the grenade thrown. The
string pulls away from the grenade and starts the

time fuze burning. This grenade can he used as a

booby trap by attaching one end of a trip wire to

the ring and the other end to a moveable object

such as a door, helmet, etc.

j. Molotov cocktail incendiary grenade- (1)
General description. This is a Japanese version of

212

Figuri 201. High-explosive stick hand grenade.
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the “Molotov cocktail.” It consists of a standard

bottle (fig. 202) filled with a mixture of oil and

gasoline. (The bottle illustrated in figure 202 is a

Japanese beer bottle.) The fuze is an “all-ways'

type that will ignite when the grenade is thrown no

matter in what position the bottle lands, for the im-

pact drives the firing pin down into the detonator

which ignites the contents of the bottle.

(2) Operation. Remove safety pin, then throw.

k. Frangible Smoke Grenade, white. Spher-

ical, flat bottomed glass flask 3 inches in diameter

and filled with a yellowish liquid varying from 100

Figure 202. Molotov cocktail incendiary grenade with fuze.
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percent titanium tetrachloride to a mixture of ap-

proximately 60 percent titanium tetrachloride and

40 percent silicon tetrachloride. The grenade (fig.

203) is packed in sawdust in a cylindrical sheet

metal container.

Figure 203. Frangible smoke grenade.

1. Frangible Hydrocyanic Acid (AC) Gre-
nades. Two different types exist. One is stabilized

with copper powder and is packed in a sheet metal
outer container, the other is stabilized with arsenic

trichloride and packed in a cardboard container.

Hie grenade (fig. 204) consists of a spherical glass

flask about 3x
/2 inches in diameter containing ap-

proximately 1 pint of hydrocyanic acid. The flask is

packed in a mixture of saw'dust and a neutralizing

agent. The outer container is approximately 5 x
/4

TM-E 30-480
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(3) Operation, (a) Remove plugs, screw' together
the selected number of tubes, remove the bullet

shaped cap from fuze and place on one end. Screw
fuze in place. When ready to detonate the banga-
lore torpedo, pull out the safety pin, and pull the

lanyard (requires about a 13-pound pull) . The fuze
delay will be approximately 6 to 7 seconds.

Note. Another bangalore type land mine which may be
an antitank mine has been found. Its characteristics are
as follows:

Length 36 inches.
Width 3.5 inches.
Height 2 inches.

Charge 6 pounds picric acid.

Form Oval cross section.

Color Olive drab.
Fuze 4 pressure type shear wire

fuzes inside base—pres-

sure about 300 pounds.

Figure 204. Frangible hydrocyanic acid grenade, arsenic
trichloride stabilized type.

Figure 205. Bangalore torpedo.

inches high and 5f/> inches in diameter, it is painted
khaki and banded in brown.

m. Bangalore torpedo. (1) General descrip-
tion. This is the standard bangalore torpedo (fio-.

205 I for the Japanese Army. It has a pull type de-

lay fuze and is threaded at each end to permit an
indefinite number of tubes to be attached end to end.
Because of the type of fuze, it may be used in a booby
trap, with the igniter string tied to a trip wire.

(2) Characteristics.

Over-all length
(one tube).

Diameter
Weight ( one tube I

.

Fuze delay

Charge composi-

tion.

46 inches (approxi-
mately) .

2 inches.

10 pounds.

6 to 7 seconds (approxi-

mately) .

TNT 36 percent. Cy-
clonite 64 percent.

(6) For additional information concerning Jap-

anese bangalore torpedoes see chapter 10, section V,
paragraph 5b.

it. Model 93 (1933) mine. General. This mine
(fig. 206) is exploded by pressure applied anywhere
on its upper surface. It is used either for anti-

personnel or antitank purposes. Fuzes are provided

Figure 206. Model 93 ( 1933) mine.
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with shear wires of various strengths, so the fuzes

may function under pressures of from 20 pounds*

to as much as 250 pounds depending on the fuze

selected. Additional explosive may be placed be-

neath the mine to give it greater force.

o. Model 99 (1939) armor piercing mine
(grenade). (1) General description. This mine
(fig. 207) is issued to infantry units and is carried

by the individual soldier. It is sometimes referred

to as the “magnetic antitank bomb” or “armor pierc-

ing grenade.” The magnets serve to hold the mine
against a metal surface such as a tank (or iron pill

box door) until it explodes.

Figure 207. Model 99 (1939) armor piercing mine, with fuze.

(2) Characteristics.

Diameter 4% inches.

Thickness 1(4 inches.

Total weight » 2 pounds, 11 ounces.

Length of fuze 5(4 inches.

Charge 1(4 pounds TNT.

(3) Operation. Screw fuze into fuze hole. Re-

move safety pin. Place b) hand against object to

be destroyed. Give the fuze cap a sharp blow. A
time delay of approximately 5 to 6 seconds gives

a man time to withdraw. It has been claimed that

•Mines have been reported which function with a pressure
as low as 7 pounds.

the mine can be thrown against the target rather

than having to be placed there by hand.

p. Model 96 (1936) mine. (1) General de-

scription. This is a large, very powerful mine (fig.

208 ) adapted for use either on land or under water.

BOOSTER

DETONATOR

Figure 208. Model 96 (1936) mine.

The two lead alloy horns enclose glass vials contain-

ing an electrolytic fluid. Pressure on either of these

horns will crush the vial, releasing its contents. This

activates the chemical electric fuze thus detonating

the mine. Several sizes of this mine are believed

to exist.
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(2) Characteristics.

Height of mine 10% inches (approxi-

• mately)

.

Diameter at base 20 inches (approxi-

mately) .

Total weight 106.5 pounds (approxi-

mately) .

Charge 46 pounds.

Note. Another type of underwater mine, is an 8^/2 -

inch by 8-inch canister, total weight 20 pounds, contain-

ing 8 pounds of perchlorate explosive.

5. ANTITANK AND INFANTRY GUNS. a.

General. (1) The Japanese infantry is compara-

tively well armed. The first effort to give heavy

weapons to the infantry was in 1921-1922, when the

model 10 (1921) 50-mm grenade discharger, the

model 10 (1921) 70-mm mortar, and the model 11

(1922) 37-mm gun were introduced. These three

weapons were later replaced by the model 89 (1929)

TM-E 30-480
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Japanese antitank weapons take on a much more
serious aspect.

(6) The fact that model 41 (1908) 75-mm in-

fantry gun is provided with armor-piercing, high-

explosive and hollow charge AP ammunition must

be borne in mind, because this gun is so widely dis-

tributed in the Japanese Army.

(7) Japanese infantry must be considered well

supplied with heavy weapons
;
the Army is primarily

an infantry army, and the weapons of the infantry

have always been the first consideration of the mili-

tary.

b. Model 97 (1937) 20-mm antitank rifle.

(1) General description. This is actually a single

purpose, selective full or semi-automatic gas oper-

ated, antitank automatic cannon (fig. 209 ). Infantry

can maneuver it in any sort of terrain. Two men
can carry it, since it weighs but 150 pounds com-

plete with shield and carrying handles, and it is

easy to hide because of its low silhouette (16% inches

Figure 209. Model 97 (1937) 20-mm antitank rifle.

50-mm grenade discharger, the model 92 (1932)

70-mm battalion howitzer, and the model 94 (1934)
37-mm gun. However, in some areas the older

weapons are still in use.

(2) In 1936, the model 41 (1908) 75-mm moun-
tain gun was replaced by a newer weapon in the

mountain (pack) artillery units. The model 41 gun
then was issued four to each infantry regiment and
is known as the regimental gun. This move gave
the infantry a lightweight 75-mm weapon of its own.

(3) When first issued, model 11 (1922) 37-mm
gun was no doubt intended in part for an anti-

tank role, although it could not be considered a

threat today. Its successor, model 94 (1934) 37-

mm gun, has a much higher velocity.

(4 1 It was not until 1937, however, that the

Japanese produced a purely antitank weapon.
Model 97 (1937) 20-mm antitank rifle is a hard-

hitting mobile weapon. Model 98 (1938) 20-mm
antiaircraft antitank machine cannon can also be

used against tanks.

(5) With the appearance of model 1 (1941) 47-

mm gun, a modern, mobile, high-velocity weapon,

without the shield). However, its sights do not

permit accurate laying for the longer ranges, and

tracking is difficult because traversing must be ac-

complished by shoulder control. In addition, the

weapon has a very violent recoil. The Japanese

markings -fc which mean “97 Model” appear

on the top of the receiver.

(2 )
Characteristics.

Caliber 20-mm (0.79 inch)

.

Muzzle velocity 2,500 feet per secoml.

f Gun itself—120 pounds.

Weight
I

With shield and carrying lian-

{ dies—150 pounds.

Length (without

handles) 82.5 inches.

Traverse (total) 1,600 mils (90°).

Sights:
Front Blade type.

Rear Peep-sight controlled by “click”

drum graduated from 0 to

1,000 meters in 100 meter
graduation.

Type feed 7 round box magazine.
Rate of fire 12 rounds per minute (semi-

automatic).
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(3) Ammunition. Armor piercing tracer and
high explosive tracer ammunition has been recov-

ered.

c. Model 98 (1938) 20-mm antiaircraft anti-

tank automatic cannon. (1) General descrip-

tion. This is a gas-operated, semi- or full-auto-

matic, all purpose weapon (fig. 210), similar in

mechanism, hut larger and heavier than the model

97, 20-mm antitank rifle. The ammunition is not

interchangeable. The carriage permits firing from
its wheels. Supported on outriggers with wheels

removed it has a fast 360° traverse.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 20-mm (0.79 inch).
Type feed 20 round box magazine.
Weight 836 pounds (without wheels).
Maximum range

—

horizontal 5,450 yards.

Maximum range

—

vertical 12,000 feet.

Muzzle velocity 2,720 feet per second.
Rate of fire 120 rounds per minute.
Traverse 6,400 mils (360°).
Principle of opera- Gas-operated, semi-or full auto-

tion. matic.

(3) Ammunition. High explosive tracer and
armor piercing tracer have been recovered-

d. Model 11 (1922) 37-mm gun. (1) General
description. This weapon (fig. 211) is still in use in

some areas, although its place in the infantry or-

ganization has been taken by model 94 (1934) 37-

mm gun and other antitank weapons. It resembles

the U. S. 37-mm infantry gun, M 1916. The gun

is carried by four men. This weapon is listed by

the Japanese as
•'f

-Jkf which

is translated “11th year model low trajectory in-

fantry gun”.

Figure 211. Model 11 (1922) 37-mm gun.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 37-mm (1.46 inch).
Weight in action— 205.75 pounds.
Length (with trails

folded) 90 inches.
Overall width (in

firing position) 49.25 inches.

Breechblock Vertical sliding wedge, which
may be operated semiautomat-
ically.

Traverse 584 mils (33°) by handwheel.
Elevation 248 mils (14°) by handwheel.
Depression 85 mils (—4.8°).

Sight Telescopic, used for direct lav-
ing.

e. Model 94 (1934) 37-mm gun. (1) General

description. This weapon (fig. 212) is referred to by
the Japanese as the “Infantry rapid fire gun.” It
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Figure 212. Model 94 (1934) 37-mm gun.

is an infantry close support weapon firing both
high explosive and armor piercing high explosive
ammunition. It has a semiautomatic, horizontal,
sliding type breechblock. When the shell is loaded,
the rear of the cartridge case trips a catch that closes
the breechblock. Recoil action of firing opens the
breech and extracts the cartridge case. Sighting is by
a straight telescopic sight. This weapon has marked

on the barrel the following

which reads “94 model 37-mm gun.”

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 37-mm (1.46 inch).
Length (over-all in travelling

position) 114 inches.
Width (over-all in travelling

position) 47 inches.
Weight 714 pounds.
.Traverse 1,062 mils (60°).
Elevation +480 mils (27°).
Maximum range 5,000 yards.
Muzzle velocity (armor pierc-

ing ammunition) 2,300 feet per second.

Note. This piece may he found mounted on wooden spoke
wheels or with perforated steel disc wheels as illustrated in
figure 212.

f. Model 1 (1941) 47-mm gun. (1) General
description. This is an antitank weapon of fnodern

design (fig. 213). The wheels are independently

sprung, and a lock is provided on each wheel for

locking the springs out of action. It has a semiauto-
matic, horizontal, sliding wedge breech mechanism.
The low silhouette, wide tread, and long split trails

give ibis gun excellent stability. Preliminary tests

indicate a muzzle velocity of 2,700 feet per second.
The steel disc wheels are fitted with sponge rubber
filled tires. This weapon has marked on its breech

the following symbols tz7 "h -t

w’hich mean “Model 1 47-mm mobile gun.”

( 2 )
Characteristics.

Caliber 47-mm (1.85 inch).
Weight 1,600 pounds.
Traverse 60°.

Elevation +19°
Depression - 11°
Muzzle velocity 2,700 feet per second.

(3) Ammunition. Armor piercing high explo-
sive and standard high explosive shells have been
recovered.
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Figure 213. Model 1 (1941) 47-mm gun.

g. Model 92 (1932) 70-mm howitzer (Bat-
talion gun). (1) General description. This weapon
(fig. 214), despite its unusual appearance, has
proved to be effective as an infantry support how-
itzer. It has an interrupted thread type, drop breech-
block mechanism. Light in weight and maneuver-
able, it fires a projectile of relatively large weight,

and can deliver fire at ranges varying from 110
yards to 3,000 yards. The Japanese markings

which read “92 model infantry

gun”, appear on the barrel.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 70-mm (2.76 inch).

Total weight in action 468 pounds.
Thickness of armor

shield 0.156 inch.

Traverse 800 mils (45° total).

Elevation +50°
Depression —10°

Range 3,075 yards.

Danger area of burst— 40 yards (approximately).

(3) Ammunition. The ammunition is semifixed,

the propelling charge being divided into four incre-

Figure 214. Photograph of model 92 (1932 ) 70-mm howitzer (Bn. gun) showing gunner and sights.
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Figure 215. Side view of model 41 (1908 ) 75-mm infantry gun, showing unusual trail construction.

merits. High explosive, armor piercing, and smoke

shells are fired. The standard model 88 delay and

instantaneous fuzes are used.

h. Model 41 (1908) 75-mm infantry gun.

(1)

General description. This weapon (fig. 215)

was originally the standard pack artillery weapon,

but when it was largely superseded by the Model 94

(1934) 75-mm mountain (pack) gun, it was then

used as an infantry “regimental” gun. It is widely

distributed throughout the Japanese Army. It has

an interrupted screw type breechblock and a hydro-

spring recoil mechanism. There are no equalizers

or equilibrators. The markings >!S27 -^0 ^
which appear on the barrel, mean “41 model moun-
tain gun.” This weapon may be easily and quickly

disassembled for pack into loads, the maximum
weight of each being approximately 200 pounds.
Actual firing of the weapon at a range of 3,200 yards
resulted in 75 percent of the rounds falling in a
rectangle 20 by 30 yards. At maximum range
(7,800 yards) 75 percent of the rounds fell within a
rectangle 100 yards wide and 200 yards long.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 75-mm (2.95 inch).
Length (over-all) 170 inches.

Width (over-all) 40 inches.

Weight 1,200 pounds.
Traverse (total) 106 mils (6°).
Elevation +650 mils (+40°).
Depression —319 mils (—18°).
Maximum range 7,800 yards.

(3) Ammunition. Ammunition recovered in-

cluded common high explosive, armor piercing, high
explosive, shrapnel, hollow charge AP and incen-

diary. For description of incendiary shell see chap-

ter 9, section V.

Section III. ARTILLERY

1. GENERAL. Between 1925 and 1936, all Jap-

anese artillery pieces were either redesigned or re-

placed by newer designs. An examination of a ma-

jority of the designs known to exist leads to the be-

lief that the following features will be incorporated

in any newer designs produced since 1936, although

no weapons over 47-mm in size and bearing a model

date later than 1936 as yet have been reported:

Hydropneumatic recoil systems.

Use of equilibrators.

Muzzle brakes.

Increased muzzle velocities.

Improved high speed mounts on all medium
and heavy pieces (using either pneumatic

tires or tires filled with sponge rubber)

.

Since Japan has had access to German weapon de-

signs for some years, it may be assumed that Jap-

anese weapons embodying the following features

may be encountered:

Hollow charge projectiles.

New incendiary projectiles.

Self-propelled mounts of various kinds.

Rockets.

2. FIELD ARTILLERY, a. Model 94 (1934)
75-mm mountain (pack) gun. (1) General de-

scription. This is the standard Japanese pack artil-

lery piece (fig. 216) which replaced the model 41
mountain gun. Designed for rapid assembly and
dismantling, it breaks down into 11 units, the heav-

iest of which weighs 210 pounds. The weapon is

normally transported by 6 pack horses. It is char-

acterized by a comparatively long split-trail, hydro-
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pneumatic recoil mechanism, and a horizontal slid-

ing breechblock. The shield is %-inch armor plate.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 75-mm (2.95 inch)

.

Maximum range 8,000 meters (8,750 yards).
Maximum elevation -{-45°.

Maximum depression., —9°.

Traverse 40°.

Weight in firing po-

sition 1.200 pounds.
Sight Panoramic.
Barrel length 5 feet 1V2 inches.
Muzzle velocity 1,300 feet per second.
Maximum rate of fire... 10 to 12 rounds per minute.
Weight of high explo-

sive projectile 13 pounds.

(3) Ammunition. HE, AP, shrapnel, chemical,
star, and incendiary.

b. Model 38 (1905) 75-mm gun. (1) General
description. One of the early weapons of the Jap-
anese division artillery, this weapon (fig. 217) has
been subject to considerable modification, and sev-

eral versions are known to exist. There is no evi-

dence that this parent model has been employed in

recent operation
;
probably now it is regarded as ob-

solete. It may be readily identified by the single

box trail which, by its design, considerably limits the
elevation of the piece. Other characteristics are a
hydrospring recoil system, interrupted screw type
breechblock, and 1/16-inch shield.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 75-mm (2.95 inch).
Maximum range 8,350 meters (9,025 yards).
Maximum elevation +16° 30 minutes.
Maximum depression.. —8°.

Traverse (total) 7°.

Weight in firing posi-

tion 947 kg (2,083 pounds)

.

Sight Panoramic.
Barrel length 7 feet 6 inches.

Maximum rate of fire 8 to 10 rounds per minute.
Weight of high explo-

sive projectile 13 pounds.

(3) Ammunition. HE, AP.
c. Model 38 (1905) gun improved (possibly

4th year model). (1) General description. This
is an improved version of the 75-mm model 38
(1905) field gun, which appears to have been en-
tirely replaced. Modifications on the present model
(fig. 218) consist of trunnioning the barrel further
to the rear; the addition of two spring and cable
equilibrators to compensate for muzzle overhang;

Figure 216. Model 94 (1934) mountain (pack) gun.
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Figure 217. Model 38 (1905) 75-mm gun with ammunition.

Figure 218. Model 38 (1905) gun improved (inset shows breech mechanism)

.

replacement of the old box trail by a longer open-box
type through which the barrel can recoil at high
elevations ;

change of the breech to a horizontal slid-

ing wedge mechanism. The most significant results

of the above modifications are a much longer range
and an increased rate of fire. Although reports have
indicated that this weapon was to be replaced by
model 90, the fact that the newer gun has not been
encountered in any combat areas indicates that this

plan has not yet been consummated.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 75-mm (2.95 inch).
Maximum range 11,600 meters (12,565 yards)

.

Maximum elevation +43°.
Maximum depression.-. 8 °

.

Traverse (total) 7°.

Weight in firing posi-

tion 1,113 kg. (2448.6 pounds).

Maximum rate of lire 10 to 12 rounds per minute.
Sight Panoramic.
Barrel length 9.2 feet.

(3) Ammunition. HE, AP, shrapnel, smoke,

star shell, and chemical.

d. Model 90 (1930) 75-mm gun. (1) General

description. Surrounded with considerable secrecy

by the Japanese, this gun (fig. 219) has been re-

ported as the modern weapon of the division artil-

lery. In 1936 it was believed to have been in

process of issue to organizations, but to date it has

not been encountered in any theater of war. The
gun is equipped with either pneumatic tires for mo-
torized towing or large, steel-rimmed wheels for

horse draft. It is characterized by a split trail, a

horizontal sliding breechblock, and a hydropneu-

matic recoil system. An unusual feature is the muz-
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zle brake, which so far has not been found on any
other Japanese artillery weapon.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 75-mm (2.95 inch).
Maximum range 15,000 meters (16,250 yards)

.

Maximum elevation +43°.
Maximum depression —8°.

Traverse (total) 43°.

Weight in firing posi-

tion 3,300 pounds.
Sight Panoramic.
Muzzle velocity 2,230 feet per second.
Maximum rate of fire_ 10 to 12 rounds per minute.

(3) Ammunition. HE, AP, shrapnel, incendiary,
smoke, star shell.

e. Model 95 (1935) 75-mm gun. (1) General
description. The 75-mm model 95 gun is horse-
drawn (fig. 220) with split trails, hydropneumatic
recoil mechanism, and horizontal, sliding-wedge type
breechblock. A comparison with the Model 90, de-
signed five years earlier, reveals that this later

weapon has only the apparent advantage of reduced
weight. On the other hand, it suffers from loss of
range and lower muzzle velocity. It is seemingly
more rugged in construction than the model 94
mountain gun and yet gives a lower performance

than the model 90 field gun. The possibility there-

fore suggests itself that the model 95 was not de-

signed to replace either of these guns, but was to be
used by some unit other than the field or pack
artillery. It is possible therefore that it may be
the new weapon of the horse artillery, replacing the

old adaptation of the model 38 with which such units

previously had been equipped.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 75-mm. (2.95 inch).
Maximum range 11,000 meters (12,000

yards) .*

Maximum elevation +43°.
Maximum depression —8°.

Traverse (total) 50°.

Muzzle velocity 500 meters per second (1,640
feet per second).

Weight 2,438 pounds.
Sight Panoramic.
Maximum rate of fire 10 to 12 rounds per minute.

-Also reported as 9,000 meters (9,850 yards).

(3) Ammunition. HE, AP, shrapnel, smoke star
and chemical.

f. Model 14 (1925) 105-mm gun. (1) General
description. The 105-mm model 14 (1925) gun
(fig. 221) is used for long-range fire. There is no

J
Figure 219. Model 90 (1930) 75-mm gun ( inset shows the weapon on a high-speed carriage with pneumatic type tires)
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Figure 221. Model 14 (1925) 105-mm gun.
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Figure 222. Model 91 (1931) 105-mm howitzer.
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information to show that this gun is still in produc-
tion, and it is felt that in all probability it has been
superseded by the more modern model 92 (1932).
Mounted on heavy wooden wheels, the weapon is

normally tractor drawn, and is capable of being
moved at a maximum speed of 8 miles per hour. As
an alternative it may be drawn by 8 horses. The
weapon possesses an interrupted screw breechblock,
a hvdropneumatic recoil mechanism, and a split

trail.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 105-mm. (4.13 inch)

.

Maximum range (with
long pointed pro-

jectile) 14,500 yards (also reported
as 15,000 meters (16,500
yards)).

Maximum elevation +43°.
Maximum depression —5°.

Traverse (total) 30°.
Weight in firing posi-

tion 6,850 pounds.
Muzzle velocity 2,040 feet per second.
Sight Panoramic.
Tube length 11 feet 9 inches.
Maximum rate of fire 6 to 8 rounds per minute.
Weight of HE pro-

jectile (long pointed
shells) 33 pounds.

(3) Ammunition. Ammunition is semifixed.

The following types of projectiles have been report-

ed: High explosive (long pointed shell)
;
high ex-

plosive; shrapnel; chemical; and armor piercing.

Time fuzes are provided for the smoke, incendiary,

and shrapnel projectiles. The standard model 88
point detonating (instantaneous or delay) fuzes are

used with the HE and chemical shells.

RESTRICTED

g. Model 91 (1931) 105-mm howitzer. (1)
General description. A light weight modern field

piece (fig. 222) possessing a hydropneumatic recoil

mechanism, split trail, and interrupted screw breech
mechanism. The weapon can be readily identified

by the short barrel and long sleigh. Normally it is

towed by six horses.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 105-mm (4.13 inch)

.

Maximum range 11,500 yards.

Maximum elevation +45° (also reported as
+65°).

Maximum depression-. —7°.

Traverse (total) 45° (also reported as 56°).

Weight in firing posi- 4,250 pounds,
tion.

Muzzle velocity 1,790 feet per second.
Sight Panoramic.
Tube length 8 feet 4 inches.

Maximum rate of fire— 6 to 8 rounds per minute.
Weight of HE projec- 33 pounds,

tile.

(3) Ammunition. Ammunition is semifixed.

The following types of projectiles have been report-

ed; high explosive (long pointed shell)
; high ex-

plosive; armor piercing; shrapnel; and chemical.

h. Model 92 (1932) 105-mm gun. (1)
General description. It is considered that this

weapon (fig. 223) has superseded the model 14
( 1925) 105-mm gun. Readily recognized by its long
slender barrel and trail, it has been designed par-
ticularly for long-range fire. Other distinctive fea-

tures are the pronounced length of the sleigh and
the three step interrupted thread breechblock. The
recoil system is hydropneumatic. Mounted on
heavily constructed wooden wheels with solid rub-
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ber tires, the weapon is normally tractor drawn, but

may be drawn by a 5-ton truck.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber

Maximum range
(with long pointed

shell).

Maximum elevation

—

Maximufti depression.

Traverse (total)

Weight in firing po-

sition.

Muzzle velocity

Sight

Tube length

Maximum rate of fire

—

Weight of HE projec-

tile (long pointed

shell)

.

105-mm (4.13 inches).

18,700 meters (20,100 yards)

(also reported as 16,400

vards)

.

+48°.
—10 °.

30°.

6,600 pounds.

2.500 feet per second.

Panoramic.

15 feet 6 inches.

6 to 8 rounds per minute.

33 pounds.

(3) Ammunition. Ammunition is semifixed. The

following types of projectiles have been recovered:

High explosive (Long pointed shell) ;
high explo-

sive; chemical; armor piercing. Time fuzes are

provided for the smoke, incendiary, and chemical

shells. The standard model 88 point detonating

(Instantaneous or delay) fuzes are used with the

HE and chemical shells.

i. Model 4 (1915) 150-mm howitzer. (1)

General description. One of the older type horse-

drawn weapons (fig. 224) which nevertheless is still

in service. For purposes of transportation the trail

breaks in the middle. The barrel is removed from

the cradle and placed on the rear portion of the trail,

to which has been attached an extra pair of wheels.

A limber is attached to each section, and each load

may then be towed by six horses. The weapon
possesses a vertical sliding breechblock, a hydro-

pneumatic recoil mechanism, and a box type trail.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 150-mm (5.9 inch)

.

Maximum range 7,000 meters (7,560 yards)

(also reported 10,500

yards)

.

Maximum elevation +65°.
Maximum depression —5°.

Traverse (total) 6°.

Weight in firing position. 6,100 pounds.

Muzzle velocity 1,350 feet per second.

Sight Panoramic.
Tube length 7 feet 3 inches.

Maximum rate of fire 3 to 4 rounds per minute.

Weight of HE projectile. 80 pounds.

(3) Ammunition. Ammunition is semifixed. The
following types of projectiles have been reported:

High explosive; armor piercing; shrapnel; and

chemical. Time fuzes are provided for the smoke,

incendiary, and shrapnel projectiles. The standard

point detonating (Instantaneous and delay) fuzes

are used with the HE and chemical shells.

j. Model 89 (1929) 150-mm gun. (1) General

description. A tractor-drawn v'eapon (fig. 225) of

improved design employed for long range fire. It

is designated by the Japanese Army as a heavy field

artillery piece. Although manufacture was com-

menced in 1929, it is believed that issue was not

completed until 1937. For purposes of transporta-

tion the barrel is removed from the cradle and placed

on a separate carriage. The weapon has a split

trail, hydropneumatic recoil mechanism, and an

interrupted thread block.

Figure 223. Model 92 (1932) 105-mm gun.
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(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 150-mm (5.9 inch).

Maximum range 22,000 yards (also reported

as 27,000 yards)

.

Maximum traverse 47°.

Weight in firing posi- 7,500 kg (16,500 pounds),
tion.

Maximum rate of fire 1 to 2 rounds per minute.

(3) Ammunition. AP, HE, shrapnel, HE (long

pointed shell).

k. Model 96 (1936) 150-mm howitzer. (1)

General description. A well designed and effective

weapon (fig. 226 ) which is. to date, the most modern
of its type known to he possessed by the Japanese,

ft is reported that three modifications exist. Varia-

tions, however, are believed to be extremely slight.

Mounted on sturdy, rubber-shod, wooden wheels,

the weapon is normally tractor drawn. One of the

outstanding characteristics is the extreme elevation

of 75° which can be obtained. This, however, can

be used only when a deep loading pit is dug beneath

the breech. It is probable that the weapon could

not be fired at an elevation greater than 45° without

construction of such a pit. Other features are a long

split trail, interrupted thread breechblock, and a

hydropneumatic recoil mechanism.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber

Maximum range-

Maximum elevation

Maximum depression.

Traverse (total)

Weight in firing posi-

tion.

Sight

Tube length

Rate of fire

Weight of HE projec-

tile.

150-mm (5.9 inch).

10.000 meters (11,000 yards)

(also reported 15,000

yards)

.

+ 75°.

—7°.
30°.

8,765 pounds.

Panoramic.
11.57 feet.

6 to 8 rounds per minute.

(3) Ammunition. Semifixed; HE, AP, shrapnel,

smoke, incendiary tracer.

l. Model 45 (1912) 240-mm howitzer. It is

reported that this piece has a maximum range of

11,000 yards, firing a semifixed round weighing ap-

proximately 400 pounds. It is broken down and

transported on 10 vehicles.

m. Miscellaneous heavy artillery- In recent

years the Japanese have bought 17-cm, 21-cm and

Figure 226. Model 96 U936) 150-mm howitzer at maximum elevation.

U.
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24-cm weapons from Germany and therefore Jap-

anese copies of these may be expected. In addition

to the above, the following heavy artillery pieces

have been reported, but none have been captured,

therefore the characteristics given below have not
been confirmed.

Caliber Type
Length
of bore
(inches)

Muzzle
velocity
(feet per
second)

Type of

shell

Weight of
shell

(pounds)

Maximum
range
(yards)

Eleva-
tion

Weight in

action
(tons)

Remarks

24-cm___ _ Railway gun_ 3, 560

1,310
1, 140
1, 760

HE

HE
HE-
HE

440

880
1, 100
2, 200

54, 500

12, 750
16, 600
21, 200

35

14. 72
19. 76
80

Several types re-
ported.

Unconfirmed.
Do.
Do.

30-cm Howitzer M 18
Howitzer M 18
Howitzer (seige)

196
324
538

46°
48°
45°

30-cm
41-cm__ _ .

Figure 227. A possible 240-mm howitzer (model number unknown).

3. ANTIAIRCRAFT ARTILLERY, a. In-
troduction. It lias been emphasized to the Jap-
anese soldier that effective antiaircraft defense

depends on the use of all arms. Many of the weapons
primarily designed for ground action and previously

described under infantry armament also are de-

signed to perform an antiaircraft role.

(1) The new basic infantry weapon model 99
(1939) 7.7-mm rifle (fig. 228) has a rear sight, with
arms calculated to give the rifleman the approximate
lead required to hit a low flying plane.

(2) The model 92 ( 1932 ) 7.7-mm heavy machine
gun (fig. 229) is provided with an antiaircraft

adapter as illustrated in figure 229, and standard
antiaircraft ring sights.

(3) The Lewis type model 92 (1932) 7.7-mm
machine gun (fig. 230) has a standard mount which
can be adapted for antiaircraft defense (see fig.

230).

(4) The model 93 (1933) 13-mm machine gun
is shown in figure 231 in a dual mount for anti-

aircraft fire.

(5) The model 98 (1938) 20-mm AA/AT auto-
matic cannon and probably the 70-mm barrage
mortar (Chap. 9, Sec. II ) have been designed princi-

pally for an antiaircraft role.

(6) In addition to the more common antiaircraft
weapons described in detail on the following pages,
120-mm and 127-mrn naval antiaircraft guns have
been encountered. The latter were in dual mounts.

(7) There are indications that Japanese heavy
AA artillery is possibly more modern and of larger
caliber than the standard 75-mm model 88, which
is the only heavy antiaircraft weapon captured in

quantity to date.

(8) Tabulated below are the estimated capabili-

ties of Japanese antiaircraft weapons.
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Caliber Weapons

Approx-
imate
maxi-
mum
rate of

fire

Estimated
maximum
vertical

range
(feet)

7.7-mm Model • 92 Heavy ma-
chine gun.

450 4, 000

7.7-mm Model 92 (Lewis) ma-
chine gun.

600 4, 000

13.2-mm _ Model 93 machine gun_ 450 13, 000
20-mm Model 98 automatic

cannon.
200 12, 000

25-mm Model 96 naval auto-
matic cannon.

300 14, 000

40-mm Vickers tvpe 14, 000
30, 00075-mm Model 88 gun. 15

105-mm Model 14 gun 10 36, 000
127-nun Model 89 gun. 10 40, 000

(

gets. Traverse and elevation are controlled by hand

wheels.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 25-mm (.984 inch).

Estimated vertical range 14,000 feet.

Maximum elevation +80°.
Maximum depression —10°.

Traverse 360°.

Magazine capacity 15 rounds.

Weight (single gun without 246 pounds,

mount)

.

Weight (three guns triple 5,330 pounds,

mount)

.

Sight Calculating.

Cyclic rate of fire (per barrel). 300 rounds per minute.

Muzzle velocity 2,978 feet per second.

(3) Ammunition. The weapon is furnished with

high explosive tracer, high explosive, and armor

piercing tracer ammunition.

Figure 228. Rear sight on model 99 (1939) 7.7-mm rifle.

Information concerning fire control equipment used

with some of the weapons listed will be found in

Chapter 10.

b. Model 96 (1936) type 2, 25-mm antiair-

craft-antitank automatic cannon. (1) General

description. This (fig. 232) is a gas-operated, air-

cooled, magazine-fed, full automatic, or semiauto-

matic machine cannon. It has been found in dual

and triple fixed mounts, emplaced customarily

around air strips for antiaircraft defense. How-
ever, it is capable of a 10 degree depression which

makes it effective for direct fire against ground tar-

c. 40-mm single and dual antiaircraft and
antitank automatic cannon. (1) General de-

scription. This weapon (fig. 233) is a Vickers

type recoil-operated, water-cooled, link belt-fed,

automatic or semiautomatic machine cannon. Sev-

eral of these have been captured. Single mounted
guns were marked ‘‘Vickers-Armstrongs 1931,” but

the dual mounted guns were Japanese-manufactured

copies. Elevation and traverse are obtained by
hand. The weapon is fitted with a telescopic cal-

culating sight and an automatic fuze setter.
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Figure 229. Model 92 (1932) 7.7-mm HMG with AA adopter.
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Figure 230. Model 92 (1932) 7 . 7-mm machine gun (Lewis type) in position for AA fire.
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Figure 231. Model 93 (1V33) 13-mm machine gun (Dual mount )

.
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Figure 232. Rear view of model 96 (1936) type 2, 25-mm AA /AT automatic cannon, triple mount.

(2 I Characteristics.

Caliber 40-mm (1.57 inch).
Maximum vertical range 14,000 feet (approxi-

mately) .

Maximum elevation +85°.
Maximum depression —5°.

Traverse 360°.

Weight in firing position 2,500 pounds (approx-
(dual mounted gun). imately).

Sight Calculating.
Length of barrel 5 feet 2 inches.

(3) Ammunition. Armor piercing high explo-

sive, high explosive with time fuze, high explosive

with point detonating fuze, and tracer.

234

d. Model 88 (1928) 75-mm antiaircraft gun.

(1) General description. This has been the stand-

ard Japanese mobile heavy antiaircraft weapon (fig.

234). Specimens have been found on all airfields

captured from the Japanese. It is a truck drawn
weapon. For firing, the wheels are removed, and
the gun is supported by five outriggers. During
transit, the barrel is dropped back on a cradle ex-

tension and secured to the ends of two outriggers.

The gun has a hydropneumatic variable recoil sys-

tem and a semiautomatic horizontal, sliding wedge
breech mechanism. Fire control instruments cap-

tured indicate that the older system of transmitting
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corrections to the gun pointers vocally is still in use.

However, evidence is on hand that an electrical data
transmission system and operation by the “Matched
Pointers” method is used sometimes. This gun has
been used against ground targets.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 75-mm (2.95 inch)

.

Maximum range:

Vertical 30,000 feet.

Horizontal 15,000 yards.
Maximum elevation +85°.
Maximum depression 0°.

Traverse 360°.
Weight, overall 5,830 pounds.
Muzzle velocity 2,360 feet per second.

(3) Ammunition. High explosive, shrapnel, and
incendiary.

e. Model 14 (1925) 105-mm antiaircraft gun.
(1) General description. This is the heaviest mobile
Japanese antiaircraft weapon (fig. 235) in use at

present. As originally designed, it was not satis-

factory, and probably has been redesigned by this

time. It has a pedestal mount, horizontal sliding

breechblock, and a hydropneumatic recoil system.

In firing position the wheels are detached and the

gun rests on six outriggers. Thirty to 45 minutes
are required to prepare the gun for action. The
fuze setter is continuous and automatic.

Figure 233. Dual mounted 40-mm Vickers type 40-mm AA /AT automatic cannon
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Figure 234. Model 88 (1928) 75-mm antiaircraft gun.

Figure 235. Model 14 (1925) 105-mm antiaircraft gun showing detachable wheels used for transport of piece.
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(2) Characteristics.

Caliber

Maximum range:

Vertical*

Horizontal*

Maximum elevation

Maximum depression

Traverse
Weight in firing position

Muzzle velocity

•Unconfirmed.

105-mm (4.13 inch).

36.000 feet.

20.000 yards.

+85°.
0 °.

360°.

7 tons.

2,300 feet per second.

(3) Ammunition. High explosive.

4. NAVAL WEAPONS, a. General. In all

areas captured from the Japanese, naval guns have

been found installed for coastal and antiaircraft de-

fense. These weapons have been of standard naval

design, and in many cases appear to have been re-

moved complete (including turret, mounting, etc.)

from the decks of ships. It is known that the Jap-

anese have recovered the armament from beached

ships and transferred them to land positions. Since

they are on pedestal mounts with wide traverse, they

not only are used for coastal defense but also may
be brought to bear against inland targets. On the

following pages are found examples of the naval guns

which are most likely to be encountered. Of these

weapons the model 10 (19211 3-inch gun has been

most frequently installed. In addition to those

weapons described, guns of 127-mm (5 inch) and

3 inch calibers have been captured. The 127-mm
guns have been found mounted in pairs in turrets

which permit antiaircraft fire.

b. Model 10 (1921) 3-inch gun. (1) General

description. The Japanese refer to this weapon (fig.

236) as the “8-cm, 40 caliber, high angle gun."

Actual measurement show's it to be 76.2-mm (3

inch) . A dual purpose piece on a pedestal mount,

it is used for antiaircraft as well as coastal defense.

To compensate for muzzle preponderance, an equi-

liberator is mounted in the pedestal. The recoil sys-

Figure 236. Model 10 (1921) 3-inch gun.
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Figure 237. Model 3 (1914) 12-cm naval gun.

tem is hydropneumatic, and the breechblock is the

sliding wedge type. A noticeable feature is the un-

usually long recoil cylinder on the top of the tube.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 76.2-mm (3 inches).

Maximum vertical range— 26,000 feet.

Maximum elevation +75°.
Maximum depression —5°.
Maximum traverse 360°.

Muzzle velocity 2,240 feet per second.

Sight Computing type.

Tube length 10 feet 8V2 inches.

Rate of fire 10 to 12 rounds per
minute.

Weight of ME projectile— 12.7 pounds.

(3) Ammunition. High explosive.

c. Model 3 (1914) 12-cm naval gun. (1)
General description. Guns of this type (fig. 237)
have been encountered on a number of islands in

the Pacific Area. No provision has been made on
the gun illustrated in figure 237 to provide for use

as an antiaircraft weapon, but other weapons of this

caliber allegedly are mounted for such purposes.
It has a hydropneumatic recoil system and an inter-

rupted thread breechblock.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 120-mm (4.72 inch)

.

Length of tube 17 feet 8 inches.
Muzzle velocity 2,700 feet per second.
Maximum elevation +55°.
Maximum depression —5°.
Maximum traverse 360°.
Maximum range 16,000 meters (17,500

yards)

.

(3) Ammunition. Separate loading high explo-

sive with a cartridge case used for obturation.

d. Model 3 (1914) 14-cm naval gun. (1)

General description. An orthodox type of naval gun
and pedestal mount (fig. 238) which has been used

as a coastal defense weapon. It has been found

both with a shield and mounted in a hand operated

turret (casemate). It has a hydropneumatic recoil

system and a truncated cone, interrupted thread

breechblock.

(2) Characteristics.

Caliber 14-cm (5.5 inch).

Length (tube and breech) 23 feet 8 inches.

Muzzle velocity 2,780 feet per second.
Maximum elevation +30°.
Maximum depression — 7°.

Maximum traverse 360°.

Maximum range 17,000 meters (18,700
yards)

.

(3) Ammunition. Separate loading ammuni-
tion is used. The projectiles recovered were high

explosive, with fuzes designed for use against

vessels.

Section IV. TANKS AND ARMORED
CARS

1. GENERAL. Until 1929 Japan did not produce
any tanks (Sensha) of her own. As usual, her ideas

were borrowed from the West, particularly from the

British and French, and her first tanks were versions
of early Renault, Vickers, and Carden-Lloyd models.
Later she turned to Russia for new developments.
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Prior to 1941 the Japanese had every opportunity

to study the experience of the Allies in war, and it

is also reasonable to assume that they are still bor-

rowing freely from other nations. What influence

German design will have on future Japanese tank

production is still to be seen. During 1935-37 the

Japanese apparently were concentrating on tankettes,

light tanks, and medium tanks, perfecting one model

in each class. It is probable that a few heavy tanks

also were produced. Their tanks fall into four main
types, divided according to weight. These are:

Classification
Short tons

(2,000 pounds)

Metric tons
(2,204

pounds)

Tankette, Chdkei Sen- Less than 5 '4 5
sha.

Light tanks, Kei Sensha. Less than 5J4-11-. 5-10
Medium tanks, Chu Less than 11-22

—

10-20

Sensha.
Heavy tanks, Ju Sensha. Over 22. Over 20

a. Tank nomenclature. For purposes of gen-

eral information, annotated photographs illustrating

various items of tank nomenclature, are reproduced

in figure 239.

b. Horsepower. Horsepowers indicated

throughout the following text are all Japanese rat-

RESTRICTED

ings. In each instance, where engines have been

examined (e. g., M 2595 Light Tank and M 2597

Medium Tank) it had been clearly shown that they

are capable of developing a considerably greater

degree of power than that reported. Consequently,

wherever possible, theoretically indicated horse-

powers, derived from computations based on engine

specifications, have been shown.

c. Crews. Crew compartments so far examined

are limited in size, and little attention has been given

to comfort. The turret and hulls, however, have

been found to be well insulated with material such

as asbestos.

d. Armament. In the light and medium tanks,

relatively low velocity 37- and 57-mm guns are

used. There is also evidence that a 47-mm gun is

used in medium tanks. Although a machine gun

is normally mounted in the rear of the turret, and is

of some tactical use, it is doubtful if the main turret

weapon and rear machine gun can be fought at the

same time. The use of armored sheaths is standard

for all machine gun barrels. All machine guns are

ball mounted, and the main turret armament has a

limited traverse, independent of that of the turret.

In both the light and medium tanks a hull machine
gun is mounted.

e. Armor. Japanese tanks, so far examined, have
been lightly armored, but the plates tested have been
of good quality. In the arrangement of armor, use

Figure 238. Model 3 (1914) 14-cm naval gun.
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CUPOLA

TURRET

BALL MOUNTED

ENGINE LOUVRE

MANTLET

PRIMARY ARMAMENT
t

VISOR

PISTOL PORT

BALL MOUNTED MG
GLACIS PLATE

EXHAUST
MUFFLER

IDLER

BOGEY WHEEL

RETURN ROLLERS

TRANSVERSE EVEN LEVER

NOSE PLATE

SPROCKET

BELL CRANK
ARMORED COMPRESSION

SPRINGS

I'igure 239. Above—Model 95 light tank, illustrating various items of tank nomenclature referred to in. this section.
Below—A ditching tail (shown at right of photograph) .
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has been made of deflection angles, but not to any
considerable degree. In many cases reentrant

angles have been formed, but no steps have been

noted to protect turret rings or mantlets against

jamming or splash.

f. Engines. Diesels are mainly used.

g. Suspension. In all these models the same
basic suspension is used. This consists of bell-crank

arms carrying rocking pairs of wheels. These arms
are sprung by horizontal suspension springs, pro-

tected by armored casings.

h. Vision. Little use has been made of peri-

scopes, etc., vision being dependent on slits, occa-

sionally backed by a glass block.

i. Doors. The question of escape in case of fire

or other emergency has received little attention.

j. Communication. As far as known, radio is

used only on the basis of 1 set per platoon in the

medium tanks, and probably not at all in light tanks

and tankettes.

k. Insignia. Army tanks have a 5 point star

mounted on the front, while navy tanks have the

anchor insignia. Many tanks either fly or carry

the national flag as an identification sign. Naval

tanks usually have the small naval insignia painted

on the sides.

l. Future developments. (1) General. It

would be dangerous to measure Japanese tanks by

models now known to exist. Evidence exists that

Japan is in close touch with German development,

and it may well prove that Japanese tanks will show
considerable German influence. That Japanese tank

design is not stagnant is clearly indicated by the

recently captured new type amphibious tank de-

scribed in this section. In this particular tank the

coaxially mounted machine gun is considered of

significance. Hitherto, there has been no evidence

that the Japanese have mounted weapons in this

manner, so it must be considered indicative of a

new trend.

(2) Armament. High velocity antitank guns, of at

least 75-mm caliber, and modern high performance

armor piercing high explosive ammunition, as well

as hollow charge types, may be expected. As a

temporary measure, earlier model tanks, such as

the medium which mounts a 57-mm gun, could be

given a new lease of life in a tank vs tank role by

providing hollow charge ammunition.

(3) Armor. Early model tanks may be fitted with

additional plates at vulnerable points; modern tanks

can be expected to have heavier armor. Armor
angles can be expected to receive more attention.

(4) Performance. So far Japan has used high

power weight ratios. If these are maintained, high

speeds and good cross country mobility will result.

Suitable preparations, depending on tactical roles,

may be undertaken to increase fording ability.

(5) Communication. Radio may be introduced

down to individual tanks.

(6) Other improvements. Special items, like

vision aids, escape facilities, and gun fume extrac-

tion may be developed. As an illustration of the

trend in tank improvements, in the new type am-
phibious tank, many of the objectionable features of

the older designs have been overcome. Reentrant

angles have been eliminated, while the hull design

has been simplified and welded construction used

throughout. In addition, firepower has been im-

proved by the substitution of a higher velocity 37-

mm weapon and the coaxial mounting of a machine
gun.

(7) Heavy tanks. The Japanese are capable of

designing an efficient, modern, heavy tank, but it is

thought that they may have difficulty in its quantity

production. In the past the Japanese have produced
a number of heavy tanks which must now be con-

sidered obsolete.

m. Miscellaneous types. Reports suggest that

Crane, Repair, and Supply tanks may exist. These
are believed to consist basically of a tank chassis,

less the turret, and fitted out according to require-
ments.

2. TANKETTES, a. Tankette model 92
(1932). Development of the tankette has been pro-
gressive. In China it was used on a wide scale
by Japan in a cavalry and reconnaissance role. In
addition it is employed for towing tracked trailers
carrying supplies and ammunition. Both welded
and riveted construction are used throughout the
hull (fig. 240). The suspension is an early Japanese
development. Four point suspension of the hull is
achieved by use of bell cranks, resisted by armored
compression springs on each side. Four rubber
tired bogie wheels, two return rollers, and outside
center guide tracks are used. Front sprocket drive
and left rear mounted engine are employed.

Approximate specifications

Weight 3 tons.
Length 10 feet 3 inches.
Widths 5 fee t 3 inches.
Height 5 feet 4 inches.
Clearance 13% inches.
Crew 2 men.
Armor 6 to 14 mm (0.24 to

0.55 inch )

.

Armament 1—7.7 MG ball
mounted.

Ammunition 1,980 rounds.
Engine, 4 cylinder 32 horsepower, gaso-

line.

Transmission 4 forward, 1 reverse.
Ground contact 6 feet.

Width of track 5 inches.
Track pitch 3 inches.
Diam. sprocket 21 inches.
Diam. bogie wheel 15 inches.
Diam. rear idler 15 inches.
Height to center of sprocket 25 inches.

Approximate maximum performance

Speed 25 miles per hour.
Range of action 100 miles.
Gradient 27°.
Obstacles

:

Trench 4 feet 6 inches wide.
Step 2 feet 1 inch high.
Ford 2 feet deep.
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Figure 240. Model 92 (1932) tankette.

b. Tankette model 94 (1934). This tank em-
bodies the general design of the original tankette

(fig. 241). The rear idler has been replaced hv a
trailing idler, while the drive sprocket has been
lowered accordingly. Suspension: bell crank, with

armored compression springs. Rubber tired bogie

wheels, and two return rollers are used. The engine

is reported to be a four cylinder in line Ford tractor

motor of 32 hp. Steering is the clutch brake

principle.

Figure 241. Model 94 (1934) tankette.
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Approximate specifications

Weight 3.4 tons.

Length 11 feet.

Width 5 feet 3 inches.

Height 5 feet 4 inches.

Clearance 12 inches.

Crew 2 men.
Armor 4- to 12-mm (0.16 to 0.47

inches)

.

Armament 1-7.7 MG.
Traverse 360°.

Ammunition 1,980 rounds.
Fuel capacity 23.3 gallons.

Approximate maximum perjormance

Speed
Range of action

Gradient

Obstacles:
Trench—..
Step
Ford

26 miles per hour.

100 miles (estimated).
27° (also reported as

30°).

4 feet 6 inches wide.
No details.

2 feet deep.

Approximate specifications

Weight 4.5 tons.

Length 12 feet.

Width 6 feet.

Height 6 feet.

Clearance 14 inches.

Crew 2 men.
Armor 4 to 12-mm (0.16 to 0.47

inches)

.

Armament 1-37-mm gun.

Ammunition 96 rounds.

Transmission 4 forward 1 reverse.

Steering Drive shaft brake.

Fuel capacity 20 gallons (also reported 24
gallons)

.

Approximate maximum perjormance

Speed 28 miles per hour.

Gradient 30° (also reported as 34°).

Obstacles:

Trench 5 feet 3 inches wide.

Step No details.

Ford 2 feet 6 inches deep.

Figure 242. Model 97 (1937) tankette.

C. Tankette model 97 (1937). Various speci-

fications have been reported for a tank of this size

(fig. 242) . It is not certain if these refer to several

different models of the M2597 or whether they re-

late to an even later model, the M2598 (1938).

The suspension of this tank remains unchanged

from that of the M2594 tankette. The hull, how-

ever, has been completely redesigned. More room
has been provided in the turret to accommodate

the 37-mm tank gun. As an alternative, a machine

gun sometimes is mounted in place of the 37-mm
weapon. Particular attention has been paid to a

more simple design of the front plate and improved

deflection angles. This tank is powered by a 4
cylinder, in line, air-cooled Diesel engine of 48

horsepower. Engine specifications indicate, how-

ever, that this engine would theoretically develop

105 hp at 2000 rpm.

3. LIGHT TANKS, a. Light tank model 93
(1933). This tank (fig. 243) represents the early

development of the light tank series. The box type

hull is divided into three compartments. The center

portion is the fighting compartment, the superstruc-

ture of which overhangs the tracks. The right hand
side at the front of the fighting compartment is ex-

tended forward to form a sponson for the ball

mounted machine gun. The driver sits left, while

the hull gunner sits right, in the forward compart-

ment. The 6 cylinder gasoline engine is mounted
to the rear of the hull. The suspension consists of

six small, rubber-tired bogie wheels mounted on

three semielliptic springs on each side. There are

three return rollers. Front sprocket drive and

center guide track are employed. The turret mounts

one machine gun to the front, while some photo-
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Figure 243. Model 93 (1933) light tank.

graphs show another mounted in the rear. Traverse
360°.

Approximate specifications

Weight 7.8 tons.

Length 14 feet 8 inches.

Width 5 feet 11 inches.

Height 6 feet.

Clearance 15 inches.

Crew 3 men.

Armor, Up to 22-mm f 0.87 inch) (re-
ported).

Armament 1 light mg (Hull), 1 light
mg (turret).

Steering Clutch brake.

Ground contact 10 feet.

Engine 6 cylinder 85 horsepower
Mitsubishi.

Cooling Air.

Width of track
Pitch of track

Diam. of sprocket

Diam. of rear idler

Height of sprocket

center.

V/s inches.

'iV-i inches.

1 foot 6 inches.

1 foot 3 inches.

1 foot 8 inches.

Approximate maximum performance

Speed 28 miles per hour.
Obstacles:

Trench 5 feet 8 inches wide.
Step 1 foot 6 inches high.
Ford 2 feet 8 inches deep.

b. Light tank model 93 (1933) improved.
Probably produced in 1933-34, this tank is an im-
proved model of the M2593 in that the suspension
has 4 bogie wheels coupled together in pairs via
transverse even lever. It is not clear whether the
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apex is mounted to the hull by means of a bell

crank or a stub shaft. Likewise it is not clear

whether the armored compression spring is used at

this stage of development. Two return rollers are

used, as well as front sprocket drive. The hull of

this vehicle is almost identical with that of the

previous model.

Approximate specifications

Weight 7.8 tons.

Length 14 feet 8 inches.

Width 5 feet 11 inches.

Height 6 feet.

Clearance 15 inches.

Crew 3 men.
Armor up to 22-mm (0.87 inch)

(reported)

.

Armament 1-37-mm tank gun, 1 turret

machine gun.
Engine 6 cylinder, 85 horsepower

air-cooled (Mitsubishi).
Ground contact 9 feet 6 inches.

Width of track 7% inches.

Track pitch 3% inches.

Diam. bogie wheel 15 inches.

Steering Clutch brake.

Fuel Gasoline.

Approximate maximum performance

Speed 28 miles per hour.

Range of action 120 miles.

Obstacles:
Trench 5 feet 8 inches wide.

Step 1 foot 6 inches high.

Ford 2 feet 10 inches deep.

c. Light tank model 95 (1935). In produc-

tion from 1935 to at least 1942, there is a great deal

of evidence to show that Japanese light tank design

was frozen in 1935 to produce large numbers of

these tanks (fig. 244). The hull has been com-

pletely redesigned. The suspension has been im-

proved to utilize the bell crank and armored com-

pression spring. The tank is powered by a 6 cylin-

der in-line air-cooled Diesel engine. The hull is

constructed over an angle iron frame, with backing

plates at the corners ;
insulation is provided by layers

of woven asbestos. Ammunition for the 37-mm tank

gun is carried stored in clips and racks in the fight-

ing compartment. Two types are known. Model 94
shell—presumably HE of 1934 model, and model 94
AP shell—presumably APHE of 1934 model. 1170

rounds of 7.7-mm ammunition are stored in maga-

zines just below the hull machine gun. 1300 rounds

are carried in the fighting compartment for turret

machine gun.

Specifications from actual examination

Weight 10 tons (laden).
Length 14 feet 4 inches.
Width 6 feet 9 inches.
Height 7 feet.

Clearance 15% inches.
Crew 3 men.
Armor 6 to 12-mm (0.24 to 0.47

inches)

.

Armament 1-37-mm model 94 tank gun.
1 7.7-mm rear turret mg, 1

7.7-mm hull mg.
Ammunition

:

37-mm 130 rounds.

MG 2,970 rounds.
Engine 110 horsepower at 1,400 rpm

(240 theoretically indi-

cated h.p. at 2,000 rpm
based on reported engine
specifications)

.
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Specifications from actual examination—Continued

Transmission 4 speeds forward, 1 reverse.

Steering Clutch brake.
Ground contact 7 feet 8 inches.

Width of track 9% inches.

Track pitch 3% inches.

Diameter sprocket. 21 inches.

Diameter bogie wheel 2214 inches.

Diameter rear idler 21 inches.

Height to center of 32 inches,

sprocket.

Approximate maximum performance

Speed 28 miles per hour.
Range of action 100 miles.

Gradient 40°. 30° for long climb.

Obstacles:

Trench 6 feet wide.

Step 2 feet 8 inches high.

Ford 3 feet 3 inches deep.

d. Light tank, “Keni.” It is considered that

this tank is not an obsolete model; it probably has

been produced subsequent to the M2595 light tank.

The 47-mm gun is a significant feature.

Approximate specifications

Weight 7.7 tons.
Length 13 feet 6 inches.
Width 7 feet.

Height 5 feet 11 inches.

Ground clearance 14 inches.

Crew 3 men.
Armament 1 47-mm gun and 1 MG.
Armor 6 to 16-mm (0.24 to 0.63

inches)

.

Engine 140 horsepower.

Approximate maximum performance

Speed 1 31 miles per hour.

Gradient 34°.

Obstacles:

Trench 6 feet 7 inches wide.
Ford 2 feet 3 inches deep.

4. MEDIUM TANKS, a. Medium tank
model 89 A (1929). This tank (fig. 245) is char-

acterized by its box type hull, short front plate with

door to the right, vertical front plate above this

with hull machine gun mounted to the right, and
small cupola hinged to top of turret. Five small

return rollers are mounted along a girder. There
are 9 small bogie wheels. The leading bogie wheel
is independently mounted, while protective skirting

all but covers the suspension. This tank is rear

sprocket driven and powered by a gasoline engine.

There is a rear turret machine gun, while the main
armament is a 57-mm low velocity gun. Traverse

300°.

Figure 245. Model 89 A (1929) medium tank.
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Figure 246. Model 89 B (1929) medium tank.

Approximate specifications

Weight _ _ 13 tons.

Length 19 feet 3 inches.

Width .. 7 feel 1 inch.

Height 8 feet 6 inches.

Clearance 19 inches.

Crew 4 men.

Armor . 6 to 17 mm (0.24 to 0.67

inches), also reported as

17 to 25 mm (0.67 to 1

inch)

.

Armament 1-57-mm, 1 Hull mg, 1 Rear
turret MG.

Ammunition 57-mm 100 rounds, SAA
2,745 rounds.

Engine _ - 136 brake horsepower.

Ground contact. 12 feet.

Width of track _ _ 12 inches.

Track pitch _ .. -- 6 inches.

Diant. rear sprocket 30 inches.

Diam. bogie wheel 9 inches.

Diam. front idler 36 inches.

Height to center of

idler.

33 inches.

Fuel Gasoline.

Approximate maximum performance

Speed 15 miles per hour.

Range of action 100 miles.

Gradient 34°.

Obstacles:

Trench 8 feet 3 inches wide.

Step 2 feet 9 inches high.

Ford 3 feet 3 inches deep.

b. Medium tank model 89 B (1929). Also re-

ported as the M2592 (1932), this tank (fig. 246)
differs from the M 89 A in that 'it has a long front

which combines with the driver’s front plate. The
turret has been completely redesigned to include a

new type of cupola and a more practical aperture for

mounting the 57-mm gun. The gasoline engine has
been replaced by a Diesel engine, but the armament
and the armor thickness remain the same.

Approximate specifications

Weight 13 tons.

Length 19 feet 3 inches.
Width 7 feet 1 inch.
Height 8 feet 6 inches.
Clearance 19 inches.
Crew 4 men.
Armor

. 6- to 17-mm (0.24 to 0.67

inches), also reported as

17- to 25-tnm (0.67 to 0.98

inches)

.

Armament 1-57-mm, 1 Hull mg, 1 rear

turret mg.
Ammunition 57-mm, 100 rounds. SAA 2745

rounds.
Engine 120 brake horsepower.
Ground contact 12 feet.

Width of track 12 inches.

Track pitch 6 inches.
Diameter rear sprocket. 30 inches.

Diameter bogie wheel 9 inches.

Height to center of idler. 33 inches.
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Approximate maximum performance

Speed 15 miles per hour.

Range of action 100 miles.

Gradient 34°.

Obstacles:

Trench 8 feet 3 inches wide.

Step 2 feet 9 inches high.

Ford 3 feet 3 inches deep.

c. Medium tank model 94 (1934). Probably

produced in 1934 in quantity, this tank (fig. 247)

has been extensively used in China. Comparison

with the M 2589 models A and B shows that the

return rollers have been reduced to four, the girder

has been removed, and the skirting redesigned. The
long front plate has a door on the left, above which

is mounted the hull machine gun. The driver sits

to the right. The Diesel engine has been increased

to 160 brake horsepower. With the above excep-

tions the M 2594 is practically identical with the

M2589 B. This tank is often seen with a ditching

tail.

Specifications

Weight
Length (including

ditching tail).

Width
Height
Clearance
Crew
Armor

Armament

:

Main
MG

. 15 tons.

23 feet.

- 7 feet 1 inch.

_ 8 feet 6 inches.

.. 19 inches.

.. 4 men.

.. 6- to 17-mm (0.24 to 0.67

inches)

.

.. 1-57-mm gun.

.. 1 Hull MG.
1 Rear turret MG.

Ammunition 57-mm 100 rounds, SAA
2,750 rounds.

Engine 160 brake horsepower air-

aircooled Diesel.

Ground contact 12 feet.

Width of track 12 inches.

Track pitch 6 inches.

Diam. rear sprocket 30 inches.
Diam. front idler 36 inches.

Diam. bogie wheel 9 inches.
Height to center of 33 inches,

front idler.

Approximate maximum performance

Speed 20 miles per hour.

Range of action 100 miles.

Gradient 34°.

Obstacles:

Trench 9 feet wide.

Step 2 feet 9 inches high.

Ford 3 feet 3 inches deep.

d. Medium tank model 97 (1937). Probably
produced in 1937-1940. Some of the design fea-

tures of this tank (fig. 248) are directly due to

lessons learned from tankette and light tank con-

struction. The four central bogie wheels are paired

and mounted on bell cranks resisted by armored

compression springs. Each end hogie wheel is in-

dependently bell crank mounted to the hull in a

similar manner. There are three return rollers, the

center one carrying the inside half of the track only.

Backing plates are used to reinforce hull joints and
corners. Numbers of these tanks are known to have
been used in Burma. Other specimens were en-

countered on Guadalcanal.

Figure 247. Model 94 (1934) medium tank.
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Figure 248. Model 97 (1937) medium tank.

Specifications by examination

Weight
Length
Width
Height
Clearance.

Crew
Armor

Armament

:

Main-
Hull-.

Rear turret-

Ammunition

Engine
Horsepower.

Transmission

Steering

Ground contacl

Width of track

Track pitch

Diameter front sprocket-

Diameter rear idler

Diameter bogie wheel-

15 tons.

18 feet.

7 feet 8 inches.

7 feet 8 inches.

16 inches.

4 men.
8- to 25-mm (0.32 to 0.98

inch)

.

1—57-nun model 97 gun.
1—7.7-mm model 97 mg.
1—7.7-mm model 97 mg.
57-mm 80 rounds 1IE—40

rounds APHE, MG 2350
rounds Ball, 1350 rounds

AP.
12 Cylinder Diesel.

150 (365 theoretically indi-

cated hp at 2,000 rpm
based on reported engine

specifications)

.

4 speeds forward, 1 reverse

—

high low' range.

Clutch brake.

12 feet 8 inches.

13 inches.

5 inches.

23 inches.

23 inches.

21 inches.

Height to center of 32 1 j inches,

sprocket.

Fuel consumption 4 gallons per hour.

Approximate maximum performance

Speed 25 miles per hour.
Radius of action 100 miles.

Gradient 34°.

Obstacles:
Trench 8 feet 3 inches.

Step 2 feet 6 inches high.

Ford 3 feet 3 inches deep.

e. Medium tank (unidentified). Probably
produced in 1939, this tank is believed to have been
employed on Corregidor. Its identity (fig. 249) has
not been confirmed. With the exception of the

turret and main armament, it is basically the same
in design as the model 2597 medium tank. The
turret has been improved to accommodate a modern
high velocity gun, believed to be of 47-mm caliber.

As usual there is a rear turret machine gun. The
long overhanging rear portion of the turret would
therefore provide more room for the simultaneous
firing of Both these weapons. With the exception
of the turret and armament, specifications are be-
lieved the same as those for the model 2597 (1937)
medium tank.
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5. HEAVY TANKS, a. Little is known of Jap-

anese heavy tanks. As far as can be ascertained,

they have been produced only in limited numbers,

and those seen have been reported as being clumsy,

lightly armored, and of poor performance. In addi-

tion, some years prior to the war, a limited number
of “heavies” were bought by Japan. The majority

of these (including the “Vickers Independent,'’

weight 32 tons) are obsolete.

b. In 1939, the battle of Nomonhan clearly dem-

onstrated the inadequacy of Japanese tanks. At the

conclusion of this conflict considerable reorganiza-

tion took place within the Japanese Army. It is

reasonable to assume, therefore, that Japan is now
in possession of a modern heavy tank.

6. AMPHIBIOUS TANKS, a. General. Little

specific information is available concerning the

Japanese development of this type of tank. Similar

to the ground tanks, the first amphibians were pur-

chased from foreign countries, a specific instance

being the 3 to 4 ton “Vickers amphibious light tank.”

Several modifications of this are believed to have
been produced by the Japanese.

b. Model 2594 (1934) light amphibious tank.
An unconfirmed report indicates the existence of a

tank, tentatively identified as the model 2594 (1934)
light amphibious tank, possessing the following

specifications:

Weight 4 tons.

Length 14 feet 10 inches.

Width 7 feet 11 inches.

Height 8 feet 10 inches.

Armament 1-37-mm, 1 MG.
Armor Up to 20-mm (0.79 inch).

It is considered that the armor and armament,

coupled with the dimensions, are hardly compatible

with a weight of only 4 tons.

c. New type amphibious tank. The photo-

graph illustrated in figure 250 shows the most mod-

ern trend yet encountered in Japanese tank design.

No information is available to indicate the model

number or date of -production. The system of

flotation is extremely interesting and is achieved by

attachment of a bow and stern pontoon. Pontoons

conform to the shape of the hull, and are attached by

a series of pincer clamps, which are controlled by

a handwheel situated inside the tank, enabling their

quick release if so desired. The volume of the bow
pontoon is estimated at 220 cubic feet, and that of

the stern pontoon at 105 cubic feet. Two rudders

are situated in the stern pontoons and are operated

from within the hull. Two propellers are fitted to

the rear of the tank. With exception of the sus-

pension, this tank is an entirely new Japanese de-

sign, the hull being simplified, reentrant angles

eliminated, and welding used throughout. In addi-

tion, the round turret is of a new type, characterized

by its considerably increased diameter, giving the

impression of greatly reduced height. To prevent

water entering, rubber seals are fitted around all

openings up to and including the turret ring. The

tank hull is not divided into individual compart-

ments. Suspension closely resembles that of the

M 2594 and M 2597 tankettes, excepting that the

compression springs are mounted within the vehicle.

No specific details are available, but there are defi-

nite indications that the primary armament of this

vehicle shows improvement. Of particular signifi-

cance is the coaxial mounting of the turret machine

gun. As no Japanese tank has been encountered in

the past with its weapons so mounted, this fact must

be regarded as a radical departure in their tank

Figure 249. Unidentified medium tank (basically the same design as the model 97 medium tank)

.
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Figure 250. New type amphibious tank.

design. The following data have been obtained from
a preliminary examination:

Specifications

Weight:
Tank (only) 13 tons (estimated).

Pontoons (only). 3 tons (estimated).

Length

:

Tank (only) 15 feet 8 inches.

With pontoons- 24 feet 7 inches.

Width 9 feet 2 inches.

Height 7 feet 6 inches.

Ground clearance 14 inches.

Crew 5 men.

Armor:
Turret:

Sides 13.2-mm (0.52 inch).

Top 6mm (0.24 inch).

Hull:
Front 12-mm (0.47 inch).

Sides 9-mm (0.35 inch).

Rear 8mm (0.32 inch).

Top 6-mm (0.24 inch).

Bottom 8.5-mm (0.334 inch).

Armament 1-37-mm model 1 (1941) in

turret, 1-7.7-mm MG coax-
ially mounted, 1-7.7-mm
MG in hull forward.

Engine 6 cylinder air-cooled Diesel
(reported to be identical

with that in the model 2595
Light Tank).

Fuel capacity 66 gallons (2 tanks).
Suspension 2 bogies on each side of ve-

hicle. Bogies consist of 2

wheels mounted on a trans-

verse even lever. Rear
trailing idler serves as an

additional bogie.
Track:

Length, overall-. 32 feet 1 inch.

Ground contact. 11 feet 1 inch.
Width 1 foot.

Angle of ap- 5614°.
proach.

Vision apertures and
pistol ports.:

Hull 1-4 x 1 inch slit for driver;

1-4 x % inch slit for hull

gunner; 4 pistol ports, one
on each quarter of the hull.

Turret 2-3.75 inch diameter vision

ports, one on each side of

37-mm gun. 2-4 x % inch

slits, one on each side of

turret. 3 pistol ports, one
at each side and one at the
rear.

Safety glass Shatter proof blocks are
clamped over all vision

slits to prevent “bullet
splash” or entrance of
water. Vision ports are
protected by 3-inch safety
glass windows.

7. ARMORED CARS. a. Armored car model
25 (?) “Vickers Crossley.” This armored car
(fig. 251) may be classified as obsolete and is read-

ily identified by its hemispherical turret. A small
domed cupola, in two hinged halves, surmounts the

turret. Traverse 360°, the turret mounts only two
machine guns, although there is provision for four.

Each of the weapon openings is covered with a small
flap, which is closed when the gun is removed. All

machine guns are of the Vickers type. Guns are ball

mounted and have a limited traverse independent
of that of the turret. The front wheels are single,

while the rear wheels are dual. The chassis is be-
lieved to be a standard commercial type weighing
2.8 tons. In the past, this armored car was incor-

rectly classified as the “OSAKA” model 2592
(1932).

Approximate specifications

Weight 5.4 tons.
Length 16 feet 6 inches.
Width 6 feet 2 inches.
Height 8 feet 6 inches.
Ground clearance 10 inches.
Crew 4 men.
Armament 2 Vickers’ MGs.
Armor 5.5-mm (0.217 inches).
Ammunition 3,500 rounds.
Engine 4 cylinder, 50 horsepower

“Crossley.”
Fuel Gasoline.

Fuel capacity 26 gallons.

Cooling Water.
Drive Rear axle.
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Figure 251. Model 25 (?) “Vickers Crossley” armored car.

Approximate maximum performance

Speed 40 miles per hour.

Range of action 124 miles.

b. Armored car model 92 (1932) naval type.

This probably was produced in 1932. The insignia

indicates that it (fig. 2521 is a naval vehicle. In

addition to the machine gun in the front and rear,

one is mounted on each side of the hull. One is

also mounted in the turret. Semielliptic springs

provide the suspension for the 6-disc wheel chassis.

Wheels are fitted with pneumatic tires. To prevent

bellying, when crossing rough terrain, auxiliary

wheels are mounted on the frame to the rear of the

front wheels. The radiator is provided with ar-

mored shutters. Reconnaissance and guard duties

constitute the chief role for this vehicle.

Approximate specifications

Weight 7 tons.

Length 15 feet 9 inches.

Width 5 feet 11 inches.

Height ~ feet 6 inches.

Ground clearance 16 inches.

Crew 4 men.

Armament 5 MGs.
Armor 8 to 11 mm (0.32 to 0.43

inch) .

Engine 6 cylinder, 85 brake horse-

power.

Cooling Water.

Approximate maximum performance

Speed 50 miles per hour.

c. Armored car model 92 (1932) “OSAKA.”
Until recently, considerable confusion has existed

between this armored car and the model 25 ( ?

)

“Vickers Crossley,” specifications of the “Osaka”
being attributed to the latter vehicle. While no

details are available, it is believed that the “Osaka”
is of Japanese origin, a standard commercial chassis

being used for its manufacture. Wheels are fitted

with pneumatic tires, the front single and the rear

dual mounted. Machine guns are of the Vickers

type; one is mounted in the front of the turret.

As an extensive free traverse has been allowed to

this gun, it is considered possible that the turret

is fixed and cannot be traversed. As the design of

the driver’s front plate gives no indication that the

second machine gun is mounted in the front of the

hull, it is probable that this weapon is mounted at

the rear of the vehicle.

Approximate specifications

Weight 6.4 tons.

Length 16 feet 5 inches.

Width 6 feet.

Height 8 feet 8 inches.

Ground clearance— 11 inches.

Crew 4 to 5 men.
Armament 2 MGs.
Armor 8 to 11 mm (0.32 to 0.43

inches).
Engine 4 cylinder, 35 horsepower.
Fuel Gasoline.
Cooling Water.
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Figure 252. Model 92 (1932) naval type armored car.

Approximate maximum performance

Speed 37 miles per hour.

Range of action 150 miles.

d. Armored car model 93 (1933) “Sumida”.
This vehicle (fig. 253) has been used extensively in

China and was specially designed to run either on
railway lines or hard roads. To effect the change
from rails to road, the vehicle is raised up by 4 built-

in jacks. Solid rubber tires then are placed over
the 6 flanged steel wheels, and the vehicle can be
driven off the rails onto the road. This operation

Figure 253. Model 93 (1933) “Sumida” armored car.
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Figure 254. Model91 {1931) 6.5-mm tank machine gun. Hopper and butt are missing.

is said to take 10 minutes. When traveling on rails,

3 solid rubber tires are attached on each side of the

hull.

Approximate specifications

Weight 7.5 tons.

Length 21 feet 6 inches.

Width 6 feet 3 inches.

Height 9 feet 8 inches.

Ground clearance— 16 inches.

Crew 6 men.
Armament 1 MG mounted in turret. Slits

for rifles or LMGs.
Armor Up to 16-mm (0.63 inch)

.

Engine -10 horsepower.
Fuel Gasoline.

Vision Drivers visor slits and gun ports.

Approximate maximum performance

Speed

:

On rails 37 miles per hour.

On road 25 miles per hour.

8. ARMAMENT OF JAPANESE AR-
MORED UNITS. The following weapons are

known to be used in Japanese tanks and armored
cars :

a. Model 91 (1931) 6.5-mm MG. This weapon
(fig. 254) is merely the infantry machine gun, model
11 ( 1922) adapted to tank requirements by the re-

moval of the bipod. It is considered possible that

it has now been replaced largely by the better de-

signed and heavier calibered model 97 (1937) 7.7J

mm machine gun. For detailed characteristics of

the model 11, see chap. 9, sec. II.

b. Model 97 (1937) 7.7-mm MG. This is the

standard MG (fig. 255) at present used in Japanese

tanks. A shoulder controlled weapon, it is fitted

with conventional sights. It may readily be identi-

fied by the specially designed modified stock. When
used for tank purposes, a fixed focus telescopic sight

of IV2 power x 30° field of view is usually fitted.

To prevent injury to the gunner, a heavy rubber eye

pad is attached to the rear of the telescope. By the

addition of a bipod, this weapon may be converted

to ground purposes.

Characteristics

Caliber 7.7-mm (.303 inch).

Principle of operation. Gas operated, full automatic

only.

Type of feed Vertical box.

Magazine capacity 30 rounds.

Length of barrel 28 inches.

Over-all length 46 inches.

Weight 34 pounds.

Cyclic rate of fire 500 rounds per minute.

Ammunition Fires special model 99 rim-

less.

c. Model 94 (1934) 37-mm tank gun. Al-

though bearing the same type number as the field

piece of similar caliber, these two weapons must in

no way be confused, for each has been designed

for its own specific purpose. In addition, ammu-
nition is NOT interchangeable, as the chamber of

the tank gun (fig. 256) is considerably smaller

than that of the antitank gun. This gun appears to

constitute the primary armament of Japanese light

tanks. In addition, there is evidence that one model
of tankette is similarly equipped. It is considered

that this weapon has neither the performance nor
armor piercing qualities of the U. S. 37-mm tank

gun. Mounted in the turret, the Japanese weapon is

carried by two sets of trunnions, one set allowing

the gun a limited “free” traverse, while the other

permits the gun to be elevated or depressed. Trav-

erse and elevation/depression are manually applied

by means of an adjustable shoulder rest attached to

the left side of the cradle. The main traverse is

obtained by rotating the turret. Telescopic sight,

pistol type grip, and trigger are mounted to the

left of the gun.
Characteristics

Caliber 37-mm (1.46 inch).

Muzzle velocity 2.100 feet per second (esti-

mated).
Maximum elevation +24°.
Maximum depression— —20°.

Traverse 10° right, 10° left, without
rotating the turret.

Breech mechanism Vertical sliding, semiauto-
matic in action.

Recoil system Hydrospring.
Ammunition. APHE and HE.
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Figure 255. Model 97 ( 1937)7.7-mm tank machine gun. ( The lower figure illustrates the armor shield normally used when
this machine gun is mounted in a tank.)

d. Model 1 (1941) 37-mm tank gun. This

gun has been recovered, but detailed examination

has not yet been made. However, from the length

of the barrel and the size of the chamber, a muzzle

velocity much higher than that of Model 94 (1934)

37-mm tank gun may be expected, and it is believed

that this gun will have good armor-piercing qualities.

e. Model 97 (1937) 57-mm tank gun. It is

believed that this weapon (fig. 257) is the standard

heavy armament of Japanese medium tanks. The
gun is mounted in the turret and is manually con-

trolled. Elevation and depression are free. The
weapon may be traversed also approximately 10 de-

grees to left and right, independently of the turret.

Although several specimens have been captured, the

condition of the guns has prevented a detailed exam-
ination. Sufficient information is available, how-
ever, to indicate that it is a short barrelled, medium
velocity weapon that would be more suitable for em-
ployment against ground troops. This would ap-

pear to conform to the Japanese past policy of using

mainly tanks for the close support of infantry, rather

than for tank vs. tank action. No information is

available to indicate if this policy is still being ad-

hered to, or whether the future trend will be to sub-

stitute a high velocity weapon similar to the model 1

(1941) 47-mm antitank gun (for characteristics see
ch. 9, sec. II).

Figure 256. Model 94 (1934) 37-mm tank gun.
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Figure 257 . Model 97 (1937) 57-mm tank gun (showing its appearance from the outside oj the turret)

.

Characteristics

Caliber 57-mm (2.24 inches).

Weight 283 pounds.

Length of tube 3 feet 1.6 inches.

Length of chamber 5.1 inches.

Number of lands and 20.

grooves.

Maximum length of re- 11 inches,

coil.

Maximum elevation -t-45°.

Traverse 10° right, 10° left, without
rotating the turret.

Type of beechblock Vertical sliding.

Ammunition Only high explosive rounds
have been recovered to

date. They are charac-
terized by a rather short
cartridge case.

f. Model 90 (1930) 57-mm tank gun. No in-

formation is available concerning this weapon.

Photographs of early Japanese tanks suggest that this

gun is a short barrelled piece resembling the model

97. ft is probable that the model 90 was the fore-

runner of the latter weapon.

g. 47-mm tank gun. While no details are avail-

able, indications are that the Japanese are now
mounting a 47-mm gun in certain of their medium
tanks. It is also reported that a model of the light

tank is mounting a weapon of this caliber. It is

reasonable to assume that this gun is a modern, high

velocity antitank piece, in all probability, a modified

form of the model 1 (1941) gun adapted to tank

purposes. For characteristics of the model 1 (1941)

47-mm antitank gun. see section II, chapter 9.

Section V. CHEMICAL WARFARE
Part I

PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
1. GAS MASKS, a. General. All the known

models of gas masks used by Japanese military

forces are of the air hose and separate canister type.

Rubber stoppers are provided to permit sealing of

the canister when not in use to protect the contents

against moisture. In general the Japanese gas

masks afford good protection against the common
types of war gases; their facepieces, however, arc

uncomfortable when fitted to the average occidental

face. The American canisters can be fitted to these

masks for better protection against hydrocyanic
acid (AC) and cyanogen chloride (CC) gas than

the Japanese canister gives. The existence of horse

gas masks of the damp mask type has been reported.

b. Army gas mask “model 95”. It has a khaki

stockinette covered facepiece (fig. 258) with

molded tissot tube and circular eyepieces with re-

movable threaded rims. The khaki-colored can-

ister is approximately 6 inches high, 5 inches wide
and 2% inches thick. The carrier is a rectangular
canvas bag. A rubberized hood is sometimes at-

tached to this mask to protect head and shoulders.

c. Army gas mask “model 99”. Similar in

appearance to “model 95” (fig. 259), it is fitted

with a rubber nosepiece held inside the facepiece by
a stud, and has a short canister only about 4%
inches high.
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Figure 2.58 . Army gas mask “model 95”.
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Figure 259. Army gas mask “model 99”.
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l'igure 261. Navy gas mask model 93y No. 2.
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Figure 262. Navy gas mask model 93, No. 3.

d. Civilian gas mask type 1, model A (im-
proved). This gas mask (fig. 260), although origi-

nally designed for civilian use, also is issued to Army
personnel. The facepiece is tan colored with

molded tissot tube and circular eyepieces with fixed

rims. The tan colored canister is approximately

4% inches high, 5)4 inches wide and 2% inches

thick. The carrier is a small rectangular canvas
hag with a 1T/2 inch diameter hole in the bottom.

e. Navy gas mask model 93, No 2. Gray
colored facepiece, with aluminum rimmed eyepieces,

( fig. 261) and a tissot tube held by two metal studs.

The grey canister is approximately 5Yj inches high,

(>Y> inches wide and 3 inches thick. An auxiliary

canister, approximately 2 inches high, can be at-

tached to the base of the main canister to give pro-

tection against carbon monoxide. A fabric carrier

hag is provided for the facepiece only; the canister

is carried on the back held in a fabric harness.

f. Navy gas mask model 93 No. 3. The face-

piece (fig. 262) is practically identical with that

of No. 2. However, the valve housing may be made
of brown plastic instead of aluminum. The canister

is approximately 4%/% inches high, 5% inches wide
and 3 inches thick. The carrier is a canvas bag
tapered toward the bottom which is provided with

2 1/o-inch diameter hole. This model may be used

with the auxiliary carbon monoxide canister pro-

vided for the No. 2 model.

2. GAS MASK ACCESSORIES. The carriers
of most Army gas masks are provided with a packet
of antifog discs (fig. 263), a container for anti-

freeze liquid (fig. 264), a hinged metal clamp for

closing the air hose, and a cleaning rag. In addi-
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Figure 263. Package of antijog discs.
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tion a small cloth bag attached to the carrying straps

contains a can of decontaminant powder. The anti-

fog discs are carried in a thin, black, plastic box.

These discs are used to cover the eyepieces when
the temperature is below the freezing point. The
antifreeze liquid container is either a flat square

metal flask or a black cylindrical syringe (fig. 265)

(4- fBo v'v

Figure 265. Syringe for antifreeze liquid.

made of plastic material. The antifreeze liquid is

applied to the inlet valve of the gas mask when the

temperature is below the freezing point. Navy gas

mask carriers contain an antifog compound in a

small cylindrical sheet metal container and a

cleaning rag.

3. PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, a. Light pro-

tective clothing. Two types of light weight im-

permeable protective clothing designed to be worn
over regular clothing exist:

(1) “Cellophane type” light protective clothing.

Comprises jacket with fixed hood, trousers, boot

covers with rubber half soles, and gloves (fig. 266)

.

The garments are made of rubberized silk with a

cellophane interlining.Figure 264. Metal flask for antifreeze liquid.
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Figure 267. “Casein type” light protective clothing.

(2) “Casein type” light protective clothing.

The set (fig. 267) consists of trousers, overboots,

gloves, and a carrier pouch. All items are made of

casein-coated, rubberized silk.

b. Heavy protective clothing. Is made of

heavy red brown rubberized fabric and comprises

an over-all suit with fixed boots and hood (fig. 269)

and a pair of gloves. This suit weighs . approxi-

mately 21 pounds.
c. Protective cover and leggings for horses.

The existence of these items has been definitely

established. The cover is made of cotton fabric,

rubberized on both sides, and has semispherical,

plastic eyepieces. No details are available con-

cerning the leggings.

4. DECONTAMINANTS, a. Individual de-

contamination kit. This kit (fig. 268) is intended

for use by the individual soldier in neutralizing

liquid blister gas that may have come in contact with

the skin. The kit consists of a fabric carrying

pouch, with a tiestring containing a roll of absorbent

cotton, and a green metal can (approximately 3

inches by 2^4 inches) with a small screw cap lid.

The decontaminant in the metal can is a powder
containing chloramine-T as the active ingredient.

Decontamination is accomplished by mixing the

powder with water to form a paste and applying the

mixture to the skin. It is effective against both
mustard gas (H) and lewisite (L).
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Figure 269. Heavy protective clothing.

b. Bleaching powder pouch. The pouch (fig.

270), measuring approximately 12 inches by 7

inches, is made ol rubberized fabric and is provided

with a tiestring, carrying strap, and a pocket con-

taining several pieces of cotton gauze. The pouch
holds approximately 5 ounces of bleaching powder,
presumably for use in the decontamination of

articles of individual equipment.

c. Decontaminating agent, No. 1. A cylin-

drical sheet metal container, 2(/2 inches high and
Z1/) inches diameter, with one blue band around the

casing (fig. 271) contains approximately 0.33

pounds crystalline potassium permanganate.

d. Decontaminating agent, No. 2. A rectan-

gular sheet metal box, 4Yz inches high and 4%e
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inches square (see fig. 271) with two blue bands

around the casing, contains approximately 2.25

pounds of flaked sodium hydroxide.

e. Decontaminating agent, No. 3. A rectan-

gular sheet metal box, 13(4 inches high, 7% inches

wide and 5% inches thick, with three green bands

around the casing (see fig. 271 ) contains approxi-

mately 15 pounds of chloride of lime.

f. Decontaminating agent, No. 4. A cylin-

drical sheet metal can, 2% inches high, 2

%

6 inches

in diameter, with four blue bands around the casing

(see fig. 271) contains a spherical glass ampule

wrapped in cotton gauze. The ampule holds ap-

proximately 1.8 ounces of a yellow liquid consist-

ing of a 20 percent solution of chlorine in carbon

tetrachloride.

g. Uses. These decontamination agents are used

as follows:

Nos. 1 and 2. For decontamination of tear

gases and vomiting gases.

No, 3. For decontamination of blister gases.

Probably used to refill the pouch.

No. 4. For decontamination of blister and

vomiting gases.

Figure 270. Bleaching powder pouch.
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( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 )

Figure 271. Decontaminating agents, ( 1 ) No. 1, ( 2 ) No. 2, (3) No. 3, and (4) No. 4.

The effectiveness of these agents is not known, but

is considered comparable with similar Allied agents.

5. GAS DETECTORS, a. Blister gas detec-

tion satchel. The square satchel, 6 inches x 6

inches, with a carrying strap, contains detector pa-

pers, a small box of calcium hypochlorite, a box

containing 16 glass ampules of detector material,
and a supply of small flags for marking contami-
nated areas. The white detector material contained
in the ampules turns red in contact with blister

gases.

b. Gas detector kit. The kit (fig. 2721 com-
prises a light metal cylindrical barrel, 10(4 inches

RESTRICTED
Figure 272. Gas detector.
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long and 2 1
/2 inches in diameter; a rubber bulb and

tubing: and a set of five detector tubes. When test-

ing for war gases the five detector tubes are placed

inside the barrel and held in the holes of a rubber

stopper provided for this purpose. Air is then drawn
through the tubes by means of the rubber bulb. The
kit is contained in a wooden carrying case.

c. Gas detector kit (Navy model). The kit

(fig. 273) comprises a rubber, bulb-actuated, metal

Figure 273. Gas detector kit (Navy model).

air pump and a set of three detector tubes. Air is

drawn through the detector tubes. It is said that

the presence of blister gases, choking gases, and
carbon monoxide can be determined by color

changes of the indicator materials contained in the

detector tubes. The kit is carried in a grey metal

case.

Part II

OFFENSIVE EQUIPMENT

1.

MARKING OF CHEMICAL MUNI-
TIONS. Indications are that the Japanese attention

to war gases has been confined largely to the well

known blister, tear, vomiting, etc., gases. In ad-

dition, agents for the production of screening
smokes are manufactured. The Japanese distin-

guish between ordinary smoke and toxic, or tear,

clouds by referring to the latter as “special smoke.”
The type of agent contained in a chemical muni-
tion is usually identified by a color band according

to the following scheme:

Color of band

Choking gases Blue.

Tear gases Green.
Blister gases Yellow.
Vomiting gases Red.
Blood and nerve poisons Brown.
Screening smoked White.

Chemical projectiles and most chemical aerial bombs
are generally grey in color. Filled shells have a red

band at the nose, followed by a blue band to indicate

special handling because of the chemical filling. Ac-
cording to the best evidence available, the type of

war gas filling is indicated by a colored band in ac-

cordance with the above scheme. This band is about
twice as wide as any other band on the shell. A nar-

row yellow band is believed to indicate a HE burster

change, while a white band indicates that the pro-
jectile is constructed of steel.

2. GAS SHELLS AND BOMBS, a. General.
The 90-mm mortar and the 81-mm mortar are be-

lieved to have chemical munitions, as is a reported

150-mm mortar, but shells containing these fillings

have not been captured. Likewise, the 105-mm gun
and 150-mm howitzer shells probably have a chem-
ical filling. The following shells and bomb are

definitely known to be filled with war gases.

b. 50 kg aerial gas bomb. Over all length 45
inches, body diameter 7.5 inches. Total weight 110
pounds. Filling 50 : 50 lewisite mustard mixture.

Grey colored with one yellow and one white band
between nose and lug and one yellow band between

tail and lug.

c. 75-mm blister gas shell. Weight 12.5

pounds. Filling 1.4 pounds 50:50 lewisite mustard
mixture. Markings; red band followed by blue

band (indicating CW filling) on nose, one white and
one wide yellow band on body, which indicates

blister gas filling.

d. 75-mm vomiting gas shell. Weight 13.25
pounds. Filling 0.4 pounds diphenylcyanarsine.
Markings, red band followed by blue band on nose.

Yellow band below burrelet indicating HE filling,

then a wide red band indicating vomiting gas and
finally a white band indicating a steel shell.

3. FRANGIBLE HYDROCYANIC ACID
(AC) GRENADES. See section II, chapter 9,

for description.

4. GAS CANDLES. Most Japanese gas and
smoke candles of the stationary or hand thrown
type are fired by means of a matchhead fuze and
scratcher block. All Japanese self projecting gas
and smoke candles (figs. 274, 275, 276, and table)

are composed of an outer container equipped with a

Figure 274. Small vomiting gas candle.
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sliding metal spike. Before firing the candle this

spike is driven into the ground to maintain the candle

at the desired angle. A matchhead fuze at the lower

end of the candle is ignited with a scratcher block

Figure 275. Medium vomiting gas candle.

and sets off the propellant charge which expels the

inner container (projectile) carrying the main
charge. The main charge is then set off by a delay

fuze ignited by the propellant charge.

Figure 276. Self projecting vomiting gas candle.

Tear gas candles

Description

Approximate
dimensions
(inches)

Body color Markings

Approx-
imate
total Filling Notes

Length Diameter

weight
(pounds)

7. 2 2. 2 Grey Green band— 0. 5 CN mixture Main filling nitrocellu-

lose wafers contain-
ing CN.

Believed obsolete.Small tear gas candle—- 5. 5 2. 5 _ do do_ _ . 4 do

Vomiting gas candles

Light vomiting gas
candle.

7. 2 2. 2 Grev-— - Red band 0. 6 DC Metal ring handle at
bottom.

Heavy vomiting gas
candle.

9. 8 4. 4 Brown do 4. 4 do Metal ring handle at
bottom. Under cover
Hi taped vent holes.

Separate compart-
ments for fuel mixture
under smoke charge.

Medium vomiting gas
candle.

8. 8 4. 4 __ _do _ 3. 3 do Metal ring handle at
bottom. Fixed hinged
metal prong at side.

Light self projecting
vomiting gas candle.

7. 9 2. 0 -do_ _ 1. 5 do Projectile has cardboard
casing.

Heavy self projecting
vomiting gas candle.

8. 2 2. 0 _ _ do 2. 2
2. 6

do Projectile has sheet
metal casing and
wooden bottom.

Considerable variation has been found in dimensions and weights of the above candles.

RESTRICTED
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5. SMOKE GRENADES, a. 50-mm smoke
shell for grenade discharger type 89. See sec-

tion II. chapter 9, for description.

b. Rifle smoke grenade. See section II. chap-

ter 9, for description.

c. Frangible smoke grenade, white. See

section II. chapter 9. for description.

6. SMOKE CANDLES.

Figure 277. “Type 94” small smoke candle (White label).

Figure 278. “Type 99” self projecting smoke candle.

Figure 279. Type 94, model B, floating smoke candle.

TM-E 30-480
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Figure 280. 10 kg smoke candle and igniters.

Figure 281. Type 94, smoke candle, white band.

Designation
j

Approximate :

dimensions 1

(inches)
Body color Markings

Approxi-
mate
total Smoke mixture Notes

Length
Diam- 1

etor

weight
(pounds)

Type 94 small smoke
candle A.

6.

9

2 2 Grey _ White label .... 2.2 Berger type... Metal ring handle at bottom. Prob-
ably an early model.

Do.... - 0.9 2 2 Green or brown do 2.2 .... do No handle. May be wrapped in paper
with printed instructions. Probably
a later model.

Type 94 large smoke
candle A.

18 0 Grey . do 44 do Hinged wooden handle at top, attached
to metal band around casing. Small
screw cap lid.

Type 94 floating smoke
candle 13.

31. 2 3 1 Grey or brown . White label or
white band.

15.4 HC type Metal ring bracket for float around up-
per part.

“
1U year pattern” hand

grenade time fuze fits opening on top
closed by wing screw plug.

1 kilogram smoke can- 8.3 2. 1 Tinplate White labels top
and side.

*2.2 Berger type. Naval smoke candle.

1 kilogram smoke 8.3 2. 1 . ...do White labels top •2.2 HC type ... Naval smoke candle. Igniter remov-
able.

10 kilogram smoke
candle.

9.5 0 Grey Labels on top and
side.

*22 Berger type... Naval smoke candle. Igniter well fit-

ted with wooden plug. Igniters
packed separately.

30 kilogram smoke
candle.

9.5 10.5 do do •04 ... do Naval smoke candle. Igniter well
closed by wooden plug. Igniters are
packed separately. The candle may
be fitted with a float.

Experimental self-pro-

jecting smoke candle.
8.2 2. 1 Grey or brown. May have white

band.
1.5 HC type .

.

Sometimes wrapped in paper. Pro-
jectile has cardboard casing and short
igniter tube.

Type 99 self-projecting

smoke candle.

8.2 2.

1

. do White Japnnese
characters on
si de

.

2.9

|

... do Projectile has sheet metal casing. Ig-

niter tube extends whole length o
projectile. Under bottom cover
match head exposed through slot.

• As weight varies considerably, figures shown arc merely the conversion of the indicated kilogram weight to pounds.
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7. AERIAL INCENDIARY BOMBS. Array

type incendiary bombs are painted grey whereas the

HE bombs are black. Navy type bombs, both HE
and incendiary, are painted grey. Red and silver

tail struts designate an incendiary filling.

a. 1 kg smoke incendiary/antipersonnel
bomb, Army type. Characteristics are as follows:

Over-all length 10.25 inches.

Body diameter 3 inches.

Color and markings White rubber nose, black

body, white tail cone and
fins.

Main charge Red phosphorus.

Used in conjunction with demolition bombs as a

marker. On explosion antipersonnel effect by frag-

mentation of cast iron body.

b. 32 kilogram incendiary bomb. Character-

istics are as follows:

Over-all length 24.4 inches.

Body diameter 5.75 inches.

Total weight (approx- 70 pounds,

imately)

.

Filling Phosphorus filled steel pel-

lets.

Color Grey.

Markings Silver hand on nose and sil-

ver tail fin tips.

c. 50 kilogram incendiary bomb. Character-

istics are as follows:

Over-all length 3 feet 9 inches.

Body diameter 7.75 inches.

Weight (approxi- 101 pounds,

mately)

.

Filling Rubber pellets and phos-

phorus in carbon disulfide.

Color Grey.

Markings One yellow and one white

band.

d. 50 kilogram incendiary bomb, Army type

100. Characteristics are as follows:

Over-all length 3 feet 4 inches.

Body diameter 7 inches.

Filling Rubber pellets and phosphorus
in carbon disulfide.

Color and markings. Grey body and tail, yellow and
white bands just forward of

suspension lug.

This bomb is differentiated from the 50 kg incendiary

bomb described in c above by a longer tail cone with

a rounded apex.

e. 60 kilogram solid oil bomb, Navy type.

Characteristics are as follows:

Over-all length 3 feet 6V2 inches.

Filling Normal filling mixture of par-

affin wax and kerosene but a

filling consisting of pellets

made of rubber-like incen-

diary material also exists.

Color and markings. Grey body and tail, red tail

struts.

f. 60 kilogram incendiary thermite bomb,
Navy type. Characteristics are as follows:

Over-all length 3 feet 4 inches.

Body diameter 8 inches.

Filling Electron containers filled with
thermite.

Color and markings- Grey body and tail, red tail

struts.

g. 250 kilogram HE /incendiaxy bomb.
Characteristics are as follows:

Over-all length 5 feet 9 inches.

Body diameter 12 inches.
Weight (approxi- 550 pounds,

mately)

.

Filling HE and about 750 small metal

cylinders filled with incendi-

ary substance.
Color and markings- Painted grey with a red band

on tail and a silver band
on end of nose.

8. OTHER INCENDIARIES, a. One-half
kilogram incendiary grenade. See section II.

chapter 9, for description.

b. Incendiaiy grenade “Molotov cocktail”.
See section II, chapter 6 for illustration and com-
plete description.

c. 90-mm mortar projectile. Characteristics

are as follows:

Weight (approxi- 11.5 pounds,
mate)

.

Filling (approxi- 2.2 pounds phosphorus in ear-

mate). bon disulfide and rubber pel-

lets.

Markings Red band followed by blue

band on nose, one yellow and
one white band on body.

d. 50-mm grenade discharger projectile, in-

cendiary. See section II. chapter 9. for description.

e. 75-mm Incendiary Shell, for model 41

(1908) infantry gun.

Weight (approxi- 14.5 pounds,
mate) .

Filling (approxi- 22 oz., rubber pellets impreg-
mate). nated with a solution of phos-

phorus in carbon disulfide.

Markings Blue—grey projectile, red band
below fuze.

f. Incendiaiy stick gienade. See section II.

chapter 9, for description.
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Figure 282. Flame thrower, type 93.

9. FLAME THROWERS, a. Flame
throwers, type 93. The fuel unit comprises 2 fuel

tanks and a nitrogen pressure cylinder. Ignition of
fuel jet is effected by flash from a blank cartridge,

ten of which are loaded in the revolving cylinder lo-

cated at nozzle end of flame gun (fig. 282). The
firing mechanism is actuated by operating handle
which controls fuel ejection valve. Characteristics
are as follows:

Maximum range 25 to 30 yards.
Duration of continuous 10 to 12 seconds,

discharge.

Fuel capacity 3.25 gallons.
Total weight, charged About 55 pounds.

b. Flame thrower, type 100. Very similar to

type 93 flame thrower. The fuel units of the two

types are identical as are range and duration of

flame. The differences are found in the flame guns

as follows:

Type 93 Type 100

Over-all length 47% inches 35% inches.

Weight 10 pounds 8% pounds.
Nozzle outlet tip Fixed Removable.
Diameter of cartridge 0.44 inch 0.484 inch.

Chambers of revolving 10 10.

cylinder.

c. Pyrotechnics. See chapter 10.
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EQUIPMENT

Section I. INTRODUCTION

1. GENERAL, a. Most Japanese equipment

shows evidence of careful thought to adapt it to the

needs of the soldier. The Japanese Army expects

to fight, mostly on foot, in all the varied climates

and terrains of Asia, where roads often are lacking.

The equipment therefore is made as light in weight

as is practicable, and, when possible, is arranged to

pack on horses or to be carried by men. The Japa-

nese have given much attention to animal pack, and

there are a great variety of pack saddles for special-

ized purposes. All of the organic heavy infantry

weapons are designed for animal pack and can be

manhandled when necessary.

b. The two-wheeled military cart is the most com-

mon vehicle. This cart, of which four types are

known, is built almost entirely of wood. 1 he small-

est has a capacity of about 400 pounds. It is strong

and light and is pulled by one horse which the driver

leads. A larger type, of greater capacity, is pulled

by two horses. A heavier military vehicle also has

been developed which often is designed to carry

artillery spare parts or other heavy equipment. This

vehicle is pulled by either 2 or 4 horses.

C. Most of the Japanese Army’s automotive equip-

ment is of foreign design and construction. How-

ever, Japanese models have been designed and con-

structed. These are of two general types: a 4-

wheeled commercial design of about 2 tons ca-

pacity, and a 6-wheeled military vehicle of larger

size, made in several capacities hut according to

the same general design. Originally, these heavier

vehicles were equipped with 6-cylinder, heavy-

duty, gasoline engines, hut later types have Diesel

engines. This trend toward Diesel power no doubt

will be intensified.

d. Japanese engineering equipment is fairly com-

plete, and includes a wide variety of amphibious,

construction, maintenance, and demolition equip-

ment. Heavier equipment, however, does not ap-

pear to have been developed on a scale comparable

with the American standard. The following types

of Japanese equipment are described in the chap-

ters indicated below:

Type of equipment . Chapter

Air corps equipment 4

Chemical equipment 9

Armored unit equipment 9

Personal equipment H
Definite information concerning ordnance and other

mobile maintenance equipment has been omitted

because of lack of available data. There is suffi-

cient evidence, however, to conclude that such
equipment exists in the Japanese Army.

Section II. INFANTRY EQUIPMENT

1. GENERAL. Details of infantry equipment have
not been shown in this section when it has been
possible to place them under specific headings. For
example, personal items issued to the individual
soldier have been described, where possible, under
chapter 11, while weapons are treated in chapter 9.

2. OBSERVATION EQUIPMENT. All re-

ported specimens of Japanese optical instruments
have been of good quality and have been found to

resemble German designs. A particularly wide
range of patterns has been developed, and specimens
examined have been characterized by sturdy con-
struction. In all cases definition in the central part
of the field of view' wfas good. There are no indi-

cations that the Japanese have attempted to tropic-
proof these instruments.

a. Binoculars. Details of binoculars, having a
magnification in excess of 8 X

,
are show'n in the

Artillery Equipment section of this chapter. Tabu-
lated below are the characteristics of some Japanese
binoculars, of 8 X magnification or less.

Magnification Field of view
Size of objec-

tive lens

8 X
o

6. 25
7. 1

9. 3

mm
56
50
24

7 X
fiX
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Figure 283. Japanese binoculars, filters, and carrying case. These binoculars have a 7 X magnification and a 7.1
° field of

vieiv. Special color filters may be fitted over the eyepieces.
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b.

Figure 284. Periscope binocular, weighing 1.9 pounds, has a 10 id magnification and a 3 ° field oj view.
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Figure 285. The hand held periscope, weighing 2.3 pounds, has a 5 X magnification and 10° field oj vieiv.

3. INFANTRY FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT, a. Range finders.

Figure 286. Model 92 (1932 ) 40-cm base range finder is calibrated for measuring ranges up to 1,500 meters (1,640 yards).

It is a coincidence type oj range finder with a 4 X magnification.

b. Aiming and laying devices.

Figure 287. Collimator sight for model 97 (1937) infantry
mortar.

Figure 288. Panoramic sight for model 94 (1934) mortar
has a 3 X magnification and a 13° field of vieiv. Microm-
eter drums enable readings to be made to the nearest mil.
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figure 280. Telescopic sight for model 96 ( 1936) 6.5-mm light machine gun. The magnification is 2.5 X, the field of view is
13 , and the weight is 20 ot. The reticle l Graticule ) pattern provides for drift and windage, and is calibrated for a
maximum range oj lj500 meters ( 1,640 yards )

.
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(Above) Figure 290. Telescopic sight for model 92 (1932)

7.7-mm machine gun has a 4 X magnification, a 10° field

of view, and a weight of 3 lbs., 6 ozs.

(Left) Figure 291. Telescopic sight for the model 94

(1934) 37-mm gun.
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4. PERSONAL ARMOR, a. Model 99 (1939) armor shields, portable.

Figure 292. Model 99 (1939) armor shield, size 12 in. x 16 in., with the mode! 96 (1936) 6.5-mm light machine gun.

(1 ) General. While these shields are suitable lor

use in the open, specimens, constructed from what
appears to he face-hardened plate, have been found
built into the weapon ports of pillboxes.* Two sizes

have been recovered, the larger measuring 14 by 20
by y4 inches (fig. 293) and the smaller 12 by 16 by

!4 inches.

(21 Penetration. Tests have shown that these

shields will resist penetration by .30 caliber ball am-
munition at 100 feet. However, some damage may
be caused by flaking (chipping). These shields

have been penetrated readily by .30 caliber AP am-
munition as indicated below:

Range
(yards)

Angle of impact from
normal Results

33 10°-15°_- Clean penetration and heavy
flaking.

too 30°_ Do.
200 Normal Clean penetration.
500 Normal No penetration.

b. Body armor. (1) Bullet-prooj vest. The
vest (fig. 294) is made from olive-green drill cloth,
with 3 pockets on each side to accommodate armor
plates arranged in fish-scale fashion. Characteris-
tics are as follows:

Weight complete 9 pounds.
Thickness of plates 0.08 inch.
1 late overlap 0.05 inch.

!

1!

1

believed that the weight of this vest would pre-
clude its general use by infantry and probably would
tend to confine its use to special troops. Tests have
show n that the plates are penetrated easily by .303
ball ammunition at 100 yards range, with a 30°
angle of impact from normal.

(2

1

Body protector. No details are available
concerning this body protector (fig. 295), but it

is reasonable to assume that it is made from an
armor plate of thickness approximating that of
the bullet-proof vest. It is possible that the armor
plate is in 3 sections for purposes of flexibility,

c. Steel helmets. See chapter 11 .
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Figure 293. Rear of armor shield, size 14 in. x 20 in., show-
ing penetration made with .30 cal. AP ammunition at 100
yards range and 30° angle of impact from normal.

Figure 295. Unidentified body protector.

Figure 294. Bullet-proof vest.
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Section III. ARTILLERY EQUIPMENT

1. GENERAL, a. Optical instruments are out-

standing among specimens of Japanese artillery

equipment. Examination of them shows good, ver-

satile design, sturdy construction, and satisfactory

definition. Knowledge of antiaircraft fire-control

equipment is limited; specimens examined to date

are obsolescent, although it is entirely possible that

much improved designs exist, but have not yet been
encountered.

b. Artillery communication equipment is de-

scribed in the Signal Equipment section of this chap-
ter. Trucks and other automotive equipment are

described in the Automotive and Land Transport
section.

C. Although the Japanese Army is provided with

a variety of prime movers, few types of these have
been encountered in forward areas. These have
been older models; more modern types, with im-

proved specifications, well may exist.

2. ARTILLERY FIRE CONTROL INSTRU-
MENTS. a. General. Illustrated and described

on the following pages are various examples of

artillery fire control equipment used by the Jap-

anese. Their optical equipment is well made, sturdy,

and versatile, but none examined differs from
standard optical design. Panoramic sights for ar-

tillery weapons have not been recovered, but sights

for infantry guns and mortars (described in sec. II)

suggest that the Japanese have suitable sights for

use on artillery pieces.

b. Off-carriage fire-control instruments.

Figure 296. The 75-cm. base range finder is an inverted coincidence -type range finder with a 12 X magnification, a vertical
field of view 2°, and a 3° horizontal field of view. It is calibrated to measure ranges up to 10.000 meters.

Figure 297. One meter base stereoscopic range finder. The reticle of this instrument is graduated from 250 to 6.000 ( presumed
to be meters ). Markings indicate an 8° X magnification, a 4.5° vertical and 5° horizontal field oj view.
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Figure 298. The model 93 battery commander’s telescope

permits measurement of angle oj site from 300 to 4-300

mils, as well as measurement oj azimuth. An unusual

feature is that the telescopes cannot be placed in a

horizontal plane jor better stereoscopic vision. It has an

8 X magnification and a 6° field of view.

Figure 299. This battery commander’s telescope has an 8

magnification and a 6° field of view. It is constructed

so that the telescopic arms may be placed in a hori-

zontal position jor better stereoscopic vision.
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Figure 300. Battery commander’s telescope. Although giving

a high magnification and ivide field of view, the individual

telescopes cannot be placed in a horizontal position to

improve stereoscopic vision.

Figure 301. This artillery spotting telescope may be used
with three different eyepieces, each of which gives a
different, magnification—the maximum being 33 power.
Provision is made to measure azimuth, and elevation
[from —30 ° to +30°).
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Figure 302. This panoramic sight appears to have been
designed for use on more than one artillery piece. It

is shown above mounted on the model 41 (1908) infantry
gun. The sight has a 3 X magnification and a 13° field

of view.

Figure 304. This gunner’s quadrant is calibrated from 0 to
90°, with a vernier reading to I/

l(i 0j a degree.

Figure 303. This aiming circle has a 4 X magnification
and a 10° field of view. Similar to the American aim-
ing circle, it is used by artillery units for measuring
angles in azimuth and site, and for general topographical
work.
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lowing automatic weapons are provided with more
complex sights than the ring sights.

(1) Dual-mounted model 93 (1933) 13-mm ma-
chine gun. To date only incomplete sights (fig.

307) have been examined on dual mounts. They
are constructed in such a manner that estimates

of target course and speed are fed into the instru-

ment, which then applies the appropriate deflection

to the sighting telescope. The sight would appear

to require 3 men for its operation.

(2) Model 98 (1938) 20-mm automatic cannon.

Complete antiaircraft sights for this weapon have
not yet been recovered. It is known that some form
of computing sight is used.

(3) Model 96 (1936) 25-mm automatic cannon.

A computing sight, similar to the one described in

a (2) for the 13-mm machine gun, is provided for

this- weapon (fig. 303).

(4) Vickers type 40-mm automatic camion. This
weapon also has a computing sight for use in anti-

aircraft fire. In addition, an automatic fuze set-

ting mechanism is provided. The time setting given
to each fuze is adjusted, thru a complex series of
gears and linkages, by the manipulation of the gun
in elevation and depression.

b. Heavy antiaircraft weapons. According
to modern standards the Japanese heavy antiair-

craft fire control equipment seen to date has been
outmoded and designed for use with the Model 88
(1928) 75-min antiaircraft gun. Off-carriage fire-

control instruments and computing mechanisms
used with these guns are as follows:

(1) 2-meter-base height and range finder. This
instrument (fig. 309) is of good optical construc-
tion and standard, but most specimens recovered
had no provision for electrical data transmission.
It supplies the “present altitude” to the guns.

(2) Target-speed and course-angle calculator.

This instrument (fig. 310) is mounted on a tripod
for use. The illustration in figure 310 does not
include an elbow telescope, which must be mounted
on its top in order to operate the instrument. The
calculator supplies the angle of approach (course
angle) of the target at the present position and
ground speed of the target.

(3 I Corrector scale. This is a metal hoard (fig.

3H) on which may be read mechanically the cor-
rection angles required for wind direction and
powder temperature.

(4) Spotting binoculars. These are used to ob-
tain spot corrections, and have 15 X magnification
and 4° field of view (fig. 312).
Data from each of the instruments shown in figures
309, 310, 311, and 312, are shouted to the gun crew,
certain individuals of which operate the “on car-
riage” components. This procedure theoretically
results in the gun being correctly aimed and the
time fuzes being so adjusted that the projectiles
burst on the target. The “on carriage” components
are:

(a) Elevation computing apparatus.

(b) Azimuth computing apparatus.

283

Figure 306. Front and rear antiaircraft sights mounted on
the model 92 (1932 ) 7.7-mm machine gun.
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Figure 305. This gunner’s quadrant is calibrated in units

of 10 mils, extending from 0 to 1,410 mils (79°). A ver-

nier scale enables adjustment to the nearest mil. It is

considered possible that this quadrant has been designed

primarily for use with the model 41 (1908) 75-mm
infantry gun.

3. ANTIAIRCRAFT FIRE CONTROL
EQUIPMENT, a. Automatic weapons. The
model 92 (1932) 7.7-mm and the single mounted
model 93 (1933) 13-mm machine guns, described

in chapter 9, are provided with antiaircraft ring

sights. The latest type ring sight recovered, illus-

trated in figure 306, is rotated automatically around
its horizontal axis as the gun is elevated. It is be-

lieved that the purpose of this design is to correct

automatically for the angle of approach. The fol-



Figure 307. Computing head for AA sight used on dual mounted model 93 ( 1933) 13-mm machine gun.
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Figure 311. Powder-charge temperature and wind correction scale.
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d. Searchlights. Japanese searchlights include
the following sizes:

60-cm (23.6 inches)

.

90-cm (35.4 inches).

98-cm (38.6 inches).

100-cm (39.4 inches).

110-cm (43.3 inches).

150-cm (59.1 inches) (fig. 313).

The following equipment is used by Japanese search-

light units:

(1) Generator truck (standard 2-ton truck
chassis )

.

(2) Searchlight comparator. The searchlight

comparator illustrated in figure 314 is an instrument
with which an observer, by keeping a plane in the

crosslines of the telescope, automatically directs the

searchlight on the plane. It was found satisfactory

for operation of U. S. searchlights.

(3) Sound locator. Several varieties of Japa-
nese sound locators are known to exist. One of the

small models is illustrated in figure 315.

Figure 313. 150-cm searchlight.

Figure 312. Model 89 (1929) 10-cm AA spotting binoculars.

(c) Auxiliary elevation and lead correction disc.

(d) Fuze setter.

c. Computing director. A few data computing

directors have been captured, and provision for

electrical data transmission has been seen on height

finders. Mounting surfaces for data receivers have
been found on some model 88 (1928) 75-mm anti-

aircraft guns. There is evidence of more general

use of electrical data transmission and computing
directors than would be indicated by the equipment
captured to date.
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Figure 315. Small sound locator.
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Figure 316. Komatsu tractor.

4. PRIME MOVERS AND TRACTORS, a.

Komatsu tractor. This small, full-tracked vehicle

I fig. 316) is designed solely for towing purposes.
Steering is of the clutch-brake type, with hand levers

operating the clutches. Two foot brakes are located

on the right side) and are so placed that either or both
brakes may be operated by the right foot.. The gear
box allows 3 forward and 2 reverse speeds. The
vehicle is supportedjby 4 small bogie w'heels on each
side. Examination of a specimen revealed that a
number of the bearings were of Swedish manu-
facture. Characteristics are as follows:

Weight
Length
Width
Engine
Cooling
Ignition

Length of track in con-
tact with ground.

Width of track

3 tons (estimated).
8 feet 2 inches.

4 feet 4 inches.

4 cylinder, gasoline.

Water.
Bosch magneto.
5 feet 7 inches.

10 inches.

b. Light prime mover. The model number
and date of manufacture of this vehicle (fig. 317)
are not known.
In the case of a specimen examined, the word
seventy’" was found marked in English on the side

of the radiator, probably indicating the engine horse-
power. A name plate on the power unit shows it

to be a ‘"Kato engine model K 3.” Suspension
consists of 2 bogies mounted on each side of the
vehicle. Each bogie has 3 small wheels, and the
sprocket is at the rear. Details are reported to be
as follows:

Approximate characteristics

Weight— 4 tons (estimated).
Length, width, height No details.
Engine cylinder, gasoline.
Cooling Water.
Length of track in 7 feet 5 inches,

contact with ground.
Diam. of sprocket 2 feet 2 inches.
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Figure 317. Light prime mover.

c. Model 92 (1932) 5-ton prime mover. It is

reported that there are 2 variations of this vehicle.

Model A is powered by a 6-cylinder in-line “L” head

“Sumida” gasoline engine, and model B by a 6-

cylinder in-line, air-cooled “Isuzu” Diesel. As far

as may be ascertained, with exception of a modifica-

tion in radiator design, the general appearance and

suspension of these 2 models are similar. Both ve-

hicles are reported to be identical in the following

respects

:

Common characteristics

Lengtli 11 feet 8 inches.

Width 5 feet 11 inches.

Height 7 feet 8 inches.

Ground clearance 11% inches.

Fording depth 1 foot 71f> inches.

Grade- 30°.

Turning radius Can pivot.

Winch capacity 2% tons.

(1) 5-ton prime mover (model A) (fig. 318).

Characteristics

Weight 5% tons.

Engine 6 cylinder, “Sumida.”

Cooling Water.

Cylinder bore 110-inm (4.3 inch).

Piston stroke 135-mm (5.3 inch).

Horsepower 64 to 98 (160 theoretically

indicated hp at 2,800

rpm—based on reported

engine specifications).

Ignition Bosch magneto.

Generator Bosch 12 volts.

Storage batteries 2-12 volts, 60 amperes.

Fuel tank capacity Main 27.5 gallons, auxilliary

12.1 gallons.

Note. The model A is believed to be similar to, if not

identical with, a recently examined prime mover. This

vehicle was found to be well constructed and capable of

Figure 318. 5-ton prime mover (model A).
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operating over most types of terrain. The present gasoline
engine is estimated to be of approximately 140 horsepower,
considerably more powerful that the standard unit. It is

believed that this particular engine is a replacement of the
unit originally installed.

(2) 5-ton prime mover (model B) (fig. 319)

.

Characteristics

Weight 5.5 tons.

Engine 6 cylinder, Diesel.
Cooling Air.

Cylinder bore 110-mni (4.3 inch):
Piston stroke 140-mm (5.5 inch).
Horsepower 65 to 90 (135 theoretically

indicated bp at 2,000
rpm—based on reported
engine specifications).

Ignition Compression.
Generator 12 volts, 300 watts.
Storage batteries 2-12 volts, 120 amperes.
Fuel tank capacity Main 22 gallons, auxiliary

13.2 gallons.

d. Model 92 (1932) 8-ton prime mover. It

is reported that 2 versions exist of this vehicle: the
model A is powered by a 6-cylinder in-line, water-
cooled gasoline engine, and the model B by a 6-

cylinder in-line water-cooled Diesel. The follow-

ing data are believed to be common to both models
A and B:

Common characteristics

Length 14 feet 1 inch.

Width 6 feet 6 inches.

Height 8 feet 6 inches.

Grade 15°.

Winch capacity 5 tons.

Cylinder bore 130-mm (5.1 inches)

.

Characteristics oj model A

Weight 8.4 tons.

Ground clearance 1114 inches..

Engine 6-cylinder, gasoline.

Cooling Water.
Piston stroke 5.6 inches.

Horsepower 80 to 130 (230 theoretically

indicated hp at 2,800 rpm—
based on reported engine
specifications)

.

Ignition Bosch magneto.
Generator 12 volts, 100 watts.
Storage batteries 2-12 volts, 100 amperes.
Fuel tank capacity Main 3914 gallons, auxiliary

9 gallons.

Figure 319. 5-ton prime mover (model B ).
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Characteristics of model B

Weight 9.3 tons.

Ground clearance 12 inches.

Engine 6 cylinder, Diesel.

Cooling Water.

Piston stroke 6.4 inches.

Horsepower 105 to 120 (21o theoretically

indicated lip at 2,000

rpm—based on reported

engine specifications).

Generator 12 volts, 500 watts.

Storage batteries 4-12 volts, 140 amperes.

Fuel tank capacity Main 3914 gallons, auxiliary

9 gallons.

e. Model 98 (1938) 4-ton prime mover. It is

believed that this prime mover, powered by an 8-

cylinder V-type air-cooled gasoline engine, is capable

of hauling a load at 25 miles per hour, and that it

can travel a distance of 125 miles in a period of

10 hours. Steering is of the clutch brake type, with

foot and hand operated brakes. A central selector

type gear box allows 4 forward speeds and 1 reverse.

Although no 4-ton model has been encountered

as yet, it is believed that the following data apply:

Characteristics

Weight 4 tons.

Length 12 feet 5 inches.

Width 6 feet 1 inch.

Height 7 feet 3 inches.

Ground clearance 1114 inches.

Tread No details.

Fording depth 20 inches.

Grade 30°.

Turning radius Can pivot.

Winch capacity Over 2 tons.

Engine 3 cylinder V-type, gasoline.

Cooling Sirocco type fan.

Cylinder bore 90-mm (3.5 inch).

Piston stroke 125-mm 14.9 inch).

Horsepower 73 to 88 (130 theoretically

indicated hp at 2,800

rpm—based on reported

engine specifications)

.

Ignition Bosch magneto.

Generator Bosch, 75 watts.

Storage batteries 12 volts, 80 amperes.

Fuel tank capacity Main 22 gallons, auxiliary

13 gallons.

f. Model 98 (1938) 6-ton prime mover.
Examination of this prime mover (fig. 320) indi-

Figure 320. Model 98 (1038) 6 ton prime mover.

cates that it is an unarmed artillery tractor, suitable

for the additional roles of reconnaissance vehicle

and ammunition carrier. Suspension follows the

pattern of the model 2597 medium tank. Since

steering is of the clutch-brake type, the vehicle is

capable of turning within its own length. It is

reported that this vehicle is used as a prime mover

for the 105- and 150-mm howitzers and the 105-mm
gun. Details are believed to be as follows:

Weight 7.75 tons.

Length 14 feet 1 inch.

Width 6 feet 9 inches.

Height 6 feet 3 inches.

Ground clearance 13(4 inches.

Grade 15° pulling field gun.

Turning radius 19 feet.

Winch capacity 5.5 tons.

Engine 6 cylinder, Diesel.

Cooling Water.

Cylinder bore 120-nim (4.7 inch).

Piston stroke 155-mm (6.1 inch).

Horsepower 88 to 110 (175 theoretically

indicated hp at 2,000

rpm—based on reported

engine specifications)

.

Generator 24 volts, 100 watts.

Storage batteries 2-12 volts, 180 amperes.

Fuel tank capacity Main 17.6 gallons, 1st aux-

iliary 18.7 gallons, 2d
auxiliary 6.6 gallons.

g. Model 95 (1935) 13-ton prime mover.
This heavy prime mover is reported to be produced

in two models: the model A is powered with a 6-

cylinder in-line, water-cooled, gasoline engine; the

model B with a 6-cylinder, water-cooled Diesel.

Both models are believed to be equipped with mul-

tiple disc, clutch type steering, with hand and foot

operated brakes. The following data is reported to

be common to both types:

Length 16 feet.

Width 7 feet 6 inches.

Height 9 feet 3 inches.

Ground clearance 12 inches.

Grade 13 tons, 15°—29 tons, 7(4°.

Turning radius 65 feet.

Winch capacity 11(4 tons.

Characteristics of Model A

Weight 14.3 tons.

Engine 6 cylinder, gasoline.

Cooling Water.

Cylinder bore 5.4 inches.

Piston stroke 6 inches.

Horsepower 130 to 160 (265 theoreti-

cally indicated hp at 2,800

rpm—based on reported
engine specifications).

Ignition Magneto.

Storage batteries 2-120 volts, 80 amperes.

Fuel lank capacity Main 61.6 gallons, auxiliary

9(4 gallons.

Characteristics of Model B

Weight 15 tons.

Engine 6 cylinder, Diesel.

Cooling Water.

Cylinder bore 5.6 inches.

Piston stroke 7.6 inches.
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Characteristics of Model B—Continued

Horsepower 145 to 165 (295 theoretically

indicated hp at 2,000
rpm—based on reported
engine specifications)

.

Generator 300 watts.

Storage batteries 2-12 volts, 80 amperes.
Fuel tank capacity 60 gallons.

5. CAISSONS, LIMBERS, AND OTHER
ARTILLERY VEHICLES, a. Caissons and
limbers. (1) Horse-draivn caisson and limber.
Figure 321 depicts a typical Japanese horse-drawn
caisson and limber, for use with the 75-mm field

gun. Mounted on standard artillery, iron shod,,

wooden wheels, the two units are drawn by six

horses. Characteristics are reported as follows:

Total weight (empty) 2,130 pounds (approxi-

mately )

.

Weight (loaded) :

Limber only 1,750 pounds.
Caisson only 2,080 pounds.

Capacity:
Limber 40 rounds.
Caisson 60 rounds.

Diameter of wheels 55 inches.

Caissons and limbers of design similar to figure

321, but carrying fewer rounds, are provided for

field guns of heavier caliber.

(2) Alternative type caisson and limber. The
caisson and limber illustrated in figure 322 is an

alternative type for use with the 105-mm field gun.

Primarily designed to be towed by a tractor, it also

may be drawn by six horses. The heavy artillery-

type wheels have solid rubber tires. Characteristics

are reported as follows:

Total weight (empty) 2,530 pounds.
Total weight (loaded) 5,040 pounds.
Total capacity 48 rounds.
Diameter of wheels 55 inches.

(3) High-speed caisson. The photographs illus-

trated in figure 323 show the most modern type of

Figure 321. Typical horse-draivn caisson and limber.

Figure 322. Alternative type caisson and limber for 105-mm field gun.
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Figure 323. High speed caisson for 75-mm ammunition.

Japanese caisson seen to date. Constructed of metal,

it is mounted on steel disc wheels, of comparatively

small diameter, fitted with solid rubber tires. The

probable capacity of the caisson is 48 complete

rounds of 75-mm ammunition. Units of similar

appearance carry a smaller quantity of 105-mm
ammunition.

b. Battery wagons. (1) Battery tvagon for

antiaircraft gun. The trailer (fig. 324) apparently

is constructed for high-speed transportation of com-

munication equipment, miscellaneous spare parts,

and hulk ammunition. The body is made from light-

weight metal plate, which is not considered to be

proof against small-arms fire. Compartments are

provided for the stowage of the various items of

equipment carried. This vehicle is mounted on

metal disc wheels fitted with pneumatic tires. For

antiaircraft defense, a tripod, apparently designed

for the model 92 (19321 7.7-mm heavy machine gun,

is mounted on the roof. Characteristics of the ve-

hicle are as follows:

Over-all length of frame 11 feet 10 indies.

Width 6 feet 3 inches.

Wheel base 7 feet 7 inches.

Ground clearance 12 inches.

(2) Battery wagons for field artillery. These

units are similar to the horse-drawn limber and

caisson in construction (fig. 325). Ihey are used

for the transportation of general artillery equip-

ment, such as range finder, binoculars, battery com-

mander’s telescopes, communication materials, tools,

etc. Characteristics are reported to be as follows:

Total weight loaded (limber 4,318 pounds,
and caisson).

Diameter of wheels 55 inches.

C. Spare parts wagons. These are used for the

transportation of spare parts, tools, and maintenance

and repair materials (fig. 326).

Characteristics are believed to he as follows:

Total weight loaded 3,770 pounds.

(limber and wagon)

.

Diameter of wheels 55 inches.

The two units are normally drawn by 6 horses.

6. PACK EQUIPMENT, a. General. Great

attention has been paid to the development of pack

transportation of infantry support guns, namely,

models 41 (1908) and 94 (1934) 75-nnn moun-

tain pack guns (sec. II, chap. 9), as well as of ma-

chine guns, ammunition, supplies, etc. Illustra-
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Figure 325. Battery wagons for use with field artillery.
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Figure 326. Spare parts wagon for 150-mm howitzer.

tions on the following pages show in detail pack
saddles, draught harness, and an infantry support
gun, broken down into loads averaging 200 pounds
per load and packed for horse transportation.

b. Pack saddles. Two standard pack saddles

are illustrated in figure 327. The saddle is ad-

justable so that it comfortably fits the back and
girth of the horse. Saddle A carries the weapon

(such as a heavy machine gun) ;
Saddle B is fitted

to hold ammunition or spare-parts chests. (See also

figs. 328-334.)
c. Draught horses. Extensive use of draught

horses is made by the Japanese. Figure 336 shows
a typical 4-horse harness hookup, with the type of

saddle (which differs from the cavalry saddle) used
by artillery and infantry gun crews.

Figure 327. Standard pack saddles.
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Figure 328. Tube of model 41 (1908) 75-mm infantry (mountain) gun fastened to pack saddle.

Figure 329. Trail of 75-mm infantry (mountain) gun disassembled and fastened to pack saddle.
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Figure 330. 75-rnrn infantry (mountain ) gun cradle on pack saddle.

rrr

Figure 331. Shield for 75-rnm infantry ( mountain ) gun folded and fastened to pack saddle ( with tool chest attached to side)

.
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Figure 332. Breech mechanism and tray for 75-mm infantry (mountain ) gun.

Figure 333. IP heels and axle attached to pack saddle.
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(Above) Figure 334. Method of fastening ammunition
chest to pack saddle.

( Left ) Figure 335. Standard ammunition chest for 75-mm
infantry (mountain) gun. The chest, made of steel plate,

carries 6 rounds. It weighs 29 pounds empty and 118

pounds with ammunition. Two chests can be carried on
one pack saddle.

(Below) Figure 336. 4 draught horse harness with saddles
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Section IV. SIGNAL EQUIPMENT

1. GENERAL. The following data have been

derived from the examination of Japanese signal

equipment.

2. RADIO EQUIPMENT, a. Ground. (1)

The Japanese place most emphasis on wire com-
munication. However, radio is used initially where
communications must be established rapidly or

where other means are not practicable. After wire
communications have been established, radio as-

sumes a secondary role as a stand-by communica-
tion link except where other means cannot be em-
ployed.

(2) Apparatus, to date, is of obsolescent design.

Circuits and components are comparable with those

used by the Allied Nations between 1935 and 1937.

Transmitters and receivers almost invariably have
wide frequency ranges and use plug-in coils to cover

the various bands. In regiments or smaller units,

transmitters generally vary from approximately 1

to 50 watts. High-powered sets (500 watts and
above) are used primarily for Army administra-

tive traffic and air/ground liaison. Simple Hartley

oscillator circuits, connected directly to the an-

tenna, are used. The smaller receivers employ re-

generative detectors without radio frequency am-
plification. While such arrangements are simple

to service and maintain, the frequency stability suf-

fers greatly. It therefore would be difficult to “net”

these radio sets and keep them on frequency.

(3) A great variety of small transceivers and
transmitter-receiver combinations of 1 to 2 watts

power are in operation. Such sets are usually man-

pack. The transceivers are contained in one case

which is carried on the chest; the batteries are car-

ried in another case on the back. In the small trans-

mitter-receiver models, the transmitter, receiver,

batteries, and the hand generator for transmitter

power, are all carried in separate cases, making it

necessary for two to three men to pack and operate

a set. Sets of from 10 to 50 watts power are usually

of the portable type, and are carried in 4 or 5 sep-

arate cases. Power connections are made by means
of plugs and cables. The sets, in general, have a

complexity of control which does not permit ease

of operation. The many controls of the Direction

Finder and Intercept Receiver, Model 94 (1934),
Type 1, indicate that a comparatively long time is

necessary to obtain an accurate “fix” on a trans-

mitter. It must be borne in mind, however, that

Japanese operators are well trained and capable of

making good use of their equipment.

(4 1 Most of the transmitters Rave provision for

crystal operation, and, although few crystals have
been found, it is reasonable to assume that crystal

operation is used extensively. All crystal operated
Army ground sets also can be employed as master
oscillators.

(5) Since many ammeters, both for antenna and
power, are supplied with separate shunts, the same
meter movement can be used for many different sets.

(6) Examination of equipment shows that there
is little indication of moisture- or fungus-proofing.

(7) All phone transmitters are amplitude modu-
lated, and there is no evidence of frequency modula-
tion.

(8) Technical characteristics and photographs of
sets used by Japanese ground forces are illustrated
in figures 337 to 354.
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Figure .137. Model TE-MU Type 2. Transmitter. Front view.
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Figure 339. Model 94 Type 1. Transmitter. Front view.
140-15000 KC. MOPA. 275 watts.

Figure 340. Model 94 Type 1. Transmitter. Rear vieiv.

140-15000 KC. MOPA. 275 watts. Tube at left of photo

is Japanese Type UY511-B master oscilldtor. Two screen

grid tubes in center are parallel connected PA Tubes,

Japanese Type UV812.

Figure 341. Model 94 Type 2B. 1 ransmitter-receiver. No. 55-0 Transmitter . 950-6675 KC. 200 watts. Shown with power
supply. Gas driven motor generator delivers 1300 volts DC.
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Figure 342. Model 94 Type 2B. Transmitter-receiver. No.
27 receiver. 140-15000 KC. 7 plug-in coils. Power sup-
ply—batteries.

Figure 343. Model 94 Type 5. Transmitter-receiver Model
32. Transmitter. Operates CIF or phone. Used with
receiver shown below.
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Figure 346. Model 94 Type 6. Transceiver. No. 23 Model' H. Date: April 1940.
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Figure 347. “Walkie Talkie” Type 66. Transceiver. Model A. 2500-4500 KC. Power supply -batteries.

hgure 348. Model 97 Type 3. Transceiver, with hand generator. Pack type. Dipole elements oi antenna fasten to wing nuts
at ends of case.
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Figure 349. Model TM Type 2. Transceiver, 4000-12000 KC. CWonly. Power output about 1 watt. (Also reported as 2.o

watts.)

Figure 350. Model 92 Revision 3. 7 Tube, combination TRF and superheterodyne, all-wave receiver,

with AC power supply. Delivers 75 and 200 volts DC.
200-2000 KC. Shown
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Figure 351. Model 94 Type 1. Direction finding and intercept receiver. 100-2000 KC. Loop shown dismounted from frame.
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Figure 3 .32 . Model 94 Type 3-A. Receiver only. Pack type.

b. Airborne. (1) Japanese airborne transmit-

ters and receivers, sturdily and compactly con-

structed, are of excellent workmanship and mate-

rial. More attention appears to have been given

to compactness of design than to ease of mainte-

nance. In many instances, the equipment is so con-

structed that it is difficult, or even impossible, to

service. To some extent, sets are designed to fit a

particular type of aircraft, rather than standardized

for general use. It has been noted that some tubes

(valves) are equipped with leather handles to fa-

cilitate removal. Japanese equipment uses a large

amount of aluminum, so that even bulky pieces are

unusually light in weight. Although no precau-

tions have been taken against corrosion and fungus

control, reports indicate that equipment later than

1940 is far superior to that of earlier design. Elec-

trically and mechanically, new radio equipment ap-

pears to approach Allied standards.

(2) It has been noted that not all Japanese planes

have radio equipment. While radio direction find-

ers are standard equipment on medium and heavy

bombers, there have been no reports indicating that

they are normally fitted to fighters.

(3) Radio equipment that was made in America,

either in whole or in part, has beemfound on sev-

eral Japanese (0) Zero fighters (Zekes). Most

parts are of Japanese manufacture, but components

of German and English manufacture have been

noted. Exact imitations of American and German

designs also have been reported. 'I here is no evi-

dence of quantity production; indeed, all equipment

noted is hand-made and of good construction. Good

quality crystals are used in the majority of radios

to control the frequencies of transmitters and

receivers.

(4) Technical characteristics and photographs of

airborne equipment are shown in figures 355 to 363.
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/ igure 355. Model 96 11936) Type 3. Transmitter-receiver. From Type I medium bomber (Hetty). Top oj unit: receiver.
Bottom oj unit: transmitter.
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JAPANESE RADIO EQUIPMENT—GROUND

Classifi-

cation

Transmitter out-
put (watts)

Form Model Type No. Date of ori-

ginal model
Function Type transmission Range (mil*,) RF coverage in MC Frequency shifting

capabilities
Present fre-

quency Antenna system Tuning—MO or crys-
tal (number of crystals)

TE-MU— 3 Used on some is- Unknown CW, 15-20 Unknown (At
least 1).

MO or crystal. (Num-
ber of crystals un-
known.)
MOFixed station TE-MU.— 2 1942.

lands in local

radio net.

Ground to air

phone, or both.

CW, phone 50 3.38-10.4; 12.2-14.0 (4

bands, tapped coils

and switches.)

Wire-link coupling from
PA to ant. coupler.

Coupling adjusted
from transmitter pan-
el.

coverage.

275 94 1 1934 Hq-Army Div CW, MCW,
phone.

0.14-15.0 shift bands by
plug-in coils. No. of
bands and coils un-
known.

W ire-2ant. ckts. in trans-
mitter—Series reso-
nant for high freq.,

Parallel resonant for

low freq.

Crystal. (Number of

crystals unknown..Fixed station.

300 3.0 -10.0.

600 95 4
unit.

High power, is-

land to island.
Phone Long distame. - 3.7-18.2 Wire

fled 1941.

Transmitters—

I
r
ftft0 92 3 1932, modi-

fied 1941.

CW do 0.05-0.6

in antenna system.

1,000 - 95 - Not known 1936 do Unknown (at

least 1).

Wire.. - MO or crystal (nuir
ber of crystals un-
known).

phone, or both.

1,000 94 1 1934 Army Div Hq 150 0.02-0.6

2,000 87 - 1 1927 300 0.1-(?).

1-2 94 5 1934. . Limited range.
Comm, between
Inf. units.

5-CW, 1-2-phone in Wire—Same ant. for both

(3 bands) tapped coil

and switch. Receiver:

0.779-7.0 (4 bands)
tapped coil and switch.

erage on MO. Xmtr. and Rec. con-
nected by Send-receive

switch. Counterpoise
wires inch

berofXTAI,S-10).

4. 5-OW. 3 0.9-5.3 (3 bands) 1 Crystal
phono.

10 94 1934 Field equipment
in div.

0.4-6.0 (6 bands) plug-in
coils. Both Xmtr.
and receiver.

XMTR. 0.4-6.7 Rec.—

Unknown (at

least 1).

1

Wire MO or Crvstai (num-

15 94 SP-3A-30 __ 1934 Approximate 25.

Field-25 G/Al 90.

age on band used. ber of crystals un-
trwiwn

Crystal or MO (num-
ber of XTALS, 1).Transmitter-

receiver.

20 —

.

87 2 1927 .

Cav. and F. A.
from brigade
down to Inf.

Field, ground, and
air.

0.35-6.0 (5 plug-in
coils).

0.33-0.60.

age for band
used on MO.

SO - C W. 200 94 2-B 1934 - - Rec.: 0.14-15.0 (7 plug-
in coils) XMTR: 0.95-

6.675.

Adjustable
presets on
dials.

Wire “L” type. Total Crystal orMO (Num-
ber of XTALS I,.phone. div. age on band used. length 29.7 yds. Coun-

terpoise wires 22' long.

94 3-A-36D 1034 Receives CW,
MCW, phone.

0.4-5.75 (5 plug-in coils).

erage for band
used.

lead in 6 feet long.
Gnd. wire same length.

99 3 1939 Rec. 1.5-6.7 (3 plug-in
trays of coils).

3 MO-Crystal (Num-
ber of Crystals 3).

i

MO.0.5 94 6 1934 CW,MCW,phone 1-2

type. In In'.

l_ TM - 2__ l-fi_ —

-

4.0-12.0 Continously vari-
able. length, and time ant.

ckt.

Transceivers. . 1-2 97 3 1937 Walkie-talkie, also
air Gnd.

2-3 25. 5-31 (tapped coil and
switch).

Continuous cover- Dipole— each half 23

inches long. Ele-
ments fasten to case.

do
age.

66 - Infantry squads,
platoons.

, 2.5-4.5_ Continuous cover- 1 Either long or short an- Crystal or MO. (No. >

2 0. 1-2.0; 4.0-5.0

on MO
5 crystals .

1

tenna. Ant. tune sys-

tem.
ol XTALS-1).

Crystal..
2.5 Infantry ground;

portable.
Comm. bet. Corps
and Div.

Direction finder
and intercept
receiver.

4.5-11.6

0.2-20.0 (Use total of 7

plug-in coils at one
time.i)

0. 1-2.0 (In 5 bands)
switches and taps on
coils.

Receivers
94

for coils used.

Square loop—ea. side, 4-

foot long. 6 turns,
unshielded rotation—
400° to stops.

and intercept re-

ceiver.

iable for range of

coils used.

RESTRICTED Figures 358-354. Japanese radio equipment—ground.
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Selectivity re-

ceiver
Sensitivity re-

ceiver

Fair- Poor.

Fair-

do

Poor-except
when on
verge of Osc.

Poor.

Extremely poor

Fair-

Very selective .

Very sensitive

Qood.

Poor.

Fair..

Poor_

Receiving circuit

1 Stage RF. Regen.
Det. 1 Stage AF.

4TubeTRF Regn.
Det.

5 Tube Superhet.
Regen. 2d Det.

5 Tube Superhet. .

4 tubes, 1 stage

RF., Regen Det.
2 stages AF.

..do.

Super-regen.
Det and one
stage AF.

Regen. Det. one
stage AF.

Super-regen. Det.

and One stage

AF.

3 Tube.
Det

Regen.

7 Tube comb.
TRF and Su-
perhet.NoAVC.

6 tube TRF., 3

stages RF., Ro-

gen. Det., 2

stages AF.

Transmitter circuit

MOPA. Tubes used-
UV202A, UX814,
and UV812.

3 stages-Osc., Buffer,

PA. No freq. mul-
tiplication. Keyed
in buffer and PA.

MOPA-Hartley Osc.
MO-UY511B. PA-
two UV812 in paral-

lel screen grid volt-

age keyed for CW.
Grid modulation for

MCW and phone.

Grid modulated tubes-
UV202, UV865, UV-
814, UV860, UV861.

MOPA. Final tube
SN 146.

MOPA. Tubes used-
202, 8G5, 814, 812.

Final-SN14G.

XTAL or MO control
(Hartley ckt.) Osc.
connected to an-
tenna.

Hartley Oscillator.

1 Tube Hartley oscil-

lator.

1 Tube Hartley oscil-

lator.

2 Beam Type Tubes.
Osc.-Plate Mod.

Oscillator and Mod...

Frequency sta-

bility

Good-

Fair...

do

Good..

..do_.

.do..

XTAL - Fair
MO-Poor.

Poor.

Fair-

_do.

— -do.----

2 tubes in parallel.

Hartley osc.

Master Osc, (Hartley)
and modulator.

3 tube Hartley oscilla-

tor.

Poor -Freq .

shift when
keyed.

Poor.

do

Freq. calibra-

tion not
good.

Meters used

Osc. indicator. Osc.
plate current. Buf-
fer plate current.
PA plate current.
Ant. ammeter.

Ant. ammeter. PA-
plate current. PA-
grid current. Osc.
plate current. Fil.

voltmeter.

Ant. current 0-200 Ma.

Ant. Ammeter, Plate
current.

Plato voltmeter. Ant.
ammeter.

Antenna Ammeter

Fil. voltmeter Ant.
ammeter.

Antenna ammeter..

Plate current Ant.
ammeter.

Power source

220 volts. 3 phase, 50-60 cy-
clo AO. Half wave rect.
Uses 3 X968 tubes.

Rectified AC; low power 1,000
v; high power-2,000 v.

Motor generator: 2,000 volts
DC; 1,000 volts DC; 400
volts DC; 100 volts DC;
12 volts DC.

220 volts, 3 phase 50-60 cy-
cle AC, output voltages
3,000 volts—2,000 volts—
500 volts—300 volts. Fil.

16V rect. tubes used 9-H
830, 6-X968.

220 volts, 2 phase, 50-60 cy-
cle AC output voltages
2100 volts-1000 volts and
16 volts. 6 Rect tubes.
Type H-S36.

220 volts, 3 phase, 50-60 cy-
cle AC. Output voltages
3,000 volts-2,000 volts-500
volts-300 volts and 16
volts. Uses 9-H830 and 6-

X968rect. tubes.

Transmitter: Hand genera-
tor in separate case. Fil. -6
volts. Plate—150 volts.

(Model F) receiver: bat-
teries. In case with re-

ceiver. Fil.—1.65 volts.

Plate-90 volts.

Hand generator: 7 volts
filament, 500 volts plate.

Transmitter, hand generator
receiver; batteries.

Rec.—Batteries; Xmtr. —
Gasoline; driven motor
generator; 12V-Fil. 1,300V-
plate.

Batteries: 1.5V-Filament;
22.5V-Plate; 1.5V-Bias.

Batteries-separate case. Fil.

6V
;
plate 136V.

Rectified AC. DC voltages—
150 and 180 V.

Hand generator: Fil.—

3

volts, Plate—135 volts.

Batteries: 1.5V filament;

135V plate

Remarks

Rectified AC.

No visual bearing
indicator used.

Batteries—1.5V filament;

4.5V bias; 135V Plate.

Medium power. Short wave por-
table station. Used primarily in

local radio nets on island.

Used with rectifier unit. Carried in

2 cases, slung on poles. Fixed sta-

tion operation. Buffer and PA
tubes, screen grid type. No neu-
tralization used. Capablo of low
or high power operation by switch-
ing arrangement.
Semiportablc. Fixed station opera-
tion. Weight with Mot. gen. ap-
prox. 500 pounds. 2 cases and Mot.
Gen. Each case carried by 2 men.
Has neon osc. indicator. Various
voltages go through powor distribu-
tion panel.

Transmittermodiflcation No.l:High-
power, short wave fixed station.
Used island to island over long dis-
tances. Has emergencypower sup-
ply gas-driven generator. All fil-

aments on DC. Tubes replicas of
American types. Uses speech
amplifier and modulator—4 tubes
in all; 1-58, 1-56, 2-2A3. Legend
on name plate for mod. unit “Mod-
ulator for typo 95 Short Wavo No.
4 transmitter modification No. 1".

Transmitter modification No. 1:

high power, long wave, long dis-
tance. Fixed stations. Used is-

land to island. All filaments on
DC. Final tube Japanese typo;
all others replicas of American
tubes.

High power, short wave, fixed sta-
tion. Used over long distances.
Not known if usod on phono or
CW or both.

Transmitter.

Stationary use. One twin triodo
tube. Triodes in parallel for CW
operation. For phone, one triodo
becomes mod. Two man pack and
operation. Throat mike used.
Model 32 transmitter; Model 32
receiver.

Transmitter-receiver.

Pack transmitter-receiver.

Pack animal or 3 man pack. Carried
in 2 wooden cases. Transmitter
keyed in high volt. Neg. ckt.

Transmitter-receiver type.

Receiver can bo used for intercept.
Transport by 2 man pack or car;

'

No. 55 D transmitter; No. 27 re-

ceiver.

Receiver only. Dials marked with
luminous paint and have clamps
for locking. Straps provided for

carrying on back. Not a “Walkie-
Talkie.”

Transceiver. Ono coil with 3 taps
and switch, 2 to 3 men to pack and
operate. No. 23 Model H.
Transceiver. Portable 2 or 3 man
pack, cycle, or car. Revision 2.

Transmitter output also reported
as Watts, and R. F. coverage
as 4.5-11 M. C.

Transceiver—Uses ono twin triodo,

UX 19, for all functions. Dipole
elements of ant. fasten to each end
of case. Caso intended to bo strap-
ped to back; Generator to chest.

One man pack. Transmitter carried
on chest, and batteries on back, by
means of straps. Modol A.

Transceiver.
Do.

Used in conjunction with transmitter
Model 94 Type 2B. Fixed station
Receiver. Total of 25 plug-in coils

used.
Receiver only. 4 wooden chests.

Weighs 350 pounds complete.
Numerous controls. Slow and
difficult to get a “fix.” Set in-

stalled under shelter over which
loop is mounted.
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Figure 356. Radio Homing and D/F loop antenna used with

some types oj Japanese airborne equipment.

Figure 357. Dynamotor power supply for transmitter of

model 96 Type 3 airborne radio set. Used in Type 1 me-

dium bomber (Betty).

Figure 358. Vibrator power supply for receiver of model 96

Type 3 airborne radio set. Used in Type 1 medium
bomber (Betty).

POWER UNIT

RECEIVER

A.E. TUNER

TRANSMITTER

CONTROL UNIT

Figure 359. Model 99 (1939) Typed. Transmitter-receiver. Used in single-seater fighter (Oscar). Transmitter: 2500-5000
KC. Receiver : 1500-6700 KC. Transmitter and receiver crystal controlled. Photo shows complete complements of equip-

ment.
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Figure 360. Model 99 (1939) Type 3. Transmitter-receiver. Close up of transmitter and receiver.

transmitter at right.

Receiver at left.

Figure 361. Model 96 (1936) Type 1. Transmitter-receiver model 13. From Mitsubishi bomber. Transmitter: 7600-
10600 KC. Receiver: 7500-10800 KC.
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JAPANESE RADIO EQUIPMENT—AIRBORNE

Classification

Transmitter-
rccoiver.

Receivers..

Transmitter
output (watts)

10-CW, 8.G-

phono.
10

10-CW, 6-

phone.

10-CW, 6-

phone.

20

20

20

20

25

25-30

2G-CW 9-

phone.

30
50

50

150

160

300....

Not known.

Model

98...

96—

99

99_._

Not known.

99...

NA..

Not known.

96..

97

96.

94.,

do

...do

94

Not known.

El.

do..
do..

PY.

RO...

ADF_.

Type No.

Not koown..

Date of

original

model

1938

1936

1937

1939

1939

Function

V. H. F.

Used in plane
type (Zeke).

Type trans.

CW, phone-

Communicate be-
tween naval fighters.

Bomber, RCN.

Usod in (Oscar)...

Used in single seat
fighter. Type
01 MK II
(Oscar).

HI No. 2„

Not known.

Not known.

Not known

.

3N_.

1936

1938

1936

1936
1936

1937

1936

1934

1934

1936

Used in Jap typo
88 2EB (Lily)—
Air to air and
Air to gnd.
VHF.

Bomber command

Fighter command.

Air to air, and to

ground. In
(Betty) medium
Bomber.

Air to ground on
medium bom-
bers.

Air to air and air

to ground.

Air to air and air

to ground in

Mitsubishi
bomber.

Naval air

do.

General—Air-Nav-
al Air-Gnd.

Air and Ground
inRCN bombers.

Naval air and
bombers.

Naval air

In dive bomber..

Used in type 97
single seat fight-

er (Nate).

Range miles

do.

do.

CW, MCW,
phone.

.do..

Phone only.

CW only —-p-

CW, MCW

RF coverage in MC Frequency shifting

capabilities
Present

frequency

Exact coverage un-
known.

CW-200, phone
100.

Purposely lim-

ited. Used
for short
range Fork
only.

CW, phone. 20

CW, MCW,
phone.

...do

...do

CW phone.

do
Phone only..

OW phone..

do

do

do

CW, only..

Phone only...

D/F naval
D/F and homing..

_do..

.do..

-do..

Aural and visual.

.do..

.do..

200 miles from
10,000 feet

on CW.

5-60

300

3.8-5.8—

5.0-7.0

XMTR — unknown,
Rec. — 1.5-6.7 (3

bands) Plug-in tray
of coils.

XMTR: 2.5-5.0 Fixed
coils—Receiver 1.5-

6.7 (Two sets of

plug-in coils).

Xmtr and receiver.

44.0-50.0.

Unknown.

.

One preset freq.

cannot be changed
in flight.

Preset—Not change- ' Number un-
able in flight. ' known.

One preset freq. can-
|

1 — Both
not be changed in XMTR and
flight. receiver.

do...

0.45-16.6—

Xmtr—5.0-6.93, Rec.
0.3-2.5, 1.5-15.0.

2 .0-6.0

0.22-0.5, 5.0-10.0-

29.5-52.5-

Xmtr—1.5-7. 5 (3

bands). Rec. 1.48—

7.3 (6 bands). Re-
ceiver uses plug-in

coil assemblies.

XMTR — 7.6-10.6,

Rec.—7.5-10.8.

30..

450-

150

4.0-5.0
Xmtr—4.2-5.0; Rec.-

4.2-5.0.

0.3-0.5; 5.0-10.0

Xmtr — 0.3-0.5; 5.0-

10.0; Rec.—5.0-10.0.

0. 1-0.5; 5.0-10.0

Instantaneous shift

to any of many
preset frequencies.

Antenna system Tuning MO or crystal Selc
(Number of crystals) : of re

Mast behind pilot’s

cockpit. (See re-

marks).

XTAL (number of
XTALS unknown). !

Crystal (number of '

crystals—1).

30-loot mast Crystal (number ot

crystals unknown) . i

Wire—Variometer
used to tune Ant. to
Sets frequency.

Has Ant. tuning unit
so sot may operate
on any length Ant.
Probably mast
used. Could use
trail wire also.

XMTR—crystal re-

ceiver—crystal con-
trolled. (1 crystal
for each).

Crystal (number of
crystals—2).

Many preset Variable—vortical on
frequencies. some planes, hori-

zontal on others.

Fair

Goo*

Preset— Not
changeable in

flight.

Preset — N o t

changeable in
flight.

Preset Freq. by
plug-in XTALS.

Plug-in crystals en-
able change to 2
frequencies quick-
ly.

Number un-
known.
do

Crystal (numbor of Fair
crystals Xmtr — 3
Rec.—3).

Fixed inverted
22.9 ft. long.

‘L
M

,

Unknown..

2 preset freq.,

both Xmtr.
and Receiv-
er.

Preset

.

Xmtr—5.0-10.0; Rec—
5.0-10.0.

7.635 and 0.458 (see re-

marks.)

Separato XTAL for

each frequency
used.

4 plug-in crystals.

Exact coverage un- Plug-in XTALS.
known. Had 2

;

XTALS for 4.810

and 4.835 MO.

1,250. Xmtr—2.5-15.0; Rec—
2.5-18.0.

1. 76-7. 5.

0.14-0.41; 0.55-1.5; 2.8-

7.7.

0.165-1.0 (2 bands)

0.17-0.46; 0.45-1.2.

0.18-2.8 (3 bands).

Number un-
known.

Unknown..

Fixed red and trailing

Crystal (number of

crystals unknown). :

do
j

Crystal (number of
crystals—2).

Ant. lead coils for vor-
tical “T” and invert-

ed “L” Ant Coils—
1.5-7.5 MC. Trail
wire Ant. may also

be used.
Trail or double wire—

i
MO or XTAL (num-
ber of crystals uu-
known)

.

MO or XTAL (MO
operation by remov-
ing XTALS) (num-
ber of XTALS un-
known).

Goo 5

Crystal (number of
crystals—2).

Crystal (number of
crystals unknown).

Crystal (number of
crystals unknown).

Crystal (number of
i

crystals—4).

Crystal -number of
crystals—1).

Crystal (number of
crystals unknown).

MO only..

598462°—4*4 (Face p. 815)
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Selectivity
of receiver

Sensitivity

of receiver
Receiving circuit Transmitter circuit

Frequency
stability

Meters used Power source Romarks

7 tube superhet. IF-
1500KO.

Operates on 1 preset
frequency XTAL
controlled.

3 tube.

Operates on 1 preset
frequency XTAL
controlled'

Fair_.

Good.

Fair_.

Fair__

Good-

Fair

Good- Good-

Poor_..

5 tube superhet. IF-
500KC.

5 tube superhet . 4 tubes.

5 tube superhet. RF,
convertor, IF, Det.
and AF. HF osc.

XTAL controlled.
Tubes used— 1- US-
657A 4—KC304A.

4 tube superhet. 6F7A
triode-pent. RF,
Conve rtor, IF ,

Det. and AF. Local
Osc. either MO or
XTAL controlled.

XTAL control— 4
tube superhet. Uses
6F7. HF Osc. Fre-
quency is fixed by
XTAL, and IF is

variable by tuning
cond.

5 tube double superhet.
2—IF Frequency.

4 tube

Hartley osc. Osc.- Poor.
807, plate mod. by
S07. No speech
Amp.

Hartley osc., UY- Xmtr —
807A, choke Mod. Poor. Re-
by a UY807A. ceiver fail’.

Two motor generator.
For Xmtr and receiver.
Use 12-volt plane bat-
teries for power.

XTAL control only.
3 tubes used, typo
807.

Crystal controlled su-
porhet.

6 tube superhet. IF-
2400 KC.

5 tube superhet. RF-
77, Mixer-6A7, IF-
78, Det. and BFO-
0F7, AF Output 41.

IF Freq.—100KC.

Superhet. IF—628KC.

MOPA.

4tuboMOPA. Osc.
UZ47GRF Amp.-
UY510B AF Amp.-
UY76 Mod.—UZ-
47D Supressor Grid
mod.

MOPA. XTAL
controlled.

2 tube

5 tube superhet.

do

tube..

MOPA: 1-UX 476;
3-UV816D; 1-UV
6GB.

MOPA 4 tubes

Pretuned. Cannot be
adjusted in flight.

7 Stages. 2 RF, Mixer
2 IF, Det.-AVC.

—

BFO and Push-pull
AF, Has IF XTAL
Filter.

GtubeTRF Has2RF
Amp. BFO and neon
peak limiter.

12 tube superhet

6 tube superhet.

MOPA Tri-tet osc.

and RF Amp.

Good

.

Volt- milliammetcr
which can be
switched into vari-

ous circuits for

metering.

Good..

Fair- Ant. motor provided
with separate
shunts on back.
Same meter can bo
used on othor
Transmitters.

Motor generator Hi volt-
age—600V. Tube Fila-
ments supplied from
separato SV winding on
motor generator.

Dynamotor: Supplies Hi
and Lo voltage for xmtr
and receiver—HiV-500V
LoV-13V.

Dynamotor. Supplies
Hi voltage for Xmtr
and receiver—700v. Low
voltage from planes bat-
tery—24 V.

Dynamotor.

Dynamotor. Provision
also made for use of
generator.

Xmtr—1000V—DC dy-
namotor from 100V DO
source. Receiver -250V
from 12VDC source.
Vibropac can power re-

ceiver if dynamotor
fails.

Dynamotor.

See remarks..

Very good construction.

Provides 2 way communication
from plane—Same Antenna used
on transmission and rocoption;
connections made by “Sond-
receive" switch. Side-tone pro-

vided—Components crampod
and inaccessible for servicing.

Appeared on planes early in 1942.

Transmitter and Receiver on 1

frame. Reported that phone
output can be scrambled.

Set can bo remotely controlled on
C\V, MCW, or phono. Re-
ceiver tuned manually. 1 set

captured used ceramic Insula-
tion thruout. Another usod
bakelite and is bolieved to bo of
later manufacture. Easier t.o

machine.
Main components of complete set

aro transmitter, receivor, power
unit, control unit, and antenna
tuning unit. Antenna dis-

connected from receiver by key-
ing relay. Can “Listen through”
while sending.

Manufactured in December 1942.

Entire set shows great improve-
ment over older equipment.
Simple to operato and maintain.
Design especially of Receiver
very modern. High grade
bakelite and ceramic insulating
material used throughout. On
receiver, a chart shows dial set-
ting of variable IF and proper
XTAL to uso to receive on cer-
tain frequency. Termed “Fly-
ing Mark 4”.

Positivo lead to PA stage keyed for

CW. PA grid modulated for

MCW. Plane engine has igni-

tion shielding.

Not D/F type. Usod in mod.
bomber. (Betty).

Transmitter and Receiver mount-
ed separately.

Sidotono provided for monitoring
on CW—800 cyclo modulation on
MOW. No remote control.

Transmitter and roceiver clamped
together on rack. Noon tuning
indicator in transmitter antenna
circuit. Provision for sidetone.
No shock mounting usod. Sus-
ceptible to damage by humidity
and extremes of temperature.
Many parts of German manu-
facture. Model 13.

Aviation 3.

No intercommunication system
provided for piano crew.

Transmitter and Receiver mount-
ed together on brass frame. De-
sign sound, but not advanced.
Components well made but in-
accessible for servicing.

Can be set up for operations as
shown in “RF coverage.” Alter-
nate set of 2 crystals provided for

operation on 7.43o and 16.680 MC.
Other parts consist of combined
generator and supply voltage
regulator, smoothing choko as-

sembly, remote control box, an-
tenna selector box, and separate
low frequency receiver. Parts
very inaccessible for servicing.
Workmanship good altho quality
of parts poor. Aviation Radio No.
2 .

Very modern, good construction.

Installed in fighters and largo air-

craft.

Installed in RCN or light bombor.
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Figure 364. Model 92 field telephone.

3. TELEPHONES, a. Model 92 (1932) tele-

phone (fig. 364). This telephone is of conven-

tional design and normally is used on a ground re-

turn circuit, although it may be used also on a me-

tallic circuit. It is equipped with a buzzer and key

arrangement for sending code. The complete unit

is encased in a metal-reinforced, wooden box, ap-

proximately 12 inches long, 5 inches wide, and 7

inches high. Directly beneath the aluminum cover

is a transmitter, handset receiver, extra single ear-

phone, and the buzzer key. Permanent lead-in wires

are fitted to the telephone to which the field wire is

attached. Current is supplied by a hand-cranked

Figure 365. Model 2 trench telephone.

generator w'hich generates ringing current rated at

55 volts A. C. It is not advisable, therefore, to use

this set with U. S. Army generators which deliver up

to 90 volts A. C. It will, however, receive and trans-

mit clearly over U. S. Army circuits, being equipped

with two 1% volt dry cell batteries which furnish 3

volts when connected in series. These batteries

normally are connected in parallel and are stored on
a metal rack inside the cabinet. Compared with Al-

lied standards, the general mechanical construction

of the set is inferior. It has been found that the

hand-switch on the handset receiver causes frequent

cut-outs as well as noise during operation. The set

is contained in a heavy leather carrying case and
may be carried easily by one man. A new carrying

case, composed of layers of rubberized canvas, also

has been observed. This material will withstand

tropical climate much better than leather. The com-
plete set weighs approximately 12 pounds.

b. Model 2 (1942) trench telephone (fig.

365). This telephone normally is used with a

ground-return circuit, although it may be employed
with a metallic circuit. The unit is contained in a

w ooden cabinet, with metal-reinforced corners. The
handset; batteries; and generator, bell, condenser,

and induction coil are housed in three compartments.

The set may be operated on local or common bat-

tery circuits, while magneto signaling facilities also

are included. The generator hand crank folds up
and fits within the generator armature shaft. A
fiber driving gear on the generator eliminates noise

to some extent during cranking.

c. Sound-powered telephone (fig. 366). The
microphone of the sound-powered telephone, de-

riving its energy directly from the sound waves, is a

reversion to the original principle of the telephone in

that the receiver unit is used also as a microphone.
The instrument consists of a handset, with a single

dual-purpose operating unit and an additional unit
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Figure 366. Complete assembly of sound-powered telephone.

as an extra receiver. It is used to provide inter-

communication within vehicles, or over short lines

when circumstances require rapid and simple set-

ting-up and disconnection.

d. Lip microphone. This carbon type micro-

phone is attached to a leather and elastic strap.

Total weight is approximately 3^2 ounces. Other

than the fact that it is used with head receivers,

there is nothing to indicate for what purpose it was
intended. However, since the output of this micro-

phone is low, it is possible that it may he used in

connection with radio equipment in armored ve-

hicles.

4. SWITCHBOARDS. The Japanese have field

switchboards, but in place of these they frequently

connect field telephones together to form a party-

line system. At higher headquarters and large air-

fields commercial switchboards and pole lines of

open wire construction have been used.

5. TELEGRAPH SETS. Figure 367 illustrates

the Model 95 set which can he used in conjunction
with Model 92 telephone. The set has a built in

key arrangement. It probably is used by lower
units for administrative traffic.

6. SIGNAL LAMPS, a. Portable signal
lamp. This lamp, provided with universal adjust-

ment, is mounted on a tripod and powered by a hand
generator. At the front, a hinged cover, equipped
with a shutter adjustable to 6°, controls the intensity

of light. A reflector and 6-volt lamp, rated ap-

proximately 32 candlepower, are contained inside
the housing. Usually 3 different-colored filters

—

green, amber, and red—are provided with each
lamp. A metal-reinforced wooden cabinet, 10%
inches long, 5% inches high, and 8% inches wide,
is provided for the equipment with the exception
of the generator.

b. Hand signal lamp. This small pocket lamp
measures 3 !/*> inches long. While resembling a
cylindrical flashlight, it contains no batteries; in-

Figure 367. Model 9.5 telegraph set with sound and buzzer.
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Figure 368. Portable signal lamp, (a) Signal lamp, (b) Key with lock device, (c) Carrying case with spare lamp, eyepieces,

filters, etc., (d) Filters; red, amber and green, ( e ) Hand generator.

stead, a cord, connected to an external battery,

passes through the hollow wooden handle. The
3.5-volt bulb and reflector are of conventional de-

sign. Installed in front of the bulb is a glass filter,

divided into red, blue, amber, and clear sectors. A
cover, in front of the filter, can be revolved so that

its opening will disclose a lighted segment of the

desired color. Signaling is accomplished by a com-

bination push button and slide switch on the side of

the case. This lamp should be useful at short range,

hut the degree of security would be limited by the

fact that its beam is not highly directional.

7. FIELD WIRE. The three principal types of

field wire in general use are as follows:

a. Assault wire. Assault wire is very small in

diameter. It consists of a single conductor and is

composed of 8 strands (1 copper and 7 steel) with

an outer covering of yellow-colored braid. This

wire is for ground-return circuits and is used be-

tween regiments and forward units.

b. Seven-strand wire. This single conductor,

7-strand wire (3 copper and 4 steel) is larger in

diameter than assault wire. The wire is rubber in-

sulated, and tests have shown that the insulation

resistance can remain high throughout a 14-day

immersion period. It has an outer covering of yellow

colored braid. Tensile strength of the wire is high,

hut its abrasion resistance is low, and its electrical

characteristics are not as good as indicated by its

construction. This wire is for ground-return circuits

and is used between regimental and battalion head-

quarters.

c. Heavy wire. Heavy wire, consisting of two

rubber-insulated, solid conductors (one black, the

other red), is used for metallic circuits, probably

between division and higher headquarters as w'ell

as at the larger airfields. It has an outer covering

of green-colored braid.

8. CABLE. Different types of cables are used by

the Japanese for various purposes. Figures 369

and 370 show types used and their characteristics.

9. WIRE REEL UNITS. The Japanese use

various types of hand wire reel units, most of which

appear to be designed primarily for handling single

conductor wire.

a. Hand wire reel unit. The reel is carried on

the shoulders, or to one side of the body, by means

of a broomstick handle and it will hold approxi-

mately 1,600 feet of the larger diameter, yellow-

braided, field wire. No crank is provided for con-

venient recovery of the wire. Perforations on the

head and splines of the drum tend to damage the in-

sulation if the wire is stored on the reel for any

length of time. This unit, which is light in weight

and not very rugged, can readily be dismantled

without the use of tools. (See fig. 371.)

b. Head wire reel. The unit (see fig. 372)

is solidly made of pressed metal, with leather straps

for carrying on the chest or hack. This reel evi-

dently is designed for use by troops in forward areas

and normally is carried on the back to allow free use

of the hands. (See fig. 372.) When recovering

wire, for which purpose a handle is provided, the

reel normally is carried on the chest. The reel may
he folded up when not in use.

10. AIRPLANE PANELS. Cloth air-ground

panels are usually 1% to 3 feet wide and 6% to

13 feet long. Some shorter panels, and some tri-

angular panels 3 to 6)4 feet on each side, have been

used. In most cases panels are white, but other

colors, contrasting to the terrain, also may be used.

When regular panels are not available, rags, maps,
or pieces of paper may he substituted. On occasion,

Japanese soldiers have been observed to lie on the

ground to form panel signals.
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Figure 371. Hand wire reel unit with broomstick handle.

11. SIGNAL FLAGS. Two small hand flags, one
red and the other white, are used for semaphore.
For signaling Morse Code a large red and white
flag, on a bamboo shaft about 5 feet long, is utilized.

12. MILITARY DOGS. Trained dogs, used to

some extent for carrying messages, are cared for and
trained by the division signal unit.

13. PIGEONS. Pigeons, also, are used for carry-
ing messages.

14. HAND GENERATORS, a. Model “F”.
1 his simple and compact hand-driven generator,
which weighs only 16 pounds, delivers 24 watts. It

serves as a source of filament voltage (3 volts) and
of plate voltage (125 volts). The mechanical trans-

mission between driving handle and armature con-
sists of 4 geared wheels, 2 of which are fiber, the
others steel. According to the name plate, the normal
rate of turning is 70 revolutions per minute, giving
an armature speed of 5,200 revolutions per minute.
Harness is provided for carrying the generator and
for fastening it to a support. It is possible for a man
to work the generator when the straps are slipped

over his shoulders, with the base resting against his
chest.

Figure 373. Model “F” hand generator right side view
showing crank handle in place.
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15. BATTERY CHARGER. Two charging cir-

cuits are provided. One uses a Tungar, half-wave

rectifier, delivering 14 volts at 6 amperes. Ihe

other circuit uses a type 83, mercury-vapor, full-

wave rectifier, delivering 130 to 160 volts at 0.1

ampere. Component parts are mounted on an

angle-iron framework which fits into a metal car-

rying case. The case is provided with ventilating

apertures, 3 weatherproof receptacles, a door at the

rear, and a leather carrying handle. The charger

is capable of charging one 12-volt storage battery

and one storage “B” battery at an average effi-

ciency of 30 percent. This efficiency compares fa-

vorably with that of half-wave Tungar chargers of

American manufacture. The switching arrange-

ment controlling the active turns in the transformer

primaries allows operation of the charger from three

different line voltages.

Battery charger, jront view, showing controls.Figure 374.

16. POWER UNIT S—DUAL VOLTAGE
BC(1300V/12V). This is a completely self-

contained, rope-starting, power unit, consisting of a

single cylinder of 1.9/ /-inch bore x 2.0-inch stroke.

The air-cooled gasoline engine is coupled directly

to a straight-shunt, 2-pole-field, dual-voltage 1300-

V/12V generator, inclosed in an aluminum hous-

ing. Engine and generator are ruggedly con-

TM-E 30-480
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structed and supported, indicating long-life opera-

tion. This unit can be used to furnish plate voltage

to U. S. Army SCR 177.

17. PYROTECHNIC SIGNALS. The Japa-

nese make much use of pyrotechnic signals. Projec-

tion is achieved by means of Models 10 and 89

Grenade Dischargers, both of which are common
infantry weapons.

Listed below are some of the pyrotechnic signals

which can be used in grenade dischargers. They

frequently have been referred to by the Japanese as

dragons. The nature of the signal may be ascer-

tained by two methods: (a) by color hands painted

on the body, (b) by designs embossed on the cover

(for use in the dark).

Signal Color bands on body

Black smoke, parachute One wide black hand.

White star, parachute One wide white band.

White star One narrow' white band.

White star, double Two narrow white bands.

White star, triple Three narrow white bands.

Orange smoke, parachute One wide yellow band.

Green star, parachute One wide green band.

Green star, single One narrow' green band.

Green star, double Two narrow green bands.

Red star, parachute One wide red band.

Red star, triple Three narrow red bands.

Signal pistol, 35-mm (1.38-inch) parachute and

cluster “stars” in red, white, or green colors, with

a burning time of from 4 to 15 seconds, are reported

to exist. The cartridge closely resembles a shot-

gun shell. Model 97 (1937) signal pistol: One and

three barrel models of this newer type signal pistol

have been reported. The pistol is well made of a

good grade of steel with an excellent finish: its over-

all length is 9 13
,1 G inches, and its weight is 1 pound

13 ounces.
Section V

ENGINEER EQUIPMENT

1. GENERAL, a. Japanese engineers are well-

equipped and are armed as infantry. They have

shown outstanding ability in both the construc-

tion and demolition of bridges. On the other hand,

airfields and roads so far encountered have not been

up to Allied standards in speed of construction or

serviceability. This may be attributable to the

fact that the Japanese have depended more on manual

labor than on heavy equipment, which they have not

taken into forward areas in any quantity.

b. The construction of field fortifications has

been very highly developed, and even at remote

points Japanese engineers have been successful in

constructing first class defense positions from ma-

terial immediately available. (For detailed de-

scriptions of various kinds of Japanese defensive

constructions, see part 2, secs. Ill and IV, chapter 7)

.

C. Engineers are also well-equipped with a wide

variety of explosive charges and other material fur

assault and demolition tasks.

d. The shipping engineers (Sempaku Kohei) are

specially trained and equipped to operate a large
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Figure 375. Dual voltage (1300V/12V) DC power unit.
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Figure 377. 35->nm (1.38-inch) signal pistol.

to

Figure 376. Pyrotechnic signal for use in grenade dischargers.
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Figure 378. Model 97 signal pistol with various types of signal cartridges.

variety of transport craft, including landing barges.

(For a chart showing specifications of all known
types of Japanese landing craft, see chapter 8, fig.

157).

e. Pictures and detailed descriptions of certain

items of engineer equipment will he found on the

following pages.

2. AMPHIBIOUS EQUIPMENT,
a. Bridges. (1) Assault bridges. Several different

models have been developed and standardized. Two
types are illustrated in figures 379 and 380. One
type is made of lengths of steel tubing, supported by

hags filled with kapok. The sections are joined to-

gether and afterwards locked. They are light enough

to be carried easily by foot soldiers. Crossings of

streams 100 feet and more in width are reported

possible with this type of bridge.

The foot bridge illustrated in figure 380 is sup-

ported by floats, each of which can be carried by one
foot soldier. This type is for infantry only.

(2) Ponton bridges. The heavier bridge is

suitable for artillery and heavy equipment. The
boats which support it are of standard sizes, espe-
cially developed for this work. One type, designed
for transport by wagon, has 2 bow sections, each 8.7
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Figure 379. Assault bridges for infantry.
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Figure 380. Small ponton bridge.

feet long, and 2 center sections, each 7.1 feet long.

This boat weighs 1,650 pounds complete. An even

larger boat of this type, which also comes in 4
sections, is 45 feet long and weighs 6,800 pounds
complete. Another type is designed for packing by
horses; it has 2 bow sections, each 4.4 feet long, and
3 center sections, each 4 feet long. The complete
boat weighs 921 pounds, and is slightly over 20 feet

in length. An even lighter version also exists.

(3) Improvised trestle bridges. The Japanese
are skilled in the construction of wooden trestle

bridges (fig- 381) which they erect with great ra-

pidity from materials prepared beforehand or avail-

aide locally. Joints usually are lashed with straw

rope, and occasionally are strengthened with iron

pins. Such trestles are found serving as approaches
to ponton bridges in wide river beds; in shallow

rivers they may be several hundred feet in length.

Despite their flimsy appearance they are capable of

supporting artillery and other heavy equipment.

(4) Sectionalized steel bridges. Prefabricated

steel bridges are used by the Japanese, but not as

widely as by some other Armies. One truss-con-

struction, portable, steel bridge is 48 feet long and

weighs 820 pounds.

b. Assault boats. (1) Collapsible boats. Sev-

eral types of collapsible boats have been developed.

One of these, model F (fig. 382) is an outstanding

example of assault boat design, and is very widely

utilized. The boat, divided into two sections, each

of which collapses flat on itself, (fig. 383) is indi-

vidually floatable. Each section is 13.6 feet long,

4.75 feet wide, and 2.18 feet high. The wooden
frame is braced, and all joints are bonded with rub-

ber. The boat will hold 20 men, and it is esti-

mated that 9 such boats could be loaded flat on a

2 ton truck. Light outboard motors have been used

to propel this boat. Three types of rubber (pneu-

matic) boats, of from 1- to 10-man capacity, are in

use. These are similar in construction to the rub-

ber boats used by other Armies.

(2) Demountable boats. Japanese engineers also

operate a variety of demountable motor boats, fit-

ted with outboard and inboard motors of various

kinds. One small. 30-foot boat breaks into 4 sec-

tions and is propelled by an outboard motor. Some
of the outboard motors are arranged for animal
pack. Another larger type breaks into only 2 sec-

tions; the stern section is fitted with a 4-cylinder,

inboard gasoline engine of 30 horsepower. It is
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Figure 381. Improvised trestle bridge.

not believed that any of these demountable boats

permanently mount any weapons.

c. Landing barges. (1) Japanese engineers

operate a large variety of landing barges, which have
been employed extensively in various theaters. Since

Allied air superiority has seriously interfered with

Japanese use of transports in many theaters, landing
barges generally have been employed for the supply

and evacuation of their forward areas. As many as

500 of these craft have been found congregated in

one port.

{2 1 Some of the design features of these small
vessels are of interest. The landing-barge screw
shown in figure 384 is designated for operation in
shallow waters and affords maximum protection to
the screw. 'I he Japanese generally are credited with
the development of the folding ramp, which now is

used so extensively.

(3) A typical landing barge is the Daihatsu
Model A (Army). This Daihatsu is probably in
wider use than any other type; the picture in figure
385 gives a general idea of it.

Figure 382. Model F, collapsible assault boat.
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Figure 383. Half of collapsible assault boat, model F, completely folded.

Figure 384. Landing barge screw.
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Figure 385. Daihatsu model A (Army) landing barge.

Figure 386. Daihatsu model A landing barge, showing armor plate protecting controls.
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(4) The specifications of the Daihatsu illus-

trated in figure 385 are as follows:

Length 49 feet (approximately).

Beam 11 to 12 feet.

Height 6.5 feet (approximately).

Draft 3 to 4 feet.

Freeboard 1.5 to 2 feet amidships.

Speed 6 knots (cruising (10 knots maxi-

mum) empty).
Engine Diesel, 6 cylinder, 60 to 80 horse-

power, preferred. Some may have
heavy oil, electric ignition, or

gasoline engines.

Capacity 100 to 120 men (short hauls only)

40 to 50 men on longer trips, or

10 to 15 tons, or 1 light tank (7 to

9 tons), or 1 150-mm howitzer

(6 to 7 tons, complete).

Crew 5 to 7 men.
Armament Not standardized. However, at least

two machine guns, or one or two
13-mm heavy machine guns. Fire

from 20-mm guns has been en-

countered from this type, and
on several occasions 37-mm guns
have been found.

Armor A vertical shield of steel, .12 to

.36 inch thick, usually pro-

tects the coxswain and control

gear from frontal fire. Occa-
sionally this type has steel plates,

15 inches by 12 inches, .36 inch

thick, hooked to the gunwales.

Construction Based on standard Japanese fishing

boat design, this landing barge

has been developed over a long

period of years. The metal hull,

about .2 inch thick, is of weld-

ed steel plate, supported by heavy-

wooden braces. The twin keels

at the bow are of heavier steel

and are riveted. The bow ramp
is of wood, and the sides above

the waterline are covered with
timber. The Daihatsu has an
open cockpit in the middle, with

a watertight compartment at each

end. The engine room at the

rear is steel decked.

This clumsy looking vessel is surprisingly versatile,

and will stand a great deal of abuse. Its heavy,

double-keeled bow and protected screw make it very

serviceable in shoaly, rock-infested waters.

3. CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT, a.

Rollers. Various types of road rollers, of small,

medium, and large sizes, have been encountered. All

are of simple and sturdy design. The small roller

shown in figure 388 weighs about 9 tons and is

powered with a Ford model B, 4-cylinder, gasoline

engine. The medium roller shown in figure 389,

about 18 tons in weight, is Diesel powered. Larger

rollers also have been captured.

b. Prime movers. For detailed specifications,

see section III of this chapter.

c. Power rock crushers. Power rock crushers

of rather small capacity, but of good construction,

have been seen. Power is furnished by small Diesel

motors. These rock crushers are found mounted in

pairs, usually on a platform.

d. Concrete mixers. Portable concrete mixers

(fig. 390) of various types have been developed by

Japanese engineers. The mixers, some of which are

Diesel-powered, can be moved easily from one job

to another and erected on a platform to facilitate

pouring. Some army types are mounted permanently

on trucks.

e. Portable railroads. Japanese engineers

make extensive use of portable railroads of various

kinds. One standardized type has a gauge of two
feet. Rails are small in section, weighing about

10 pounds per foot, and are 18 feet in length. They
usually are laid for temporary use. Switch sections

are prefabricated. Light flatcars, 4 feet wide and 6

Figure 387. Yamasen model E flat-bottom landing barge.
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Figure 388. Small gasoline roller.

feet long, are used on this type of portable railroad.

Racks or sideboards can be fitted to give increased

capacity to the flatcars. Such light cars can be

pushed by manpower, or pulled by small, gasoline-

powered locomotives.

f. Mobile power driven saw. The power saw
is another piece of Japanese construction equipment

used in forward areas, where defenses must be con-

structed of heavy logs. Power is furnished by a

small gasoline motor. In rear areas, larger circular

saws, permanently installed and driven by belt from

Diesel motors, will be found.

g. Mobile well driller. The heavy, mobile,

power-operated well driller is used in favorable ter-

rain. Power is furnished by the truck engine, which
drives an air compressor connected with a large com-
pressed air tank.

h. Miscellaneous construction equipment.
A wide variety of miscellaneous equipment for con-

struction of bridges, defense works, roads, and air-
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fields has been developed by Japanese engineers.

In the forward areas so far overrun, however, main
reliance has been placed on labor troops rather than

on mobile equipment. Moreover, it is felt that Japa-

nese engineers have not developed prime movers and

earth-moving equipment of the heaviest variety, al-

though medium-weight equipment of these cate-

gories has been identified.

4. MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT, a.

Electric power units. Electric generating units,

both mobile and heavy, usually Diesel powered, are

in w ide use. They usually are of standard design

and are utilized to supply light and power for a

variety of purposes. On one island fortress, Diesel-

powered generator units ranged from 20 to 100

KVA, all 2,300 volts, 3-phase. 50-cvcle. Under-

ground cables led to intermediate transformer

vaults, where the current was stepped down to

110/220 volts for consumption by gun-turret mo-
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Figure 391. Field ice plant.

tors and communications equipment. Searchlights

were DC arc type, with motor generator converters.

A large number of battery-charging panels served

to charge batteries for communication equipment.

b. Ice plants. Ice plants of varying capacities

have been found on several islands occupied by the

Japanese. These are well-constructed (fig. 391),
and some of them have been used by our troops for

long periods.

5. DEMOLITION EQUIPMENT. Japanese

demolition equipment is similar to that of other

Armies, but unusual attention has been given to

small demolition charges employed in assault tasks.

Much use is made of picric acid, and serious efforts

have been made to preserve this compound from

moisture. Plastic explosives also have been used by

the Japanese for some time. Although electric det-

onators have been well developed, the Japanese take

a very practical view of equipment of this nature,

and therefore have retained friction-type igniters in

many instances because of their simplicity.

a. Small charges. In addition to those de-

scribed in section I, chapter 9, a variety of small

charges, in either block or cylindrical form, are

available. Picric acid, TNT, and toluol cheddite*

‘Ammonium perchlorate 76 percent.

are used in these charges, some typical specifica-

tions of which are as follow's:

(1) Block charges.

Length 2.8 inches.

Width 1.6 inches.
Thickness 2 inches.
Weight Picric acid and TNT .44 pound.

Toluol cheddite* .42 pound.

(2) Cylindrical charges.

Length 4.6 inches.
Diameter 1.2 inches.
Weight Picric acid and TNT .22

pound. Toluol cheddite*

.20 pound.

1 here are several containers for these small charges.
One zinc can. wired for an electric detonator, has
the following specifications:

Length 8.2 inches.
Width 2.2 inches.

Thickness 3 inches.

This can contains three of the block charges men-
tioned in (1) above and is very widely used.

b. Large charges. In addition to the bangalore
torpedo described in section IV, much larger demo-
lition charges in this form are used by engineers.
One large bangalore torpedo consists of 4 sections

and a detonator. Each section contains 10 of the

cylindrical charges described in a (2) above. The
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assembled torpedo is 34 feet long and weighs 225

pounds. Other large charges are assembled in vari-

ous forms as needed, with the addition of plastic

explosive when necessary.

c. Plastic explosive. This explosive has the

following composition

:

Cyclonite 80 percent.

Vegetable oil binder 20 percent.

It is issued in rolls. 4 inches by 1.12 inches, each

roll weighing .25 pound. These rolls are indi-

vidually wrapped in parchment and in turn wrapped
in a paper package.

d. Detonators, (1) Nonelectric. Several types

have been recovered. One very large, non-electric

detonator has the following specifications:

Length 2.7 inches.

Diameter 0.3 inch.

Contents Fulminate of mercury—88 grams
PETN—4 grams.

This detonator is made of brass.

(21 Electric. There are a number of types and

sizes. Model 97 (1937) electric detonator has outer

and inner cases, both of brass, and has the follow-

ing specifications:

Length 3.25 inches.

Diameter . . .. 0.27 inch.

Contents _ Fulminate of mercury— 3.93

grams, fulminate of mercun
plus a deadening agent—0.28

grams. PETN—1.98 grams.

These detonators, each individually wrapped, are

packed 10 in a waxed cardboard box, inside a

metal container. Such detonators may be used

with electric blasting machines, of which a variety

are available.

(31 Pull igniters. These are very widely em-

ployed. One type consists of a brass body, with a

red plastic outer sleeve. One end of the screw cap

is fitted with an eye for attaching a trip cord. At-

tached to the inside of the cover is a short pull string

which projects through a small pellet of friction ig-

nition composition. When the sanded end of the

string is drawn through the pellet, it: ignites and

flashes through the igniter body. The assembled

igniter is 2.75 inches long, and .30 inch in di-

ameter.

(4) Several types of slow burning and instan-

taneous fuzes have been developed. The instan-

taneous type I Primacord i is protected by a rubber-

impregnated. hemp thread cover.

6. SURVEYING, MAP-MAKING, AND RE-
PRODUCING EQUIPMENT. Japanese tran-

sits, theodolites, map-sCribers, and reproducers are

of good quality and workmanship. In design and

development the Japanese have closely followed or

even duplicated European or American patterns,

and calibrations and markings usually are in Arabic

numerals. Allied engineers have no difficulty in

making good use of these instruments in the field.

Section VI. CAVALRY AND
RECONNAISSANCE

1. GENERAL. The Japanese have given much
thought to the cavalry arm, which is particularly

useful in Manchuria and North China. Their spe-

cially bred cavalry horses, the get of Anglo-Arabian
sires and native mares, average about 14.3 hands
(approx. 57 inches). They have proved satisfac-

tory, since they are sturdy, enduring, and relatively

speedy.

2. SADDLES. The saddle (weight about 46
pounds with saddle bags, etc. ) shows evidence of

both English and American design (fig. 392).

3. SABER. The saber is a combination of a

European type hilt with a Japanese cutting blade.

It is 40 inches in length and weighs 3.13 pounds
(fig. 393).

4. OTHER EQUIPMENT, a. The individual

trooper carries model 44 (1911) 6.5-mm cavalry

carbine. (See sec. II. chap. 9. ) The horse artillery

of the cavalry brigade is armed with a 75-mm field

gun, which is a variation of model 38. It is possible

that model 95 (1935 l 75-mm field gun also is used

by these units. Light and heavy machine guns are

standard equipment of cavalry brigades.

b. The Japanese have formed reconnaissance

units which contain both mounted troops and mo-
torized units. In these latter units, tankettes, and
possibly armored cars (see sec. IV, chap. 91, will

be found. Personnel of such units are armed like

the horse troops, except that the saber may be

omitted.

Section VII. AUTOMOTIVE AND LAND
TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT

1. G E N E R A L. a. Although the automotive
manufacturing industry was comparatively new in

Japan, considerable progress had been made by the

end of 1944. Both Ford and General Motors had
maintained large assembly plants in Japan proper

for many years, and very large numbers of the

trucks produced by these plants naturally are used

now by the Japanese Army. In addition, very large

numbers of European and American motor vehicles

were captured by the Japanese in their advance

southward.

b. All motor vehicles manufactured in Japan are

right-hand drive. They have comparatively high

ground clearance and small turning radii. The
Diesel is the preferred power unit for heavy vehicles,

and many are so fitted. Power-weight ratios gen-

erally are not good, and tires often are overloaded.

Power take-off systems of various kinds often are
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Figure 392. Standard cavalry saddle.

found. Hydraulic foot brakes were not installed

until recent years; many vehicles still are equipped
with mechanical brakes. Because of local regula-

tions. the emergency, or handbrake, is always entirely

separate from the main braking system and is me-
chanically actuated.

C. Because of gasoline shortages, charcoal and
wood gas producers began to be installed in 1937.
By 1942, all non-military vehicles had been con-

verted to their use, and it seems probable that many
military vehicles now operating in Japan proper are

using self-generating fuel systems.

2. PASSENGER CARS. a. Japanese model
95 (1935) 4 x 4 scout car. This lightweight,

unarmed, reconnaissance vehicle (fig. 394) was de-

veloped after the Manchurian Incident, when the

need for an all-purpose scout car became pressing.

Its air-cooled engine oilers many advantages for

operations in Manchuria and North China, where
very low temperatures often are experienced. Ini-

tial difficulties with the four-wheel drive, particularly

with the front universal joints, are believed to have
been overcome. Special tires, with heavy rubber
lugs, are provided for exceptionally difficult terrain.

Specifications
General

:

Weight. 2,310 pounds, complete.

Length 134 inches.

Width 60 inches.
Height 66 inches.

Clearance 9 inches.
Tread 50 incites.

Wheelbase 79 inches.
Engine:

Type 4 cycle, gasoline, air-cooled.
Number of cyl- 2. set at 45 degree angle,

inders.

Horsepower Maximum. 33 at 3,300 r. p. m.
Compression ra- 5 to 1.

tio.

Fuel capacity 13 gallons.
Chassis :

6.83 to 1.Final drive re-

duction.

Transmission

Brakes

Selective, standard, 3 for-

ward and 1 reverse.

Mechanical : service, exter-

nal contracting; emer-
gency, internal expanding
on driveshaft.

b. Standard Nissan 5 passenger sedan.
First produced in 1937, the Nissan (fig. 395) has
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figure 303. Standard cavalry saber.
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had several modifications, but no major improve-

ments. The design, and the tools to make it, were

purchased from the Graham-Paige Co., which de-

signed and tooled up for this model in 1935. hut

never went into production. The design is not re-

markable in any way: from modern standards the

power-weight ratio is poor.

Specifications

General

:

Weight 3,108 pounds.

Length (over-

all) 186 inches.

Width 67.5 inches.

Height 69 inches.

Wheelbase 110 inches.

Clearance 8 inches.

Tread 56.5 inches.

Engine:
Type 4 cycle, gasoline, 6 cylinder,

“L” head (Side valve).

This possibly might be re-

placed by the Toyoda en-

gine, an overhead valve

type which is an exact

copy of 1939 Chevrolet.
Horsepower 85 maximum.
Bore 82-mrn (3.23 inches).
Stroke 114-mm (4.49 inches).
Displacement 3,670-cc (224 cubic inches).

Compression
ratio 6.5 to 1.

Electric system 6 volts.

Chassis:

Final drive re-

duction 4.09 to 1.

Transmission Selective, standard shift, 3
forward, 1 reverse.

Brakes Hydraulic; emergency is

mechanical, internal-ex-

panding on driveshaft.

c. Model 93 (1933) Staff car. This 6-wheeled

staff car (fig. 396) was developed over a period of

years. Originally, Hudson and Studebaker chassis

were used, but a Japanese chassis ultimately was
developed. Available specifications indicate a poor
power-weight ratio, and a performance not compa-
rable with that of any U. S. command car. How-

ever, this vehicle has not yet been reported from the

field, and improved models may exist.

Specifications

General

:

Weight 5,720 pounds.

Length (over-all) 17 feet 8 inches.

Width (over-all) 6 feet 4 inches.

Height (over-all) 6 feet 6 inches.

Wheelbase 8 feet 11 inches.

Clearance 11 inches.

Tread 5 feet 1 inch.

Engine:
Type -Gasoline, 6 cylinder,“L”head

(side valve) water-cooled.

Horsepower 68 maximum.
Bore 90-mm (3.54 inches).

Stroke 115-mm (4.53 inch).

Displacement 4.790-cc (292 cubic inches).

Compression ra- 5.1 to 1.

tio.

Electrical sys- 12 volts,

tern.

Chassis:
Final drive re- 5.25 to 1.

duction.
Transmission Standard, 4 forward 1 re-

verse.

Brakes;
Foot Mechanical, expanding type.

Emergency Mechanical, contracting type.

3. TRUCKS, a. Model 94 (1934) fi x 4 truck.

The development of this chassis (fig. 397 I . in which

the rear 4 wheels drive and the 2 front wheels only

steer, has been progressing for more than 15 years.

In recent years an attempt has been made to dis-

tribute this vehicle to commercial users, and prior

to 1941 a substantial subsidy was paid to private

purchasers. Initial difficulties with the final drive

now have been overcome, and the vehicle is reliable,

although the power-weight ratio is not good.

Ground clearance is unusually high, and one or more

auxiliary transmissions can be fitted. More pow-

erful Diesel engines than those mentioned in the

specifications now may be in use. The chassis of the

Model 94 is the basic one for the Japanese Army’s

armored car.

Specifications

Type A ( gasoline )
Type B ( Diesel )

7,500 pounds 8,170 pounds.

17 feet 8 inches* 17 feet 8 inches.

6 feet 2 inches 6 feet 2 inches.

7 feet 4 inches 7 feet 4 inches.

9 feet 2 inches 9 feet 2 inches.

11 inches 11 inches.

4 feet 11 inches 4 feet U inches.

Gasoline, 6 cylinder “L” head (side valve) Diesel, 4 cylinder.

water-cooled. Overhead valve, water-cooled.

68 maximum 70 maximum.
90-mm (3.54 inches) 105-mm (4.13 inches).

115-mm (4.53 inches) 140-mm (5.51 inches)

.

. 1390-cc (268 cubic inches) 1850-cc 1 296 cubic inches)

.

. 5.25 to 1 I7 to 1.

. 12 volts 12 volts.

General :

Weight
Leigth
Width
Height
Wheelbase
Clearance
Tread

Engine:
Type

Horsepower
Bore
Stroke
Displacement
Compression ratio—
Electrical system

Chassis:

Final drive reduction.

Transmission
Brakes:

Foot
Hand

8.33 to 1 •-

Standard, 4 forward, 1 reverse.

Mechanical, expanding
Mechanical, contracting

6.75 to 1.

Standard, 4 forward. 1 reverse.

Mechanical, expanding.
Mechanical, contracting.

*Truck shown in figure 397 measures 16 feet 3 inches long.
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Figure 396. Model 93 i 1933) staff car.

Figure 395. Standard Nissan 5-passenger sedan.
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Figure 397. Model 94 (1934) 6 x 4 truck.

b. Model 97 (1937) Nissan 4x2 cab-over-
engine truck. The original model, produced in

1937, was a combination of Graham-Paige and
Japanese designs. The cab-over-engine design was
adopted because of the narrowness of Japanese
roads. The whole front axle assembly proved to

be too light, however, and great difficulty was en-

countered in maintaining the alignment of the front

wheels to prevent excessive tire wear. An im-

proved model of more conventional design w'as

finally developed, but a very large number of the

original models still are being used by the Japanese

Army. The power-weight ratio of the Model 97 is

not good.

Specifications (104 inch wheelbase model)

General :

Weight 2.880 pounds.

Length (chassis) 169.5 inches.

Width 80 inches.

Height
Wheelbase 104 inches.

Clearance 9V> inches.

Tread 54.7 inches.

Maximum speed- 50 miles per hour.

Engine:
Type Gasoline, 6 cylinder, “L”

head (side valve) water-
cooled.

Horsepower 85 maximum.
Bore 82-mm (3.23 inches).
Stroke 114-mm (4.49 inches).
Displacement-— 3670-cc (224 cubic inches) .

Compression ra-

tio 6.5 to 1.

Electrical sys-

tem 6 volts.

Chassis:
Final drive re-

duction 6.19 to 1.

Transmission Standard, 4 forward 1 re-
verse.

Brakes:
Foot Hydraulic.

Hand Mechanical.

c. Model 1 (1941) 4x2 Toyoda truck. After

disastrous experiments with a truck of their own
design, the Toyoda Company finally produced this

model (fig. 398), almost an exact copy of the 1939

Chevrolet.

Some manufacturing difficulties have been encoun-

tered, and the present power-weight ratio is not con-

sidered satisfactory.

Specifications

General

:

Weight
Length
Width
Height
Wheelbase.
Clearance-
Tread

Engine:
Type

Horsepower
Bore
Stroke
Displacement
Compression ra-

tio

Electrical sys-

tem
Chassis:

Final drive re-

duction
Transmission

Brakes

:

Foot
Hand

5.500 pounds.
18 feet 10 inches.

6 feet 4 inches.

7 feet 5 inches.

15 feet 6 inches.

9 inches.

6 feet 1 inch.

Gasoline, 6 cylinder, “L”
head (side valve) water-
cooled.

78 maximum.
3.31 inches.

4.00 inches.

206 cubic inches.

6 to 1.

6 volts.

6.167 to 1.

Standard, 4 forward 1 re-

verse.

Hydraulic.
Mechanical.

4. TRAILERS, a. Model 94 (1934) % ton
tracked trailer. This trailer (fig. 399) has been
designed especially for towing behind the various
model tankettes. In China, it has been used exten-
sively for transportation of supplies and ammuni-
tion. The body of the trailer appears to be of
pressed steel construction, and the suspension con-
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Figure 398. Possible Model 1 (1941) 4x2 Toyoda truck.
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sists of 2 bogie wheels -with front and rear idlers.

Track is similar to that used on the tankette.

b. 2-wheel trailer. This 2-wheel trailer (fig.

400) is designed especially for high-speed transport.

It is of metal construction and is equipped with

pneumatic-type tires.

5. MOTORCYCLES, a. M o d e 1 97 (1937)

motorcycle. Japanese military motorcycles (fig.

401) are adaptations of Harley-Davidson designs.

Several models, between 1,000-cc and 1,500-cc dis-

placement, have been produced, but it is believed

that model 97 is generally in use. Extra large

wheels can be fitted to obtain maximum ground

TM-E 30-480
1 OCT 44

clearance. The design of all types includes provi-

sion for a sidecar, which can be fitted with a light

machine gun for which at least two different mounts

are available. Only minor changes have been made
in the original Harley-Davidson designs, and per-

formance is generally satisfactory.

Specifications

General:
Weight 1,100 pounds.
Length 8 feet 6 inches.

Width w/sidecar 5 feet 11 inches.

Height 3 feet 10 inches.

Wheelbase 5 feet 3 inches.

Clearance 8 inches.

Tread 4 feet 1 inch.

Figure 400. 2-ivlieel trailer.
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Specifications—Continued

Engine:
Type 1 Gasoline, air-cooled, 4 cycle.

Cylinders 2, set at 45 degree angle.
Horsepower 25 maximum.
Bore 90-mm (3.54 inches)

.

Stroke 94-mnt (3.70 inches).
Displacement— 1196-ec (73.0 cubic inches).
Compression 4.8 to 1.

ratio.

Electrical sys- 6 volts,

tern.

Chassis:

Transmission 3 forward, 1 reverse.

Brakes Mechanical.

b. Motor tricycles (Sanrinsha). The motor
tricycle (fig. 402) has been developed as a com-
mercial freight carrier in Japan since 1930. Many
commercial versions exist, with engines ranging
from 350 cc to 1,000 cc in displacement. Lighter
types have single-chain drive without differentials,

whereas heavier types may have shaft or double
chain drive, with differentials. Load capacities

vary from 300 to 1,000 pounds. A standard three-

speed transmission, and reverse, is used. It is be-

lieved that the Army adopted whatever types were
available, and that no standard army model exists.

Figure 401. Model 97 (1937) motorcycle.

Lighter motor tricycles may have 2-cycle engines,

and some 2-cylinder types have been encountered.
The usual design, however, is chain driven, with a

slow-speed, single-cylinder, 4-cycle engine of about
750-cc displacement.

Specifications

Length 9 feet 6 inches.
Width 4 feet 1 inch.
Wheelbase 6 feet 2 inches.

RESTRICTED
Figure 402. Motor tricycle.
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6. BICYCLES. Japan is one of the world’s

largest producers of bicycles; in 1940 there were

1,000,000 in Tokyo alone. There is a standard

army type, designed along English lines, with front

and rear wheel brakes and large wheels. It has

been used extensively in the present war.

7. TRANSPORT CARTS. The Japanese Army
employs a variety of hand- and horse-drawn carts.

Several of these are shown in figures 403, 404, 405.
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Section VIII. TENTAGE

1. GENERAL. Although the Japanese have ex-

cellent octagonal tents, very little use is made of
tentage in training or in the field, aside from shelter-

half tents. Tents are considered necessary only
for medical units and field hospitals, or for troops
in regions where other shelter is not available. In
inhabited regions, troops are billeted in houses or
other buildings; in jungles, native huts frequently
are built as soon as tbe situation becomes sufficiently

stabilized. The Japanese are unable to improvise
shelters in cold barren regions and therefore house
large numbers of men in tents. Even there, every
effort is made to bring forward building materials
in order to get the men from under canvas as soon
as possible.

a. Octagonal tent. The octagonal tent ordi-
narily houses from 15 to 20 men, although the
manual states that 40 can be accommodated in the

tropics and 36 in cold regions (fig. 406).
Pyramidal in shape, it is made of comparatively
lightweight, closely-woven duck. It is about 24
feet in diameter and uses a 12 foot 9 inch center

pole.

b. Use of the octagonal tent in cold cli-

mates. (1) In cold regions a second tent of closely-

woven, strong, white cotton is suspended inside the

main tent and held in place by tie-tapes. The 6
to 8 inches of air space between the tent and tent

liner gives good insulation against the cold, elimi-

nates drafts, and provides a second shelter against

moisture. Such a tent may be heated efficiently

and economically because of these double walls
which also permit the use of dim lights at night
without danger of violation of blackout discipline.

(2) Two types of stoves are used in these tents,

both with grates for burning coal or charcoal.
One is a drum stove, 20 to 22 inches in diameter
and 24 inches high, with a 6 inch opening in the
center of the top for the stovepipe. The second
type of stove is cast iron, about 2 feet high, 18
inches deep, and 14 inches wide. Both types
can be broken down to save shipping space.

c. Use of the octagonal tent in the tropics.
1 lie same tent also is used in the tropics, though to

a very limited extent, because native type thatch
huts usually are considered superior. A mosquito
netting takes the place of the inner liner in tropical
climates.

Section IX. MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
L GENERAL. Japanese military medical equip-
ment is practical, and civilian medical practices
have been considered relatively modern.

2. FIELD EQUIPMENT, a. Drugs. Many of
the drugs dispensed have been discarded in Euro-
pean and American medical circles, and some pre-
ventatives examined have been found to be with-
out effect. Very extensive use is made of drugs

Figure 406. Japanese octagonal tent. (This complete tent weighs 118 pounds, without pegs and poles.)
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that have to be injected, and field kits (fig. 407)

contain ampoules of a wide variety of sizes and

shapes, with no standardization for shipping and

packaging. Much use is made of proprietary (pat-

ent) medicines, and standard drugs such as quinine,

aspirin, and iodine are of course employed. Anti-

malarials, besides quinine, apparently are being used

in increasing quantity. Vaccines and serums are

comparable with those in use in other Armies, al-

though there are indications that some of them are

not very effective. Vitamin products are used ex-

tensively, in the form of powders or tablets (both

vitamin B and C) as well as in solutions for injec-

tion. Even medical kits contain such vitamin

tablets.

b. Instruments. A very great variety of in-

struments are in use. Most of these appear to be

only fair in quality, of nickel-plated carbon steel

instead of stainless steel. The case shown in fig-

ure 408 is heavy, lined with nickel-plated copper,

and equipped with aluminum instrument racks.

The tray can be removed with the instruments in it

and used as a sterilizer—a very convenient feature.

Blood transfusion kits examined are bulky and

fragile, usable only with a system of transfusion

discarded some years ago by other Armies. No
evidence of the use of blood plasma has been found.

Figure 407. First-aid kit and contents.
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Figure 408. Field instrument case, showing sterilizer tray.
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UNIFORMS, PERSONAL EQUIPMENT, AND INSIGNIA

1. STANDARD UNIFORMS, a. Types.
Aside from obsolete undress and special officer’s

summer dress uniforms, there are 2 distinct types

of regular Japanese uniforms used in temperate

regions: the model 90 (1930) and the model 98

(1938). Both types have woolen winter and cotton

summer versions. There are no government issue

officer’s uniforms; therefore, even within each type,

these vary considerably from each other in cut,

color, and material. Various types of Japanese
uniforms, together with items of personal equip-

ment, are illustrated in figure 409 and plates I—VIII.
b. M-1930 coat. The older type M-1930 uni-

form, still worn by some Japanese soldiers, is made
of heavy, mustard-colored, u'oolen cloth. The coat

is not unlike the American coat of World War I.

It has a high stand-up collar, to which the insignia

of arm and unit are attached except when in the

field.

C. M-1938 coat. The newer type M-1938 uni-

form is olive drab in color and is made either of

cotton or wool, depending on the season. The coat

has a turn-down collar and four pockets with flaps.

d. Trousers. In the field the Japanese now ordi-

narily wear semibreeches, cut high in the waist and

held up by two webbing straps. Wrapped spiral

puttees usually are worn by dismounted enlisted

men. Officers wear puttees, boots, or leather leg-

gings. with either breeches or semibreeches. Long
trousers without cuffs were worn with the M-1930
coat, but were covered with puttees, boots, or leg-

gings in the field.

e. Headgear. (1) Field cap. The field cap is

made of olive-drab woolen cloth and is generally

the shape of the head, with a narrow visor of the

same material and a brown leather chin strap. It

has a star along the vertical front seam. This cap

may be worn under the helmet.

(2) Steel helmet. Steel helmets are generally

worn during combat. Webbing tapes tie under the

chin or at the back of the neck. The star insignia

also are worn on metal helmets. The steel is of

inferior quality and the helmets are easily pierced

or shattered.

(3) Service cap. The service cap is olive drab

in color and similar in shape to that of the United

States Army, but it has a smaller crown and shorter

visor. A red piping is inserted at the outer edge

of the crown and the headband is encircled with a

strip of red felt about U/2 inches wide. At the front

of the headband is a gold star. For officers and

men of the Imperial Guards a semicircular wreath

of leaves is fastened just below the star. The visor

and chin strap are of black leather in standard

military design.

f. Footgear. The dismounted enlisted man
wears russet service shoes of pigskin or cowhide.

The shoes are hobnailed and have a metal rimmed
heel. Men of the mounted services wear russet

riding boots or leather leggings and shoes. Officers’

boots and shoes are similar in design, but are usually

black. Rubber soled black canvas tabi often are

carried as a second pair of shoes, especially in warm
weather. Most, although not all, tabi have split

toes, which serve no special purpose but are char-

acteristic of many Japanese shoes. The soles have

ridge-like cleats under the ball of the foot for better

traction. Japanese socks are typically heelless.

Both woolen and cotton socks are used.

g. Overcoat and cape. The M-1938 overcoat

for enlisted men is made of olive drab woolen mate-

rial. It is single breasted and has a turn-down
collar. For marching the lower corners of the coat

buttons back behind the side pockets. Equipment
is worn outside over the coat. An older type of

overcoat is double breasted. Officers wear over-

coats of similar design, but have sleeve insignia,

consisting of 1, 2, or 3 stripes of dark-brown braid

on or above the cuff to indicate company, field, or

general officers’ grades respectively. Sometimes

service dress capes also are worn by officers. All

overcoats and capes are equipped with detachable

hoods which button on. The throat piece, which
gives good closure across the neck, carries 1, 2, or

3 strips as an indication of company, field, or gen-

eral officer ranks.

h. Raincoats. Cotton raincoats with hoods are

issued to Japanese troops, but in most theaters they

prefer to use the shelter half as rain protection.

i. Clothing worn under the uniform. The
Japanese often wear a breech clout, cotton or cotton

and wool underwear, and cotton or cotton and wool

shirts. Usually only the officers’ shirts have col-

lars. In hot climates, the breech clout sometimes

is worn alone.

j. Senninbari (1000-stitch good luck belt).

This is a red sash, made with 1000 stitches and some-
times worn by Japanese soldiers around the waist

under the uniform. It is supposed to confer luck,

courage, and possible immunity from enemy fire.

2. UNIFORMS FOR SPECIAL ARMS. a.

Tank personnel. Tank troops wear coveralls of a
material similar to that used in the summer cotton
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PLATE I.—ARMY UNIFORMS: OFFICERS

Ml938 FIELD DRESS

SERVICE DRESS

M1930 FIELD DRESS

CAPE

OVERCOAT

RAINCAPE
From J. A. N. No. 1



PLATE II.—ARMY UNIFORMS.- NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND ENLISTED MEN

M1938 SERVICE DRESS Ml930 SERVICE DRESS TYPICAL FATIGUE DRESS

From J A. N. No. I



PLATE III.—WINTER AND TROPICAL ARMY UNIFORMS

OFFICER’S TROPICAL COAT EM'S TROPICAL COAT

WINTER COAT

TROPICAL DRESS

J

From J. A. N: No. l



PLATE IV.—MISCELLANEOUS ARMY UNIFORMS

RAINCOAT

FLYING SUIT

COTTON FATIGUES

ANTIGAS SUIT GUARD’S OVERCOAT

From J. A. N. No. I



PLATE V.—NAVY UNIFORMS: OFFICERS AND PETTY OFFICERS

OFFICER (BLUES) OFFICER (WHITES ) SP

w

PO'S CAP INSIGNIA

ADVANCED
SPECIAL TRAINING

ELEMENTARY
SPECIAL TRAINING

PO (BLUES)

LANDING FORCE OFFICER

PO (WHITES)

From J. A. N. No. 1



PLATE VI—NAVY UNIFORMS AND INSIGNIA: PETTY OFFICERS AND SEAMEN

PO’S BUTTON SEAMAN (BLUES)

BOMBER PILOT

SEAMAN’S BUTTON

From J . A. N. No. 1



PLATE VII.- INSIGNIA OF RANK

ARMY OFFICERS

/ / / / / * J1
GENERAL LT GENERAL MAJOR GENERAL COLONEL LT COLONEL MAJOR

CAPTAIN 1ST LIEUTENANT 2D LIEUTENANT WARRANT OFFICER

ARMY NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICERS AND ENLISTED MEN

SERGEANT MAJOR SERGEANT CORPORAL LEADING PVT

ACTING NCO SUPERIOR PVT 1ST CLASS PVT 2D CLASS PVT ACTING SUP PVT

NAVY OFFICERS

CAPTAIN COMMANDER

SUPERIOR PO PO (1ST CLASS) PO (2D CLASS)

From J. A. N- No. 1

LEADING
SEAMAN

SUPERIOR
SEAMAN

SEAMAN
( 1ST CLASS)

SEAMAN
(2D CLASS)



PLATE VIII.—INSIGNIA OF ARM WORN ON BREAST OF M1938 COAT

INF. AND TANKS (NOT WORN AFTER 1940)

CAVALRY (NOT WORN AFTER 1 940)

INTENDENCE DEPARTMENT

ENGINEERS (NOT WORN AFTER 1940)

ARMY AIR

VETERINARY DEPARTMENT

MILITARY BAND

JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT

INSIGNIA OF ARM WORN ON M1930 COAT COLLAR

From J. A. N. No. 1
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Figure 409. Japanese captain in winter service uniform.
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uniform. The suit which buttons up the front has

a turn-down collar and a left breast pocket.

b. Pai’atroops. The sleeveless cotton paratroop

coverall is worn over the uniform and field equip-

ment. It reaches to the knees and snaps tightly

around the legs.

C. Individual camouflage. The Japanese rely

to a great extent on the individual to improvise his

own camouflage methods. Troops are taught how
to attach leaves, wisps of grass, and foliage to helmet

and body camouflage nets. The body nets, some of

which have mottled patterns, are used especially as

a drape to conceal the outline of the body. In

other cases soldiers sew loops of thread over their

clothing to use for attaching foliage.

3. SPECIAL COLD AND HOT WEATHER
CLOTHING. Japanese soldiers have been well

trained in the use of cold weather clothing, and the

different requirements of each individual are taken

into consideration. They are well aware of the

“layering” principle, adding or removing a layer

of clothing as needed. The Japanese jungle soldier

is issued a minimum of clothing and equipment.

Open throat cotton shirts, with either short or long

sleeves, and cotton trousers, worn with spiral put-

tees, are the usual clothing. In some areas shorts

are worn, but rarely in combat areas.

4. INDIVIDUAL EQUIPMENT, a. Field
equipment. Generally speaking field equipment

consists of the following items:

(1)

Pack. The Japanese have several types of

pack, the commonest now is a sack of heavy duck

about 13 inches square and 5 inches deep. This is

believed to supersede the older pack which was made
of cowhide with the hair on. The noncommis-

sioned officers’ pack is slightly smaller; a type of

officers’ pack, with a leather backing is even smaller.

Inside, the pack ordinarily contains extra shoes

(frequently tabi) , a shelter half with poles and pins,

extra socks, a towel, soap, toilet articles, sewing

kit, first aid dressings, an extra breech clout, and
rations for several days. Outside, a blanket or the

overcoat is rolled in a horseshoe shape around the

pack ; a raincoat or the shelter half is attached across

the top, and the mess kit is strapped to the back of

the pack. The hold-all is frequently used in place

of the pack. This is merely a piece of light canvas

with cords at both ends for tying it into a roll. It

is carried on the back or slung over one shoulder.

Aside from regular packs, there are numerous sacks,

pouches, and bags which are used for carrying

grenades, ammunition, and special equipment.

Some of these are made of heavy duck. Others were
formerly made of leather or a combination of duck

and leather, but now a rubberized fabric, not un-

like the material used in belting, is being substituted

for leather in all field equipment. This new fabric

actually has certain advantages, especially in wet

tropical regions where leather deteriorates rapidly.

Aside from these special bags, many boxes or bags

used by the Japanese soldier are designed for ease

in carrying.

(2) Mess kit. The Japanese have the type of

mess kit used by the Germans, Russians, and Ital-

ians. It consists of an aluminum container, with

one or two tray-like dishes nested beneath the cover.

In temperate and cold regions enough food for

several meals is cooked and carried in the mess

kit, ready to eat.

(3) Shelter half. Although small by American

or British standards, the shelter half is very service-

able. As a raincape it provides excellent protec-

tion against wetness and is preferred by many Jap-

anese soldiers to the issue raincoat. A cord is

attached to the middle of one end so that the shelter

half can be suspended from the shoulders and tied

Figure 410. Japanese soldier with full pack.

under the chin. Loops through the eyelets on one

of the sides then may be slipped through the eyelets

on the opposite side to close it securely in front.

Two of the corners rest approximately elbow high,

allowing the arms freedom of movement. The
shelter half also is used as a ground sheet, or to

roll up in for protection in a foxhole. It can be

pitched as a tent, either alone or in combination

with varying numbers of others. A standard

method of pitching requires 28 shelter halves.

(4) Canteen. The canteen, which hangs from a

shoulder strap and rests on the right hip in a net-

work of webbing straps, is made of aluminum and
painted brown. There are 1 pint and 2% pint

sizes.

(5) Ammunition belt and pouches. Ammuni-
tion pouches are worn on a belt around the waist,

two smaller pouches in front and a larger one in

the rear below the pack. On the side of the larger

pouch there is a small metal or plastic can with
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gun grease. The bayonet frog is also worn on the

ammunition belt. Formerly all this equipment was

made of leather, but recently it has been made of

rubberized fabric.

(6) Entrenching tool. Entrenching shovels and
picks carried by the Japanese are in the ratio of 2

shovels to 1 pick. The shovel has a short wooden
handle which is removed from the blade when it is

attached to the pack. A rope is attached from the

upper end of the handle to a hole in one of the upper

corners of the blade so that when the shovel is

assembled it can be slung over the shoulder.

b. Cold weather equipment. (1) Sleeping

gear. Even in cold climates the Japanese are

unacquainted with the sleeping bag. Instead,

woolen blankets which have an exceedingly high

percentage of cotton are used. The inefficiency of

this sleeping gear is clearly demonstrated by the

fact that seven blankets were issued to each Japanese

soldier after the landings on Altu. The Japanese

also use a cotton filled sleeping pad about 3x5
feet in size when sleeping in barracks or tents. This

does not, however, appear to be part of field equip-

ment. In the field Japanese soldiers ordinarily take

shelter in foxholes, covering themselves merely with

their shelter halves.

(2) Mess hit and canteen covers. Most field

equipment used in cold climates is the same as that

used elsewhere. However, because of the possibility

of food or liquids freezing, snug fitting mess kit

and canteen insulation covers, made of insulating

material such as kapok or pile, are provided.

(3) Skis. The Japanese use two types of skis,

the standard normal length ski and the short glacial

ski. Although the standard skis are of orthodox

construction, the quality is generally quite poor.

The short glacial skis, averaging about 44/2 feet in

length, are of fairly heavy construction; they are

inflexible but easy to carry. Experienced skiers

generally use the long skis, while novices are given

the shorter one. A simple, but rather inefficient,

metal and leather binding is used with both types of

skis. The Japanese do not issue a special ski boot

but simply adopt a standard service shoe by putting

steel protectors on the edges of the sole and a special

plate on the heel to hold the heel-strap in place.

Such improvisation probably gives the skier only

limited control over his skis. Ski poles are made
of light cane. Plain web straps serve as ski climb-

ers for uphill traction.

(4) Snowshoes. The snowshoes used by the

Japanese are of standard European type, oval and
smaller than the usual American bearpaw snowshoe.

(5) Ice creepers. Although it is believed that the

Japanese do not have specific mountaineering equip-

ment, such as used by German, Italian, British, or

American mountain troops, they do have ice creep-

ers which are strapped to the sole of boots for bet-

ter traction. These are T-shaped with a spike at

each of the three ends.

c. Special tropical and jungle equipment.

(1)

Tree climbers. Extremely light weight tree

climbers (fig. 411) are used by snipers. These

consist of a framework of metal rods tied under the

instep by means of a long cord. There are tw'o sets

of spikes which always point straight down from

the sole of the foot. The two spikes on the outside

of the foot are about an inch long, while the inner

ones are only about % inch long.

Figure 411. Tree climber.

(2) Water purification, (a) Water filter-purifier.

This item is issued to Japanese troops in the field

for purifying drinking water. It is not considered
safe enough for use by Allied troops. The use is

illustrated in figure 412. Two chemically treated

wads, one either green or blue and the other w'hite,

are located on the inside of the plastic body. The
end of the rubber tube is placed in the mouth, and
untreated water is sucked past the chemically treated

wads. When the water begins to flow, the tube is

placed into a canteen or other receptacle and al-

lowed to siphon. The cotton wadding must be re-

placed after 5 canteens have been filled.

(b ) Water purification hit. Phials of water puri-
fication chemicals and a measuring spoon, con-
tained in a flat tin, are provided as additional equip-
ment for use in an emergency or when large quan-
tities of impurities are found in the water.

(3) Protection against insects, (ft) Mosquito
headnet. The Japanese headnet usually has spring
wires at the top and bottom, connected by a third
piece of spring wire in the form of a spiral. This
frame keeps the rather coarse green netting off the
face when it is being worn, but permits it to be
collapsed flat for easy carrying. The net also is

used to camouflage the head and neck.

(b) Mosquito gloves. Lightweight cotton mit-

tens are used by the Japanese to protect the hands
from mosquito bites. They have slits in the palms
so that the fingers can be freed to fire a rifle.
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Figure 412. (Above) Japanese troops using the water filter purifier, (Below) illustrations showing components and methods

of operation.

(c) Insect repellent. The Japanese insect repel-

lent consists of a cream the essential constituent of

which is citronella.

(d) Mosquito bars. The mosquito bar is used in

rear areas.

5. INSIGNIA, DECORATIONS, AND
AWARDS, a. Insignia. Insignia of grade are
worn on the collars of coats when coats are worn,
or on the collars of shirts when no coats are worn.
When wearing heavy cold weather clothing, in-

signia of rank generally are worn on either sleeve.

Insignia of branch or service usually are worn on
the right breast of either coats or shirts. However,

in combat areas, neither officers nor men ordinarily

will wear any insignia of rank or branch of service.

Commanders of infantry often will wear some spe-

cial insignia, such as crossed sashes of dark color,

to enable their men to distinguish them. Recruits

wear a white patch, sewed or pinned on the left

breast of coat or shirt, on which is written their

name and unit. In combat areas, all enlisted men
may wear such a patch, containing general informa-

tion and occasionally, some mark of rank.

b. Decorations and awards. Orders of merit
and decorations were created in 1875 and supple-

mented in later years for the purpose of recognizing
and rewarding persons who render distinguished
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and meritorious services to the state. The principal

decorations available to military personnel are as

follows:

(1) The Order of the Golden Kite. This decora-

tion is purely military and is awarded for conspicu-

ous service in operations against a foreign country.

There are seven classes of this order, each carrying a

life annuity. Enlisted personnel may be advanced
only to the sixth order.

(2) The Order of Rising Sun. This decoration

is not limited to the military, and is awarded to those

who have rendered meritorious services. There
are eight classes of this order, of which two are

available to enlisted personnel. Foreigners occa-

sionally are awarded this decoration.

(3) The Order of the Sacred Treasure. This dec-

oration is awarded in both peace and war and is not

limited to the military. It is awarded for long

service with good conduct and does not carry a life

annuity. There are eight classes, of which two are

for enlisted men.

(4) In addition to these three principal decora-

tions, medals for distinguished service (Kunko

Sh5), meritorious service (KunroSho), and ex-

ceptional service (Koro Sho) are issued. For those

whose services are “not inconsiderable,” but are not

qualified for these three medals, a monetary award

may be granted. Campaign medals, good conduct

medals, and badges for proficiency in different

branches of the service also are awarded.

(5) The following awards are made:
(a) Diploma of merit. This may be awarded to

either a unit as a whole or to individuals for distin-

guished service in front of the enemy.

(6) Wound badge. This is granted to anyone

who, as the result of being wounded in action,

thereby is entitled to an increase in pension in

accordance with pension regulations.

(c) Medal for next of kin of those killed in action.

This is also issued to the next of kin of anyone who
has died within three years after contracting an

illness resulting from active service.

(d ) Other awards available to noncommissioned
officers and privates are:

Good conduct badge (Kinko Shoi.
Good conduct certificate ( Zenko Shosho)

.

Diligence badge (Seikin Sho)

.

Victory medal (Sensho Kisho)

.
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CHAPTER XII

CONVENTIONAL SIGNS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Section I. INTRODUCTION

1. SOURCES, a. The geographic signs included

under paragraph 1 of the next section are selected

from those appearing on maps of the Japanese
Empire prepared by the Imperial Land Survey De-
partment. Variant or supplementary signs used by
the Japanese Hydrographic Office are listed in para-
graph 2.

b. The military signs and abbreviations included
under sections III and IV have been selected from
Supplement No. 1 of Japanese Field Service Regula-
tions (Military Signs I

,
August 1940 (Sakusen

Yomurei Furoku Sono Ichi , Guntai Fugo), and are

supplemented by information from other sources.

The grouping of the Army signs follows that adopted

by the Japanese; the Navy and Special Naval Land-
ing Force signs are arranged arbitrarily. The ab-

breviations are arranged alphabetically.

2. GENERAL PRINCIPLES, a. Military
signs. (1) General. A study of the lists of Japa-

nese military signs will reveal certain basic signs

and principles, a knowledge of which will aid in

the interpretation of the signs. It is emphasized,

however, that the Japanese do not exhibit a great

degree of consistency in the formation of their signs.

Furthermore certain signs considered obsolete may
recur, and individual initiative in the drawing of
extemporary signs, with explanatory notes if consid-
ered necessary, is condoned by the Japanese.

(2) Basic signs. Examples of basic signs fol-

low : , field artillery
: f . cavalry

; j engineers

;

Oj<l, air (Army) : '“V", air (Navy)
; <^> or A,

tank;Q »

shippings ', signal :[

/v
'. radio; fF

,

gas; /\ (placed over the rest of the sign), estab-

lished depot.

(3) Headquarters. Headquarters, down to the
battalion level inclusive, usually are distinguished
by flags and/or circles. Brigade or group head-
quarters, however, are indicated by six-pointed

starsVV . The appropriate basic sign may be added

to indicate the arm. For example:
,
area army

headquarterrs,
dr

division headquarters;

cavalry brigade headquarters; infantry bat-

talion headquarters;^^
,
field artillery regimental

headquarters.

(4)

Units. The normal method of designating

units is by adding a rectangle below the sign (in full

or abbreviated I of the particular arm or weapon.

For example: dfc ,
medium mortar T . medium mor-

tar unit; /\v/V engineer (basic sign) . engineer

unit. (An exception to this principle should be

noted : bjH . field artillery, pllj
,
field artillery am-

munition train.)

(5) Motorization. In order to show that a unit

is motorized, two rings (representing wheels) are

added either below or at the side of the particular-

sign. For example: pHj
, field artillery ammunition

train,
p^ ,

field artillery ammunition train, motor-

ized.

(6) Compound signs. Basic signs such as those

described above may be combined into compound

antiaircraft artillery regi-signs. For example:
( 9 )

mental headquarters.

(7 1 Classification. An appropriate symbol,

number, or abbreviation (either English letters,

“kana”, or characters) may be added to a sign

when it is necessary further to classify the unit or

equipment indicated by the sign. For example:

mobile ground radio station,^
,
No. 3 type

mobile ground radio station; ship (general),

4]A water supply ship (the character included
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means “water”) armed ship : I J motor truck,

13 ,
repair truck, QQ truck loaded with machine

guns;
(Qj ,

tank ^ ,
light tank. The most com-

mon of such examples are noted in the list of signs.

(8) Boundaries, directions. Boundaries of dis-

tricts or limits of fortified areas are shown by lines;

directions of shooting, points of attack, and changes

of direction of troops are shown by arrows.

b. Military abbreviations. 1

1

1 English let-

ters, both capital and small, normally are used in

military abbreviations.

(2) The basic army abbreviations appear in most

cases to be derived from German words and, in the

case of most recent additions, romanized forms of

Japanese words. For example : BA (Bergartillerie)

,

mountain artillery; SeE ( Sernpaku eiseitai hombu )

,

shipping medical unit headquarters.

(3) Naval abbreviations are derived largely from

English words and less frequently from romanized

forms of Japanese words. For example: BC, battle-

cruiser; cdg, combined destroyer group; AtB (At-

tached “butai”)
,
attached force.

C. Numbers. The numbers of units and weap-

ons are shown by placing the appropriate figure,

either Arabic or Japanese, with necessary additions,

in parentheses after the particular sign or abbrevia-

tion. For example (2), two airplanes; A
(h. tli ree battalions of field artillery ( the two

characters in the parentheses are, respectively,

“three” and the first character of the Japanese word

for “battalion”).

d. Identification. (1) When it is necessary to

distinguish between enemy and friendly forces, the

Japanese show signs for the former in red, for the

latter in blue.

(2) In indicating the organizational numbers of

units, Arabic numerals usually are used for all units

except battalions, for which Roman numerals are

used. The number of the lower unit precedes that

of the higher organization of which it is a part, the

two being separated by a slanting line. For ex-

ample: 18 P, the 18th Engineers; Ill/2i, 3d Bat-

talion of the 2d Infantry Regiment. II St/IA, 2d
Battalion Ammunition Train of the 1st Field Artillery

Regiment.

(3) Platoons and sections usually are shown as

fractions of a company. For example: %2/lP, 1

platoon of the 2d Company of the 1st Engineer Regi-

ment; ^2/51, 1 section of the 2d Company of the

5th Infantry Regiment.

(4) Missing units of an organization are indi-

cated by numerals, preceded by a minus sign, in

parentheses. Units attached to an organization are
shown similarly w ith a plus instead of a minus sign,

lor example: 2i (—7.81, 2d Infantry Regiment less

the 7th and 8th Companies; l( + iPf/2i, 1st Com-
pany, plus a labor unit, of the 2d Infantry Regiment.

Section II. GEOGRAPHIC SIGNS

1. IMPERIAL LAND SURVEY DEPART-
MENT SIGNS.

Density of Construction in Urban Areas

Dense Moderate Sparse

1 Navy Lookout Tower

°° 0
°

£

0 Factory
A. a

Q
Ci

0 Bank
Q
A 96

’
1

X Powder Magazine

0 365.3?

-T±T- Water Wheel or Mill
0423.42

O
\

Generating Plant
32,5

Xm Masonry Wall Cu

AW™ Fences /ft

Bamboo Fences
ri

“V Stone Wall

11

JJl,

<>

Earthen Wall

Hedge

Cemetery

Ditches

Shrine Gate.

Stone Lantern

Q

?

Monument

Statue

Signpost

Stone Steps

Crane

A

Q

Oil Well

Mileage Marker

_L

+

56

AAA

AAA

Stumps

Isolated Trees

Chimney.

Triangulation Point

Secondary Control Point

Bench Mark

Spot Elevation ,

Old Battlefield

Spring

Tomb

Castle Site

Volcano

Mineral Spring

Material Dump

Mine

Boundary Marker

Shrine

Temple

Grave

Pagoda

Church

Japanese Government
Building

Foreign Government
Building

Military Reservation

Naval Reservation
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<£)

<m

o>

©.

O
X

Division Headquarters isolation Hospital

X Gendarmerie Post (A) (8)

Fortress and Defense

Headquarters X Police Station

(A) (B>

Province (Obsolete)

Gun, Shi or Sub-prefectural

Ward, Machl or Mura (A) Fixed (B) Approx.

Government Lands

Property Lines (A) Fixed (B) Approximate

Court of Appeals

Battalion Headquarters and

Garrison

X Prison

Regimental Headquarters

T Customs House

Naval Station

<> Tax Office

Secondary Naval Station

Forestry Office

Naval Camp

Mining Office

Army Camp
Government Monopoly

<e>
Bureau Office or Factory

Shipyard

@ Office of Maritime Affairs

Prefectural Seat

T Meteorological Station

Sub-prefectural, Island-

office or Gun Seat

© Post Office (with Telegraph

City Office
and Telephone service)

— El Post Office

Town, Village or Ward
Office —

J

Telegraph Office

School
U

Telephone Office

Hospital

National Highway

Main Prefectural Roads

More than 3 Meters Wide

Height of Bank

T$ Depth of Water

Lighthouse

(A) iron Bridge

(B) Wooden Bridge

(C) Foot Bridge

(D) Foot Ford

(E) Vehicular Ford

(F) Passenger Ferry (Single Boat)

(G) Passenger and Horse Ferry (Two Boats)

(H) Steam Ferry

£
OP

A

1
iiHm

(A)
*•

Boat Anchorage

Ship Anchorage

V’

^
n

j
Anchorage

Warning Signal

6 6

6

6 6

t X
X

X t

* A
4 . k

(A) Orchard

(B) Tea

(C) Mulberry

(A) (B) 10 (D) (E) (F)

• a „

• T

r

X T
. V •

9
9

- <?

P P

9

. T

t
Y

< A
aL 9V P ft

• »»
T .

r X ~ -
P.

.

*' •
. r

.

• A 9.V P 9

(A) (B) (C) (0) (E) (F) (G)

Commercial Port

_n

%

jQ Buoy (Lightless)

Fixed Beacon

(Lightless)

(D) Cultivated marsh

(E) Irrigated rice field

(F) Dry Rice Field

(A) Wild Land

(B) Palm

(C) Bamboo

(D) Conifers

(E) Broad-leaf Trees

(F) Grass Land

(G) Jungle

(A) Cliff (E) Depression

(B) Rock Outcropping (F) Ravine, Gully

(C) Scattered Rock (G) Crumbling Bank

(D) Talus Slope

More than 2 Meters Wide

=; More than 1 Meter Wide

Less than 1 Meter Wide

impassable for Carts

(A)
Tree-lined Roads: (A) Narrow (B) Wide

2. Japanese hydrographic office signs (signs listed

are variant or supplementary to those in paragraph
1 of this section; Japanese Army shipping signs

are listed in paragraph 1, section III of this chapter,

Navy conventional signs in paragraph 2 of the same
section)

.

Symbol English

Jb)
1 '

(A) _ IB)

1C)

(D) _ ^
+•+•+<• + * + • +

(A)
—i-i—«•)—(•>-

(B)

Power Lines along Road: (A) Ordinary (B) High Tension

(C) Station

Feeder Railways: (D) Double (E) Single

Prefectural (A) Fixed (B) Approximate

&
xb

X

l

©

Large harbor or anchorage.

Small harbor or anchorage.

Anchorage for junks.

Ship entrance.

Ship anchorage with facilities.
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English

Ship anchorage.

Possible anchorage.

Emergency anchorage.

Possible emergency anchorage.

Lighthouse.

Lightship.

Lightbuoy.

Mooring buoy.

j) I Buoys (in general drawn to represent the

actual shape of the buoy).

T-T Light beacon, fixed.

Beacons, flashing:

White.

Sym bol

A

A

t

b

§)

A
A
& o

w

*
BS

©
o
T

Red.

Green.

Amber.

Lighting facilities.

Government landing field.

Commercial landing field.

Emergency landing field.

A

A

t

O
0
m
©

Seaplane anchorage with facilities.

Seaplane anchorage.

Possible seaplane anchorage.

Emergency seaplane anchorage.

Marine bureau.

Coast guard station.

Lifeboat station.

Observation point.

Symbol English

Beacons, flashing

—

Continued.

Submarine cable.

Radio station.To-

1

A Radio broadcasting station.

Obstruction.

Tank (oil, gas, or water).

Race track.

Golf links.

-EjEhJSC rj^' Temple, shrine.

Imperial palace, garden, shrine, or mauso-
leum.

Coast line.

Drying coast line.

Sand beach.

Steep coast line.

Reef.

10-fathom line (1 dot).

20-fathom line (2 dots).

50-fathom line (5 dots).

100-fathom line (10 dots).

Flood tide.

Ebb tide.

Ocean current (direction and speed).

River and stream.

Bridge.

Ferry.

Waterfall.

Lake.

Swamp and marsh.

Fortified and aviation prohibited zone.

Civil air line.

High voltage transmission line.
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Section III. MILITARY SIGNS

Note. The arrangement of the Army signs follows that

adopted by the Japanese, and is outlined below. The ar-

rangement of the Navy and Special Naval Landing Force
signs is arbitrary.

Paragraph

Army Signs 1

Common to all arms.

Infantry.

Cavalry.

Artillery.

Engineers.

Air, antiaircraft, and meteorological.

Armored Forces.

Field works.
Railway.
Shipping.
Signal.

Transport, supply, and medical services.

Line of communications.
Siege and fortress defense.

Paragraph
Navy Signs 2
Special Naval Landing Force signs 3
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APPENDIX

Supplemental data

I. JAPANESE YEAR DATES.

Year of Meiji

1st

2d
3d
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
loth
16th
17th
18th
19th
20th
21st
22d
23d
24th
25th
26th
27th
28th
29th
30th
31st
32d
33d
34th
35th
36th
37th
38th
39th
40th
41st,

42d
43d _ . - -

44th
45th_
Year of Taisho

1st
2d
3d --

4th
5th. -

6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
Uth
12th
13th
14th
1 5th ...

Year of Shown
1st

2d .

3d
4th . .

5th _ .

6th

Year of
our Lord

1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877

. 1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897

. 1898
_ 1899
_ 1900
_ 1901
. 1902
. 1903
. 1904
_ 1905
. 1906
.. 1907
.. 1908
. 1909
. 1910

1911

1 1912

1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925

1927
1928
1929
1930
1931

Yaer of Year of
Showa our Lord

7th _

8th .

9th.
10th
11th
12th
13th
14th
15th
16th
17th
18th
19th

1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944

Note. When Japaneso year dates are given the year may bo found as

follows:

In the Meiji period, add the Japanese yenr date to 1807.

In the Taisho period, add the Japanese year date to 1011.

In the Showa (present) period, add the Japanese yenr date to 1920.

For example Meiji 13 is 1880, Taisho 13 is 1924, and Showa 13 is 1938.

2. JAPANESE WEIGHTS, MEASURES, AND
MONEYS, a. Distance and Length.

Ri=36 <$io=2,160 ken= 2.4403 milcs=3.92727
kilometers.

Ri (marine)= 1 nautical mile =1.853 19 kilo-

meters.
Ken=6 shaku=60 sun=5.965163 feet= 1.81818

meters.

Shaku= 10 sun= 100 bu= 0.994194 feet=0.30303
meter.

Shaku (cloth measure)= 1 .25 shaku.
Tan (cloth measure)=a roll of about 25 shaku.

b. Land measure.

Square ri= 1 ,296 square cho=5.95516 square miles=
15.52345 square kilometers.

Clio (area) =10 tan=3,000 tsubo=2.45065 acres=99.17355
ares.

Tsubo or bu=3.95369 square yards=3.30579 centiares.

Ko (Formosa) =2,934 tsubo.

c. Quantity, capacity, and cubic measures.

Koku=10
sho=

to=100

4.96005
47.65389

(liquid)

5.11902

, (dry)

bushels
)

gallons
U. S. A. [

bushels
U. S. A. )

= 1.80391

hectoliters.

Go= 10th of a sho.

Koku (capacity of vessels) = 10th of a shipping ton.

Kokn (timber) =about 1 by 1 by 10 feet.

Koku (fish) =40 kwan (in weight).

Shakujime ( timber) =about 1 by 1 by 12 feet.

Taba (fagot, etc.) =about 3 by 6 by 6 feet.

d. Weights.
T, /, v i non f 8.26733 pounds avoir ]Kwan (kan) =1,000

dupoigmomme—
[ 10.04711 pounds troy I

(1.32277 pounds avoir-

1

Kin= 160 momme=
|

dupois
(1.60754 pounds troy I

(0.13228 ounce avoirdu-1

Momme=10 fun=< pois

[0.12057 ounce troy I

=3.75000
kilograms.

=0.60000
kilograms.

=3.75000
grams.
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e. Moneys.

/0.49846 u. S. dollars (at

par).
Yen (¥) =100 sen= 1,000 rin=< 0.23196 U. S. dollars (aver-

age rate of exchange,

V November 1941)

.

3. METHOD OF NUMBERING MODELS.
a. Before 1926 the model number of weapons and
equipment was indicated by the year of the reign in

which the model was adopted. Since 1926 the model
has been numbered from what is assumed to be the

date of the founding of the Japanese Empire. The
last two digits of this number are used up to the

year 1940. Models adopted in 1940 are simply

designated as “0” (Zero) . Models adopted in 1941

are designated “1” and so on.

b. A comparative table indicating the western
year, the Japanese year, and the model number
corresponding thereto follows:

Western year
Japanese

year
Model
No.

1930 2590 90
1931 2591 91
1932 2592 92
1933 2593 93
1934 2594 94
1935 2595 95
1936 2596 96
1937 2597 97

Western year
Japanese

year
Model
No.

1938.
1939.
1940.
1941.
1942
1943.
1944.

2598 98
2599 99
2(500

2601
2602
2603
2604

C. This method of marking equipment is in gen-

eral use in both the Army and the Navy for number-
ing types of equipment, including airplanes, tanks,

pieces of ordnance, etc.
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